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Preface

Mound 7 is the largest of a group of 21 house mounds

that made up the Indian settlement known to the Spanish colonists

of New Mexico as the Pueblo de las Humanas. The following

report records its excavation under the supervision of the author

during three seasons from 1965 through 1967. The effort was

made by the third sizable field party to work at Gran Quivira.

The first, directed by Edgar L. Hewett of the School of

American Research from 1923 through 1925, was concerned

primarily with the delineation of the buildings of the Franciscan

mission of San Buenaventura, although extensive testing in the

pueblo included the excavation of several rooms, two kivas, and

numerous burials. No published record followed, but Hewett'

s

work resulted in some general knowledge of local archeology

—

principally architecture. Perhaps the most significant contribution

of the expedition was the training it afforded several individuals

whose names ultimately became well known to

Southwesternists—Lansing Bloom, Wesley Bradfield, Odd S.

Halseth, J. C. Harrington, Fred Kabotie, Frank Pinkley, and Anna

Shepard.

The aboriginal structures excavated by the School of

American Research were never stabilized and soon reverted to

rubble. For years the only exhibit that could be shown to visitors

was the ruined mission. So, to rectify this situation, and to expose

remains of the pueblo that the mission had served, Gordon Vivian

of the National Park Service's Ruins Stabilization Unit, then

centered at Chaco Canyon National Monument, conducted further

excavations in the spring of 1951. Vivian dug and stabilized 37

rooms of Mound 10 (House A), the church of San Isidro, and

Kiva D near the southwest corner of Mound 7. His excellent

monograph, "Excavations in a 17th Century Jumano Pueblo, Gran

Quivira," (1964), not only summarized the documentary history,

but also provided the first published description of Gran Quivira's

material culture.

Also shedding light on the archeology of Las Humanas
were the extensive surveys of H. P. Mera (1935, 1940b, and

1943) of the Laboratory of Anthropology, and the excavation in

nearby Pueblo Pardo by Washington and Jefferson College

(Toulouse and Stephenson, 1960) and by the small salvage

excavations conducted by the Laboratory in the same vicinity

(Wendorf, 1956; Fenenga, 1956).

The Mound 7 Project got under way in the summer of

1965 with three months of field work. But with the advent of cold

weather in the fall, the operation moved to a laboratory in Santa

Fe, and in succeeding summers both laboratory and field work

were carried on concurrently. With the finishing touches of

stabilization completed in August 1968, the specimens were

moved to the Southwest Archeological Center in Globe, Arizona,

where final analysis and report writing occupied the next two

years.

During its first year, the administration of the project

was the responsibility of the Superintendent, Gran Quivira

National Monument; but in August of 1966, it was assumed by

the Chief of the reorganized Southwest Archeological Center. To
the staffs of both these organizations, for logistical support and for

keeping the paper record clean, I owe a large debt of gratitude. At

Gran Quivira, the task fell largely to Superintendents Donald G.

Ripley and Franklin Wallace, to Park Archeologist Douglas H.

Scovill, and to the Caretaker, Jack Kite, all of whom, with their

wives, made summers at Gran Quivira more pleasant. At Globe, it

was Administrative Officer Elsie Bannon who was chiefly

responsible for keeping my skirts clean and patiently correcting

my errors in procedure and arithmetic. And now that he has

retired, Chester A. Thomas, my boss for three years at SWAC
and for seven years before at Mesa Verde, cannot suspect my
motives when I acknowledge the great debt I owe him. He taught

me more than I will ever be able to use. Always ready to help

when support was needed, he stayed out of the way when it

wasn't. The reins never left his hands, but they were handled so

lightly that one scarcely noticed the bit.

During tne first season, I was assisted in the field by

Archer W. Stewart, and during the two subsequent summers by

Thomas J. Caperton who also accomplished an archeological

survey of the vicinity in the fall of 1967. Record keeping on the

excavation was also ably performed for shorter periods by Gary

M. Matlock and Jon N. Young. We were fortunate in our crew of

laborers, all local men, who quickly learned the needed skills and

who never let interest flag despite wind, plagues of gnats, and

extremes of temperature. The crew varied in size from three to 10

men, and a total of 20 men had some part in the dig. Those who
were with us for two or more seasons were, in order of length of

time on the job: Billy Joe Wells, Vernie L. Wells, C. N. Fulfer,

Jerry L. Greene, Gary C. Fulfer, Sterling R. Johnson, Alton R.

Moorhead, and Robert L. Boyle.

The laboratory in Santa Fe, which went into operation

with the close of the first summer's work, remained open

throughout all later field seasons. Thus, by running a truck from

Gran Quivira to Santa Fe weekfy, we were nearly able to stay

abreast of the washing and shelving of artifacts. The care and

cataloguing of specimens was supervised at the start by Nancy

Hammack, but for most of the life of the lab, by Barbara A.

Peckham. Mrs. Peckham also spent short periods on the dig

recording murals in situ, and in the laboratory, she undertook the

uncovering and recording of painted layers of plaster from walls

brought to Santa Fe (Peckham, 1980).

With the finish of me excavation in the fall of 1967, all

of the stone artifacts were removed to the Southwest

Archeological Center ror analysis by Jon Young with the

laboratory assistance of Karen Young. A report of his study is
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included in this volume (Part 4).

Human skeletal material was studied by Erik K. Reed,

Research Anthropologist with the NPS Division of Archeology.

The collection was later deposited on indefinite loan with the

Department of Anthropology, Arizona State University, where it

was subjected to further investigation by Christy G. Turner and

his students.

Under the direction of Thomas W. Mathews at the

Southwest Archeological Center, avian remains were identified by

Charmion R. McKusick, and mammals by Jerry L. Greene. Leo

G. Hertlein, California Academy of Sciences, identified the

shells, and the few reptilian bones were named by William G.

Degenhardt and Arthur E. Dunham, both of the University of

New Mexico. William J. Koster, also of the university, identified

fish remains. McKusick's discussion of all faunal material

appears in Contributions to Gran Quivira Archeology (1980).

Helene Warren, Curator of Geology at the Museum of

New Mexico, kindly identified minerals for Jon Young, and made

an important contribution to the understanding of New Mexico

pottery types with her inspection of clays and mineral temper in

Gran Quivira sherds. Halsey W. Miller of Fort Hays Kansas State

College identified fossil shells.

Dendrochronology was done by Richard L. Warren

under the direction of Jeffrey S. Dean at the Tree-Ring Laboratory

of the University of Arizona, while other non-cultivated plant

specimens were identified by B. Francis Kukachka of the Forest

Products Laboratory of the National Forest Service and by James

A. Erdman of the Geological Survey. Hugh Cutler of the Missouri

Botanical Garden and Lawrence Kaplan of the University of

Massachusetts examined the cultigens.

The descriptions of the few textile remains, about which

I am particularly ignorant, are borrowed from Carolyn M.

Osborne, Los Alamitos, California.

In addition to the thanks due these experts for their

technical assistance, I am grateful to many colleagues for shared

knowledge, useful suggestions, or for vigorous opposition to some

of my wilder theories. It is impossible to detail all who have been

helpful, but I must acknowledge the advice of Gordon Vivian and

Roland S. Rickert of the Southwest Archeological Center on

problems of preservation and stabilization. Albert H. Schroeder,

with the NPS Southwest Regional Office, gave unstintingly of his

knowledge of documented colonial history, and Stewart L.

Peckham, Museum of New Mexico, of his wide acquaintance of

archeological sites in New Mexico and of the things that were

found in them. I am particularly indebted to Thomas W. Mathews

for his patient interest and his criticism.

Line drawings were done by Karen S. Young, and the

photographs of artifacts were made by Fred E. Mang, Jr.—both of

the National Park Service.

Editor's Note:

On December 19, 1980, President Jimmy Carter signed Public

Law 96-550, which changed the name of Gran Quivira

National Monument to Salinas National Monument. The law also

authorized the Secretary of the Interior to add 466 acres of land to the

Monument, which contains other archeological sites important

to the prehistory of the Southwest.
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1 . Introduction

On a sparkling day early in September of the year 1581,

Fray Juan de Santa Maria of the Franciscan order made the

incredible, if courageous, mistake of leaving the relative safety

afforded by his small group of companions in the Galisteo Valley

of northern New Mexico, and struck out alone for Santa Barbara

in southern Chihuahua. His goal was more than 600 miles to the

south through unknown country and the territory of an unknown

people whose language he did not speak. We can only guess at his

thoughts as his sandals bent the yellowing grass, but we know that

after he made the easy climb out of the Galisteo, he had, for the

next two or three days, a vast plain of grass to his left, and to his

right were pinon-covered foothills rising sharply to pine-clad

mountains. We know that before he had covered 50 miles he was

killed by Indians. His was the first recorded encounter of

European with Indian in this Estancia Valley. King and Cross did

not make much of a showing at the time of this lonely tragedy,

but in time they made a deeper impression and achieved an

unsought revenge when, within less than a century, the valley and

its vicinity were completely depopulated of the 10,000 or more

native people.

Physical Setting

The Salinas, only recently renamed the Estancia Valley,

is the northernmost of a string of three long, narrow, interior

drainage basins that bisects New Mexico, crosses the western tip

of Texas, and extends for 150 miles into northwestern Chihuahua

(maps 1 and 2). Lying 30 miles east of the Rio Grande, it is about

50 miles long and 25 wide. The western rim, dividing the basin

from the broad Rio Grande Valley, is formed by the Sandia

Mountains to the north and the Manzanos to the south. These

faulted ranges, dipping to the east and rising to elevations of

10,000 feet, are the principle water sources for the bolson. Their

upper reaches are heavily clad in pine, fir, and oak, and their

skirts are covered with a pygmy forest of pifion and juniper.

The Pedernal Hills, scarcely perceptible from the valley

floor, are a low outcrop of pre-Cambrian granite (Bates, Wilpot,

MacAlpin, and Vorbe, 1947), nearly bare of vegetation, which

forms the divide between the Estancia and a series of wide

benches descending to the Pecos River 50 miles to the east. The

north end of the basin is an even less obvious, gentle rise to the

Galisteo divide which forms a steep scarp on the Galisteo, or

northern side, but from the basin is no more than a shallow saucer

rim. The San Pedro Mountains, low outliers of the Sandias, make
an intruding corner between that range and the rim of the Galisteo

drainage. The southern end of the valley is marked by Mesa
Jumanes, which rises abruptly for 1,000 feet to a relatively flat,

southward sloping tableland supporting a pinon-juniper woodland,

open sagebrush parks, and a few scattered, shrinking, relict

stands of yellow pine.

All precipitation in and on the borders of the valley

seeps toward the lower center, where, because there is no outlet,

the waters collect in a series of playas or ephemeral lakes. The

lakes were formed by erosion from the westerly winds which

peeled away the surface, exposed the shallow water table, and

deposited the overburden in the form of a line of clay hills to the

east. The largest of these lakes, Laguna del Perro, a nearly

permanent body of water, is 12 miles long and up to a mile wide,

but seldom over a few inches deep. Runoff from the surrounding

mountains and ridges, however, does not reach the lake.

Evaporation of the waters since the Pleistocene has resulted in the

deposition of minerals, particularly salt (Meinzer, 1911). The

valley floor, with an elevation of about 6,000 feet, is level,

becoming somewhat rolling at the outer edges, and is an open

grassland, relieved only by scattered yucca and saltbush and with

a few rather dense stands of cholla, particularly at the higher

ground near the foothills.

Just across the top of Mesa Jumanes to the south of the

Estancia Valley is the head of the long Tularosa Basin, a high,

sandy plain known as the Medanos. The western edge of this part

of the basin is formed by Chupadero Mesa, of which Mesa

Jumanes is no more than an eastward-turning extension.

Chupadero Mesa generally slopes to the east from higher ridges

facing the upper end of the Jornada del Muerto, another interior

drainage basin to the west. To the east are the Gallinas

Mountains.

Several large pueblos at the southwest edge of the

Estancia Basin and in the Medanos of the Tularosa constituted the

last group of villages to be discovered by the Spaniards—the first

to be reduced to extinction. Surface collections from surveys of

the northern end of the Jornada show that at least 1 1 sites in that

basin were also occupied into the early 1600's (Mera, 1940b;

sherd collections in Museum of New Mexico), but, curiously,

there is no historical reference to Spanish penetration of the area

nor of any people living there. Some of those sites are earlier

pueblos that were briefly reoccupied by a few families, others are

small ephemeral settlements, but three appear to be respectable

pueblos of over 100 rooms.

Historical Background

The first of the exploring parties, that of Francisco

Vasquez de Coronado in 1540-1541, was the largest, and the

widest ranging. The chronicles of the expedition account for visits

by Coronado or one of his lieutenants to every other Pueblo group

in the Southwest, from the Hopi in the west to Pecos, and from

Taos to the southernmost of the Piro towns. However, the only

reference to the Salinas is offhand. Castaneda, Coronado's chief

scribe, speaking from Tiguex on the river, noted that east of the

Mountains "there are seven pueblos, four in the plain and three
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sheltered on the slope of the sierra" (Hammond and Rey, 1940,

pp. 253,258). It is hard to believe that more than 300 roving

Spaniards could spend over a year in New Mexico without any of

them getting into what was one of the major population centers of

the region. Castaneda's brief reference may have been only

heresay, but it may also have been information gathered on some

small unrecorded side trip.

The next prospecting trip into New Mexico was by a

party of three friars, nine soldiers, and about 16 Indian servants

under the joint leadership of Francisco Sanchez Chamuscado and

Fray Agustin Rodriguez in 1581. By this time, 40 years after

Coronado, mines had been developed at Santa Barbara in southern

Chihuahua, and new routes to the north had been pioneered by

slave-raiders. Chamuscado and Rodriguez entered the territory

more directly than Coronado by descending the Rio Conchos to its

junction with the Rio Grande, and then by coming up the latter

stream to establish what essentially remained the route of contact

between Old and New Mexico from that time forward. It was this

small band that Fray Santa Maria deserted despite the protests of

his comrades. Later in the fall the others visited the salt lakes and

five pueblos in the vicinity which they named Zacatula, Ruiseco,

La Mesa, La Joya, and Francavila. At this last village they were

informed that "away from the salines there were three very large

pueblos," but the Spaniards were unable to visit them due to a

lack of supplies and because of bad weather (Hammond and Rey,

1927).

If, as seems likely, the explorers entered the Estancia

Valley through Tijeras Canyon at the north end of the Manzanos,

the first pueblo near the lakes would be Chilili which can probably

be equated with Zacatula. The other places named cannot be

identified. Francavila was apparently the southernmost and may
have been Quarai, but Quarai is known to have been abandoned

between the mid-1400's and some time in the late 1500's or early

1600's, and may not have been occupied at the time (Baker, n.d.;

Reed, n.d.). It may have been the site at LA:472. There were

more than three large towns "away from the salines"—those

across Mesa Jumanes to the south, including Las Humanas, and

Abo and Tenabo to the west.

The two remaining religious members of the expedition

elected to stay at Puaray, the largest of the Tiwa Pueblos, to

preach the Holy Gospel to the Indians. In view of attacks the party

had suffered in the nearby Galisteo Valley and the fate of their

brother religious behind the mountains, this was a courageous, if

not a suicidal, decision. Chamuscado died on the return trip a

short distance out of Santa Barbara. Only two or three months

after the surviving soldiers reached Mexico, they were followed

by a Mexican Indian servant who had remained behind with the

friars. He reported that the New Mexican Indians had "had killed

one [friar] in his presence, and that as he was fleeing hither that

they might not kill him he heard cries and shouts in the pueblo, by

which he understood that they must be killing the other friar."

Before the year was out, another party was underway from

Chihuahua, organized by a wealthy citizen, Antonio de Espejo

(Bolton, 1916).

Perhaps the expedition's speedy departure in November
1582 was with the hope of rescuing Fray Rodriguez, but before

reaching Puaray they learned from Piros downriver that both

priests had been killed and that the Tiwas were hostile. Espejo'

s

party, with about 15 soldiers, was scarcely larger than that of

Chamuscado, and some of the men were apprehensive about

continuing into unfriendly territory. At the northernmost of the

Piro towns, probably the one that later was known as Sevilleta,

located near the mouth of the Puerco River, they learned of

another province 10 leagues away—one which Chamuscado had

not visited. So an alternate plan was suggested. If the new

province seemed suitable, a fortification would be constructed

there to serve as a base from which sorties could be made.

Taking two soldiers and some Indian servants, Espejo

made a quick trip to investigate the possibilities. One of tbe

soldiers, Diego Perez de Luxan, gives us this account:

We left on the tenth of the said month [February 1583]

and at sunset of that day reached the first pueblo of the

province of the Magrias. Most of the people began to

flee when they observed us and others came to meet us

peacefully.

The people of this province are of the same sort as

those of the previous one, except that they seem to be

more warlike. . . . (Hammond and Rey, 1929).

The next day they visited another similar pueblo, where

they admired the timber and the mineral prospects and heard of

more towns, but "as we were only three we did not examine the

land." On the third day, they returned to the river, and no more

was said about building strongholds. Perhaps the warlike nature of

the Magrias discouraged them, or perhaps cooler heads prevailed

to reduce the panic and to get the party back on its original

course.

The Europeans, not yet well acquainted with the terrain,

were mistaken in believing that Chamuscado had not visited their

new province, although it is unlikely that he had penetrated so far.

The first pueblo of the two visited was almost certainly Tenabo in

the pass between the Manzano and Los Pinos mountains, 25 miles

from the site of Sevilleta. The village visited the second day

would then be Abo, about five miles east. They could not have

gone farther and still have made the return ride to the river valley

in a day. Espejo' s account, written some time after his return to

Mexico, says that there were 11 towns in all, of which they

visited only two, and adds that there was no river in that country

(Bolton, 1916; Hammond and Rey, 1928).

The Spaniard's fears of the natives up river proved to be

matched by the fear the guilty people of Puaray had of Spanish

retribution. The Indians had fled to the hills and had to be coaxed

back to the pueblo by the explorers who then went on to visit the

Keres, the Jemez and west through Zuni country, the Hopi mesas,

and down over the Mogollon Rim into central Arizona. On their

return, they intended another visit to the land of the Magrias, but,

plagued with troubles, they changed their plans. After scrapes

with the Querechos (probably Apaches) near Acoma, a nasty fight

at Puaray and unpleasantness at Pecos, they made their way south

by going down the Pecos River.

The next two expeditions into New Mexico were

unauthorized. In 1590, Gaspar Castano de Sosa entered the

territory by way of the Pecos with a large party, intending to

establish a permanent colony. The first pueblo he saw was Pecos,

and after visiting the Tiwa towns north of Santa Fe, he went down
the river to the Tiwa settlements. On his return to Santo Domingo

in March 1591, he was arrested by Captain Juan Morlete, who
had been sent up the river to apprehend him. Castano' s time in

the area was short—he never entered the Estancia Basin, nor did

his account indicate that he even knew there were pueblos behind

the mountains (Schroeder and Matson, 1965).
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Three years later, Francisco Leyba de Bonilla illegally

led a party of freebooters into New Mexico where they spent

nearly a year headquartered at San Ildefonso. In search of gold,

they ventured into the central Great Plains where Leyba was

murdered by one of his soldiers, Antonio Gutierrez de Humana,

who then assumed command. The new leader never returned to

New Mexico. He and most of his party were killed on the plains,

and all that is known of the expedition was through word of

mouth by a Mexican Indian servant of Humana who escaped

(Bolton, 1916; Hammond and Rey, 1966).

The period of exploration ended and that of colonization

began when Juan de Onate with 400 men, many of them with

their families, founded San Gabriel near the Tewa pueblo of San

Juan in August 1598. As soon as irrigation ditches were laid out,

a church begun, and the colony established, Don Juan started to

investigate his area of responsibility. In October, on his way to

"discover the Southern Sea," he passed through San Marcos,

and probably through Tonque and Paako, then spent about 10

days visiting the pueblos near the salt iakes.

After stopping at "the first pueblo of the salines," he

traveled five leagues the next day to "the last pueblo of the

salines," where he stayed for three days examining the salt

deposits to the east, and then proceeded another three leagues to

Abo (Bolton, 1916, p. 233). The "first pueblo" was

undoubtedly Chilili as there are no contemporary sites to the north

of it. The fact that Onate said "last" rather than "second"

pueblo implies that there were more than two, and in fact there are

four sites between Chilili and Abo which appear to have been

occupied during that general period of time. If he traveled from

the first stop through sites LA:37 1-372 and on to Tajique, he

would have covered about 16 miles which would make his league

equal a little over three miles. This is reasonable enough—in

those days a Spanish league was estimated, and when the leagues

of the 16th century, between spots still known today, are

converted into measured miles, they run from 2 xh to about 5

miles. But if Tajique was the last pueblo of the salines, it stretches

the distance to Abo into seven-mile leagues. If Quarai was the

village from which the lakes were explored, the reverse is true,

and the distance between the "first" and "last" salines pueblos

is too great.

About Abo, however, there can be no doubt—it was

never lost. From Abo "they traveled the next day to Xumanas,

four leagues. There are three pueblos, one of them large like Cia

[Zia] and two small ones. The said pueblos of the salines and the

Xumanos all rendered obedience to his Majesty." (ibid.) Again,

these are fairly long leagues. It is 25 miles by trail over the mesa

to Gran Quivira, which Onate referred to as "Cueloze, called the

town of Rayados" (Hammond and Rey, 1953, p. 351). The

affair Onate staged at Cueloze (also Coloze, Quelotetrey,

Quellotezei) must have been entertaining, but puzzling, to the

people of Cueloze and the other two Jumano towns, Genobey and

Pataoze (also variously spelled), who were gathered there with the

people from Abo. The governor carefully explained to those

assembled that he came to bring them knowledge of God, the

protection and justice of the king, and the spiritual governance of

the Pope. This was all interpreted to the chiefs by Don Tomas, a

Santo Domingo Indian, whose understanding of the concepts was

surely imperfect. He told them to kiss the hand of the governor

and the father commissary, Fray Alonso Martinez, by which they

rendered vassalage "in their own names and in behalf of their

nations." By this simple act of courtesy, several hundred people

unknowingly became subjects of His Catholic Majesty, Don
Felipe, King of Spain and of the Indies.

The Spanish officials and the Indians obviously

interpreted the significance of the ceremony differently, for within

six months, the Indians, far from submissive, refused a request for

tribute made by the governor's agent. Onate himself returned to

punish the affront, but other acts of hostility on the part of people

of the Salinas Province, including the murder of two soldiers,

resulted in even larger scale military actions in 1600 and 1601

(Hammond and Rey, 1953).

Onate identified the people of Cueloze as

"Xumanas"—a term also applied to two other nearby pueblos,

and a name that distinguished the three villages from other

populations in the area "behind the mountains." It is necessary

here to give some explanation of the name, most often spelled

Jumano, but also appearing as Xumanes, Humanas, Chouman,

Cumano, and several other variations. Detailed and documented

discussions of the term in connection with the pueblo at Gran

Quivira appear in Scholes and Mera (1940) and in Vivian (1964),

to which one can turn for a more exhaustive study of the problem.

Although there is much that remains unanswered, the situation is

summarized in the following paragraphs.

The expeditions of Chamuscado and of Espejo

encountered a semi-sedentary group on the Rio Grande just above

the confluence of the Conchos. These people practiced some

farming, but also hunted buffalo out on the plains where some of

them apparently lived permanently along the Nueces River. Until

the mid- 18th century, they were known from Louisiana to west

Texas and Chihuahua as wide-ranging traders (Bolton, 1916;

Kelley, 1955). Hernan Gallegos, notary and chronicler of

Chamuscado's foray, says of these people, "Their faces, arms

and bodies are striped with pleasing lines" (Hammond and Rey,

1927). For the next 100 years the terms "Jumano" and

"Rayado"—literally "striped" and, by inference, "painted"

or "tattooed"—were used interchangeably. For example, a

soldier who accompanied Onate into the central plains in 1601

speaks of the Escanzaques (Kansas) who had "stripes painted on

their cheeks. . . . The Indians around the San Gabriel [the Tewas]

called these people—Jumanos; in fact they gave this name to all

of the Rayados" (Hammond and Rey, 1953). This witness, a

Portuguese named Juan Rodriguez, was an old frontiersman who

had been in the area a decade earlier with Castano. Having known

the Jumanos in southwest Texas, he would hardly have confused

the two tribes.

The third application of the term is to the cluster of three

pueblos in the northern Tularosa Basin, just south of Mesa

Jumanes. In addition, the largest of the three is called the town of

the Jumanos, and the name Cueloze disappears after Onate'

s

time. Following Vivian's lead (1964), I will refer to the village

from now on as "Las Humanas," to distinguish it from the other

various things that might be included under the term "Jumanos."

The separation of "Jumanos" from the rest of the pueblos in the

Saline area starts with Onate, the first to thoroughly explore them,

and continues in the subsequent documentary references.

There is archeological evidence—and it will be

discussed later—that associates the Jumanos villages with each

other and distinguishes them from Abo and the other Salinas

towns, but the reason, if there was only one reason, for applying

the term "Jumano" is still an unanswered question. There are

several conflicting possibilities.
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The first of these is related to the use of the name as a

synonym for the word "rayado." In compiling the official

account of the "Act of Obedience and Vassalage," Juan Velarde

(Onate's secretary) wrote that the meeting was "in the Pueblo of

Cueloze, called the town of the Rayados" (Hammond and Ray,

1953). In Onate's itinerary of his army's marches from New
Spain to New Mexico, he related his October trip to the Salines

"y a los pueblos de los Xumanes o rayados. . .
." (Bandelier,

1930). Gines de Herrera Horta, a soldier, in testifying before a

court of inquiry in Mexico in 1601, spoke of the governor's

punitive expedition: "His aim was to visit a pueblo of the

Jumanes, which means striped Indians, those who have a stripe

painted across the nose" (Hammond and Rey, 1953, p. 650).

Other statements made during the period specifically state that

some of the pueblo people are "striped." One of these was the

colonist, Juan de Leon, who says of the people of New Mexico:

"that they are well disposed, and that both men and women were

unpainted, although there were among them one or two pueblos of

Rayado people" (Hammond and Rey, 1953, p. 850). The

implication of these statements is that the Jumano pueblos differed

from the others because they were striped across the face, and

probably in a fashion common to several groups on the plains.

After the initial period of colonization under Don Juan

de Onate, the references to stripes in connection with these

pueblos fades from the record, although some form of the word

"Jumano" continued to differentiate them from all other

pueblos. Alonso de Benavides, whose sermon in the plaza at Las

Humanas in 1627 was the start of the first serious missionary

effort, relates that "it is called Xumanas because this nation often

comes there to trade and barter" (Hodge, Hammond, and Rey,

1945). Benavides' "traders" are obviously the Jumanos of the

south plains. They were well known to the Spaniards of the 17th

century, who made numerous trading and proselytizing

expeditions to southwest Texas between the Davis Mountains and

the upper reaches of the Nueces River (Bolton, 1916). In none of

the accounts are the Jumanos of the plains identified in any way
with Jumanos of the pueblos, except in Benavides's derivation of

the word for these ordinary pueblo Indians. The plains Jumanos

were well known as traders, and the Pueblo de las Humanas,

along with Pecos and Picuris, had the reputation of a special

trading relationship with the people from the buffalo plains. But

Benavides's information is not as wholly acceptable as it seems,

for from the early days of the establishment of the colony, the

plainsmen bringing products of the hunt to the eastern pueblos are

clearly identified with Apaches.

There may have been genetic and cultural relationships,

however tenuous, between the Jumanos of the Nueces and the

pueblos at the south end of the Salinas Province. The Jornada

Branch of the Mogollon, who were sedentary agriculturists,

occupied south-central New Mexico until about A.D. 1300

(Lehmer, 1948), and it has been suggested that some of the

survivors settled in our Jumanos pueblos (Scholes and Mera,

1940), while others drifted down the river from the El Paso area

to become the Jumanos of the rancherias and small pueblos at the

junction of the Conchos and Rio Grande (Kelley, 1952). It is

possible that the two groups, although separated geographically

and reacting differently to varied cultural stimuli, still maintained

contact for 300 years through trade, and retained knowledge of a

common heritage. In 1600, the trade contact may have been only

recently broken up by Apaches, who, moving south in the plains,

replaced the Jumanos at the pueblo fair, just as they probably

replaced and absorbed the Jumanos themselves within another two

centuries.

Intriguing as it is, this theory has too many unsupported

hypotheses. There is an undeniable Mogollon base to the

archeology of the southern Salinas, including a brown-ware-

derived utility pottery, basin metates, and pithouses, which are,

at least, not typically Anasazi. But it is also present in the earlier

centuries in the valley up as far as Albuquerque and the lower

Jemez drainage (Allen and McNutt, 1955). There was evidence at

Las Humanas of considerable trade in and out of the area of the

Jornada Mogollon until the southern regions were depopulated,

but by that time, the Salinas pueblos were as thoroughly Anasazi

as any. A supposed Mogollon influence in the village plans of the

Medanos pueblos (Mera, 1940a) is exaggerated.

Although presumably there were continuing exactions of

tribute in the form of cotton blankets and corn by the military and

civil authorities, it wasn't until 29 years after Onate's entrada

that the understaffed missionaries were able to make much of an

impression. Apparently only Chililf and Abo had established

missions prior to 1627, when Benavides visited the pueblos and

dedicated Las Humanas to San Isidro, the Archbishop of Sevilla

(Hodge, Hammond, and Rey, 1945). Two years later, Fray

Francisco Letrado was assigned to the mission. He built the first

church at Las Humanas, and constructed a small convento by

adding eight rooms to some others appropriated from the Indians

in an adjacent house, Mound 7. (During this same period,

missions were also established at Quarai, Abo, and Tajique.) Less

than three years later, Las Humanas lost its resident priest when

Letrado was transferred to the Zunis of Cibola. For the next 27 or

28 years any application of Christian religion at Las Humanas

was administered on periodic visits by the priest at Abo, and the

church was apparently partially destroyed by Apaches in 1652

(Scholes and Mera, 1940, p. 281). The presence of sawed timbers

in some of the rooms at Mound 7 suggests that the deterioration

was helped along by local parishioners. Conversion must have

been a superficial thing by the time a new resident friar, Diego de

Santander, was assigned in 1659 or 1660. Finding the older

church either unrepairable or too small for his plans, Santander

constructed a larger one dedicated to San Buenaventura and

attached an ample convento (Hackett, 1937).

Onate, from his first visit, had recognized differences

between the pueblos of the Salinas to the north and the

"Jumanos" pueblos of the Medanos across the mesa, but by the

1660's both church and state had established tight control and

knew the pueblos "detras de la sierra" well. The greater

documentation of the mid- 17th century provides us with details of

other linguistic and cultural distinctions within the district.

The native population of New Mexico of the time was

categorized in three ways—administratively, ethnographically,

and by language. Only rarely did all three categories fall neatly

over a discrete group, as in the case of the Hopi pueblos of the

Province of Tusayan, or the Zunis of Cihola.

The Spaniards' administrative unit was the

"province," an imprecise and exaggerated term. The boundaries

shifted with changing requirements, and often a province might

have two definitions at a given time—for there were two

administrations. Although the custodio of the missions and the
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governor were expected to work hand-in-hand for the greater

glory of Christ and the king, the former was responsible to the

Franciscan provincial of Santo Evangelio in Mexico, and the latter

answered to the viceroy. Their lines of authority were left

vague—perhaps by design—and their objectives were not

identical. The province of the governor was apt to be determined

by geography and to encompass those villages that could be easily

visited on a single loop in and out of the capital at Santa Fe. The

friars, who lived in the pueblos and needed to communicate in

order to convert the heathens, were more concerned with

linguistic associations. Boundaries of the provinces were not

static, but varied with the reassignments of encomienda (the

privilege of exacting tribute as a reward for military service), or

changed with fluctuation in the numbers of priests available for

the missions. The area we are concerned with here was, through

most of the colonial period, considered to be one district—the

Salinas Province.

Several languages were spoken by Pueblo Indians. The

Hopi and the Zufii have already been mentioned. The people on

the Rio Grande below the mouth of the Rio Puerco all spoke Piro,

now an extinct tongue. On up the river to modern Bernalillo, just

below the confluence of the Jemez River, were the Tiwas of the

Province of Tiguex—in earlier times often called Puaray after one

of the largest pueblos in the group. Isleta at the south and Sandia

at the north are the only two survivors. Zia and Santa Ana on the

lower Jemez, and San Felipe, Santo Domingo, and Cochiti (just

above the mouth of the Jemez on the Rio Grande), all speak

Keres, and it is probable that some of the ruins east of the river at

Tonque and the lower Galisteo River were also Keres. Keres

Acoma was isolated from the others. The rest of the Galisteo

pueblos, which composed the Tano Province, were Tewas. Tewas

north of Santa Fe as far as Rio Grande Gorge were considered to

be of a different province. Of this latter group, Tesuque, Nambe,

San Ildefonso, Santa Clara, and San Juan still exist. Cuyamungue,

and Jacona, which were living pueblos during the mission period,

expired with, or shortly after, the Pueblo Rebellion, and Pojoaque

at the beginning of this century. Taos and Picuris, farther to the

north and east in the high country, spoke a brand of Tiwa not

intelligible to the Tiwas downriver. Towa-speakers were also

separated, but apparently not so far back in time for their dialects

to drift apart. Most of the Towas were the Jemez of the mountains

on the upper Jemez River where several pueblos were eventually

congregated into one. Pecos, standing by itself on the eastern

marches, spoke the same language.

Over in the east the Salinas Province was divided. The

northernmost towns, those in the Estancia Basin, spoke Tiwa.

They were only three in the mid- 17th century—Chilili and

Tajique, where Spanish-American communities of the same

names still exist, and Quarai. The remaining towns spoke

"Tompiro," which, according to documents of the period, was

identical to the Piro on the river. The linguistic division of the

Salinas was deduced by Bandelier (1892) from historical sources

and later supported by additional evidence (Hammond and Rey,

1927; Hodge, Hammond, and Rey, 1945).

There is no doubt about the affiliation of Piro with

Tompiro, nor that the towns of Abo and Tenabo spoke the same

language as the pueblos in the Medanos southeast of them, but

Schroeder (1964), who has raised the question whether there were

any Tiwa in the Salinas, finds evidence that the entire province

was Tompiro. Of the points raised in support of this contention,

all but one are drawn from pre- 1600 accounts written when the

region was imperfectly known, or from secondary sources dating

from after the abandonment of the province. Fray Alonso de

Benavides, in his 1634 Revised Memorial to the pope recounting

his experiences in New Mexico of seven years before, says:

Leaving the Rio del Norte [the Rio Grande] on the

left and drawing away from the above-mentioned

nation [the Keres] ten leagues toward the east, the

Tompira nation begins. Its first pueblo is Chilili. It

extends for more than fifteen leagues through these

regions, through fourteen or fifteen pueblos, which must

have more than ten thousand souls. It has six very good

convents and churches. The Indians are all converted,

the majority baptized, and more being baptized and

catechized every day. They have their schools of all the

arts just like the others. Among the pueblos of this

nation there is a large one which must have three

thousand souls; it is called Xumanas. . . (Hodge,

Hammond, and Rey, 1945).

Benavides then goes on at length about his preaching to

the people at this last pueblo, devoting five times more lines to

Las Humanas than to all the rest of the province, most of them

relating personal experiences. One gets the distinct impression

that the imbalance in emphasis is because he had been to Las

Humanas, but knew the rest of the province only from hearsay.

He was correct in the number of churches, but he names only one

pueblo other than Las Humanas and attributes a larger number of

towns to the area than anyone who is known to have seen the

entire district. As custodio of all the missions and commissary of

the Inquisition, he would know the number of churches without

leaving Santa Fe.

There is another interesting discrepancy in the preceding

quotation. Benavides describes leaving the Rio Grande on the left

on departing from the Keres towns, and proceeding eastward, but

of course the river would be on his right. An explanation may lie

in the way his material is organized. He discusses the various

provinces, not in the order in which he visited them, but as one

might on a hypothetical journey. But I believe that in writing of

the Tompiros, he recalled his own visit, and that he had entered

the province from the Piro pueblos, leaving the river on his left.

Before his visit to Las Humanas, he had spent considerable time

with the Piros, and it is only in his accounts of the Piros and of

the Tompiros at Las Humanas that he devotes so mucl\ space to

his description or relates personal experiences.

The best documented period in the life of the Salinas

towns was the last 25 years of the life of the province. During this

time, there were resident priests at several of the pueblos and

alcaldes or encomenderos living in the area. It is the evidence of

these men who were intimately acquainted with the native

population and in daily contact with it for extended periods that

carries the greatest weight. Fray Nicolas de Freitas was one of

these. He was assigned to the mission of Nuestra Senora de la

Concepcion at Quarai in 1660 which he describes, along with

Chilili and Tajique, as making up the Salinas Province. He says of

his work there that in the beginning, before he "knew the

language of the Tiguas, the Indians of the district of the

Salinas," his parishioners went to Fray Diego de Parraga at

Tajique for confession, because Parraga had been there longer and

knew the language. Freitas was not confusing the languages. In

the account of his residence at Quarai he consistently draws a line

between the Salinas pueblos, including Quarai, and those from
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Abo south through the Jumanos pueblo. He states explicitly,

distinguishing the latter from "Las Salinas," that Abo, Tabira,

and Las Humanas people can be understood by one who knows

the Piro language (Hackett, 1937).

Equally explicit was Maria Lopez Millan, the wife of a

settler near the Tiwa pueblo of Isleta, who "knew the language of

the Tiguas very well" and thus was able to understand the

conversations of "certain Tigua Indians of the pueblo of Cuarac

who had come to her house. . .
." (Hackett, 1937).

Still another division within the province was the

separation of the "Jumanos pueblos" from the others—even

from Abo and Tenabo which spoke the same language—

a

situation that has been previously discussed. Onate referred to

three of these by name, and there are, in fact, three ruins in the

Medanos today that produce archeological material relevant to the

period. But in the historical records of the middle 1600's that

have come to light, only two are mentioned and named: the

Pueblo de las Humanas and Tabira. The presence of the ruins of

two churches at Gran Quivira identifies that site as the historic Las

Humanas, a fact first pointed out by George Kubler (1939). A
ruin sheltered in a rincon at the east end of the Mesa Jumanes,

known locally as Pueblo Blanco, is Tabira. The presence of the

ruins of a small church in the enclosed plaza of the site was

discovered by Richard M. Howard while serving as Park

Archeologist at Gran Quivira National Monument. The church

was subsequently excavated by the Museum of New Mexico

(Stubbs, 1959). Although we know of no resident priest named

for Tabira, the pueblo was listed at times as a visita of Las

Humanas. For most of the mission period, it was served by the

friar at Abo.

The next largest late Pueblo site in the area is Pueblo

Colorado, about four miles south of Tabira, but the evidence of

surface collections of pottery indicates that it was abandoned by

the early 1500's. By elimination, that leaves the ruins now known

as Pueblo Pardo as Onate's third "Jumano" village. After

excavations at Pardo, Toulouse and Stephenson (1960) explained

its absence from the dispatches of 1650-1680 by the probability

that it was dying in Onate's time and extinct by 1630. The pottery

from the site, however (Kotyiti Glaze and Tabira Polychrome),

indicates an occupation well into the 1600's, and an alternate

interpretation is possible. Pardo, a little less than three miles from

Las Humanas, is clearly visible, even in its ruined state, on a low

ridge. Once a mission was established at Las Humanas, a church

at nearby Pardo was unnecessary, and to the Spaniards, the two

pueblos might be considered one parish, one community—both

included under the name of the larger pueblo.

The activities of the Spaniards in the final half-century

before the Indians rose in revolt in 1680 to expel the intruders

have been ably summarized by Vivian (1964) and are spelled out

in fascinating detail by France Scholes (1935, 1936, 1937) and

Charles W. Hackett (1937). In summary, oppressive measures

taken against the Indians, combined with dissension between the

clergy and the secular authorities, contributed to the abandonment

of the entire Salinas district and precipitated the rebellion of all

New Mexico.

The governors filled a thankless and unrewarding post

and were, for the most part, venal. The country was

disappointingly unproductive, and the appointed official's only

hope for security in old age lay in a trade in salt, pinon nuts, and

cotton mantas with the miners in Chihuahua. Indian labor was

drafted to produce and transport the goods, and the marriage and

baptismal records in Parral suggest that many an Indian from New
Mexico found himself with uncompensated employment

underground, and never returned home (William Griffin, personal

communication). The few soldiers were, for the most part,

colonists who, in return for military service in time of need, were

granted the privilege of collecting tribute in corn and hides or

other goods from specified pueblos. Although they were forbidden

by law from residing at the pueblos, they customarily established

ranches nearby.

Missionary activity expanded with Benavides and his

successor, Estevan de Perea. Churches were built, more friars

were assigned to the field, and a great effort was expended to

complete the conversion of the heathen. But the cutting of

timbers, the quarrying of rock, and the carrying of water for

adobe and mortar required much Indian labor—and the Order of

Friars Minor was a poor one, with the missions being virtually

self-supporting. The support was possible only through use of

Indian labor in tending gardens, and by the permission granted the

church to graze livestock in the vicinity of the pueblos. Conflict

and dissension caused a slackening of effective proselyting in the

1640's, but Satan was attacked with resurgent zeal in 1659.

A part of the campaign was the tactic of eliminating the

devil to make room for Christ. In April 1661, Fray Alonso de

Posadas confiscated kachina masks and other paraphernalia from

the kivas at Isleta Pueblo, and as custodio of all New Mexico,

ordered all other ministers to do the same (Hackett, 1937, p. 166).

At Las Humanas, the attack on the kachina cult apparently

extended to the kivas themselves, as all of the seven excavated

kivas dating from this time were destroyed. The one kiva dug at

Pueblo Pardo, with 17th-century pottery on the floor, was burned

(Toulouse and Stephenson, 1960), probably at the same time and

for the same reason.

The competition for the attention of the Indians—for

their labor and their goods—led to conflicts between the padres on

one hand, and the governor and his agents. on the other. These

conflicts, surpassing mere differences of opinion, at times resulted

in the imprisonment of priests and the excommunication of the

governors. The squabbles became especially virulent in 1660 and

resulted in charges against Governor Bernardo Lopez de

Mendizabal, his wife, and some of his henchmen, and their trial

before the court of the Inquisition in Mexico. The testimony of the

hearing which has come down to us provides many bits of detailed

information about New Mexico of the period, and particularly

about the Salinas, for it was a contest between Fray Nicolas de

Freitas (the minister at Quarai) and Nicolas de Aguilar (the

alcalde mayor who looked after the governor's interests in the

province from his ranch near Tajique) that brought the arguments

into the open. The perspective of 300 years removal from the

passions and prejudices of the time gives us a different picture of

the situation than any of the participants could see.

The civil officials were ruthless and greedy, but they

also emerge with a bluff honesty and a tolerance of native custom.

The clergy, on the other hand, displayed no interest in personal

gain, but had jealous concern for the immortal souls of their

charges, and would make Christians of them if it killed them. The

accusations and recriminations show the Indians to be the

consistent losers no matter which party they dealt with. Freitas, a

young zealot of about 25, accused Aguilar of having Juan

Higuano, the Capitan Mayor (war chief?) of Quarai, whipped

merely because the latter had flogged two little girls of the pueblo.

According to de Freitas, Higuano was correct in whipping the
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girls, and had done it at the instance of the friar himself because

the girls had missed mass. On the other hand, Governor Lopez

contended, the Indians did not attend mass because they fled the

excessive labor the padres extracted under the guise of instruction

in the doctrine. Not so, the padres replied—rather, the governor

and his alcaldes discouraged the Indians from participating in

church activities because it interfered with the time they could

devote to forced labor. Furthermore, the priests accused the civil

officials of keeping the men of Quarai so busy hauling salt that

they missed the feast of the Ascension (Hackett, 1937, pp. 156—

72).

The burden of supporting the Spaniards was probably

heavier on the Indians of the Salinas, who farmed without

irrigation, than it was on those in the river valleys, and it became

unbearable when the trade with the plains was lost. When Spanish

income was supplemented by the sale of Apache slaves in

Mexico, the peace between the "Jumanos" of the Salinas and the

Apaches of Seven Rivers in the vicinity of Carlsbad broke down.

From the 1630's onward, Apache retaliation against all the

settlements—Spanish or Indian—steadily increased. Fray Juan

Bernal, writing from Santo Domingo in 1669 to explain

difficulties of transportation, paints this picture:

One of these calamities is that the whole land is

at war with the widespread heathen nation of the

Apache Indians, who kill all the Christian Indians they

can find and encounter. No road is safe; everyone

travels at the risk of his life, for the heathen traverse

them all, being courageous and brave, they hurl

themselves at danger like people who know no God nor

that there is any hell (Hackett, 1937, p. 271).

Fray Francisco de Ayeta, who headed New Mexico's

missions in the last years before the 1680 Pueblo Revolt,

petitioned the viceroy for aid stating that in 1672 Senecii, a Piro

village on the river, and five of the Salinas pueblos (ChilUi, Abo,

"Cuarac," Las Humanas, and Las Salinas) were depopulated.

Las Humanas must have preceded the others in extinction by a

short period. A document recording the chapter elections held at

Jemez in 1672 lists all the missionaries of the Custodio and their

assignments. It mentions the friars at Tajique, Abo, and Quarai,

but none for Las Humanas nor for Tabira (Bloom and Mitchell,

1938). Tajique was apparently still occupied, and "Las Salinas"

must be another name for Tabira. Ayeta later describes Las

Salinas as being on the extreme frontier, and Tabira is, in fact, the

easternmost village, as well as the closest to the salt flats. In

1677, in order to protect the southern and eastern frontiers from

the Apaches, Senecii and Las Salinas were resettled—the latter

with" more than two hundred [families] with the soldiers

necessary for their protection" (Hackett, 1937, pp. 297-298).

Senecii survived its resettlement until the rebellion when it was

burned at Governor Otermin's orders by Juan Dominguez

Mendoza at the first attempt to reconquer the lost colony in 1681

.

The re-established pueblo of "Las Salinas" presumably lasted as

long as March 1678 when Ayeta left for Mexico, but it was never

mentioned again, and it is unlikely that anyone was left on the

eastern borders when the defeated Spaniards retreated down the

river to El Paso.

Seventy-four years of Spanish presence in New Mexico

had a severe political and economic effect on the Pueblo Indians.

The imposition of Spanish will on a people who so greatly

outnumbered them was an act of courage and unquestioning faith.

It was sufficient to spell economic disaster to the marginal farmers

of the Salinas who had to help support the Spaniards. The wrath

of the Apaches, which was at least partly Spanish-incurred,

completed the loss of political autonomy usurped by the

administration in Santa Fe. But the imposition of Spanish culture

was very slight, and the process of acculturation was at least as

strong in the other direction.

In the first place, Spanish numbers were few; in the

second, the contacts with Spain through Mexico, which could

support and renew cultural integrity, were tenuous and infrequent.

On a far frontier at the end of the empire, it was inevitable that

they pick up some of the customs of those who were at home in

the land. Writing in 1639, ex-governor Francisco Martinez de

Baeza stated that most of the population lived in Santa Fe and that

between the capital and Senecii, there were no more than "ten or

twelve farms of Spaniards" and that "there are perhaps in the

entire province and its settlements two hundred persons, Spaniards

and mestizos, who are able to bear arms" (Hackett, 1937, pp.

118-119). There was some augmentation from Mexico in the

following decades, but not much. Scholes (1935) estimates that

there were no more than 2,500 "Spaniards" in New Mexico

prior to 1680 and that this number included Negroes, mulattoes,

Mexican Indians, and mestizos. By that time, 80 to 90 percent

were New Mexico-born, ignorant of any formal education, and

certainly influenced by Indian concepts. Over one-half of the

arms-bearing men counted by Otermin when he regrouped in El

Paso for an attempted reconquest were illiterate to the point of

being unable to sign the roster.

The colonists were expected to live off the country, with

the importation of material things limited mostly to the essentials

unobtainable locally, such as gunpowder, metal tools, writing

paper, and religious supplies for the missions. And even these

treasures were always in short supply and to be doled out

parsimoniously, for the freight trains from Mexico came up every

three years, taking 18 months for a round trip. Loading lists that

have survived indicate how carefully things like needles and

horseshoe nails were husbanded (Scholes, 1930). With goods so

scarce to the settlers, it would be surprising if many items of

European manufacture filtered into Indian hands. Steel knives and

axes were probably of greatest value to the Indians, but, although

these tools made it possible to do more work or to do it faster,

they made no change in the culture—the same or very similar

forms were already present in a different material. Trees were

probably felled with stone axes long after Spanish settlement, and

deer were skinned with flint. As late as the 1750's, the governor

had a cannon at Galisteo broken up to make knives and awls to

trade to the Comanches (Hackett, 1937, p. 494).

The introduction of European agricultural products and

livestock which could be propagated in New Mexico was more

successful. Wheat, apples, peaches, apricots, grapes, chile,

onions, and melons were brought in and planted, and horses,

cattle, goats, sheep, swine, and chickens became potential meat

sources. Even these, however, were more important to the

Spaniards than to the Indians. Fray Juan de Prada, in discussing

the feasibility of establishing a bishopric in New Mexico in 1638,

was mostly concerned with economics, because a bishopric meant

the conversion of the missions to parish churches. As long as the
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Indians were served by a mission, supposedly supported entirely

from outside, they were normally exempt from tithing, except on

"grain raised from seed brought from Spain, such as wheat, and

on silk and cattle." Furthermore, de Prada went on to say, "up

to today the Indians do not control these grains for themselves nor

do they hold any of it as individual property, for that which they

plant is on the farm-lands of the Spaniards where they are paid for

their work" (Hackett, 1937, p. 113).

Animal bones found in the trash deposits of Mound 7

are proof that domestic animals had begun to replace wild game as

a source of meat, but they may have been as much a nuisance as a

benefit. Governor Francisco de la Mora Ceballos complained of

the difficulty of raising livestock—about the only exportable

product of the country—because of the prohibition of establishing

estancias near the unfenced fields of the pueblos (a stricture

obviously frequently ignored), and because of the inability of

protecting stock from the Apaches when it was herded away from

the settlements (Hackett, 1937, p. 118). One wonders how many

of the sheep whose bones we found at Las Humanas were

surreptitiously slaughtered trespassers, or how many were owned

by the padre and butchered for his use—or, if any actually

belonged to the Indians at all. Sheep and cattle never became as

important to the pueblos as they were to the Spaniards, and horses

were less so. In many pueblos, the horse-drawn plow replaced the

dibble and digging stick within the memory of men still living,

and the people remained essentially foot-travelers. Fray Francisco

Dominguez, who inspected the New Mexico missions in 1776,

reported not a single cow or horse at Galisteo Pueblo and found

only 20 cows and "eight sorry nags" at Pecos (Adams and

Chavez, 1956). One hundred years later, at Cochiti, Bandelier

learned that prior to 1873 there was only one horse in the pueblo

(Lange and Riley, 1966, p. 167).

On a material plane, the trade was about even. Indians

learned the value of iron and the effects of gunpowder, but there

were more Spaniards in moccasins than Indians in shoes.

Had it not been for the obligation of the Crown to

protect the persons and the souls of the converted Indians, the

conquistadores , once they realized that New Mexico was a drain

rather than a source of wealth, would have abandoned the area.

To the Spaniard, his religion was as tangible and unquestioned as

sunrise or water running downhill. The words, the rituals, and the

symbols of his religion were vital, and it was natural for him to

suppose that they had the same importance to the Indian who
repeated the phrases and used the proper gestures. But the

remarkable tenacity of Pueblo Indian religion, which survives

today, is evidence that Catholicism was accommodated rather than

accepted totally. Despite the strenuous efforts of the friars to

destroy the kachina cult and all its physical appurtenances, they

only succeeded in turning the native religion inward and sealing it

off from view. At Las Humanas, the activities that once were

carried on in the kivas were then practiced in ordinary rooms of

the houses. Jesus and Saint Bonaventure may have been added to

the pantheon, or to the list of kachinas, and a kachina depicted on

a jar from Mound 7 wore a crucifix. But representations of the

kachinas were still painted on pottery and on plastered Indian

walls after the construction of Santander's new church.

Although the surviving literature of 17th-century New
Mexico is replete with reference to suppression of native religious

practices, there is no mention of actual destruction of the kivas

which were the centers of workshop. But archeological evidence

proves that five kivas associated with the houseblock at Mound 7

were in use well after contact with the Spanish, and that all were

destroyed sometime before the house was abandoned. At Hawikuh

the single excavated kiva of the "Recent" period had also been

destroyed. Hodge (1939) believed that its use, too, was

suppressed by the priests. This forced abandonment may have

been general with the last missionary efforts.

Even though all of today's pueblos have some form of

kiva, they were probably rebuilt during the Pueblo Revolt, and

during the more religiously tolerant times following the

Reconquest. Florence Hawley Ellis (1950) has summarized the

current use of kivas and the variations by linguistic groups,

attempting to account for the differences by population

movements deep in prehistory. There is no denying that some

minor differences—square versus round kivas, for example—are

rooted in different sources, but perhaps there was less variation in

late prehistory than today. The usual pattern was a small,

underground kiva for five to 10 households and one large kiva for

every community or sometimes for two or more closely associated

communities. Some combination of small and large kivas

pertained over all of the core area of Anasazi culture, except for

the Hopi-Tusayan and Kayenta districts where the larger kivas

were not built. In their discussion of great kivas and their

relationships, Vivian and Reiter (1960), citing architectural

differences, do not see the "large" kiva of the Rio Grande

pueblos as the same thing as the "great" kivas of the Chaco-San

Juan region. I am not convinced that the significance lies in the

presence or absence of raised fire-hearths or subfloor pits; rather,

it lies in the obvious parallel of large ceremonial chambers serving

a larger community than the smaller and more numerous kivas

with which they are found. One might just as well argue that the

typical Rio Grande kiva was not a kiva because it lacked the

bench commonly seen in Chaco Canyon and Mesa Verde kivas, or

because its orientation is east instead of south.

At Las Humanas, some features of several rooms in the

houseblock suggested that the native religious activities did not

cease with the razing of the smaller kivas, but that the functions of

the latter were moved indoors where they could be better

concealed. The single big kiva was not replaced. This may also

have happened in the Cibola Province. Hodge did not recognize

anything esoteric about any of the rooms incorporated in the

houses, but in modern Zuni the kivas are now rectangular rooms

joined to the dwellings and hardly distinguishable from them

(Hodge, 1939, p. 211). At Acoma, as at Zuni, the kivas, or

society houses, are rectangular rooms in the houseblock. In the

eastern pueblos, it is the big kiva, generally, that survived or was

re-established, and the functions of the curing societies now take

place in ordinary houses. Ellis, in her discussion of kiva function,

associates the bigger kivas with ceremonies involving the whole

village, or a large segment of it, and particularly with the kachina

dances (Hawley, 1950). It is interesting that the outstanding

exception to the generalization about large kivas on the Rio

Grande is Taos, where seven small kivas are used and where

masked kachinas are the least represented—they are either

vestigial, or were never really accepted (Parsons, 1939, p. 932).

Although masked dances are not typical of Isleta today, we know
from numerous historical sources that in the 17th century they

were common not only at Isleta, but at other southern Tiwa

pueblos as well. It may be significant that in the pueblos where

large kivas are in use, kachina dances are always held in tight

secrecy; however, at Zuni, where there are no large kivas, the

dances are held in public. Strangers are welcome at the great
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masked ceremonies of the Hopi pueblos, to which the Church

never returned after the 1680 revolt, and outsiders are admitted to

some of the kachina dances at Zuni, where the re-establishment of

the Church had only limited success; but in the eastern pueblos,

closer under the watchful eye of Santa Fe, these dances are

closely guarded and their existence is often denied. The priests

were so successful in extirpating the cult at Isleta that it was

apparently never revived.

Subsistence

The natural scene at Gran Quivira in the 14th through

the 17th centuries must have been little different than it is now.

The much greater population Of earlier times, perhaps as many as

1,500 to 2,000 people at Las Humanas and Pueblo Pardo together,

would have beaten back the vegetation on and between the ridges.

Hundreds of years of cutting firewood and structural timber would

have reduced nearby tree-cover. Such was the situation at

Hawikuh, where many large junipers covered the long-abandoned

site when excavation started in 1917, although Coronado said of

the living town, "there are no trees fit for firewood here, because

[but?] they can bring enough for their needs from a clump of very

small cedars four leagues distant" (Hodge, 1937).

The grass and brush-covered stabilized dunes at the

south side of the ridge were originally in garden plots, where the

sand served both as a reservoir of moisture and as a mulch for

growing plants—just as the Hopi today make use of similar soil

conditions (Hack, 1942). It was the presence of the moisture-

taking sand that made farming possible in an area where

precipitation averages little more than 12 inches a year.

Water was certainly always a problem, for the same

sand that held moisture, permitting horticulture, also prevented a

runoff that would freshen the ephemeral, mineral-laden lakes four

to five miles away. Springs on Chupadero Mesa are few and

weak, with the closest about four miles west. But a limited water

table is reached below the alluvium in small basins a half-mile

west and north of Las Humanas, and it was wells that supplied the

village with its domestic water. Fray de Freitas testified in 1661

that there were 32 wells at Las Humanas ranging from 20 to 50

feet deep (Hackett, 1937), and that it was the use of these wells

for watering the priest's livestock that was one bone of the

church-state contention of that period. Physical evidence was

found when Jones Turner, a local rancher digging a well for his

homestead in the basin between the ruins and the mesa,

encountered potsherds at a depth of 20 feet (Louise Turner Kite,

personal communication).

Some water was undoubtedly trapped as runoff from

relatively small areas on the ridge itself. Small, adobe-lined pits in

the bedrock, in use at about A.D. 1300, were (as described in the

following pages) probably cisterns. Several larger man-made

"tanks" around the perimeter of the village are described as

reservoirs (Toulouse, 1945), and, alternatively, garden plots

where moisture rather than standing water was caught (Howard,

1959). These structures should be investigated more extensively.

Whatever the purpose and extent of water conservation devices,

horticulture depended almost entirely on rain and snowfall.

Corn was the principal food crop, and evidence of it was

plentiful in the excavation. Cutler found it to be flour and flint

corn in varieties with 8 through 16 rows of kernels. No dents

were present. About 80 percent was 10-row or 12-row, with a

slight weight to the latter. There was no appreciable change

throughout the length of the occupancy of the site, except that 16-

row corn was not present in the earliest levels; it was apparently

introduced within a half century of A.D. 1500, and amounted to a

scant 2 percent of all corn by the last days of Las Humanas. There

was a corresponding drop in 8-row corn from 20 to 11 percent.

Squash-pumpkin {Cucurbita pepo) and beans

(Phraseolus vulgaris) were much less important garden crops, but

the presence of beans and bean pods, as well as the seeds,

peduncles, and rinds of squash, is evidence that both were raised

locally.

The presence of gourd (Lagenaria) and cotton seeds

suggest that both these plants were also raised. A few seeds which

might have been imported in bolls does not prove successful local

cultivation of cotton, and it has been suggested that cotton in the

Estancia Valley was traded from the lower and warmer plots in

the Rio Grande Valley (Brand, 1935b). However, there is

documentary evidence of cotton at Quarai which, at 6,600 feet,

has nearly the same elevation and climatic conditions as those of

Gran Quivira. Fray Estevan de Perea, testifying in 1633 to

Governor de la Mora's extortion from the Indians, states:

Into this pueblo of Cuarac there came a soldier with a

great number of cattle of all kinds, to a place where

these three neighboring pueblos have all their cotton

fields, and he built his corrals and his dwelling houses

right on the fields—absolutely ruining them. (Hackett,

1937).

Both the abuse and the presence of cotton are

corroborated by Nicholas de Freitas 27 years later, when he

complained that the cattle of the encomendero grazed unfenced at

Quarai, and "thus the poor Indians are deprived of their little

fields, both of corn and of cotton" (Hackett, 1937, p. 131).

Gossypium hopi is regularly grown at the Hopi towns

at elevations of about 6,000 feet and matures in 84 to 100 days

(Kent, 1957, p. 465). Leslie White, who collected specimens of

cotton very similar to G. Hopi at Santa Ana Pueblo, quotes R. H.

Peebles to the effect that there are various strains of native cotton

adapted to different growing requirements, ranging from 135

frost-free days in the Hopi country to a period of 196 days at

Santa Ana (White, 1941). At Gran Quivira, the shortest frost-free

period in the 20 years from 1948 through 1967 was 138 days; the

longest was 191 days, and the average was 160. In a normal year,

the last freeze of winter comes about the first week of May, and

the first one of fall is near the middle of October. These

conditions should be well within the requirements of cotton,

which might tolerate an even more severe climate. It may have

been grown as high as 7,000 feet at the Tsegi Canyon sites of

northeastern Arizona, where cotton bolls and ginning tools were

found (Anderson, 1969).

Life in a large permanent community could not be

maintained without farming, but Pueblo horticulture has been

overstressed. Other food sources were also important. The

persistence of ancient foraging patterns is indicated by the

presence of numerous pinon shells on the floors of storerooms and

with cremated burials, and by the presence of amaranth seeds.

The latter, known variously as "careless weed" or "pigweed,"

is used either as greens or grain. It is a common invader of

disturbed soil, and its growth may have been encouraged in a sort

of semi-domestication.
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The importance of hunting, even more than the

gathering of wild plants, has been generally unrecognized. Lange

(1959) believes it to have been a prominent complex in Cochiti of

a hundred years ago. If that is true of pueblos in the river valley,

Las Humanas and its neighbors close to the plains relied even

more on game. In the process of excavation, we were struck with

the great quantity of bone in the trash. Over 70,000 bird and

mammal bones were collected, or roughly seven bones for every

10 potsherds. I know of no figure from a contemporary site with

which this can be compared, but from the Badger House

community on Mesa Verde, excavated with the same care for

retrieval of both sherd and bone, the ratio was two bones to 124

sherds. Both sites were occupied by sedentary Anasazi dry

farmers, and we can probably presume that they both made and

broke pottery at about the same rate and that preservation was

relatively equal. At both sites, the ratio of large animals to small

was also comparable.

Cottontails and jackrabbits make up 30 percent of the

minimum faunal count versus 60 percent large artiodactyls—deer,

pronghorn, and bison. Pronghorns, 41 percent of the individuals

present, were more numerous than rabbits and hares combined.

But it is not numbers of animals that is significant here, but rather

the amount of available meat and other animal products. Bison,

the fifth species numerically, was first in importance as a food

source, producing nearly 50 percent when estimated weights are

calculated. Pronghorn was a close second (McKusick, 1980). In

post-contact proveniences in the mound, introduced domestic

animals show up as 15 percent of the individuals and 44 percent

of potential meat. In descending order of numerical rating, were

cattle, sheep, horses (with mules and burros), goats, and swine

(only one). As meat producers, horses and sheep would change

positions. In levels where European stock appears, there is a

corresponding decrease in bison and pronghorn.

The presence of large numbers of pronghorn is not

surprising, as today the vicinity supports several bands. They

were probably hunted communally under the leadership of the war

captains and the head of a Hunt Society as at Cochiti (Lange,

1959, p. 124) in a drive similar to the pueblo rabbit hunt that

survives today. Antelope drives were observed near Walpi in the

past century (Parsons, 1936, p. 278). The quantity of bison is

more noteworthy. Coronado and Oiiate, in their trips out onto the

plains, did not see "the cows" until they were several days east

of the Pecos—probably on the upper Canadian River. However,

small bands obviously worked into the mesa country from time to

time, as Chamuscado saw old tracks in what was apparently the

east edge of the valley of the Galisteo under the rim of Glorieta

Mesa, and the people of Malpartida, identified by Reed (1943) as

the Pueblo of San Marcos, told him that bison were found two

days to the east of that pueblo and that "during certain seasons the

cattle came within eight leagues of the settlement" (Hammond
and Rey, 1927, p. 29). Zarate Salmeron, writing in the 1600's,

says that "in dry years these cows go as far as Las Salinas, which

is in the settled part of New Mexico, belonging to the Tompiro

Indian nation" (Milich, 1966, p. 88). Lange's Cochiti

informants told him that in the 1800's buffalo were occasionally

found in the Estancia Valley (Lange, 1959, p. 130). Certainly

jerked meat was brought to the pueblo by far-ranging hunters and

traders, but the presence of heavy bone indicates that numerous

kills were made close to home.

Turkeys, which were raised at Las Humanas, were

another potential meat source, but apparently were not used.

McKusick (1980) identified a minimum faunal count of 944

individuals, including numerous juveniles, and eggshells.

However, the large number of old birds and the few marks of

butchering led her to believe that they were probably not eaten,

but were raised solely for the feathers to be used for making

robes.

Pueblo attitude toward turkeys as food is mixed.

Evidence in refuse bone from Las Madres and Pueblo Largo in the

Galisteo is that they were eaten at those villages, while at

Cuyamungue and Los Aguajes in the Tewa Province they

probably were not (C. McKusick, personal communication).

However, turkeys were used as food in the Mesa Verde area

(Hargrave, 1965). Ethnographic information is equally confused.

According to Parsons (1936, p. 22) turkeys are taboo in the Hopi

settlements and domestic birds are forbidden elsewhere, but wild

turkeys are eaten at Isleta, Laguna, and Santa Ana. Documentary

sources of the period of exploration, however, refer to the use of

the birds for food in the Rio Grande pueblos (Schroeder, 1968).

Another important economic activity was trade. The

pueblos east of the Rio Grande were in a particularly good

position to exchange surpluses with the Indians of the plains, and

probably all of them indulged in such barter. References to trade

in the chronicles of the 16th and 17th centuries are numerous. For

example, Chamuscado's men at San Marcos were told that "the

inhabitants of the buffalo region . . . came to the pueblos ... in

order to trade such articles as deerskins and buffalo hides for

making footwear, and a large amount of meat, in exchange for

corn and blankets" (Hammond and Rey, 1966). Pecos and

Picuris, along with Las Humanas, seem to have been especially

active as traders. An exclusive arrangement between the Apaches

of the lower Pecos and the "Jumanos" pueblos was recognized

in documents in the 1660's. Indians of Quarai were forbidden to

visit those villages when trading parties were there, and the

Apaches were to trade only with Las Humanas and Tabira

(Scholes, 1937).

Because of its relatively unfavorable environment for

farming, the people of Las Humanas probably acted as middlemen

in handling corn and cotton for the Rio Grande towns, but might

have bartered pinon nuts and salt of their own. Large lumps of

fine salt were frequently found in the excavation, calling to mind

Onate's letter to his viceroy, in which he says "Salt is the

universal article of traffic with these barbarians and their regular

food for they even eat or suck it alone as we do sugar" (Bolton,

1916). The Indians of the Salinas would have no exclusive rights

to the salt grounds, traditionally common to all, but their

proximity to the lakes would make it easier for them to gather a

surplus.

Archeological evidence of imported items is limited to

the non-perishables, which were probably of minor importance in

relation to meat and hides. Fresh-water mussel shells from the

rivers of the plains were common in Mound 7, and there was

some Alibates flint from beds in the Texas Panhandle north of the

Canadian River and in adjacent parts of Oklahoma, as well as a

few stone and bone tools of Plains types. More clear-cut evidence

of contact with Indians of the plains is found in the wide

distribution across Texas of Chupadero Black-on-white pottery.
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Goods traded from non-Puebloan peoples in the west

and south were shells of several species from the Gulf of

California and scarlet macaws from Mexico—probably via Casas

Grandes—but these items in all likelihood did not arrive through

any direct contact with the initiators of the trade. They probably

were passed from hand to hand to reach the end of the line at Gran

Quivira.

Summary
The archeological excavations in the Salinas area have

been concerned, for the most part, with the late prehistoric and the

historic periods—roughly from A.D. 1300 to 1675. Mound 7 was

no exception. Its occupation was entirely within the Pueblo IV

period and spanned the full length of its era—the time of the

greatest concentration of people and the beginnings of

urbanization, and an age of religious florescence which saw the

introduction of the kachina cult and an elaboration of ceremonial

decoration.

What little that is known of earlier phases in the area has

been discussed by Vivian (1964), and it can be summarized

briefly.

There was a sedentary population of pottery-making,

part-time farmers that probably went back at least to A.D. 900 in

the neighborhood of Gran Quivira. At the extreme northeast edge

of the Mogollon culture area, and at the southeast corner of the

Anasazi, it was marginal to both. Far from either of the cultural

hearths, people were slow to adopt innovations. In the earliest

stage known, they were living in small, round pithouses and

making a Mogollon-inspired, plain brown pottery. During the

1 1th century, the pottery tradition of the Anasazi to the northwest

manifested itself in the Salinas in the shape of Chupadero Black-

on-white, and by this time houses were contiguous rooms of

wattle and daub or adobe built on the surface of the ground—

a

trait that had appeared 300 years before in the San Juan valley.

By Ad.D. 1300, the area was thoroughly Anasazi

puebloan in culture. Corrugated culinary pottery was introduced

and masonry, multiple-roomed pueblos were built with round,

subterranean kivas separated from the houseblock. It is not yet

known, when, in a 200-year span, these traits were introduced,

but it was long after they were common in northwest New
Mexico. Trough metates were still in use in the area 300 years

after they had been replaced by flat slab metates in bins on the

San Juan River.

There has been too little investigation to date to indicate

that there was anything to distinguish the archeology of the

Salinas Basin from that of the "Jumanos" area of the Medanos

until about 1400, when red-fired, glaze-painted pottery was

introduced to the Salinas proper from the Rio Grande Valley

where it had been made for 100 years—ultimately stemming from

the Zuni area. There was some earlier, small-scale production of

glazed pottery but it was not well established until the advent of

Espinoso Glaze at about A.D. 1450. This oxydized ware did not

cross the Mesa Jumanes except as export, and the southern towns

continued to make Chupadero Black-on-white. From this time

forward, there was a clear distinction between the villages in Abo
Pass and the Estancia Basin, and those in the Tularosa. The trade

with the buffalo hunters, for which these towns later became
famous, was certainly flourishing by this period.

The two districts were further divided at about 1550

when two new traits suddenly appeared in the "Jumanos"

pueblos—Tabira Black-on-white pottery and cremation of the

dead. Apparently the new pottery immediately replaced

Chupadero, but the utility pottery, which since the early 1400's

had been plain rather than corrugated, continued to be produced.

Cremation, however, did not completely replace the flexed

inhumation that had been the burial custom, but both methods of

disposal were practiced simultaneously until the extinction of the

pueblos in the Medanos. Both the pottery and cremation seemed

to coincide precisely at the time of a major rebuilding at Mound 7.

This, along with the abrupt change in decorated ceramics and the

radical difference in disposal of the dead, implies the immigration

of an alien population. But the continuation of the traditional

culinary ware and of inhumation in the trash deposits, suggests

that the newcomers did not supplant the earlier people, but rather

moved in with them. Neither Tabira Black-on-white nor cremation

were ever adopted by the villages north of Mesa Jumanes, and

thus archeological evidence bears out a distinction made by the

pre-rebellion colonists.

By the time of the Spanish entradas , the cultural lag that

had characterized the area for so many centuries was caught up,

and Las Humanas, although still on the fringes geographically,

could not be thought of as particularly "backwoods." Glaze

paint was never adopted, but on the other hand, with Tabira

Polychrome, the "Jumanos" were leaders in anticipating by

many years the Tewa and Keres production of matte paint

polychromes.

Mound 7 was found to have been occupied nearly

continuously for almost 400 years, with sporadic rebuilding,

adding of new structures, and leveling of old. The situation was

sufficiently complex to provide considerable information, but,

fortunately, the succession was orderly enough for interpretation.

The sequence of events could be divided into three "phases" of

occupation (Table 1). The word "phase," as it is used here,

refers only to the developments at Mound 7; it is not a formal,

cultural designation for a wider area. Material from the first phase

was scarce, but what there was could be nailed down to its proper

provenience. The middle period was the longest and the most

productive of trash, but its levels were the most disturbed, so that

few artifacts and few traits could be definitely associated with it.

The latest occupation was the least disturbed and the best defined.

Table 1

Phases of occupation.
,
Mound 7.

Early Phase

(1300-1400)
Middle Phase

(1400-1550)
Late Phase

(1550-1672)

Circular clay firepits? Rectangular clay firepits Rectangular slab-lined

firepits

Trough metates (?)metates Slab metates

Full grooved axes Spiral grooved axe

introduced

Spiral groove axes

Conical pipes Conical and tubular pipes Carved clay tubular pipes

Informal shaft tools (?) Stylized, formal shaft tools

Corona Corrugated pottery Corono Plain introduced Corona Plain

Chupadero B/w Chupadero B/w Tabira B/w, Plain, and
Polychrome

Inhumation of the dead Inhumation Inhumation and cremation
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Before excavation, Mound 7 (map 3) was an imposing

pile of rubble 260 feet long by 120 feet wide and standing a

maximum of nearly 15 feet above level ground. It was covered

with a mat of long-ungrazed grama and bush muhly grasses,

scattered saltbushes, and large buckhorn chollas—some standing

over 6 feet high. The outline of many of the rooms could be made

out from the surface along the top of the mound, but the outside

walls were all obscured by overgrown rubble of masonry spilled

down the steep slopes.

The ruin was little disturbed, but eight holes dug by

treasure seekers or pot hunters affected 16 rooms. Almost

unerringly, the explorers started their shafts at the top of the walls

and removed the masonry on the way down. Most zealous were

the diggers of a hole that centered at the common corner of

Rooms 31, 34, 40, and 48, who dug through the four-way
juncture almost to the footings before giving up. Only two of the

holes reached the floors, and there was little damage except to

part of an intact ceiling in Room 34.

19

20

[6:

Pueblo de las Humanas
Scale in feet
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Map 3. Pueblo de las Humanas
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Hewett's party touched the outer edges of the mound in

three places. They exposed the outside of Room 222 at the

southwest corner, then, using a slip-scraper, they cleaned out

enough of the small courtyard at the north side of the mound to

expose the outlines of Kiva C; finally, at the northeast corner,

they removed the overburden of Kiva K, finding several burials in

the process.

We started our work as a broadside through rubble-

covered trash to sterile soil and bedrock along the east side up to

the east tier of rooms which were found to sit on nearly 3 feet of

refuse. We then proceeded to excavate the rooms in north-south

tiers, working west the length of the mound. Rooms were

numbered in order of their excavation. Those near the center of

the mound on an east-west line were generally cleaned out first so

that the spoil could be wheeled to trucks at the edges across

unexcavated rooms. A thorough examination of features lying

under the upper level of rooms was impossible without destroying

those rooms that we were to stabilize as an exhibit, but subfloor

pits or trenches to bedrock in most of the rooms provided a good

stratigraphic record. The wide aprons of trash were completely

removed from the northeast corner opposite Kiva M, from the

entire east end, and from the eastern half of the south side as far

west as Room 87. The remaining trash on the south side was

trenched at 15-foot intervals. At the northwest corner of the

mound, facing Kiva J, cultural debris was thin, and here we dug a

trench to the north from Room 162 along Section D'-D' (fig. 1).

The area north of the central projection of rooms was stripped, as

was the ground north of Kiva C. The courtyard at Kiva C could

South North
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not be completely excavated without imperiling the walls of the

surrounding rooms, but trash was removed to the south edge of

Kiva C and trenched from there to the house along line B'-B'.

The steep slope of the trash surrounding the mound

made stratigraphic separation impossible, except at four points of

rather limited area. As a check, we excavated a 3-foot test trench

100 feet long through a trash mound with a gentler slope north of

Mound 14.

The depth of the mound had led us to expect at the

outset to find a multi-storied dwelling, but it was apparent

midway through the first season that in reality, Mound 7 consisted

of a one-story house built over the trash-buried remains of an

earlier structure. Later in the first summer, we found that the

original house had been modified long before the upper house was

built, and that it was possible to isolate three separate architectural

phases which, for working labels, we tagged "Early,"

"Middle," and "Late." Not until the last year did we determine

that four subterranean structures were abandoned before

construction of the Early Phase house; these might be called 'pre-

Early." And with the last weeks of field work, the Late Phase

could be supplemented by the addition of a "Mission Phase"

represented by an annex of European design discovered at the

west end of the mound.

Map 5 is the Late Phase architecture of the historic

period, while Map 4, the overlay, shows the earlier structures that

lay below it. Figure 1 shows section drawings illustrating the

stratigraphic relationship of the houses.

Early Phase Rooms
The contours of bedrock, just below the original ground

surface, are shown on Map 6. They were drawn by interpolating

between the depths recorded on the various sections. Since many
elevations were taken at widely-separated intervals, Map 6

should be regarded as more schematic than accurate. Before

human activity altered the topography, the ridge was relatively

level east and west, sloped gradually to the north, and dropped

off sharply along the southern side. The flat area is broader at

the east end of the site than at the west, and it was here that the

first house, Feature 1, was erected.

northern third of the house, and there is a possibility that here it

was no more than two rooms deep, which would reduce the

estimate to 160 rooms. However, such a ground plan would make

a highly unusual village-orientation to the north, in contrast to the

traditional facing onto the east-to-south quadrant.

The pueblo was probably a complete enclosure five

rooms deep. The walls of the southern two-thirds, many still

standing over 6 feet high, were protected by trash fill. The

northern part of the house lay in what subsequently became the

plaza enclosed by Mounds 4, 6, and 7. Any walls which may
have stood here would have long since been razed to salvage the

stone. What walls were found in this area—notably those on

either side of Kiva M—were only a couple of courses high and

were certainly cannibalized. If the symmetry of the southern half

was duplicated to the north, the outermost northern walls lay

below the corners of Mounds 4 and 6, and traces may sometime

be found there.

The regularity of the wall-spacing and the nature of the

wall abutments indicates that the pueblo was built in a relatively

short time according to a preconceived plan—a plan which,

except for a few anomalies such as the curved walls below Rooms
104 and 116, was closely adhered to. It made a compact, wheel-

like house 143 feet in diameter, surrounding a small central plaza

60 feet across, where Kiva C was built.

Forty-eight rooms were measurable along at least one

wall, and 12 were measured in two directions. Radial walls were

from 6.4 to 11.5 feet long and averaged 8.3. The width along a

circumferential wall toward the inner plaza was necessarily shorter

than at the back wall, which gave a trapezoidal shape to the room

(fig. 2). Measurements taken near the middle of the rooms ranged

from 4.4 to 8.7 feet and averaged 7.0 feet, affording 50 to 60

square feet of floor.

A few sections of wall stood directly on bedrock, but

only in areas where there was no soil cover. All other sections

were placed on the thin layer of clay with no trenching to secure a

more solid footing. Masonry was laid up of selected, tabular stone

with little evidence of any shaping other than breaking off

protruding angles or corners for a better fit. Stones were set in a

thin layer of clay mortar, the same residual soil from underfoot,

Feature

1

Feature 1 sat immediately on the sterile, yellowish,

caliche-laden, residual soil. This clay was shallow, averaging

from 0.6 to 0.8 of a foot thick. In one spot near the eastern end of

the mound, there was an unusual depth of a little over 2 feet, but

at a high point under Rooms 97 to 101, the bedrock was exposed,

either from natural erosion or from an attempt to level the building

site.

The pueblo was nearly round in plan, straddled the

ridge, and centered at Kiva C at a point north of the highest

ground (Map 4). Subfloor testing of the later rooms uncovered

evidence of 88 or 89 rooms, but by filling in the gaps by

inference, one can see the pattern of concentric walls connected

by series of radial walls. Evidence of six of the arcs is seen along

a line from Room 110 (at the southwest corner of the courtyard)

through Room 103. A sixth arc is also seen at the northeast corner

of the site in front of Room 5. Presuming all circular walls were

complete, and if average room size is plotted for the missing

sections, there were an estimated 209 rooms in the pueblo. There

is direct evidence of only the inner three concentric walls at the 2. Feature 1 under Room 98.
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Map 5. The Later House, Mound 7
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Map 6. The topography of the ridge
before construction.
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which made a tight bond; there was no chinking of small stones.

Occasional large stones went through the wall and were exposed

on both faces, but for the most part, the wall was compound—that

is, laid up from both faces simultaneously with the gaps at the

interior filled with mortar and small spalls of stone. No wall

plaster was seen.

All walls were sturdy and well built. Concentric walls

ranged from 0.8 to 2.1 feet thick and averaged 1.4 feet. Radial

walls, all quite short, were from 0.8 to 1.5 and averaged 1.1 feet.

The second and third concentric walls from the inside were

particularly heavy, about 2.0 feet thick, and could easily have

supported another story, but there was no evidence that they had.

Twelve doorways were found, six in the radial and six

in the concentric walls. Five were still open, but the remainder

were plugged with masonry and mud. Openings were from 1 . 1 to

1.9 feet wide, averaging 1.5, and the sills of three that could be

measured were 1.5 feet above the floors. Only two doors, which

still had wooden lintel sticks in place, could be determined to be

complete. Their heights were 3.6 and 4.9 feet above the step.

Two doorways were lined at lintel and jambs with a rounded ridge

of adobe serving as a door stop. Three niches were seen. One, 1.0

foot wide by half that in depth, was placed in the center of a

concentric wall 5.5 feet above the floor and equipped with a lintel

made of small, split poles. Another niche, about the same size,

was incorporated into the top of a plugged door and was

completely lined with adobe plaster. The third was also built with

the plugging of a door. In this case, the opening was filled

halfway through from one side, leaving a tall shelf 0.6 feet deep

in the other room. No vents going completely through the wall

were seen.

The sections of the third arc, exposed under a line of

rooms running from Rooms 76 to 98 through the deepest part of

the mound, all still stood to heights of 6 feet and over without

beam seats, and evidence of roofing was scant. Some timber was

found in six of the rooms, but unfortunately none was datable.

Four vigas, from 0.3 to 0.5 feet thick, were identified as three of

pinon and one of juniper.

Only one floor in Feature 1 , that below Room 30, was

definitely a prepared floor of adobe. About an inch of wet clay,

the same as that of the subsoil, was laid down so that it rose

slightly at the walls to cover the lower 2 inches of the bottom

course of masonry. All other floors were apparently no more than

leveled and packed expanses of the native clay subsoil.

The floor of the Early Phase room below Room 98 was

the only undamaged floor that was completely cleared (fig. 2),

although two-thirds of another floor below Room 103 was also

cleaned (fig. 3). Entire floors of razed rooms at the southeast

corner, and the isolated room north of Kiva C, were exposed, but

these were poorly defined and were probably disturbed in the

process of the prehistoric salvage work. In approximately 50 other

rooms, smaller sections of floor, varying in size from a square

foot to about a quarter of the floor area, were examined, but no

fireplace or hearth was found, nor a bin. The only floor features

were two post holes. One, 0.8 feet wide by 0.6 feet deep, was
sited in the middle of the floor of the old room below Room 103

(fig. 4), and another was placed 0.8 feet from the wall near the

north jamb of an open door in the old room below Room 64.

Only one room had more than one floor. The Feature 1

room below Room 19 (fig. 5) had a traffic-packed surface on a

thin layer of trash which lay on the original floor. Early floors

below both Rooms 98 and 122 were covered with from 0.4 to 0.6

feet of rotted corn with many turkey bones.

Because all of Feature 1 was covered with varying

depths of later trash, it was difficult to isolate material in direct

association with its floors. Only that which lay immediately on the

floors could be safely interpreted as contemporary, or nearly

contemporary, with the use of the house. Only 324 sherds filled

this requirement:

Jornada Brown 1 Heshota Polychrome 1

Corona Corrugated 46 Los Padillas B/w 3

Corona Plain 12 Agua Fria G/r 8

El Paso Polychrome 1 Kwakina Polychrome 1

Los Lunas Smudged 2 San Clemente G/p 1

Chupadero B/w 161 Largo G/y 1

Socorro B/w 1 Carretas (?) Poly. 1

Galisteo B/w 1 (?) Glaze 12

Tabira B/w 1 plain red 13

(?) white ware 57

The single Tabira sherd was from a floor overlain by

only a couple of feet of trash at the northernmost end of the

mound, outside the walls of Rooms 116 and 121, and was

certainly intrusive. All the other types were common in the 14th

century, with one exception—Largo Glaze-yellow, which has an

estimated beginning date of A.D. 1425. The one sherd of this type

was from a Feature I floor covered with 5 feet of later trash.

There is little possibility that the sherd could have filtered down

from far above, but it probably does represent trash deposited

shortly after the abandonment of the house.

Three restorable vessels were a bowl of Chupadero

Black-on-white (fig. 90d), a Chupadero jar (fig. 93) and an Agua

Fria Glaze-red bowl. There was a fragment of a conical clay pipe

with a flattened bit.

'«*

3. Feature 1 walls under Room 103.
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Other artifacts from the Feature 1 floor were equally

scarce. Seven awls of artiodactyl long bones occurred, a beamer

made of a mule deer's inominate, bison rib side-scrapers, a hawk

ulna whistle, and several bird-bone beads. Four hammerstones,

three paint stones, miscellaneous choppers, used flakes, and

smoothing stones were undistinguished. The single projectile

point was triangular and stemless. It may be significant that the

three shaft-smoothing tools were simply grooved and were not the

formalized, carefully-shaped artifacts so common in later levels. It

is also interesting that the only metate fragment was the trough

type. One mano was also used in a trough metate, and a one-hand

mano could have been used with any type of metate. Two mano

fragments could not be definitely typed.

Formalized shaft tools and slab metates may not have

been introduced at the time of the occupation of the early house,

but negative evidence from so small a sample is not conclusive.

Feature 1A
Immediately to the south of the large round house were

rooms of another structure. These were separate from Feature 1

and seemed to be the back, or north side, of a south-facing arc or

arcs. Parts of at least 24 rooms were uncovered lying between

Kivas N and L and east of the latter (Map 4). More of the

structure should still lie below Mound 8. An extension of Early

^ »-' fc 0.

4. Feature 1 walls under Room 26. 6. Feature 1A between Kivas L and N.

Phase rooms east of Kiva L was found below the west end of

Mound 15 in 1924 by W. H. Smith while Custodian of Gran

Quivira National Monument. As part of the work of the Hewett

Expedition, he excavated several of the upper rooms of Mound 15

and found old walls in his tests below the floors (field notes on

file, Gran Quivira).

Room dimensions ranged from 6.8 to 11.1 feet and

averaged about 9.0 feet square, giving floor space of better than

80 square feet. Although the rooms were larger and more nearly

square than those in Feature 1, the walls were less substantial.

There were no massive walls. Thickness was the same as the

radial walls of Feature 1, ranging from 0.7 to 1.6 feet with an

average of 1.1. Room arrangement and wall abutments seemed

more random and with less evidence of planning.

The masonry was less uniform than that of Feature 1

,

but generally well laid and mortared with good yellow clay. All

walls had been robbed of stone, with most little over a foot high.

The maximum height still standing was about 3.0 feet (fig. 6).

Three walls carried patches of a brown coat of adobe plaster. No
doorways, vents, or niches remained.

Wall footings were the same as Feature 1 and stood

directly on sterile subsoil, with two exceptions. The south end of

the west wall, shown at the far left of Section B'-B' (fig. 1),

stood on up to 0.8 of a foot of ash-impregnated soil; the north

wall of a room in the same structure, shown in the profile

drawing, rested on 0.2 feet of similar material.

5. Feature 1 under Room 19.
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Three undamaged floors were no more than the native

soil which apparently was wetted and tamped. No floor features

were found except the post holes shown on the map.

A discrete collection of sherds was made from one

floor. The mere handful contained Corona Corrugated, Chupadero

Black-on-white, and San Clemente, but no later type. Pottery

equivalent to that from Feature 1 , and the fact that both houses

were built on sterile soil, indicate that they were contemporary.

But thin trash under two walls of Feature 1A, an occurrence not

duplicated in any spot under Feature 1 , could only have come

from the latter which probably was built a short time before.

Discussion

The notable thing about Early Phase architecture is the

circular village plan with curving walls. This architectural

novelty, with no prediction in the linear plans of developmental

Anasazi architecture, suddenly appeared in late Pueblo III times in

northeastern Arizona where it is exemplified by Fire House, 15

miles northeast of Keam's Canyon (Mindeleff, 1891), and by

Kintiel, or Wide Ruins, on Leroux Wash, traditionally a Zufii site

(Hodge, 1907). Leslie Spier's survey of the Zufii area records six

round or oval pueblos completely enclosing central plazas (Spier,

1917). All these sites are late Pueblo III—early Pueblo IV, or

from A.D. 1200 to 1400-1500.

In the eastern Pueblo area, the best-known round

pueblo, and the only one completely excavated, is Tyuonyi in

Frijoles Canyon, a site with nearly 300 rooms and three kivas

(Hewett, 1909). In the general vicinity is another pueblo,

unexcavated, and about 1,000 feet west of Puye Pueblo (Hewett,

1908). Other round pueblos are Hummingbird Ruin on the Puerco

River west of Albuquerque, and the earlier pueblo at Quarai

which was tested by the School of American Research in the

1920's (Walter, 1931).

There are no data available for the site near Puye, but

the others are roughly contemporary with Feature 1 . Timber

from Tyuonyi yielded several dates in the 1400's, ending with

A.D. 1466, but pottery from the site would indicate occupation

in the preceding century as well as into the 1599's (Smiley,

Stubbs, and Bannister, 1953). Sherds in the survey collections at

the Museum of New Mexico taken from Hummingbird contain

Glazes A through D, which should date it at A.D. 1300-1500.

Pottery from the old house at Quarai is predominantly black-on-

white, but includes significant amounts of Glaze A—evidence of

occupation in the 1200's continuing well into the 1300's.

Just as suddenly as the circular village plan appeared, it

was discontinued, and, unless it was Tyuonyi, no such style was

in use by the time of the Spanish entradas. Subsequent village

plans reverted to a series of linear houseblocks or to rectilinear

outline of four long houses surrounding a central plaza.

Adobe-lined Pits

Four puzzling adobe-lined pits excavated into bedrock

(Map 4) were definitely of early construction, but their purpose

and their exact relation in time to Feature 1 are in doubt.

Feature 2

The first of these pits found lay partly below Room 3

and between that room and Kiva K, where it was covered

with up to 2.0 feet of trash. The excavation for the pit was started

from the surface of the sterile residual soil, which at this point

7. Feature 2.

8. Feature 2.

Feature 6

9. Features 6. 7. and 8.
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was from 0.8 to 1.0 feet thick, and was carried down through 7.6

feet of solid limestone. The surface outline was pear-shaped with

the narrow end pointing south and up the slight grade (figs. 7 and

8). The hole at the stem end of the pear was only 2.5 feet deep

which created a small shelf, or platform, below which the sides

of the main pit dropped steeply to full depth. The rough rock

walls were plastered with a brown, sandy adobe from 0.5 to 0.9

feet thick, and the bottom was floored with 1 foot of the same

material. The surface of the adobe was packed firmly and

smoothed, with horizontal marks of the polishing stone or stick

still apparent in several places. On the south wall of the pit,

midway between the floor and the platform, a shallow, cupped

depression was cut into the clay. The adobe of the liner was not

the local subsoil, but is identical to a brownish soil exposed in a

shallow draw about a half-mile east of the ruin.

The pit was filled with rich trash and was obviously

used as a dump. The sherds in the fill—1,127 total—were all the

same types found on the Feature 1 floors. One sherd of Largo

Glaze-red, supposedly not made before A.D. 1425, was found in

the top foot of the fill, and in this same level were three sherds of

San Clemente Glaze-polychrome with an estimated beginning at

about 1350. From the next 1-foot level was a single sherd of

Abiquiu Black-on-gray, which is also considered to have started

in the mid-1300's. The lower 5 feet of trash contained no sherd

that could not have dated as early as 1315, and many from a

somewhat earlier time. These were largely Chupadero Black-on-

white and, secondly, Agua Fria Glaze-red. Other white wares

represented were San Marcial and Galisteo Black-on- white. Other

red pottery was St. Johns and Pinedale Black-on-red and

Heshotauthla Glaze-polychrome.

A rough alignment of large stones sat on the surface,

1.0 to 1.5 feet from the southeast edge of the pit, but there were

no post holes or other features in the soil surrounding the pit

which would indicate that it was roofed. The closest features at

the same level are east-west running walls about 16 feet north and

8 feet south of the pit. These are both footed on subsoil and were

thought to be part of Feature 1 . If these walls were ever connected

at their eastern ends, and if the space between was partitioned to

make a sixth bank of rooms at the east quadrant of the pueblo,

there was no trace of such walls remaining unless it was the

disturbed alignment near the pit. If they ever existed, they may
have been removed for the construction of Kiva K over 100 years

later. There is also an unconvincing possibility that the two walls

were built to partially enclose the pit which was contemporary

with them.

Speculating that the purpose of the pit was to trap and

store water, we tested its capability. To fill it to capacity would

take 2,600 gallons. We settled for a 500-gallon, truck-mounted

water tank. Unlined, the hole in the rock would not hold water

because of numerous fissures. The adobe lining was badly cracked

and we first patched it by removing adobe from around the rim,

grinding it fine enough to dissolve in water, then mixing it to a

stiff paste with which we plugged the holes and replastered the

bottom few feet of the wall. On our first attempt to fill the pit, we

gq Room 127

trash

subsoil

C'

subsoil

10. Profiles through Features 6. 7, and 8.
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dropped a 2-inch hose to the bottom and opened the valve. The pit

rapidly filled to the depth of about a foot and a half when the

force of the water eroded away the mud at the bottom, exposing a

large break in the limestone through which all our water dropped

in a matter of seconds. After replugging and replastering, we

propped a 2 by 12-inch board from the bottom onto the shelf at

the south end and placed a folded tarp on the bottom below the

board to protect the adobe, not from moisture, but from the

erosive force of the water. With the next wetting we allowed the

water to run down the board to the bottom. We emptied the 500

gallons into it and the "tank" held. The water level dropped no

more than 2 inches in three days. At the end of that period—our

point made, and needing the pit for the disposal of backdirt from

the excavation—it was refilled.

We proved the pit could hold water, but not that it ever

had before. We noticed that a shallow groove was etched around

the perimeter of the wall at the waterline, probably from an

infinitesimal ripple action. No such groove marked any part of the

wall before we filled it.

Feature 6

A test trench north of the mound along line D-D'
(map 4 and Fig. 1) cut across the top of another clay-lined pit

(Feature 6) midway between Kiva J and the porch, Room 123. In

removing the overburden of the second pit, the rims of two more

(Features 7 and 8) were discovered nearby. All three pits, like

Feature 2, were dug from the top of the sterile soil into bedrock.

The surface in this area sloped rather sharply to the west from the

north end of the house mound toward Kiva J, and more gradually

toward the north and Mound 4. The west side of Feature 6, closest

to Kiva J, was covered with only 1.5 feet of cultural debris, while

the east end of Feature 7, below Room 123, was buried by 4.7

feet of trash. The three adjacent pits were all excavated, and their

relationships and cross sections are shown in Figures 9 and 10.

At the time the pits were constructed, the contours of

the ridge were different than today's. At the crest, which runs

under the north side of the western arm of the mound, bedrock is

nearly level for 200 feet, but for a stretch of about 50 feet

centering in the vicinity of Room 103, it is a foot lower than

under the western end of the mound, or under the center

southwest of Kiva C. A shallow drainage leads to the north from

the low saddle and through the vicinity of the pits.

Feature 6, oval in outline, was in the bottom of the

drainage with its narrow end pointed upstream. This was the

shallowest of the pits with a depth of 4.1 feet. The initial

excavation went through up to 2.0 feet of sterile, alluvial sand,

about 1.5 feet of residual soil, and from 0.8 to 1.8 feet of

limestone. The sides were artificially raised by a bank of lightly

trash-laden clay about a foot high, which was found at three

points, shown on the cross section and ground plan. At two

points, the outer side of the bank was paved with flat-lying slabs

of native stone, but at the northwest side of the pit, the bank sat

back from the rim, and in the space between was a trench 1 .5 feet

in both width and depth. The rest of the bank had been destroyed,

and where the trench led could not be determined. It was not

present at the back of the pit (fig. 10, Section B'-B'). There was

no bench or shelf as in Feature 2, nor any "step" in the lining. A
small upright slab of limestone was buried in the rim to one side

of the apex at the uphill side (fig. 11).

The unstable sand at the upper part of the sides was held

in place with a layer of the yellow clay taken from the subsoil.

Over this and completely lining the pit was the same brown adobe

found in Feature 2. The adobe was applied by building from the

floor level with round balls 0.3 to 0.4 feet in diameter. The

resulting wall was then covered with a coating of plaster of the

same soil about 0. 1 feet thick which was packed or polished with

a stone. A line of yellowish discoloration marked the plaster

around the circumference at a point 1.5 feet above the floor.

Below the line, the composition of the clay liner was

homogeneous, and the definition of the balls could not be seen.

Both the discoloration and the altered structure of the adobe below

it appear to be caused by water. Figure 12 illustrates the balled

clay construction. At the right of the photo, the plaster has not

been removed.

£

1 1. Feature 6. 12. Balled clay construction. Feature 6.
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Jeancon (1923), who found house walls built up with

similar nodules of clay at Poshuoinge, an early Pueblo IV town in

the Chama Valley, narrates watching a woman in modern Santa

Clara build a wall in the same way. Barnett (1969) also recorded

similar construction at Tonque. With some variation, the

technique is described by Castaneda, Coronado's chronicler, in

connection with Pueblo house building:

The people gather large amounts of brush and reeds, set

fire to it, and when it is between charcoal and ash, they

throw in large amounts of water and dirt and mix it,

then make round balls with it, which they use as stones

when dry (Hammond and Rey, 1940, p. 254).

The fill of Feature 6 lacked the great amount of cultural

material that identified Feature 2 as a dumping ground. Although

there was no stratification, much of the fill was soil that was

washed, blown, or kicked in. The pit was probably slow to fill,

and its rim must have been exposed for years. When we excavated

it, it lay less than 2 feet below the present surface. The upper fill

contained a few late sherds, and the top few iches of the clay liner

had the same homogeneous character as the lower foot and a

half—a condition that may have resulted from soaking at a time

when the lower levels of the pit were protected by the fill. The

bottom 2 feet of fill contained 41 sherds:

Corona Corrugated 6 San Marcial B/w 1

Corona Plain 1 Galisteo B/w 1

Chupadero B/w 23 Los Lunas Smudged 1

unidentified B/w 8

Feature 7

Feature 7 lay just east of Feature 6 and partly under the

porch, Room 123. Its outline was pear-shaped, with the narrow

end toward the relatively steep slope from the east (figs. 9 and

13). The constricted end enclosed a platform which sloped from a

point 1 .3 feet below the rim to minus 1 .6 feet where it debouched

over the pit. Maximum depth was 4.9 feet where the brown adobe

floor was 0.1 feet thick over bedrock (fig. 10). No rock was

removed in the construction except for 0.05 feet of scaly, rotten

limestone at the bottom. The excavation was entirely through the

same light-brown alluvial sand and loess that characterized the

upper levels of the hole at Feature 6. The sand filled an old quarry

shown as the indentation into the contour lines on Map 6. The rim

of the pit at the upper, narrow end abuts the eastern face of the

quarry. The ground surface east of the pit at the time the hole was

dug was the bedrock surface of a higher level, or terrace, of

quarrying. This last point from which rock was taken is over 2

feet deep and is shown as a rectangular area on the ground plan

(fig. 9).

The pit was lined with the same brown adobe, laid up in

fist-sized nodules. The liner also covered the floor of the high

shelf at the east end. The lower edge of the shelf, on the edge of

the main pit, was raised about 0.2 feet by an adobe rim which was

an extension of the inner liner. The floor of the shelf behind this

rim was covered with 0.3 feet of very finely-stratified alluvial silt.

Imbedded in clay on the surface at the edge of the pit next to the

rim of the shelf was a small upright slab of limestone that was

possibly the remnant of an encircling low wall.

After excavation, the pit remained open and unprotected

through the rainy month of August and from 1 to 2 feet of water

stood in the bottom for several weeks without draining away.

After it was finally dry, we found that a foot of clay and silt was

deposited on the floor. This was material washed over the sides by

running water, and part of the clay liner worn away by erosion.

None of it was adobe slumped from the wall below the water

line—the wall protected by standing water was intact.

The fill of Feature 7, like that in the first pit excavated,

was refuse. It was protected from contamination or disturbance by

an overburden of 6 feet of later trash and building stone fallen

from the walls of Feature 1 and later rooms.

Over 90 percent of the 392 sherds in the fill were

Corona Corrugated or Chupadero Black-on-white. There were

three Agua Fria Glaze-red sherds and 10 more plain red sherds

which were probably Agua Fria. The other types present were:

Jornada Brown 1 St. Johns Poly. 1

Los Lunas Smudged 7 Galisteo B/w 1

Heshotauthla Poly. 10

Unidentified White

Mountain red 2

Feature 8

The third pit in the group was north of the first two and

just outside the edge of the old quarry. Consequently, except for a

few inches of residual soil, the entire excavation was through

living rock for a total depth of 7. 1 feet. The outline was pear-

shaped, and it had the same orientation as Feature 7—pointing up

the slope to the east (figs. 9 and 13). A platform at the narrow end

was cut into the rock and paved with yellow clay. At the lip of the

platform, an edge of the native rock was exposed, providing a

short protrusion. Midway between the exposed rock and the

bottom, a small step 0.5 feet deep was cut into the clay liner.

Standing slabs of limestone encased in clay were all that

remained of a wall on the surface at the edge of the pit. It stood

0.5 feet high and was 1 .0 foot wide at the base; the wall probably

enclosed all but the narrow end.

13. Features 7 (right) and 8.
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The sides of the cut into bedrock were straight, but the

clay liner, a foot thick near the bottom of the wall, tapered to

about 0.2 feet at the rim, which made sloping sides to the finished

hole. The adobe floor was 0.2 feet thick.

Runoff from the north end of the mound following

heavy August rains collected 4 feet of water in the pit. In 10 days,

the level had dropped to 2 feet, and it was another 18 days before

the water had seeped or evaporated away—this despite the fact

that many small cracks in the plaster were not patched. There was

no sloughing of the clay liner. The water coming off the mound

ran across bedrock before entering the pit at the shelf end, and

thus there was very little silting.

The upper two-thirds of the fill of Feature 8 was refuse

similar to that in Features 2 and 7. The lower fill contained a few

sherds but was mostly loose clay and gravelly limestone

—

probably washed over the sides. The two upper 1-foot levels,

contaminated by later trash deposits in the overburden, contained

two body sherds from one of the middle glazes. The lower 5 feet

of fill produced these sherds:

Corona Corrugated 35 Heshotauthla Polychrome 1

Los Lunas Smudged 1 unidentified White Mt.

Pitoche Rubbed-ribbed 3 redware 1

El Paso Black-on-brown 1 unident. plain red, sand

Chupadero B/w 279 temper 1

Cebolleta B/w 1 Agua Fria G/r ? 1

Galisteo B/w 1 San Clemente G/p ? 1

unidentified b/w, tuff temper 1

Discussion

The first adobe-lined pit known at Gran Quivira was one

discovered in the investigation of a rodent burrow at the south side

of Kiva D (map 3 and fig. 1). It was excavated by Park

Archeologist Richard M. Howard, who described it as 8 feet deep

through bedrock, pear-shaped, and with a shelf at the narrow end

Vh feet below the original ground level. The wall at the opposite

end was damaged by the construction of the kiva. The adobe

lining was from 4 to 7 inches thick, and the circumference of the

pit at the surface, exclusive of the shelf end, was rimmed with a

line of stones. Fill was trashy containing mostly corrugated and

Chupadero Black-on-white sherds. Trade wares included

Heshotauthla and Klageto Polychrome (Howard, 1980).

The five pits excavated in the vicinity of Mound 7 have

many features in common. All are oval in outline, and four have a

sunken platform at the constricted end. The narrow ends of the

four are pointed upslope, but the original contours around the pit

at Kiva D were not determined. The top of each pit is flush with

the ground surface, and four were excavated into bedrock. All

were lined with brown adobe. Two of the five had a small toe-

hold step midway between the shelf and the floor. Three pits were

bordered on the surface by low rims of stone around the main

body of the hole, and there was a suggestion of a similar wall at a

fourth. All had tapered sides and rather uniform dimensions

—

from 8 to almost 10 feet long, and from 5'/2 to nearly 8 feet wide.

The greatest variation among the five was in depth—from about 4

to 8 feet. It seems certain that all had the same function, and the

sherds in the fill indicate that they were contemporary.

Types of subterranean structures known in the

Southwest include dwellings, ceremonial chambers, ovens, and

pits for food storage. The small size of the pits eliminates the first

two types, and the complete absence of evidence of fire excludes

the third. That they were built for storing horticultural products or

meat is a possibility that should be considered. The platform a

short distance below ground level and the small step below it

might provide an entry. Several factors argue against this theory.

In the first place, there was no evidence that any of the pits were

covered. Too, a pit into bedrock would serve to store corn without

a carefully packed and polished clay lining. If, in the interest of

neatness, the lining was desired, the local yellow caliche would

have served as well as the brown adobe, which had to be carried

in for some distance. More convincing is the fact that people with

a tradition of building with stone masonry could erect a more

accessible structure above ground with considerably less time and

effort—as Anasazi were known to have done for a long time

before in other districts, and as the subsequent occupants of

Mound 7 did.

We have demonstrated that the clay-lined pits could

held water, and there was evidence that Feature 6 did hold water.

I believe that the pits were built as cisterns. Placed as it was in a

shallow drainage, Feature 6, with the help of a few feet of

diversion bank or trench, could collect runoff from approximately

6,000 square feet on the higher ground above it. Features 2, 7,

and 8 would drain a much smaller area, but a couple of hundred

feet of dike about a foot high, placed strategically, could cause all

water falling on the eastern two-thirds of the ridge, an area of

more than 13,000 square feet, to be funneled into the cisterns. If

houses then covered the ridge, the same thing could have been

achieved by leading the water from roofs by canales. We have no

archeological evidence of gutters, but Diego Perez de Luxan,

writing of "Jumea," probably the pueblo of Galisteo, related,

"they posess well built houses . . . and the flat roofs have

drainage troughs" (Hammond and Rey, 1929, p. 119).

What roofs were drained, or which builders of what

houses also dug the pits, could not be determined. Howard's pit

was not far west of that part of Feature 1A postulated to lie below

Mound 8. If the northern half of the round house were five rooms

deep, as it was at the south, the outer wall of the house covered

Features 7 and 8. But if it did, every vestige was removed after

the abandonment of the building, yet fairly substantial walls of the

structure were found less than 15 feet away. It is possible that

these pits and Feature 2, at the east side, were contemporary with

the first occupation of the pueblo. If they were part of that early

complex, they were abandoned and became refuse pits long before

the last occupant of Feature 1 moved out.

The scarcity, or even absence, of Glaze A sherds in

refuse that collected after the pits fell into disuse suggests a

construction date prior to the inception of the Rio Grande glazes

—

probably as early as A.D. 1300, and perhaps a few years before.

Sherds from the floors in Feature 1 were dropped there well into

Glaze A times, but these would represent pottery of the period of

abandonment of the structure. The contemporaneity of the pits

with the early houses cannot be obviated by the slight discrepancy

in pottery.

If the cisterns preceded the construction of the round

pueblo, we found no trace of the habitation site of their builders.

Such might very well exist, however. The area of testing below

the floors of Feature 1 was necessarily quite restricted, and the

presence of some sherds of types no longer made by A.D. 1300

—

San Marcial, Santa Fe, Mesa Verde, and Mimbres Black-on-
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white, and Jornada Brown—indicates that there was some

activity on the ridge itself. The occupants of the small adobe and

jacal houses just under the ridge to the southwest may have been

responsible.

Finding five cisterns at the edges of Mound 7 would

lead one to expect that others still lie undiscovered in the

considerable area of the ruins not yet investigated. The remnants

of a trench at the lower side of Feature 6 may have carried

overflow to another cistern a short distance to the north. At least

one is known from a nearby site in the same area. In an early

masonry site (LA:9032) on Chupadero Mesa about 2 miles

southwest of Gran Quivira, the rim of a cistern was exposed under

the floor of a room by a pot-hunter's excavation. Members of our

survey crew dug down along the wall about 3 feet to confirm its

identification as the same type of structure as the Mound 7

cisterns. It was trash-filled and contained black-on-white and early

glaze pottery.

Middle Phase Rooms
Pueblo communities are no more static than any other,

and sometime after the completion of the Early Phase round

house, the planned symmetry was distorted by the addition of

other rooms. These are indicated on Map 4 as unhachured walls

within the enclosed courtyard and within the walls of the southern

half of the circular structure, and primarily as a long rectilinear

annex abutted to the southwest side. Kivas L and N, dug through

early trash deposits and room walls of Feature 1A, and Kiva K
were a part of this complex. Although there may have been

fluctuations in the population, or even a short hiatus, there is no

evidence that the Middle Phase walls represent a rebuilding at the

site of an abandoned house. It is probable that through several

generations, the initial structure was modified to eventually

assume a different shape. Outer rooms around the arc of the north

half were razed to provide building material for the western

annex. Other rooms were abandoned, partially filled with trash,

then reused with floors and new partitions placed at higher levels.

But a few of the original rooms at the southwest were

continuously occupied throughout the second building period, and

Kiva C probably remained in use.

The first additions were the narrow walls in the

courtyard around Kiva C which were set close to subsoil but on a

skirt of trash. The shallowness of the deposit at the time they were

built indicates that they closely followed the completion of the

earlier building.

The block of rooms along the top of the ridge from the

southwest side of the round house was added still later. Those

closest to the outer walls of the early house were footed on 3 to 4

feet of trash. The refuse, which undoubtedly emanated from the

early house, became thinner to the west with increased distance,

and the outermost Middle Phase walls were placed directly on

native soil. It was probably occupants of these rooms who were

responsible for filling abandoned rooms of the earlier structure

with trash and for building the rooms on trash-covered floors in

the southern half.

No room of this period could be measured in both

directions, but one dimension was obtained for each of eight

rooms. Measurements were from 6.2 to 9.2 feet, with an average

of 6.9. Masonry was the same as in the earlier house—random

coursing with yellow clay mortar—but walls were generally

thinner, averaging a little over 1 foot. The stone in four of the

walls was placed on an unusual footing. Stone slabs stood on end

in parallel lines about a foot apart, with the space between filled

with yellow clay and leveled to provide a base for the courses of

masonry (fig. 14). This type of foundation, which stood a foot

high or a little more, would appear to be less sturdy than flat-lying

stones laid directly on the ground. There was no evidence that any

gave way, however.

Three prepared floors were about 0.1 feet of clay laid

over early refuse-filled soil. One undisturbed floor of a room near

the west end was the carefully smoothed surface of the native

subsoil. The majority were apparently no more than traffic-packed

areas of the trash on which the walls were built.

Two firepits pertaining to this phase were found. Both

were rectangular and set below the floors. One was clay-lined

with rounded corners, measuring 2.6 by 1.8 feet, and was 0.6

feet deep with an old slab metate set in the bottom for a hearth

(fig. 15). Two unshaped burned cobbles in the pit were probably

used as pot supports. The second firepit was smaller, 1.2 feet by

0.8 by 0.5 of a foot, and was completely lined with thin slabs of

stone. Both were 2 to 3 feet from any wall, but their exact

placement in a floor plan was not determined.

14. Middle Phase wall below south wall of Room 215.

15. Middle Phase firepit. subfloor Room 76.
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Nothing was found in situ on any of the floors, but from

sherds found at floor levels and the nature of the trash below the

floors, one can estimate a span of years for the construction. The

subfloor pottery was largely Chupadero Black-on-white and Glaze

A, with no sherds of any later types. Thus, the floors were laid

after the early 14th-century inception of Glaze A, but before the

introduction at about A.D. 1450 of Glaze C (see fig. 120). The

absence of Glaze B in these levels is not significant, as it was

scarcely represented in the local glaze series. The depth of the

trash on which the walls were built suggests a construction date

late in the period of 1300 to 1450. Sherds from Middle Phase

floors were few and were also mostly Chupadero and Glaze A,

but included Glaze D with an estimated beginning date of A.D.

1490. No Glaze E, estimated at about 1515, was found. Although

some of the abutting rooms were added quite early, the main

western annex was probably built shortly after A.D. 1400 and

used until about 1500. These dates agree with data from Kivas L
and N which are presumed to be contemporary.

Late Phase Rooms
The last phase of construction at Mound 7, the rooms

left standing at the time of abandonment of the Pueblo de las

Humanas, is shown by Map 5. Like the Middle Phase house, it

grew by stages rather than as a single, planned effort. It expanded

through a series of 12 major increments, with many smaller

additions and much remodeling. Starting at the west end of the

delapidated rooms of the preceding occupation, and also at the

east side of the mound, the builders added rooms toward the

center and north, until the house reached its maximum size in 50

years. It was occupied for another three-quarters of a century and

finally left empty.

Before the building was started, there was a short hiatus

in the first half of the 16th century, lasting perhaps 15 to 25 years.

There is no suggestion that the entire pueblo was vacated, but

only that the site of Mound 7 itself was not lived on. The gap in

continuous occupation is indicated by the fact that the Middle

Phase walls at the west end of the mound, while not completely

buried in rubble, had fallen into disrepair. Some roofs were

probably gone, and most walls were only low stubs. Evidence of

the hiatus and its relative dating also lies in the absence of Tabira

Black-on-white and Glaze E sherds on the Middle Phase floors,

and in the presence immediately below the floors of the last

structure built, and in the tree-ring dates from the latter.

When a few families started the task of building homes,

the scene was far different from that which confronted the builders

of the first house 250 years earlier. The compact, round pueblo

was a ruin. Probably the northern part was nearly gone, having

long since been razed for the reuse of the stone. The foundations

were buried in the debris resulting from its demolishment. The

tops of some walls at the southern half could be seen above the

trash, and possibly two or three rooms at the southwest quarter

still had sagging roofs, but most of the rooms were filled and even

buried in rubble and refuse. The Middle Phase rooms to the west

were much more evident, and a few may have been partly roofed

and used as temporary storage for corn shocks or firewood by

villagers in nearby dwellings. Most, however, were shells with

sand drifted into the comers—privies where children played and

dogs sought shelter from the winter wind.

Room Blocks 1,2, and 3

The sequence of the construction of the various elements

of the house, as determined by the wall abutments shown on Map
5, are detailed by the series of ground plans in Figure 16. The first

to be erected were 46 rooms at the west end which incorporated

some of the Middle Phase walls. The abutments show that these

were built in three increments, but they probably followed one

another in rapid succession.

An example of the reuse of old walls is seen in the

partition between Rooms 172 and 203 (fig. 17), where a Middle

Phase wall, footed on subsoil 2.3 feet below the floor, still stood

about 3 feet high. The renovators used this wall as it stood and

capped it with added masonry. A definite break in the mortar (as

indicated in fig. 17) could be seen at the time of excavation. The

o
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16. Sequence of construction increments. Late Phase house.
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old masonry was set in the same yellow clay that was used in all

the Early and Middle Phase construction. The additional stones

were laid in a very ashy soil that was typical of the later building.

By this time, the residual soil was long buried in trash, and it was

perhaps too much effort to mine for it.

A similar change in mortar color was seen in the north-

south wall dividing Rooms 190 and 196. This wall, originally

built just above subsoil, extends 2.1 feet below the later floor,

which bisects a doorway in use in earlier times 1 . 1 feet below the

lintel (fig. 18). The Middle Phase wall was nearly 6 feet high

from its buried base, and it required only a few courses of stone to

bring it to desired height. In several instances, late walls were

footed at floor level on stretches of the older construction. At the

east ends of Rooms 164 and 173, a continuous wall of the earlier

period ran under both rooms and was leveled to a height of 0.5

feet above the floor to serve as a retainer for raised benches or

platforms within the later rooms.

Thirty-one pinon vigas from 17 rooms in Blocks 1

through 3 were dated (table 2).

Table 2

Dated Timbers from Blocks 1, 2, and 3.

17. Rebuilt Middle Phase wall. Room 172.

Provenience TR Lab No. Inner Outer

Room 164 GRQ-207 1310±p 1418+ +W
Room 164 GRQ-213 1324p 1433v

Room 173 GRQ-204 1320p 1433r

Room 218 GRQ-167 1309p I434r

Room 218 GRQ-165 1314p 1441 + +r

Room 177 GRQ-237 1394p 1494r

Room 211 GRQ-261 1390p 1495v

Room 2 1

1

GRQ-262 1394p 1495v

Room 218 GRQ-168 1441p 1501 + r

Room 180 GRQ-266 1401p 1503v

Room 218 GRQ-161 1413p 1504+r

Room 177 GRQ-235 1466p ISOSr

Room 177 GRQ-236 1447p 150Sr

Room 190 GRQ-269 1420±p 1513r

Room 200 GRQ-241 1392p 1515r

Room 190 GRQ-268 1422p 1517+r

Room 179 GRQ-239 1392p 1518+ +W

Room 218 GRQ-66 1459fp I533r

Room 187 GRQ-258 1448p 1540r

Room 164 GRQ-209 1426p 1541v

Room 164 GRQ-210 1430p 1541 + r

Room 173 GRQ-202 1439p 1543r

Room 164 GRQ-211 1447p 1543+r

Room 164 GRQ-212 1418p 1543c

Room 163 GRQ-252 1423 +p 1543vv

Room 181 GRQ-229 1495fp 1545r

Room 181 GRO-230 1468p 1545v

Room 182 GRQ-265 1460fp 1545r

Room 208 GRQ-254 1435p 1562+c

Room 208 GRQ-255 1408p 1562+c

Room 175 GRQ-214 1470p 1582+ + r

p—with ring present
±—exact date cannot be assigned to pith ring

c—outer ring continuous around full circumference

r—outer ring continuous around available circumference
v—possibly some rings missing but believed to be close to cutting date

vv—not possible to estimate how may rings missing
H one or more rings may be missing

+ +—ring count necessary because beyond a certain point the specimen could not be dated
Cutting dates are in italic

18. Partly buried doorway. Room 196.
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Five cutting dates, and another four that are probably

close to cutting dates, fall between the years A.D. 1433 and 1515.

These are undoubtedly timbers from the Middle Phase house

which were reused in the later one. Ten dated pieces, five of them

definitely cutting dates, fall in the 6 years from 1540 to 1545. All

of these were from Block 3, strongly indicating that the

construction of this unit was in the year 1545. The suggestion is

that the period of hiatus was some few years between A.D. 1515

and 1545, and only three specimens, all from Block 1, fall within

this range. Two, whose outermost rings dated at 1517 and 1518,

have an unestimated number of rings missing and are of no value.

The single cutting date of the third is from a timber from Room
218, dated at 1533. As an isolated occurrence, this might be

explained as a borrowing from some other house in the pueblo or

a single long-dead tree cut for the late construction. However, the

same cutting date is seen on another piece from outside the

southwest corner of Room 218, where it was found below the

floor of Room 224, one of the convento rooms not built until

about 1630. This piece was not from the same timber, indicating

that at least two trees were cut in the year 1533 and that the wood

from both was used in the same vicinity. Probably both were used

in the construction of Room 218. The west wall of that room was

taken out and rebuilt with the construction of the convento, which

will be discussed below, and the viga from the floor may have

been pulled from the roof at that time.

The date of A.D. 1533, lying about midway between

the presumed last work on the Middle Phase house in 1515 and

the 1545 construction of Block 3, is subject to four possible

interpretations.

First, it may be evidence that the 17 rooms of Block 1

were constructed as early as 1533 and that Block 3 was not added

until 12 years later. If this were the case, the period of temporary

abandonment of the site was between 1515 and 1533.

The vigas dating at 1533, on the other hand, may
represent the last repair job of the Middle Phase occupation. If

this is true, then the hiatus was in the still shorter period between

1533 and 1545, but it allows for the rapid building of all three

increments in 1545, which seems more likely. Either of these two

interpretations can account for the presence below the floors of

Glaze E sherds—a type supposedly introduced about 1515.

The remaining possibilities are that the two 1533

timbers were either taken from another house at Las Humanas and

used in the 1545 construction effort of all three units, or that they

come from a patch job on an abandoned room used for a

woodshed by somebody in a neighboring house during the period

the Middle Phase rooms were unoccupied. For reasons difficult to

substantiate, either of these situations is more acceptable than the

first two. The first two interpretations allow for a maximum of 12

years in one case, and 18 years in the other, for the period of

abandonment, if we postulate abandonment immediately after

setting the last viga. It would be reasonable to assume that a

repaired room was used for at least a year or two, and that the

actual time of disuse could be as short as five to 10 years. Yet

the degree of disrepair of the earlier walls that was indicated by
their remains would require a longer period unless they were

purposely demolished. The fact that several sections of the walls

were retained and reused denies the latter as anything but a

remote possibility.

The point may not be worth such belaboring, but seldom

is one given data that present a possibility of tying events to such

precise dating, and it is tempting to try.

Three dates in Table 2 are later than A.D. 1545, and all

are the result of remodeling. Two timbers from Room 208 date

1562. Neither are cutting dates but, with continuous outside rings,

are probably quite close. A single specimen from Room 175 dates

1582 plus. Both rooms are in the southern tier in Block 1, which

was abutted to the other rooms of the block with no continuous

walls running from one tier into the next. Thus, in view of the

dates, they might have been added long after the initial

construction—but for the fact that the east wall of Room 208 is a

Middle Phase wall incorporated into the later house. Although the

rooms may be contemporary with Block 3 rather than Block 1 , the

rooms imediately to the east in Block 3 have a 1543 date, and the

entire tier probably pertains to the same general time of

construction. There are several bits of evidence of renovation in

these outer rooms. The north wall common to Rooms 180 and

175, for example, was removed at some time and rebuilt to a butt

joint near the middle of Room 175, and the south wall of Room
208 was taken out and replaced at the time the convento was

added. The 1562 and 1582 timbers probably were inserted at

those times.

There was no direct evidence of the date of construction

of Kiva D, excavated in the 1950's (Vivian, 1964), but its

position 35 feet south of Block 1 relates it to those rooms. It may
have been built during the Middle Phase, only requiring

refurbishing for use in 1545.

Room Block 4

On the far side of the mound from the building activity

just described, and 120 feet to the east, another group of masons

was simultaneously building a separate block of rooms. At that

time, the large plaza east of Mound 7 was open, as it is today.

There is evidence that there were houses both north and south of

the plaza, and possibly it was also closed at the east, but to the

west of the open area loomed the ruins of Feature 1 . The mound
formed a crescent around the south, east, and west sides of the

little courtyard of Kiva C, which had always remained open.

Some Middle Phase rooms at the southeast quarter below the Late

Phase rooms 21, 29, and 33 may still have had some roof timber

in place. Taking down the stone from these remaining walls could

serve the double function of salvaging the building material and

leveling the ground for the new construction.

Kiva K, at the west side of the large plaza, was built in

A.D. 1474, burned out, and then rebuilt in 1515. Whether it

remained continuously in use or not, it was certainly the focal

point for the 1545 construction of Block 4. The first rooms put up

were a block of 22 rooms on the east flank of the old ruin mound,

just 16 feet west of the kiva and facing it.

Evidence of group effort and rapid growth lies in the

long stretches of common wall laid up without a break in the

masonry. One of these, starting between Rooms 25 and 34, runs

north, makes several turns, and reaches a length of 125 feet

without a break. Another, 1 15 feet long, divides the area enclosed

by the first. The addition of shorter partitions between these walls

created 22 rooms. Another 15 rooms in Block 4, west of the

dotted line in Figure 16c, were added in increments of one and

two rooms at a time. Tree-ring dates suggest that all were erected

in the same general period (table 3).
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Since all four cutting dates are from the same

provenience (Room 30), the two vigas dated 1469 must be reused

timber. The same must also be true of the two 1531 specimens,

since a date of 1541 came from Room 9, and wall abutments

show both rooms to have been constructed at the same time.

Room 31, abutted to this first increment of rooms, produced the

date of 1542+ , indicating that all the rooms in this block are

probably built nearly simultaneusly. Both of the last two dates

have an undetermined number of rings missing, but they are close

to the 1545 date of construction of Blocks 1 through 3, and it

serins likely that the two houses were contemporary.

Evidence of remodeling exists in several rooms. Rooms

1 and 4 were originally built with a north-south axis, in line with

the adjacent rooms. The north-south partition, which extended

north of Room 4 to also divide Rooms 2 and 8, was taken out to

the floor level. Immediately to the west a new wall paralleled the

removed wall to redivide Rooms 2 and 8, and an east-west wall

was built between Rooms 2 and 4 to give them different

orientation.

A situation in the adjacent Room 15 defies explanation,

but may be related in some way to the same shifting of walls. The

original east wall, dividing Room 15 from Rooms 21 and 25, was

part of the long continuous one referred to above. It was tied to

the north wall, indicating both were put in at the same time. A
doorway leading to Room 21 was plugged with masonry, and

another east wall was added abutting both the north and south

walls just inside Room 15. The new buttressing wall, 1.2 to 1.6

feet thick, was separated from the first wall by 0.3 to 0.7 feet of

space which was filled with clay and trash. A doorway in the new
wall did not line up with the plugged door in the old, and it could

only have served as a large niche.

Room Blocks 5 and 6

Block 5, consisting of eight rooms, was the next

addition (fig. I6d). It covered the remaining ground between

those already erected at the west and the ruins of Feature 1 , and,

like the rooms to which it was abutted, it also covered remains of

Middle Phase rooms. No cutting dates came from Block 5, but

one specimen had an outside ring dating at A.D. 1551. The

evidence is that the succeeding increment, Block 6, was

completed in 1554, and both probably went up rather rapidly as a

single, large expansion in that year. Although abutments indicate

separation between the units—in that continuous walls do not

connect them—there was probably no time interval between the

completion of one and the starting of the next.

With the completion of Block 5, the only area available

for eastward expansion was the mounded rubble of the south part

of Feature 1. At this time, Late Phase rooms in Block 4 already

occupied the eastern arc of the mound, and the new rooms went

up and over the ruins to nearly fill the intervening space between

the two separated 1545 houses. In the path of construction lay at

least one Feature 1 room, used through the Middle Phase, which

was probably still partly open, requiring some filling to level the

ground. The Early Phase room below Room 98 held trash

containing Glaze E and Tabira Black-on-white sherds that could

only have come from occupants of the first four room blocks.

Like the preceding rooms to the west, the rooms of

Block 6 were laid out along an east-west axis, but unlike them,

there was a slight arc to the long walls. They were bowed, not in

imitation of the arc of Feature 1 , but in adaptation to the contours

of the mound, which in turn, followed the lines of the house

below.

Nine specimens of pinon from five rooms in the two

blocks were dated (table 4).

If the interpretation of the stratigraphy and dates from

the first blocks is correct, all the wood dating before A.D. 1551

can be considered to be reused material. The 1551 date from

Block 5 is not a cutting date, but can probably be related to the

actual dates of 1553 and 1554 from Rooms 97 and 109 in Block

6, which are thought to reflect the time of construction.

The two later dates from Room 91, A.D. 1562 and

1607, are the result of remodeling. Rooms 91, 93, 98, and 147,

all with a north-south orientation, were originally built running

east and west like the rooms on both sides of them. At some time

after the initial construction of these rooms, but before Block 11

was added at the corner to the west, an east-west wall was

removed from the vicinity of Rooms 91 and 93, and the two

rooms were redivided by a north-south partition. East-west walls

were removed from Rooms 98 and 147, and a new one installed

to divide them, eliminating an earlier room. The stub of the old

Table 3.

Dated Timbers from Block 4.

Provenience TR Lab No. Inner Outer

Room 12 GRQ-62 1352p 1423+r

Room 30 GRQ-78 1378p 1469r

Room 30 GRQ-82 1419p 1469B

Room 12 GRQ-63 1390p 1500v

Room 12 GRQ-65 1410±p 1501v

Room 25 GRQ-73 1447p 151 lv

Room 25 GRQ-71 1463p 1521v

Room 25 GRQ-72 1462p 1521v

Room 30 GRQ-80 1452p 1531c

Room 30 GRQ-81 1450p 153lr

Room 9 GRQ-67 1457p 1541vv

Room 31 GRQ-89 1441p 1542+c

B—bark present. See Table 2, footnotes, for meanings of other symbols.

Table 4

Dated Timbers from Blocks 5 and 6.

Provenience TR Lab No. Inner Outer

Room 146 GRQ-225 1353p 1478+

v

Room 146 GRQ-226 1354p 1479v

Room 146 GRQ-227 1462p 1515v

Room 109 GRQ-42 1433p 1544+ + V

Room 145 GRQ-240 1398p 1551 + + V

Room 97 GRQ^-37 1465P 1553c

Room 109 GRQ-41 1454±p 1554c

Room 91 GRQ-23 1463p 1562r

Room 91 GRQ-22 1470p I607r

See Table 2, footnotes. for meaning of symbols.
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wall shows quite plainly in Room 98 where the work was

particularly crude (fig. 19). Moving the walls would require

taking off the roofs, and the two dates in question must be from

replacement timbers when the roofing was renewed.

The north wall of Block 6 is 20 feet south of Kiva C.

There is no evidence from the kiva itself to tell us know it may
have been used since the Early Phase, but it was definitely in use

in the 17th century, and its renovation possibly dates from the

addition of these new rooms so close by.

Room Block 7

After Block 6 was completed in its extension to the east

where it joined Block 4 at the southeast corner of Kiva C
courtyard, an open area 18 feet across remained south of the

juncture. The space was filled with the 10 rooms of Block 7. No
dates were obtained from these rooms, but the evidence of

abutments proves that they were wedged into the gap after the

blocks east and west of it were built in, though perhaps only a

matter of days later. The effort to reconcile differing ground

plans built from two directions made for considerable distortion

in this area.

Room Block 8

Long continuous walls, tied corners, and the wall

abutments in Block 8, an addition to the north of Block 4,

indicate that all were built subsequently. Again, abutments prove

that within the later block, Rooms 49 and 55 were put up first.

The former produced two dates (table 5).

Although neither piece reflected a cutting date, the latest

ring suggests that these rooms were contemporary with the A.D.

1564 construction of Blocks 9 and 10, and were meant to balance

the reframing of the Kiva C courtyard.

Room Blocks 9 and 10

Ten rooms were abutted to the northwest corner of

Block 6 to run north down the high part of the west of the old

Feature 1 mound of ruin, paralleling the development on the

opposite side of the courtyard. The latest tree-ring date from

Block 9, A.D. 1551 from Room 111, is not a cutting date.

Ground plans show only that the annex was built after the 1554

construction of Block 6 and before the building in 1564 of Block

10.

The 1 1 rooms of Block 10 completed the northward

expansion of the Late Phase house. Twelve dates from two rooms

in this section terminate with two cutting dates of 1564 (table 6).

The outer walls of these rooms west of Kiva C were

often quite insecure. Although nearly all the walls in the house

were footed on loose trash, those along the east side of Blocks 9

and 10 were on a particularly steep slope. For example, Room
113, only 5 feet from Kiva C, sat 3 feet above it. A low retaining

wall placed below was able to prevent the loose fill from bleeding

from under the walls. The east wall of Room 114, however,

where no retainer was built, eventually collapsed (fig. 20). A
similar but less drastic situation existed at the north walls of Block

10, as can be seen on the drawing of Section C-C (fig. 1). In

Room 1 17 in this area, the foot of the north wall had started to

slip outward, threatening to drop the top of the wall inward

toward the center of the room. The damage was halted by erecting

a false north wall, 1 .7 feet thick, inside the room flush against the

original. There is evidence of remodeling in the south wall of the

same room. The original wall dividing Rooms 117 and 119 was
removed and replaced 1 foot to the south by a weak partition a

scant 0.4 feet thick.

It was probably during this period, close to the

maximum size of the house, that Kiva M was built. Unlike Kivas

C and K, and possibly Kiva D, Kiva M was not an old kiva

reused, but was built by and for the occupants of the Late Phase

house.

Room Block 11

The building of nine rooms in the angle at the southeast

corner of Kiva J plaza essentially completed the aboriginal

construction at Mound 7. Rooms 132 and 141 at the north end of

the block were probably built as totally enclosed rooms from the

first, but all of the others may have originally been built as open

porches which were later walled up at the front.

Room 144 was subject to several modifications, as can

be seen in Map 3. Initially it was an outside area set slightly into

Block 9 (fig. 16e) with access through doorways into Rooms 101

and 147. With the construction of Room 141 to the north, the area

was enclosed by a wall running from the northwest corner outside

of Room 147 to the new south wall of Room 141. Doorways in

both new walls still led to the reduced outside area. After Room

19. Evidence of rebuilding, east wall of Room 98 20. Kiva C courtyard.
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140 was built to the south, a new west wall was erected for Room
144, outside of the first, running south from the southwest corner

of Room 141, which blocked access to the plaza from the latter

two rooms. The original west wall was not removed, but both

doorways were plugged, and the space between the two walls was

filled with rubble to create a bulwark 4 feet thick.

The four dates from Block 1 1 were all from Room 141

(table 7).

The cutting date of A.D. 1599 reflects the date of

construction of the first two rooms in this section. How much time

elapsed before the others were abutted to them can only be

guessed at. We can only say with certainty that they date between

1599 and 1672, but the fact that three of them were abandoned

and partially filled with trash before abandonment of the rest of

the house suggests that they were built relatively early in the

1600's. Even less can be known of the dating of rooms added to

the outside of Blocks 1 through 6 at the northwest plaza, and of

those along the south side of the mound. The best guess is that

they were contemporary with this period of greatest expansion

after 1600, but before the convento was added in about 1630.

Between 195 and 200 rooms, exclusive of porches, were in use

during this period.

Kiva J, if it pertained at all to Mound 7, was probably in

use by this time. It lies as close to Mound 4 as to the rooms of

Block 1 1 . The nature of the fill can tell us only that it was open in

the late 1600's.

Convento

The last addition consisted of eight rooms of European

style built around the angle of the southwest corner of the native

house. This was the convento, built in 1630, and referred to by

Benavides in 1634, "There came to continue this conversion the

blessed father Fray Francisco Letrado, who converted and

baptized the people and founded there a convent and a fine

church" (Hodge, Hammond, and Rey, 1945). Letrado's church

of San Isidro was easily identified years ago, but there was no

trace of his quarters until the recent excavation revealed them

attached to the pueblo's largest house 50 feet from the apse of the

church.

But before Letrado built his modern apartments, some

alterations were made in the eight westernmost rooms of Block 1

(fig. 21). The rooms were interconnected by seven open

doorways, three of which were conventional, narrow Indian doors

that were unaltered or changed only by lowering the sill. The

other four were all drastically enlarged with sills at or near the

floor level. The doorway between Rooms 211 and 217 was

apparently made by removing the sill below an aboriginal door

and taking out the remaining wall to the north of it, creating a

2. 8-foot-wide passageway. A doorway 4.0 feet wide between

Room 193 and Room 210 was made by knocking out most of the

wall from floor to ceiling (fig. 22). The wall itself was just 6.4

feet in length. More stone was taken out than was necessary to

achieve the desired width and the jagged breaks at either side were

covered with new jambs made of adobe brick. The bricks were

loaf-shaped, hand-modeled, and made of ashy clay without grass

or other temper. They average 16 cm. long by 1 1.7 cm. wide by

5.0 cm. thick—roughly 6 by AVi by 2 inches—and are flat on the

bottom with rounded sides and ends as though made and dried on

a flat surface.

Table 5

Dated Timber from Block 8.

Provenience TR Lab No. Inner Outer

Room 49 GRQ-25 1425p 1502+r

Room 49 GRQ-26 1438p 1560+v

See Table 2, footnotes. for meanings of symbols.

Table 6.

Dated Timbers from Blocks 9 and 10.

Provenience TR Lab No. Inner Outer

Room 135 GRQ-45 1382p 1467vv

Room 135 GRQ-46 1379±p 1476c

Room 135 GRQ-47 1385p 1479v

Room 111 GRQ-49 1480p 155Iv

Room 1 1

5

GRQ-27 1429p 1557w

Room 115 GRQ-28 1438p 1561v

Room 115 GRQ-29 1484p 1561 + c

Room 119 GRQ-35 1367p 1561 + v

Room 119 GRQ-33 1325±p 1562+r

Room 115 GRQ-30 1442p 1563v

Room 1 1

5

GRQ-31 1443p 1564c

Room 115 GRQ-32 1426p 1564r

See Table 2, footnotes. for meanings of symbols.

Table 7.

Dated Timbers from Block 1 1

.

Provenience TR Lab No. Inner Outer

Room 141 GRQ-223 1430±p 1530vv

Room 141 GRQ-221 1425p I580+ +W

Room 141 GRQ-220 1488p 1594+ +vv

Room 141 GRQ-222 1491p 1599r

See Table 2, footnotes for meanings of symbols.

Converted Pueblo rooms

Letrado's annex

2 1 . Letrado's convento.
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No door remained open from this group of rooms into

any other of the pueblo. They could be entered from the outside

through an eighth doorway, later plugged, in the south wall of

Room 220, 2.8 feet wide with its sill a single course of stones

rising 0.2 feet above the floor. Other doors, leading out to the

west, were probably not put in until Letrado's annex was built.

The only other wall opening was an aboriginal doorway between

Rooms 210 and 219 that had been plugged at the bottom to leave

a window 1.1 feet square (fig. 23).

There were two firepits in the convento. One, near the

middle of the north wall of Room 217, was typical Puebloan in

shape and location. The other, in Room 193, was atypical in its

location in the corner of the room. Although there was no

evidence of a chimney, its position was right for a hooded

fireplace of the Spanish type.

The only other feature in the apartment was a

trapezoidal pattern of four post holes against the blank wall of

Room 208 (fig. 24). These were uniformly 0.45 feet, from 0.2 to

0.6 feet deep, and held rotted wood. The walls in this room had

traces of brown plaster, and in the fill of Room 220 next door,

there were fragments of plaster five layers thick painted with

white, red, and black—the same colors used to decorate the walls

of the church (Vivian, 1964). These were the two front rooms

facing the church.

The several non-Indian features in these eight rooms are

evidence of Spanish occupation, undoubtedly that of Francisco

Letrado. The inference is that upon first arriving at Las Humanas

in 1629, he appropriated these rooms for his own use while his

mission church was being erected. A similar practice was

followed in the same year by his colleagues upon establishing the

mission of La Purisima Concepcion at Hawikuh, where, according

to a contemporary account, "A house was bought for the

Religious, and at once was the first church of that Province,

where the next day was celebrated the first mass." (Bloom,

1933). After completion of the convento, probably in 1630, Fray

Letrado added the eight new rooms outside the corner of his

earlier quarters to have a 16-room convento.

The use of pueblo rooms by the colonists in the early

days was not uncommon. Gines de Herrera Horta, speaking of

Onate's party at San Gabriel, testifies that "the Spaniards were

living in the houses of the natives, except that they had built doors

and windows in them in the Spanish custom" (Hammond and

Rey, 1953, p. 652). A Spanish addition to a pueblo adjacent to

the church at San Lazaro in the Galisteo Valley was found by Nels

Nelson (1916). A test excavation, with no attempt to uncover all

the house, revealed a room measuring 9 feet 6 inches by 10 feet

with a solid adobe floor and evidence of a hooded corner

fireplace. Walls 1 foot and 8 inches thick were considerably

wider than the native construction.

We know that Letrado came to New Mexico with Fray

Estevan de Perea, the new custodio of the missions and successor

to Benavides, arriving in the summer of 1629 (Bloom, 1933). He
was assigned immediately to the Pueblo de las Humanas, but he

and other missionaries from the Salinas came into Santa Fe to

spend the winter, returning to the field in March 1630 with

?arretas of supplies and equipment. Fray Letrado was not at the

pueblo long enough in his first season to have accomplished much

building beyond the conversion of these few rooms—and a few

souls. The church and the new rooms to the convento must have

been projects for 1630-1631, for in February 1632 he was felled

by Zurii war clubs shortly after transferring, at his own request, to

Cibola (Hodge, Hammond, and Rey, 1945). Fray Letrado was

apparently not replaced at Las Humanas for several years, and his

stay there was, at most, two and a half years, but the erection of

the church of San Isidro, his convento, and his conversion and

baptism "of more than three thousand souls" speak for his zeal

and energy.

There is some indication of how the rooms of the

priest's house might have been used. The posts in Room 208, the

arrangement of which precludes roof supports, may have held a

small altar table for the saying of Mass before the church was

completed. And the same room, with its plastered walls and

nearness to the church, may have served as its sacristy or

conventual chapel at a later period. Sacristies were frequently

furnished with altars (Kubler, 1940), and there was no

conventional sacristy in the church itself.

Immediately behind Room 208 was Room 193, which,

with its corner fireplace, could have been sleeping quarters. Meals

were presumably prepared by an Indian woman who would prefer

to use the traditional firepit in the back room (217). Dishes could

be carried to a "refectory" in Room 210 through two doorways

or passed through the window from Room 219.

22. Wide doorway in remodeled Room 211. 23. Partly plugged doorway. Room 210.
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When the eight rooms of the convento annex were

added, some further modification was made in the old rectory.

The south wall of Room 208 was removed and replaced with a

stouter wall, 1.4 feet thick, into which was built a window

looking into the new room, 215. The opening was 2.1 feet above

the floor of Room 208 and 3.3 feet above the lower floor of

Room 215. It had a splayed reveal, 2.2 feet wide at the interior,

and narrowed to 1.3 feet on the Room 215 side of the wall (fig.

25). The south and west walls of the adjacent Room 220 were also

replaced and both equipped with wide doorways and low

thresholds 0.1 to 0.2 feet above the floor. The threshold in the

south wall had a wooden tread 0.5 feet wide which was set back

into the masonry at each end.

Abutments indicate that these old walls were

replaced at the same time the walls of the annex were erected. The

building commenced at the southeast with Room 214, which was

nested into the corner formed by the Indian Rooms 198 and 185

in such a way that the southwest corner of the latter projected into

the new room. The abutments of the west walls of Rooms 214 and

215, however, indicate that all construction in the annex was

nearly simultaneous and part of a preconceived plan. The outside

wall, beginning with Room 215 and continuing around the

structure to the northwest corner, including all partitions but two,

was built at one time with tied corners.

Masonry was somewhat more massive than in the

aboriginal walls. Larger stones were used, although they were set

in the same trash-laden surface soil that characterized the mortar

of the Late Phase house. Outside walls ranged from 1 .2 to 3.2 feet

in thickness, while interior partitions were from 1.2 to 2.1 feet

thick. On the walls of five of the rooms, traces of a rough adobe

plaster remained, which was covered in several instances with a

thin finish coat of light brown wash.

Two doorways led from the outside through the south

wall into Rooms 215 and 221, five more interior doorways

connected the new rooms, and three led from the new into the old

convento. Four of these, averaging 2.8 feet wide, were cut

straight through the walls (fig. 26), but the others were wider at

one side of the wall. Two of the latter, both interior doors, were

splayed at both reveals with each jamb cut at an oblique angle to

the axis of the wall (fig. 27)—as was the window in Room 208.

Four of the splayed doorways were canted at only one jamb, and

one of these was closed off with a masonry plug. The two outside

openings were of this style and were built with the wider aperture

at the inside of the room (fig. 28).

The remains of two wooden doors were found. The

badly rotted fragments of one lay above the floor but below the

fallen roof just inside the south doorway in Room 220 (Fig. 29). It

was 2.35 feet wide, a minimum of 3.8 feet high, and was

constructed of six pieces of Ponderosa pine (fig. 30). For the few

tools available to the padre, it was an excellent work of joinery.

Tenoned rails at the top and bottom were fitted to mortices in the

side pieces. Panels were rabbeted at the ends to fit into grooves in

the rails, and were themselves joined by a rabbeted lap joint.

Their outer edges abutted the stiles. At the outer edge of the inside

stile were small projections, 0.1 feet wide and long, which were

pintles to Fit into sockets cut into the lintel and threshold of the

door. No nails were used, and there was no evidence, at the two

relatively intact corners, that it was pinned with dowels.

25. Convento, Room 208 (bottom) and 215.

"

24. Pattern of post holes, Room 208. 26. Convento. Wide doorways in Room 226.
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27. Converao. Splayed reveal in Room 224.

28. Convenlo. Exterior door. Room 215, with San Isidro church in background.

29. Burned door. Room 220.

In the northwest corner of the adjacent Room 221, a

larger door, also of Ponderosa, lay a little above the floor on

wind-blown sand (figs. 31, 32). It was burned in place and was

first removed from the outside entryway in the south wall, the

only doorway large enough to accommodate its 4.25-foot width.

Somewhat more elaborate than the first, this door had a cross-

member and a vertical mullion. One end was burned away, but if

the cross-rail was centrally located, the door was 5.35 feet high.

Framing pieces were 0.18 feet thick and centrally rabbeted with

grooves 0.1 feet deep. Mullions and the cross-rail were grooved

on both edges. Since each of the four panels was a single piece of

wood 1.6 feet wide with the grain running vertically, a large

timber was required to provide the lumber. Panels were slightly

thicker than the width of the grooves in the framing, but were

shaved slightly from each face in order to fit. There was no

evidence of how the framing members were joined, nor of how
they were hung.

There were two more openings in the walls. A small

door, or window, in the north wall of Room 224 was 1.6 feet

wide with the sill 1.3 feet above the floor, and had been plugged

with mortared stone. A low window or crawl-way in the west wall

of Room 222 opened on to the large plaza at the west end of the

village. The sill was just 0.5 feet above the floor, and it was only

1.5 feet square. Its purpose is obscure. There were probably other

windows in the outside walls of the western bank of rooms.

Today, just 2.2 to 2.6 feet remain standing, and the only evidence

of windows is the presence of pieces of selenite, customarily used

for panes, in the fill or on the floors of all of these rooms. Further

evidence is documentary. Fray Nicolas de Freitas, in his

testimony at a 1661 hearing before the Court of the Inquisition in

Mexico, said:

"This witness says that Father Fray Diego de Santander

told him in the Pueblo of Humanas and in the pueblo of

Senecu . . . that Nicolas de Aguilar had sent out a

public notice in the pueblo of Humanas, which Father

Fray Diego de Santander heard from the window of his

rear cell" (Hackett, 1937 p. 135)

Santander came to Las Humanas in 1659, and de

Freitas' testimony was given in 1661 , thus the incident referred to

probably occurred about 1660. This constitutes evidence that

Santander reoccupied Letrado's abandoned quarters 27 years after

the latter had left the village. He would not have had time to

complete the extensive new church and convento of San

Buenaventura, the cells of which, in any event, did not face the

plaza.

At some time after the construction of Letrado's annex

to his convento, the outside wall along the entire west side and

around the corner along part of the north wall was reinforced with

an additional wall, giving it a total width of 3 feet. The window in

Room 222 was honored by a gap in the outer wall. Still later, the

window was plugged with masonry that filled only the depth of

the inner wall, leaving a large niche in the outside.

There were several post holes in the floor of Room 215

(fig. 21). Paired holes in the southwest and southeast corners, just

inside the door, are difficult to explain unless they held posts for

supporting small tables or shelves—perhaps in a new sacristy. An
isolated post still standing in the northeast corner is even more

enigmatic. A series of three posts spaced down the center of the

length of the room might have supported a joined ridgepole from

which shorter vigas cold span the room. Without such an
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30. Door from Room 220. 31. Door from Room 221.

arrangement, vigas at least 10 feet long would be required to cross

the narrower dimension of the room, and these would be hard to

come by. However, Rooms 214, 221 and 222 were even wider,

and no evidence of supporting posts was found in them.

An offset, or alcove, in the southeast corner of Room
214 was a fireplace 6 feet wide by 4 feet deep (fig. 33). At the

front, it was partially enclosed at one side by a short wall with a

maximum height of 1.2 feet. Under a couple of inches of blown

sand, a bed of ashes and Ponderosa pine and pifion charcoal

covered the hearth. The walls, particularly in the northeast corner

of the fireplace, were burned. A burned shallow-trough metate,

possibly used as a comal, lay on the remains of the fire, along

with a burned piece of trap rock identical to those used as comal

supports in the native rooms. Three pots also sat on the ashes—

a

Corona Plain cooking jar, a Tabira Plain soup-plate (fig. 105b),

and a Kotyiti Glaze polychrome bowl (fig. 123c). An iron ring,

which may have been part of a crane or pot-hook arrangement,

was imbedded in the rear wall.

Another very similar fireplace—obviously a later

improvement—was built into the northwest corner of Room 222

in front of the small window. An L-shaped stub of masonry was

abutted to the west wall to make an enclosure 7.4 feet long and

3.4 feet deep. A post in the floor against the north wall was the

same distance from the west wall as the masonry projection, and

probably served as a support for a mantel or lintel that held up a

hood and chimney. If the fireplace dated from the construction of

the room, the timber would probably have been laid into the

masonry of the wall. The small window behind the fireplace was

probably plugged at that time.

The only other floor feature in the friar's apartment was

a low pedestal in the northeast corner of Room 214. Measuring

1.2 by 1.8 feet, it stood 0.4 feet high, and was made by packing

earth into a form of small standing slabs of stone buried in the

floor.

There were roofing timbers in all of the rooms except

222, which was apparently abandoned before the rest of the

structure, and probably partially razed. Thirty-three specimens

were saved, and were identified as two of Ponderosa pine and the

rest pifion. Six of the pifion from two rooms were dated.

32. Burned door on floor of Room 221.

33. Convenlo fireplace. Room 214.
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Table 8.

Dated Timbers from the convento.

Provenience TR Lab No. Inner Outer

Room 224 GRQ-129 1439p I533r

Room 225 GRQ-126 1417p 1551v

Room 225 GRQ-122 1462p I551r

Room 225 GRQ-123 1450p I551r

Room 223 GRQ-142 1455p 1555vv

Room 225 GRQ-124 1509p 1568v

See Table 2, footnotes. for meaning of symbols.

The piece dating 1533 was from below the floor and, as

mentioned in the discussion of Block 1 , was probably associated

with that group of rooms. The last two dates, 1555 and 1568,

were from vigas with missing outer rings, and conceivably could

be from timbers freshly cut for the building of the convento . The

three timbers from Room 225 dating 1551, two of them cutting

dates, are probably reused from abandoned rooms of the native

house. Before 1672 the northernmost rooms of Blocks 8 and 10

were vacated (fig. 16a), and the stratigraphy outside the north

walls of Rooms 1 16 and 121 suggests that it happened early in the

1600's. Room 112 in Block 6, in the southwest corner of the

Kiva C courtyard, saw several years' use as a porch after the

collapse of its outer corner. These rooms, with estimated dates of

construction at 1554 and 1564, may have fallen into disuse early

enough to have provided wood for the convento

.

Going back to Block 10 for a moment: the east and west

walls of Room 118 contain what are either evidence of an

inexplicable remodeling or are two plugged European- style doors

with sills at the floor, measuring 3.8 and 4.0 feet wide. An
interesting question comes to mind—did Francisco Letrado, in the

fall of 1629, originally plan to build his church in one of the

plazas immediately north, east, or west of Mound 7, and initially

to occupy quarters in Rooms 117 and 118, close to these

locations? There is room in any of these areas for the church he

eventually did build, but in each case, a kiva would have been

destroyed. There would be opposition to this—opposition that

would be difficult for a newcomer, not yet having acquired the

language, to overcome.

Several burials, including three cremations, let down

through floors in the new convento , constitute evidence that these

rooms were occupied by the Indians during the generation

between Letrado's and Santander's tours of duty. Santander

evidently used them for a short time before his quarters at San

Buenaventura were usable, and they again became available to the

Indians during the last few years the pueblo was occupied. But the

padre was apparently at Las Humanas until very near the end, and

it is unlikely that cremation was countenanced while a priest was

in residence. They likely date to the 1632-1659 interval.

Artifacts on the floors, in addition to those noted in the

Room 214 fireplace, included a Tabira jar on the floor of Room
214 and a bowl of Tabira Black-on-white in the ashes of the

fireplace in Room 222. There was a Salinas Red bowl in Room
215, and the floor of Room 224 was covered with the sherds of 1

1

restorable jars of Tabira Plain and Black-on-white (fig. 99 c, d,

and e).

By the time the people of Las Humanas made the

exodus to the Rio Grande, Room 222 on the corner had been

abandoned and the entire native house was smaller by another 10

or a dozen rooms. These were all outside rooms turned into work

areas or porches through the elimination of the outer walls. And

the kivas, too, had been abandoned, razed, and used as refuse

deposits.

Rooms 208, 214, 215, 220, and 221 in the convento

were partially destroyed by fire after the pueblo was abandoned

—

perhaps by lightning or by wandering hunters.

Construction Detail

Walls:

The size of the native-built rooms in the Late Phase

house was the same as in the earlier houses. Exclusive of walled-

in porches, altered rooms, and a few bin-like storage rooms, they

ranged from 33.7 square feet of floor space in Room 86, the

smallest room with a firepit, to 77.5 feet. The average was 56

square feet.
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34. Slab-based masonry in Room 54 (note plugged doorway). 35. Slab-based masonry and typical firepit. Room 40.
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The Late Phase walls varied considerably, but in

general, not only were they less carefully laid than those of the

earlier phases, but they also contained more irregularly shaped

stones and were thinner. They ranged from 0.4 feet to 1.7 feet in

thickness and averaged a fairly uniform 1.0 foot. The mortar was

ashy surface soil with inclusions of charcoal, sherds, chipping

debris, and bone fragments. The poorer quality of stone and

mortar probably reflects the increasing difficulty in reaching better

materials through the growing cover of trash.

Most walls were without foundations, but were merely

laid directly on leveled ground. There were exceptions. A few

walls, described earlier, were footed on remnants of Middle Phase

walls under Room Blocks 1 through 3, and 11 percent were laid

on a slab-encased core which was buried the few inches necessary

to support the slabs (figs. 34 and 35). In several instances, the

weakness of this type of foundation was revealed where the

standing slab were tilted out at their tops and separated from the

wall by the pressure of the courses above.

Vertical posts, from 0.3 to 0.5 feet in diameter, were

found incorporated into the masonry in seven rooms. Two of the

walls involved were in what apparently had always been enclosed

rooms, but three were walls built to enclose an open porch, and

the remaining two may have once been porches. All but two of

these posts were completely enclosed in masonry and were seen

only when they were exposed by the removal of the top courses of

stone during the process of stabilization. It is more than likely that

others remain unrecognized. Those posts in connection with

converted porches were undoubtedly pillars that held the plates

under the outer edge of the roofs. In enclosing the porch, the

builders left the posts in position to avoid taking down and

replacing the roof.

A rectangular section of 12 rooms at the north end of

Block 1 1 illustrates a series of such alterations (map 3 and fig. 16

e-h). With the completion of Blocks 9 and 10 in A. D. 1564, the

area now occupied by Rooms 132, 141, and 144 was outside, and

may have been occupied by porches. Room 144 was certainly a

porch or small courtyard after Room 141 was built. After all three

of these were enclosed, Rooms 136, 133, and 134 were tacked on

in front of them at the west—possibly first as porches. Then, after

these rooms were walled in at the front, Rooms 131, 139, and

138 were built as porches. They, in turn, were closed in and

fronted with porches—Rooms 124, 125, and 137. These last three

rooms were never enclosed, and sometime before A.D. 1672 the

outer row of four-walled rooms was abandoned and probably

unroofed. It was the near disintegration of their western walls that

exposed the vertical posts.

There were two instances of small sticks of juniper up to

2 feet long buried horizontally in the masonry a short distance

above the floor. They had no apparent structural function. Earl

Morris found prayer sticks in the rubble core of a wall in Mummy
Cave in the Canyon de Chelly area of northeastern Arizona (Lister

and Lister, 1968), and the diary of Alexander Stephen records the

planting of prayer sticks at the top of a wall before vigas were

placed (Parsons, 1936). The Mound 7 examples were too badly

rotted to be recognizable, but they may have been the same kind

of thing—the symbols of dedicatory prayer. In Kodak House, in

Mesa Verde National Park, I saw what seemed to be a random

whim of the mason where in between two courses of laid stone,

imbedded in thick mortar and running with the long axis of the

wall, was a layer of carrizo stems topped by a row of short sticks

lying at right angles to them.

Some trace of plaster remained on the walls of 69

rooms. In 18 rooms it was no more than a rough liner or "brown

coat" of caliche (fig. 36), but in the remainder the thick

undercoat carried from one to 31 thin layers of sandy, brownish

plaster or whitewash (fig. 37). Six of the plastered rooms were

also decorated in color (Peckham, 1980). No plaster remained on

any outside wall.

Small stone steps were built into the walls near the

corners of three rooms. At the south end of the west wall in Room
179, three narrow stones projected 0.3 to 0.4 feet from the wall

and were spaced from 0.6 to 1.0 foot apart vertically. Similar

stones were seen in the southeast corner of Room 184, a long

porch at the northeast corner of the house. In Room 1 12, at the

southwest corner of Kiva C courtyard, flat slabs of rock were laid

against the wall to make steps about 1 foot square with 6-inch

risers. All of these probably led to hatchways in the roofs.

36. Rough plaster in Room 173. 37. Plastered wall. Room 106.
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38. Plugged doorway, Room 187 41. Partly plugged doorway in Room 105 (middle distance).

39. Plugged doorway with stone lintel. Room 102. 42. Window and niche in Room 205.
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40. High sill in partly plugged doorway. Room 135. 43. Window with slab closer. Room 149.
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44. T-shaped doorway. Room 182.
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45. T-shaped doorway. Room 209, Upper section plugged.

Doors:

Excluding the enlarged doorways in the old rooms

converted by the padre, there were 208 doors in the aboriginal

rooms. They ranged in width from 1.0 to 2.0 feet and averaged

1.5. From sill to lintel, the heights ranged from 2.4 to 4.3 feet and

averaged 3.3 feet. Because of variation in floor levels, few sills

were the same height on both sides of the walls, in some cases

differing as much as a foot and a half. They ranged from the level

of the floor to 2.5 feet above it and averaged 0.7 feet high. All

floor-level sills were in rooms where the opposite floor was at a

lower level, or where there were successive floors in one or both

of the affected rooms. All the sill heights were somewhat greater

at the time of construction.

Sixty-nine of the doors, or nearly one third, were

completely sealed by plugging with masonry (figs. 37, 38, and

39). Of the remaining doors, the original sills of 11 were raised

from 0.4 to 1.5 feet (figs. 40 and 41), possibly, in some cases, to

compensate for raised floor levels. Fifteen "open" doorways

were plugged with enough masonry to reduce the opening to a

window from 1.0 to 2.1 feet high—too small or too high above

the floor to allow passage (figs. 23, 42, and 43). This left only 54

doorways that still permitted entry or exit.

If all doors had remained open, it would have been

possible to reach any of 122 rooms from the west end of the house

to the east end of Block 6 and the north ends of Blocks 9 and 1

1

without going to the outside or onto a roof. The open doors on

Map 5 indicate the possibility of passage in and out of as many as

nine connected rooms, but the symbols also include open

windows. In fact, passable doorways connect a maximum of six

rooms, another cluster of five rooms, and two groups of four

rooms. The majority of rooms could only have been entered

through a hatchway in the roof.

A unique doorway in Mound 7 is shown in Figures 44

and 45. The doorway between Rooms 182 and 209—the tallest in

the house—went to the ceiling. It was a modified T-shape, with

the upper part 1.7 feet wide, the lower 1.3 feet. After some use, it

was partially plugged by laying lintel sticks onto the shallow

shelves in the jambs, and plugging the top foot and a half ot the

door. The new masonry was carefully faced on both sides of the

wall to match the original, and a usable opening 2.8 feet high

remained. Still later, the door was entirely closed from the east

side with random, unmortared stone.

Only 15 doors led to the outside onto a porch or directly

into a plaza or courtyard, and eight of these were plugged. When
excavated, many of the outer walls were too low for us to know if

doors had ever been there; others may have existed at one time.

A very few doors apparently went to the ceiling without

a lintel, but most had several courses of stone laid over the top of

the opening. A few lintels were made of a long slab of stone that

bridged the opening (figs. 23, 39), but the usual construction was

to support the masonry above with three or four sticks of juniper

or piiion.

One window at the top of a partially plugged door was

temporarily closed with a large, dressed slab of sandstone (fig.

45). Similar slabs were found lying on the floors, leaning against

the walls, or just above the roof timbers. Another method of

closing doors was suggested by a number of long, thin twigs or

branches found in the fill of an open door in Room 98, possibly

the remains of a wicker-twill matting.
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46. Large vent with slab closer. Room 47. 49. Floor-level vent. Room 89.

47. Large vent at floor level. Room 91. 50. Wall vent, Room 127.

48. Vent in a corner bin. Room 172. 51. Vent in a plugged doorway over a bin in Room 56.
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52. Open doorway, and a plugged doorway containing a niche, Room 1 13.

53. Collapsed roof. Room 31.

Two wall openings are difficult to classify. Too small

for doors, too low to be windows, they are larger than the

conventional vent (figs. 46 and 47). Both are located in corners on

or near the floor and are 1.1 and 1.5 feet high by 1.5 feet wide.

One was closed by a roughly shaped sandstone slab.

Vents:

There were 50 vents in 37 walls involving 54 rooms.

These were from 0.3 to 0.8 feet wide, rectangular, and usually

wider than high (figs. 48-51). Thin, flat stones were used for

lintels in most cases, but two were made of small sticks. Most of

the vents were incorporated in the wall when it went up, but a few

were enclosed in the masonry plug of an unused door (fig. 51).

Two vents were lined with a thin coating of clay, two

more were temporarily closed with a dressed slab of sandstone,

and 10 were permanently plugged with clay and small stones.

Probably other plugged vents were not found. It is certain that

other vents once existed, but evidence of them disappeared when

the upper parts of the walls tumbled. There seemed to be no

preferences for lateral placement in a wall, but they were more

frequently found from near the floor to about a foot and a half

above it.

The term "vent" is probably descriptive of their

purposes. All but seven of the 37 vented walls faced a room

containing a storage bin, metate bin, or corn stored on the floor.

Three of the remaining walls with vents were in one of six

ceremonial rooms to be described in more detail below. Two were

plugged, and one was in an abandoned room. These rooms may
have been used differently when the walls were first built.

Niches:

Features similar to the vents, but differing in that they

did not go completely through the wall, were 19 niches in 17

walls of 15 rooms. The openings averaged 0.5 feet in height,

width, and depth, and, like the vents, were randomly placed

horizontally and were found from 0.8 to 3.8 feet above the floor.

Two niches were equipped with miniature wooden lintel

sticks, but all others were framed with stone. The interior of one

was carefully lined with clay (fig. 44). Two were plugged with

stone and mortar, and there was a suggestion that several may

once have been covered by wall plaster. The niche in Room 113,

which was closed by a small, dressed slab of sandstone (fig. 52),

contained a potsherd and a handful of yellow ochre. All the others

were empty.

Roofs:

Some roofing timber remained in all of the rooms except

the porches and a few rooms around the periphery which probably

fell into disuse before the 1670's. In many rooms, there was good

evidence of the spacing and kinds of timbers, and nine of the

ceilings, although fallen, were nearly intact (fig. 53).

Beam seats were seen in the walls of six rooms. They

were built of small slabs of stone, like niches in a series at the top

of the longer walls (fig. 54). They ranged from 4.5 to 6.0 feet

above the first laid floors, and the walls extended about 1 foot

above the "lintels." Two adjacent rooms where the vigas were

placed less than 5 feet above the floor bring the average of the six

rooms down to 5.4 feet. This figure does not represent the usual

ceiling height, however, which must have been closer to 6 feet.

Although many walls still stood 6 feet high at the time of

54. Beam seats. Room 164.
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excavation, these were mostly those at the shorter sides of the

room. Vigas customarily spanned the shorter dimension, and thus

were seated at the tops of the longer walls. The long walls were

more likely to fall, in part because of the greater distance between

supporting abutments, but also from being pulled down by the

vigas anchored at their tops. Thus, the beam seats that were still

in place were all in well-protected, interior rooms, and were

probably lower than average.

Of 1 13 specimens of vigas saved for dating, 101 were

pinon, nine were juniper, and there was one each of Ponderosa

pine, Douglas fir, and an unidentified non-coniferous wood.

Vigas were rather small, averaging about 0.4 feet at the butt, but

there probably was some shrinkage, as the sockets in the masonry

were 0.5 to 0.6 feet wide. The lightness of the timber was

compensated by close spacing on 0.8- to 1.8-foot centers. Vigas

were placed with all the butts at one side and were crossed by

latillas of split juniper from 0.1 to 0.3 feet thick and from 3 to 8

feet long. In some cases, they were spaced up to 0.5 feet apart,

but more often they were laid side by side.

Four rooms produced evidence of the finer material that

topped the latillas . It consisted of small twigs—both juniper and a

weedy monocotyledon were identified—lying at right angles.

These, in turn, were covered by one or two layers of juniper bark.

The whole substructure was then covered with about a foot of

earth. The soil cover was obtained close at hand from the fringes

of the trash slope surrounding the house, and contained

considerable ash, charcoal, sherds, and bone refuse. The loose

nature of the soil must have made it difficult to keep watertight.

The fill of the rooms often revealed the process of disintegration

of the roofs. When a crack developed through which water could

run, the roof soil was washed onto the floors where it settled,

"placering" the heavier clay particles to the bottom while the

lighter organic material filmed the top. After repeated washings,

larger masses of earth fell through the timbers, and finally the

wood itself fell, bringing with it stones from the tops of the walls.

The trashy nature of the soil covering the roof, and used in the

mortar is responsible for our finding that the sherd counts from the

fill of the Late Phase rooms routinely showed higher percentages

of types dating from the fourteenth century rather than from the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

P
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Many rooms could be entered only through the roof, but

no intact hatchway was discovered. Large, dressed slabs of

sandstone, usually rectangular, were found above the roof timbers

in the fill of several rooms, and these were probably hatch covers.

Numerous long slabs of limestone or small lots of building stone

in the same areas are interpreted as material from hatchway liners

that were necessary to hold the earth roof from bleeding away into

the room.

There was no evidence that any room had more than one

story. There was not more than one fallen ceiling in any room,

nor was there enough stone to have restored any wall to more than

6 or 7 feet in height. But if the walls all stood at relatively the

same height above the floors, the variation in floor levels would

give a terraced silhouette to the entire house.

Floors:

It was impossible to say how many floors of adobe clay

were purposefully laid. A few were well defined, hard-packed

layers of clay about 0. 1 of a foot thick, but more were

indistinguishable and were arbitrarily established by the trowel at

the base of the masonry—at which point it had been passed. The

majority revealed patches of clay mixed with trash, interspersed

between areas of traffic-packed refuse on which the house was

built. These were remnants of thin clay floors which were worn

and reduced by use. Two floors were crudely laid flagstone, but

both had been partly removed and a new floor of clay put down
over them.

Two and three floors were found in 65 rooms—evidence

of the constant rearrangement and remodeling. In Room 168, four

successive floors were made. The first, contemporary with the

erection of the walls, extended under the east wall into Room 163

which did not exist at that time. A firepit was placed in the middle

of the floor. Trashy soil either accumulated on the floor or was

brought in to cover the firepit, and a second featureless floor of

clay was laid down over the entire room. The partition dividing

the two rooms was then put in to form the east wall of Room 168.

The third floor, above 0.3 feet of refuse-laden soil, did not have a

clay cover, but a firepit was built at the west-central end of the

room. A fourth floor was made when a layer of sandy soil was

spread along the west wall of the room. The final floor was 1.2

feet above the first.

,4

55. Firepit and bench in Room 16. 56. Floor of Room 6.
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Later floors covered 43 firepits and five bins built on

earlier ones, and new floors covered benches in four rooms.

Although there can be several reasons for rehabilitating

floors, a note of Alexander Stephen's is interesting. Zuhi

informants in the last century told him that when a person died in

a room at Zuni, the walls were whitewashed and a new floor was

laid (Parsons, 1936, p. 951).

Firepits:

One hundred five firepits were associated with the Late

Phase house. Although many of those on earlier floors were

partially destroyed in order to reuse the materials on subsequent

floors, 62 were still open on the latest floors. Their description

will be representative of all.

There was little variation in size, style, or placement.

All of the pits were sunken into the floors with the rims usually

projecting about an inch above floor level. Four were D-shaped,

with the straight side at the rear lined with a thin slab of stone,

and the curving front either lined with small stones or shaped of

clay. All the others were rectangular, with the four sides lined

with flat stone slabs. All but four firepits also had hearths of

stone—occasionally flagged with small fitted stones, usually with

a single large slab, and often with a reused comal or metate. Only

one room had two firepits apparently in use at the same time.

The most desirable position was next to a wall, often

just to one side of a door. Only seven were spotted more than a

foot and a half from the walls, out into the room. Seventy-five

percent were built next and parallel to one of the longer walls,

four were set at a right angle to a long wall, two were parallel to

one of the shorter walls, and two were in a corner. While there

was a considerable range in extremes (from 0.7 to 1.8 feet long),

and similar ranges in height and depth, over half of the pits

matched the average size of 1.5 feet long by 0.8 feet wide and

0.4 deep.

A pair of perpendicular stones in the back wall of most

of the pits was either incorporated into the lining or set into the

floor just to the rear (figs. 50, 55, and 56). These stones,

frequently old manos, stood from 0.3 to 0.7 feet above the rim of

the pit to support the back of a comal or griddle. The front was

held up by a movable, unshaped rock of the appropriate size.

When one wanted to place a pot directly on the coals or to use an

open fire in some other way, the comal and the front support

could be moved out of the way. (Both are seen lying in front of

the firepit in fig. 50). In Figure 55, the front "leg" has been

moved to the side.

Storage Bins:

Small bins were built on the floors of 16 rooms. Two
were placed near the middle of one of the long walls, but the rest

took advantage of the corners, requiring construction of only two

bin walls. Average dimensions were 3.0 by 1.8 feet. Only two

still stood at their apparent original height of 1.3 and 1.8 feet

above the floor (figs. 57 and 58). These were built of adobe

with a filler of small stone chips and were based on a couple of

courses of masonry. Others, the adobe having melted down, were

indicated only by the stone footings (figs. 48 and 51). In some

instances, bins, had been removed, leaving only some of the

footing covered by a subsequent floor. Several bins, built when

the first floor was laid, continued in use through several phases of

remodeling so that at the last their floors were at a lower level

than the floor of the room itself.

Corner bins for the storage of beans and shelled corn are

reported from modern rooms in the Hopi towns (Mindeleff,

1891). Probably these in Mound 7 were the same, although there

was no evidence that they were covered, nor was there any

evidence of their usual contents.

Another type of bin was created by separating one end

of a room by a low cross-wall about a foot high (fig. 59). Four

such storage areas, in Rooms 58, 126, 167, and 213, had a

greater floor area—running from 18 to 28 square feet—but lower

walls. Although they would not have been suitable for holding

shelled corn, rotted earcorn and stalks covered the floors of two of

them. In Room 167, two small posts rose above the masonry of

the low dividing wall, possibly to help hold back a higher pile of

stalks.

Benches:

In 10 rooms, low benches were built against one of the

shorter walls, and two others were benched around three walls.

They ranged from 0.4 to 1.6 feet high and from 0.6 to 2.8 feet

wide. One of the narrower benches was made by packing earth

behind a retainer of upright slabs of stone, and three benches over

57. Bin in corner of Room 95. 58. Corner bin in front of a plugged doorway.
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59. Large storage bin and bench, Room 126.

60. Metate bins. Room 157.
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2 feet wide were made of earth fill behind a low masonry wall.

All others were coursed masonry built flush with the base of the

original wall of the room (fig. 59). The facing of wide benches in

Rooms 164 and 173 was a section of an old Middle Phase wall.

Mealing Bins:

Metate bins were found in three rooms. The most

complete arrangement was built across the west end of Room 157,

where three metates, ranging from coarse to fine, were entirely

enclosed (fig. 60). The back of the bins, 1.6 feet from the west

wall, was formed by three slabs, dressed by spalling and grinding,

which stood one foot high and leaned slightly over the work area.

They were held in place at the foot and in the rear by three

unworked blocks of stone, standing 0.5 feet above the floor,

which served a dual purpose of shims for support of the slabs and

kneeling blocks for the millers. The two bin dividers were made

of a single sheet of Abo Sandstone, split through the middle. A
board of lumber 0.4 feet high formed the outer end of the bins.

The slab type metates were set in clay with the near ends raised

0.8 feet. In each bin between the foot of the metate and the end of

the bin, the space where the ground meal collected was floored

with a slab of ground stone set into caliche.

All of the equipment needed for the work—except for

the shelled corn and three black-haired girls—still lay in the room.

Included were three spare metates, three hammerstones for

sharpening the stone, a large crusher type mano for the initial

cracking of the kernels, nine regular manos for grinding, and a

single one-hand mano. Also on the floor was a small iron wedge,

or chisel, and a Kotyiti Glaze-red jar (fig. 124e).

In Room 168, two binned metates of what had been a

more elaborate arrangement remained in position. Figure 61

shows the two against the west wall, facing one another to use a

common collecting basin. The two standing slabs to the right of

one of the metates are evidence that at least two more metates

were once a part of the set-up. The firepit in the photograph

pertains to a lower floor level and was once covered by the now
missing metates.

The east wall of Room 9 formed the right side of a bin

for a single metate, which was further enclosed by three standing

slabs of burnt sandstone that were probably old griddles. The

coarse grinding may have been done on an unstabilized metate on

the floor nearby. Six slab-type manos, a heavy crusher, and a one-

hand mano also lay on the floor. A Kotyiti Glaze-polychrome

bowl sat next to the bin and in the bin was a large sherd, probably

used to scoop up the ground meal. The mano on the floor behind

the bin in Figure 62 covers a Tabira Black-on-white jar, buried

with its open mouth flush with the floor (fig. 99a). Its position

between the knees of the grinding women would make it a

convenient place to put the freshly ground meal.

Subfloor cists:

In addition to the jar buried behind the metate bin in

Room 9, five jars in four other rooms were buried for subfloor

storage. In Room 6, next to the north wall and near the firepit, a

cracked but mended Tabira Plain canteen (fig. 100a) was buried.

A fragment of a flat piece of sandstone covered the mouth (fig.

56). A Tabira Black-on-white canteen (fig. 100b) was similarly

placed in the southeast corner of Room 156, which also had a

firepit, along with numerous shell beads and pendants and several

iron tools that were scattered on the floor.

61. Opposing metate bins in Room 168.
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Two Tabira vessels were buried in the bench in Room

16, and the mouth of one with the flat stone that covered it can be

seen in Figure 55. This was the black-on-white jar in Figure 99f.

At the opposite end of the bench was a black-on-white canteen

(fig. 100c).

Room and Area Function

Walls and roofs provide more than personal shelter and

privacy. They make centers of specialized activity and provide

protection of food supplies and equipment. In the arrangement and

contents of the rooms in Mound 7, there is evidence of how they

were used.

Porches:

At five outer corners of the house were triangular areas

defined by an angle in the outside wall. The yards made useful

work areas, and although we assigned room number to three of

them, none were enclosed or roofed. One of these, "Room"
103, was nearly surrounded by walls making it into a courtyard.

Any further expansion of the house would probably have been

here, to result in its being divided into three or four rooms.

Most of the rest of the perimeter of the house was

fronted by at least 17 open porches. The side walls were usually

quite low, and there was no concrete evidence that any were

roofed except for the posts enclosed in the masonry of the walled-

in porches, Rooms 138-139. Timber in the exposed position of

the porches, with slopes below them, would have decomposed.

There are several references made by the Spanish

explorers to porches at contemporary villages. Castaneda

describes Coronado at Matsaki, one of Cibola's "cities": "the

force took refuge [from the snow] under the wings of the village,

which extend out like balconies, with wooden pillars

beneath. ..." (Winship, 1896).

Comparisons can be made with recent pueblo

architecture, in which porch roofs are seen supported at the outer

edge with posts, or in many cases are shorter unsupported

overhangs carried on extensions of the vigas in the room behind.

Sometimes the area is left uncovered, and the short, flanking

walls are terraced to provide steps to the roof. Mound 7's porches

may have been any or all of these variations.

Some rooms became porches when their outer walls fell

out or were removed. The ebb and flow of porch and room in

Block 1 1 has already been discussed, and a similar process is

illustrated in Figure 63, a recent photograph taken at Santa Clara

Pueblo north of Santa Fe.

Living rooms:

The hearth is not only a figurative home, but is the very

real center of family life, providing warmth for winter sleeping

and the place for preparing and serving food. There were 61

rooms with open fireplaces on the last floor levels in rooms

around the periphery of the house. Two are in the fourth room

from the outside, and six are three rooms back, while all others

are in the outer two rows of rooms. Nine of these outer rooms

were abandoned, and if we subtract these, and presume that some

of the firepits in interior rooms were only for warming fires, we
can estimate that 45 to 50 families occupied the house.

No other specific feature characterizes a "living

room." While some contained bins and benches, most did not.

They were neither larger nor smaller than other rooms, but it is

interesting to see that the smallest of the rooms with fireplaces

were among the few rooms with open doorways leading to another

room.

Not all cooking was done in the house. Firepits were

found above the fallen roofs of four rooms, and one was in the

corner of a porch.

Storage rooms:

Gaspar Castano de Sosa, describing Pecos Pueblo in

1591, wrote, "there must be more than 30,000fanegas of maize,

because every house had 2 or 3 rooms full" (Schroeder and

Matson, 1965).

In 20 rooms of the house, there was evidence of stored

corn, manifested as a soft, yellow-brown, organic substance

deposited from 0.1 to 0.6 feet deep on the floors. In some of the

deeper deposits it was possible, by careful examination, to discern

the shape of unshelled cobs of corn and sections of leaves and

stalks. Two of these deposits were in the bins described above,

and two were in rooms with firepits. All others were in otherwise

featureless rooms. Evidently corn was stored in two forms—as

husked, but unshelled ears, and on the stalk.

62. A single grinding 63. An old house. Santa Clara Pueblo.
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One hundred four rooms, none of which contained

fireplaces or evidence of any other specialized function, were

probably storerooms. For the most part, they were interior rooms,

but they did not differ from "living rooms" in dimensions. Six

exceptions were small, from 2 to 5 feet wide, and could have been

useful for nothing but storage. All were made by putting an extra

partition near the end of a room similar to the way some bins were

put in, but with the walls running to the ceiling (fig. 64).

Turkey pen?

Room 108 is one of those with a history of remodeling.

At first it was a living room with a fireplace and an open door into

Room 144 to the east. The door then was plugged, and the north

wall was moved 2.4 feet south to butt against the door plug and to

shorten the room. At the south end, two poles 0.3 feet in diameter

were placed 0.9 feet apart and 3.0 feet above the floor to bridge

the room. Their ends were still in place—not in prepared beam

seats—but inserted into gaps in the masonry. The floor and the

firepit were covered with 0.3 feet of rotted corn in which some

bird dung, probably turkey, was mixed. This room, and most

likely others, may have been used to pen brooding turkeys.

Turkey egg shells were found in the corn on nine of the 20 floors

covered with that rotted material, as well as on 14 other floors.

Activities on the roofs:

In addition to cooking on rooftops, much of the meal-

grinding was also done in the open. Metates, manos, and bin slabs

were found in enough quantity above the roofing material to

indicate the presence of mealing bins in 17 locations on the

housetop. Some of these were scattered to fall into two or more

adjacent rooms, while others dropped nearly intact with the roof.

Although somewhat jostled, the bins and their metates are seen in

situ above the timber at the east end of Room 164 in Figure 65.

Included here was all that was needed for grinding corn—

8

worked slabs, 4 bin dividers, 6 flat metates, 4 manos, a large

crusher, and a few hammerstones. A small rectangular dish and a

bowl of Tabira Plain lay with the stone pieces.

Thirty-five pots were also on the roof. A plain cooking

pot was in one of the firepits, two large jars fell with metate bins

from the roof of Room 113, and another was in the vicinity of

metates above Room 85. Further evidence that there was no

second story is provided by 16 pots which were found broken and

64. Room 198, a storage room. 65. Metate bin on a fallen roof. Room 164.
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66. Mural decoration in Room 12.
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scattered in the upper fill, above the roof timbers in a cluster of

seven rooms. From the concentration of sherds in Room 172, one

would suspect that all these pots once sat above that roof. Parts of

them were found in the adjacent rooms— 160, 161, 167, and

187—and out over the porch, Room 162. All were Tabira Black-

on-white and Polychrome jars and canteens.

In a country as windy as Gran Quivira, it is difficult to

imagine working outdoors with a substance as readily airborne as

corn meal. I have mentioned earlier the lack of enough timber and

stone to add another story, but sheltering ramadas and windbreaks

of poles and brush may have been thrown up over parts of the

roof. Such lightweight remains, lying near the surface of the ruin,

would have disappeared rather quickly. At Tonque, presumably a

one-story pueblo, metates were also found in the fill rather than

on the floor (Barnett, 1969).

Ceremonial rooms:

Six widely separated rooms near outer walls of the Late

Phase house had one or more decorated layers of plaster on their

walls. Several factors combine to suggest their use as centers for

some religious activity: the style of decoration was the same as

that used in painting the walls of Kiva N; all but one of the rooms

was close to one of the five kivas in use during the Late Phase; all

of the kivas were abandoned and destroyed 12 to 13 years before

the house itself; and finally, the survival of Pueblo religion to this

day is proof enough that the intense missionary efforts of the

Franciscans did not eradicate it.

The mural decorations are described in detail by Barbara

Peckham elsewhere (1980). Here they will be discussed in

general terms, along with other attributes of each room.

Room 12, near the east end of the mound, was 28 feet

from Kiva K and was separated from the outside of the house by

one room. There was a plugged door in the west wall and the

room was apparently entered through a hatchway in the roof. The

only feature of the floor was a firepit near the west wall. A
fibrolite axe with a faint "x" scratched on one edge was

imbedded in the masonry at the bottom of the west wall below the

floor level, perhaps as an offering. There were two or more floor

levels, but they were so badly churned by 21 intrusive burials, 13

of them cremations, that the levels could not be separated. The

walls bore 31 layers of plaster, 23 of which were decorated. Two
layers carried kachina figures (fig. 66), and at least 10 coats were

painted with a series of white dots and short vertical lines. Some
variation of this ubiquitous theme was repeated in five other

rooms and in Kiva N (figs. 66 and 67). Artifacts associated with

the room included a large shaft-smoother, a small bird effigy, a

stone disk, a lapstone, and a paint palette.

Room 43 at the southeast corner of the house became an

outside room when the outer wall of Room 44 was removed to

convert it to a porch. About 60 feet from Kiva K, it was the one

painted room that was not opposite a kiva. The south wall was

fallen out, making it impossible to know if it had a door. An open

door in the north wall led into Room 35 where another led to

Room 33. A firepit against the north wall was the only floor

feature. Three of 1 1 coats of plaster were decorated, two of them

with the short line and dot motif. On the floor was a Kotyiti

Glaze-polychrome bowl, the face of a Tabira Black-on-white

canteen reused as a bowl (fig. 1 15b), and the base of a broken

Tabira Plain pitcher ground down to make a small dish. Two
stone disks and a shaft tool completed the assemblage.

Room 119 in Block 10 at the north side of the mound

was 15 feet from Kiva C and separated from it by Room 120. It

had two plugged doors but none open. Six layers of plaster

remained on the south wall, two of which were decorated. One

bore the dot and line pattern, and the other was painted with a line

of kachina-like dancers in polychrome. A firepit against the west

wall was the only floor feature. Also on the floor were a bone

abrader, a small wood paddle, a Corona Plain jar, a stone arrow-

shaft tool, a fossil shell, a paint stone and palette, and an

arrowhead.

Room 148, on the south side toward the western end,

faced Kiva D 65 feet away. Of nine coats of plaster, only the

bottom coat was painted—with the lines and dots. The room had

burned and several coats of whitewash which are burned may also

have been painted. There were plugged doors in three walls. A
vent in the east wall opened into Room 189, and four vents, one

plugged, looked out onto the porch, Room 87. Near the south

wall was a firepit with three comal supports. Between the firepit

and the southwest corner were a small rod-like sone fetish (fig.

191a), a paint stone, and two small lion effigies. A coiled basket

tray, a Corona Plain jar, and a wooden feather box (fig. 219) were

found at the east end of the room.

Room 168, at a short distance to the west, was more

nearly opposite Kiva D, 38 feet away. An outside room fronted

only by a porch, it had an open door leading into Room 173 to the

north. A door slab leaning against the wall next to this door

protected the only remaining bits of painted plaster in the room.

Two of the 18 coats had anthropomorphic figures. Metate bins at

the west end of the room were not contemporary with the painted

layers of plaster, which continued below two floor levels to the

original floor 1.2 feet below. A firepit on that floor was located

just east of room center. There was a small niche in the east wall

opposite the firepit, and a vent in the south wall. A steel axe head

(fig. 221a) on the lower floor pertained to the period of the

painted wall, while a shaft-smoothing tool on the upper floor

probably did not.

On the north side of the west wing was Room 205—55

feet south of Kiva J and the second room in from the plaza. It had

an open door and a niche in the south wall and two vents in the
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67. A mural motif from Room 12.
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north. A firepit next to the north wall was the only floor feature,

although a corner bin had been removed from an earlier floor

level. Ten layers of plaster included two that were painted, one

with the dots and lines. The only artifact on the floor was a stone

disk.

The coincidence of five abandoned kivas with a mural-

decorated room close by each one is too great to ignore, but

unfortunatey other architectural features that might support the

thesis that these rooms had a ceremonial function are lacking. All

five had firepits, and all were outside rooms or next to outside

rooms, but that combination occurred in numerous other

instances. Too, there can be no significance in the fact that three

rooms had vents, for in Room 168 the vent was probably

associated with the metate bins which were a feature of a

subsequent use of the room, and in Room 205 the wall was vented

above a demolished bin on an earlier floor level. Two of the

rooms had small wall niches, but so did several unpainted rooms.

Associated artifacts included some kind of fetishes in three rooms,

and stone shaft-working tools in all five. In Room 168, however,

the tool was on the later floor, not on the one associated with the

murals. Battered, humpbacked stone disks were found on three

floors, but these artifacts were extremely common and widespread

over the entire house.

Specialized rooms interpreted as "ceremonial rooms,"

"cult rooms," or "room kivas" have been identified at other

Pueblo IV sites in the Rio Grande area. These were most

distinctive at the Jemez Pueblo of Unshagi (Reiter, 1938) where

one in eight of the total number of rooms excavated was

characterized by a firepit backed by an altar-deflector arrangement

that seperated it from a wall opening, either door or vent. It is

interesting that at Unshagi, too, at least two of the three kivas

excavated were partly trash-filled. Unshagi was occupied into the

post-contact period, possibly until 1628.

Three large rooms at Kuaua with altar-deflectors and

loom holes in the floor were occupied after a large kiva in the

south plaza was trash-filled (Tichy, 1938). Eight such rooms were

found in the late prehistoric compound at Paako, one with painted

plaster, but none were in the house occupied into the historic

period (Lambert, 1954).

There is ample ethnographic evidence for ceremonial

use of rooms in a houseblock, not as replacements, but as adjuncts

to kivas. At modern Jemez, Parsons (1925) found that 19 of 141

houses were used for retreats, dances, or the storage of religious

equipment, and according to Dozier (1965):

Among all the Pueblos established associations have a

house or a room where the important ceremonial fetishes

and paraphernalia of the organization are kept. These

structures are also used for meetings and retreats of the

association. . . . While ceremonial rooms containing the

association's sacred objects may have originally served

as a dwelling, a number of features are usually

associated with them. Mural paintings ... are

common.

Although it is tempting to draw the inference that the

use of the ceremonial rooms at Mound 7 followed the destruction

of the kivas, it is equally possible that they were employed in

conjunction with them, or independently of them. Similar rooms
were in use in pre-Spanish times at other sites. But it is also

evident that they were concealed—and that they survived.

Other Features

Pottery kiln (Feature 10):

At the outer edge of the open porch at the west end,

Room 162, was a shallow basin-like pit in the packed refuse floor.

It had an oval outline, measured approximately 5 by 7 feet, and

averaged about 1 foot deep. The nature of the pit-fill suggested

that the pit may have been a place for firing pottery.

The upper level of fill consisted of fine, light-gray ash

and several hundred large sherds. From the sherds, we were able

to reconstruct 10 nearly complete vessels: four Corona Plain jars,

a Tabira Plain pitcher, and a pitcher, jar, and three canteens of

Tabira Black-on-white. One of the canteens was complete except

for three or four small sherds (fig. 1 15g), but the other pots were

from one to three-quarters missing. Below the pottery, the pit was

filled with charcoal, burned corn cobs, and crumbled, burned

andesite.

It is possible that, with cobs used for fuel, these pots

were fired in the pits, but being cracked in firing, were left at the

spot. A more likely explanation, however, is that the large pieces

of pottery were used as supports on which the pots to be fired

were racked up. The fragments of andesite, the same material

used for pot supports in the firepits, were probably used to hold

the sherds above the fuel. Although potters in the Rio Grande

pueblos today use cans, wire, and other scrap metal for this

purpose, the Hopis use small blocks of sandstone and large sherds

to protect the new pot from direct contact with the fire and to

shield a cooling pot from currents of cold air that will cause it to

crack (Parsons, 1936; Colton, 1953).

Mixing basins:

Mortar and plaster were mixed in round or oval pits

scooped out of the surface of the trash mound. Typically, the pits

were about 3 feet in diameter by 6 inches deep and carefully

rounded and smoothed. They were probably used once and then

abandoned, but the hardened residue of fine clay or gypsum lining

preserved their shapes once they were covered with trash (fig.

68). Although at first they were carefully recorded, I have no

count of them because they turned out to be so common they were

later ignored. They were found at all levels, from subsoil where

they were associated with Early and Middle Phase occupations, to

near the surface of the Late Phase trash.
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68. Plaster-mixing basin in a trash area.
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One exceptional mixing pit was cut into subsoil north of

Kiva C. It measured 7.8 by 5.9 by 2.2 feet deep, and the sides

were partly lined with slabs of stone. It was either used twice

—

once for clay and again for gypsum plaster—or it was first lined

with wet clay to prepare it for mixing plaster.

Retaining walls:

The outer walls of the Late Phase house, built as most

of them were on steep slopes of trash and rubble, often had

insecure footings. In several locations, the situation was remedied

by erecting low retaining walls on the slopes outside the rooms to

prevent the soft soil from bleeding out from under the shallow

foundations. Similar walls are seen at Oraibi, where much

superimposed building was done (Mindeleff, 1891; pl.xxxix). A
short wall outside of Rooms 1 and 4 at the southeast corner of the

house was apparently unsuccessful, however, as the corner of

Room 1 had collapsed. Long retaining walls fronting the porches,

Rooms 44, 72, 74, and 81, held back the slope and maintained

relatively level floors in that area, and a terrace wall at the toe of

the slope below Rooms 165 and 179 prevented creeping talus

from burying Kiva D. After Kiva C was unroofed, the yawning

excavation threatened to receive the east walls of Rooms 113 and

120 on a steep bank above it, but a short prehistoric retaining wall

based on the top of the kiva masonry prevented those rooms from

slipping into the hole.

Quarries:

In addition to evidence of quarrying at the site of the

cistern, Feature 7, blocks of limestone were removed from two

spots intersected by Test Trench 1, north of Mound 14. Shallow

ledges of rock were probably exposed below the crest of the ridge

early in the occupation, before trash covered them. The rock was

removed in a stepped terrace along natural cleavage planes, the

ragged breaks being readily apparent. Although this might have

been done with oak wedges and mauls, there was no evidence of

the tools used. A smaller quarry area was exposed below Room 2

(fig. 69).

Discussion

In a site like Las Humanas, marginal to the Anasazi, the

Mogollon, and the Plains areas, one might expect to find some

m

anomalies in the architectural detail of the housing units, but such

was not the case. According to Mera (1935), the ruins on both

sides of the Chupadero Mesa, in comparison with the Piro and

Tiwa villages in the Rio Grande valley, are asymetrical, lack

coherence, and present a straggling appearance, but such an

observation is difficult to account for, since the major sites post-

dating A.D. 1300 seem to follow the classic pattern of Pueblo IV.

Montezuma Ruin, Arroyo Seco, and Tabira are rectangular

arrangements enclosing a plaza in duplication of Pecos, and

Pueblo Colorado had two plazas in a village laid out in an E-shape

like that of Kuaua. The apparent shapelessness of Pueblo Pardo

and of Gran Quivira resulted from the necessity of conforming to

the topography of narrow ridges, but even in these pueblos one

can see the effort to lay out rectangles and to enclose plazas,

within the limitations imposed by the contours. The somewhat

scattered aspect of some sites disappears when one eliminates

from the group those mounds that were apparently abandoned

before later ones were built.

Both in village plan and in minor detail, the Late Phase

housing is comparable to contemporary architecture to the north

and west. Differences in emphasis are not significant. Room kivas

at Paako and Unshagi were equipped with vents and deflectors

—

features lacking in Mound 7. On the other hand, wall paintings

were more frequent at Las Humanas than what has been reported

for other houses, but this may be an accident of preservation.

Pecos had two- and three-story houses. In this connection, I

wonder if many of the three- and four- and five-storied houses

mentioned by the chroniclers of the entradas in their progress up

the valley weren't actually terraced roofs of one-story rooms

above floor levels of unequal heights. A soldier with Onate in the

fall of 1598, walking from plaza to plaza past the north walls of

Room Block 10, would see the foundations at his feet and the

stepped-back rooftop some 15 feet above him. He would have no

suspicion that the structure had a false bottom, and would

naturally suppose the house had at least two floors.

Artifacts of temporal significance that were associated

with the Late Phase rooms included carved animal effigy-fetishes,

spiral-grooved axes of fibrolite, and slab metates. A few complete

trough metates occurred, but it was not possible to tell if any were

still in use as metates or if they were reused as bin slabs. Enough

whole pottery vessels were obtained to make a listing of sherd

counts unnecessary.

They were:

Corona Plain 45

Chupadero B/w 1

Tabira Plain 44

Tabira B/w 32

Tabira Polychrome 8

Puaray G/p 3

Glaze E or F 2

Kotyiti G/r and G/p 24

Salinas Red 16

Kapo Black 1_

Total 176

Types of sherds from the fill and floors, which did not

occur in earlier levels, were Sankawi Black-on-cream, Tewa
Polychrome, Maiolica, and Chinese porcelain. Some artifacts of

iron and glass were also found.

69 A quarry at the east end of Mound 7.
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Kivas

Hewett's expedition located 1 1 kivas at Pueblo de las

Humanas, designating them A through K, and excavated two

—

Kiva E in a small courtyard formed by Mounds 13, 14, and 18,

and Kiva F, a big kiva in the large plaza (map 3). There is some

doubt that "Kiva A" in the plaza north of San Buenaventura

Church is an aboriginal hole, but the other depressions are all

valid. Hewett thought the scarcity of kivas, relative to the size of

the pueblo, was worthy of note, although his Kiva K was not

discovered until he removed an overburden of soil at the east end

of Mound 7. Our excavations discovered three more kivas totally

buried, with no surface indications of their presence, and we

lettered them in continuation of the alphabetical series. In view of

the fact that four of the known kivas at the site were not visible

until stripping or trenching was done, it is likely that another

dozen remain undiscovered.

Finding no kiva in association with House A, Vivian

excavated Kiva D near Mound 7's southwest corner. We dug out

six, including three already designated by Hewett, and re-

excavated and stabilized Kivas E and F. A total of nine excavated

kivas afforded us a good sample. All were round, subterranean,

and oriented to the east.

Middle Phase Kivas

Three kivas were found to be associated with the Middle

Phase. Two, Kivas L and N, were built early in the period and

were abandoned and filled with trash before its end. A third, Kiva

K, was built near the middle of the phase, was burned and rebuilt

near the end, and was then remodeled arid used well into the Late

Phase. All three kivas had some features in common that did not

occur in the later ones (figs. 70 and 73).

Kiva L:

The hole for Kiva L, which was dug through about 3

feet of native soil flecked with some charcoal and a few Glaze A
sherds, penetrated from 1 to 2 feet of bedrock (fig. 70). No dates

were obtained, but the stratigraphic situation and its location in

relation to Feature 1A suggest that it was built after the

abandonment of the Early Phase house but before the introduction

of the glaze pottery typical of the mid- 1 400' s.

The pit was originally lined with masonry (fig. 71),

some of it slab-based, which rose 2 feet above the contemporary

surface. With its roof in place, it must have stood at least 3 feet

above the ground. The inequalities in the rock floor were leveled

with clay, and a large, basin-shaped firepit was let down into the

rock, which in this area was an igneous sill.

The kiva was remodeled by adding an inner liner of clay

from 0.4 to 0.6 feet thick to the masonry. Reinforcing the clay

was a series of poles, 0.2 to 0.4 feet thick, spaced around the

perimeter 0.5 to 0.8 feet apart and flush with the masonry. Many
of these were socketed at their butts in shallow pits in the

bedrock.

The rough clay surface was covered with 10 layers of

fine, light-brown plaster, each coated with whitewash. At least

five layers bore painted decorations. The clay liner had fallen

from the masonry except for the bottom foot or so, and for a patch

just above the ventilator tunnel. It was only from this last location

that any of the art could be salvaged (fig. 72).

After the clay liner was in place, a layer of clay, 0.6

feet thick, was spread and tamped to make a new floor, into

which a new series of furnishings were set.

The new firepit, somewhat D-shaped, was surrounded

by a broad collar of adobe standing 0. 1 feet above the floor level.

A part of a broken trough metate, with its exposed surface ground

and lightly polished, was inverted and imbedded in the south wall

of the collar. Also buried in the collar, but so that no parts were

visible, were three manos, one of which was also grooved for use

as a shaft-smoother. Behind the firepit and toward the ventilator

was a sunken, slab-lined ashpit filled with clean sand. Its back

was formed by a single slab of sandstone with pecked and ground

edges. Standing 1.2 feet above the floor, it served as a deflector.

Between the ashpit and the ventilator was a third pit 0.6

feet deep. Longer than wide, it lay along the firepit-ventilator axis

of the kiva. The sides were formed by heavy slabs of limestone,

and the end at the east was a trough metate fragment that had been

1 2

70. Kiva L, groundplan and section

71. Kiva L after removal of the adobe liner
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72. Mural above ventilator tunnel, Kiva L.

used to grind red paint before it was set in place. The west end,

toward the ashpit, was unlined but was rimmed with a low clay

collar. The pit was empty except for the same trashy fill covering

the floor of the kiva. For reasons to be discussed later, I believe

the pit's function was to secure the butt of a log ladder. If the

interpretation is correct, another ladder of the two-pole variety

may at one time have been used in Kiva L, as suggested by two

shallow depressions in the clay of the firepit collar in front of the

deflector.

The ventilator opening to the east was 1.7 feet high by

1.1 feet wide. Small sticks served as a lintel. The tunnel, only a

foot long from the opening to the shaft, was covered with a single

slab of stone. A stone was buried at the sill of the opening to

protrude 0. 1 feet above the floor level—probably to serve as

a stop for a door slab. The vertical shaft was circular in cross-

section, a foot in diameter and masonry-lined.

There was no evidence of roof support unless it was a

shallow depression in the clay floor in front of the firepit. This

saucer-shaped indentation, 0.6 feet across, may have been caused

by a centrally located post propped under a sagging roof for

reinforcement.

There was no timber in Kiva L, and the pit was filled

with trash—evidence that it had been razed and used as a dump.

Some of the artifacts on the floor, however, probably were

associated with its use as a kiva. These included a mortar bearing

traces of red paint near the east wall, a conical clay pipe by the

firepit, and a slab metate. Diagnostic sherds in the lower 3 feet

of the trash fill were Largo, Espinoso, and San Lazaro
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Glazes, and Bandelier Black-on-gray, which would indicate that

the kiva was abandoned before the A.D. 1515 inception of Puaray

Glaze. Puaray and Pecos Glazes and Tabira Black-on-white

occurred in the upper 2 feet of fill, indicating there was still a

depression marking the location when the Late Phase building

program started, but Middle Phase trash had piled around the

above-ground walls making the kiva entirely subterranean.

Kiva N:

When Kiva N was built, Feature 1A was in ruins and

filled with from 1 to 3 feet of trash containing Glaze A sherds.

The initial excavation of the pit went through this trash and into a

maximum of 3.6 feet of limestone. A section of a north-south

running wall of the Early Phase house was also taken out and the

stone removed to the footing on either side of the break.The

bedrock and the soil above it sloped to the south in this area with

the result that the pit was somewhat shallower at that side. There

is a possibility that the south part of the structure was above the

ground level.

The rough walls of the quarried bedrock were coated

with clay from 0.5 to 1.1 feet thick, reinforced with vertical poles

0.1 to 0.4 feet in diameter. The poles were spaced on about

0.8 feet on centers, and were concealed within the adobe.

Several of the larger sticks were so spaced that they may have

helped to support a roof. There were no posts set in the floor.

Charred timbers up to 0.8 feet thick were scattered

throughout the lower 4 feet of fill in a pattern that suggested, but

did not prove, cribbing. Fourteen specimens were saved; one was

juniper, one Ponderosa pine, and the others pifion. Nine pieces

were dated (table 9).

Table 9

Dated timber from Kiva N.

Provenience TR Lab No. Inner Outer

Floor GRQ-2 1318p 1416c

Floor GRQ-3 1309p 1416c

Floor GRQ-6 1293p 1416c

Level 2(1 -foot levels) GRQ-8 1351p 1416r

Level 3 GRQ-9 1289p 1416c

Level 3 GRQ-10 1301p 1416c

Level 3 GRQ-11 1293p 1416r

Level 3 GRQ-15 1313p 14I6r

Level 3 GRQ-13 1359p 1467c

See Table 2, footnote. for meanings of symbols.

Seldom is a construction date so neatly expressed. The

single pole cut in A.D. 1467 must represent a repair job on the

roof of a kiva built in 1416. There was no evidence of more

extensive remodeling.

The adobe wall in Kiva N, much better preserved than

that in Kiva L, stood 4.4 feet high at the northeast quadrant.

Although the adobe was badly cracked, it was possible to count

31 layers of plaster, many of them whitewashed, with 24 bearing

some painted elements. The dot and line motif, so common in the

ceremonial rooms, appeared on 13 layers (fig. 74)

anthropomorphic figures or birds were found on five (fig. 75).

] White

Black

74. Mural in Kiva N.

The floor was made up of 0.5 feet of the native residual

soil, probably saved from the surface during the process of

excavating the pit. It was smooth and almost polished.

The firepit was a round bowl-shaped depression in the

floor with a raised collar of clay feathering out to merge with the

floor about half a foot away from the rim (fig. 76). At the south

edge, lying flat and imbedded in the collar, was a palette with a

highly polished, hematite-impregnated surface. It was made of a

fragment of a thin trough-type metate, buried face down in the

adobe. The ashpit immediately behind the firepit was 0.7 feet

deep and was filled with ash. The four sides were small standing

slabs of stone—the rear one rising 1.2 feet above the floor to

make a deflector. Another ashpit behind the deflector, built of

stones set in adobe, was empty. Its rear wall also served as the

west wall of the ladder pit, 0.8 feet deep. The north and south

sides of the latter were large limestone building blocks whose

broad upper surfaces may have provided "landings" at the foot

of the ladder. Although all four features were contiguous with

common walls between individual elements, the second ashpit

seemed to be an afterthought dug out between the deflector and

the ladder pit.

The ventilator entrance was marked by a low door-stop

slab at the sill, as in Kiva L. The roof had collapsed and there was

no evidence of its construction. The shaft was a narrow cut into

the bedrock at the bottom, and was built up of rough masonry of

small stones to make a flue 0.9 feet wide.

The kiva was burned while in use, and the artifacts on

the floor were in direct association with it. A San Lazaro Glaze-

polychrome bowl sherd near the west wall was reworked to make

a small dish, and a plain red sherd stained with hematite from use

as a palette lay in the ashpit. Also found on the floor were a long

awl made from a split bison rib, and a tube bead of a golden eagle

humerus. A comal of burned sandstone lay by the north side of

the firepit, and between the firepit and the south wall was a paint

mortar of sandstone containing hematite. An assortment of eight

smoothing or polishing stones and hammerstones lay in and near

the two ashpits. Against the wall just south of the ventilator was

an unusually small slab metate (fig. 154c) and a broken piece of

another, both bearing red pigment. A one-hand mano with red

paint on one surface lay nearby. A stone cloud-blower was founc

between the ashpits and the north wall (fig. 172c), and a polished

"rubbing stone" lay near a large crusher-type mano close to the

south side of the kiva floor.
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75. Paintings of birds, Kiva N.

The unburied bodies of two Indians whose deaths

occurred at the time of the fire were on or near the floor. A
woman from 27 to 35 years old was in a crouching position at the

south side of the firepit with her head away from it. The knees

were drawn up and her rump high (fig. 233). She was face down

with her mouth against the back of her left hand, and the right arm

lay along her side with the hand at the lower abdominal region.

Under the body was from 0.1 to 0.2 feet of ash and fine charred

grass, identified as sand bluestem (Andropogon halii),

undoubtedly sifted from the burning ceiling before the woman
dropped to the floor. Also under the body were two unworked

slabs of limestone. Three unshaped blocks on her back may have

fallen from the stone lining of the hatchway above. However, it is

easier to account for those under the body if they are interpreted

as missiles dropped through the smoke-filled opening with hostile

intent by someone above. The charred timbers across her back

were still burning when they fell, as indicated by several partly

burned vertebrae and charring of the innominate and one scapula.

The second individual was an adolescent male of 16 to

18 years. He was sprawled at the south edge of the floor about

0.4 feet above the floor on a mixture of burned grass, charred

sticks and small timbers, and fire-reddened clay. He lay prone

with his arms folded tightly under the torso and his left cheek

resting on his hands. His knees were flexed with heels in air

—

probably held in that position by roof timbers which lay above the

body as well as below it. The ungainly position and the greater

accumulation of roof material below the body would lead one to

suspect that the youth survived longer than the woman, and that

he was felled by the collapsing roof. The positions of the faces

and hands of both individuals suggest that they were trying to

protect their noses and to find cleaner air near the floor. The

young man was wearing a string of turquoise and white shell

beads and the ornamental plaque of antler illustrated in Figure

210. Whatever the explanation, the situation at Kiva N was

dramatic, but not nearly so as that at Te'ewi on the Chama River,

where 24 young men were found in a burned kiva (Wendorf,

1953).

With the collapse of the roof, the jacal wall above

ground level at the south wide of the kiva was carried down with

it, which tended to reaccentuate the slope to the south that the

mound had before the kiva was built. Occupants of Middle Phase

rooms to the north were probably responsible for filling the

remaining shallow depression with Glaze D trash and covering it

with another 2 feet of refuse at the north edge of the kiva. A foot

or more of Late Phase trash containing Glaze E sherds and Tabira

Black-on-white probably emanating from Room Block 5, covered

this, so that when Room 89 was added directly over the site of the

kiva, its floor was more than 3 feet above the former position of

the kiva roof.

KivaK-1:

Unsigned field notes of Hewett's 1925 party at Gran

Quivira mention "a large mound of black soil in the mound west

of the great kiva [F], and along the entire east end of the pueblo

[Mound 7] lying west of the plaza. It is not refuse. Mainly clean,

black soil." A sketch map shows this strange mound,

approximately 50 feet long by 25 feet wide, occupying most of

the ground between Mound 7 and Kiva F. It was described as

from 6 to 7 feet deep, and several notes repeatedly emphasize that

it was not trash, but a soft black soil not native to the area. The

"Burial Mound" was tested in 1923 and completely removed

two years later. In the process, a total of 12 burials was found,

and the outlines of Kiva K were discovered under the deepest part

of the deposit at its north end. In 1965, the area below this mound
was stripped and eight more burials were located. Twenty burials

would not be an unusual concentration for a similar area of trash

mound, and it seems quite unlikely that a special soil was brought

in just for disposing of the dead. But whatever the black mound
was, its position above Kiva K and the presence of burials within

3 feet of the surface date it in the mid-1600's, for the kiva was

used well into the colonization period.

76. Floor features, Kiva N.
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Kiva K was semi-subterranean. The initial excavation of

the pit was a maximum of 4 feet through about 3 feet of country

rock. Allowing for a foot and a half of roof material above an

estimated average ceiling height of 6 feet, the superstructure must

have stood 3 to 4 feet above the plaza level.

Because we wanted to stabilize Kiva K and preserve it

for exhibit, it was not completely dissected. Enough testing was

done behind the later walls and below the floor to bedrock to

determine that, like Kivas L and N, it was originally lined with

pole-reinforced clay. The shape was a circle, flattened at the east

side, with a maximum diameter of about 20 feet. The clay wall

was plastered with nine coats, of which at least two were painted.

Fire had badly disintegrated the plaster, which remained on only

the lower foot of the wall.

After the fire, the kiva was cleaned out enough to make

room to work in, but some of the smaller debris was swept against

the walls and left on the floor. During the cleanup, the stones of

the firepit complex were removed, leaving an irregular pit up to

1.1 feet deep into which more of the charcoal was swept. The

kiva was then relined, this time with slab-based masonry (fig. 77),

which reduced the diameter to 19 feet. With the removal of the

floor features, a small pit was created, into which a miniature

plain red jar was placed (fig. 125d) along with a cache of 75

hammerstones and smoothing stones (fig. 78). New firepits,

ashpits and ladderpits were then installed, the cache was covered,

and a fresh floor of 0.1 feet of clay was laid.

Three pieces of Ponderosa pine charcoal and 1 1 pieces

of pinon were saved. All of the pine and 10 of the pinon were

dated (table 10).

Table 10.

Dated timber from Kiva K.

Provenience TR Lab No. Inner Outer

Subfloor pit GRQ-145 1415fp 1471 + vv

Subfloor pit GRQ-148 1433p 1473r

Behind masonry GRQ-152 1379p 1473r

Behind masonry GRQ-153 1370p 1473r

Behind masonry GRQ-154 1396 1473r

Behind masonry GRQ-155 1313p I473r

Behind masonry GRO-156 1454p I473r

Behind masonry GRQ-157 1425p 1473r

Behind masonry GRQPQ-158 1431p 1437r

Behind masonry GRQ-151 1406p 1474r

Subfloor pit GRQ-147 1477fp 1515+r

Behind masonry GRQ-149 1431p 1515+rB

Subfloor pit GRQ-146 1480fp 1516+r

See Table 2, footnotes. for meaning of symbols.

The Tree-Ring laboratory indicated that all the A.D.
1473-1474 dates were cutting dates. Since all of the wood was
associated with the initial construction, the inference is that the

kiva was built in 1474 and patched or partly reroofed in 1516 or

very shortly thereafter. There is no evidence of when the fire

occurred, but the condition of the clay walls and the charred

roofing material suggests that the relining was started almost

immediately—before weather had affected the condition of the

debris and before any dumping had taken place.

Kiva K was some distance from the part of Mound 7

that was occupied in the Middle Phase, which may or may not

have mattered, but of course it may have been used by people in

contemporarily occupied rooms in the houses at Mounds 1 3 or 1 5

.

So whether the remodeling was done late in the Middle Phase or

early in the Late Phase, it was probably continuously in use from

1473 until all kivas were abolished. Its later appearance is best

described with kivas of that period.

Late Phase Kivas

Kiva K-2:

The masonry-lined, remodeled Kiva K differed from

earlier versions. Four post holes 0.7 to 0.9 feet in diameter

indicate how the roof was supported (fig. 73b). The two western

posts were centered about 4 feet from the west side of the kiva,

and the eastern two were incorporated into the masonry at either

side of the ventilator opening. The placing of the posts, here as in

other Late Phase kivas, was related to the smokehole hatchway

directly over the firepit, not to the walls.

A rectangular firebox was slab-lined and had a hearth of

stone. Buried in the floor at the south and west sides of the pit

were polished stone palettes. A deflector of chipped-edge

sandstone, standing 0.7 feet above the level of the floor, divided

the firepit from the ashpit. The ashpit was further lined with small

stones. Both it and the firepit were filled with ashes. Directly

behind, but 0.4 feet to the north of the east-west axis of the

preceding pits, was a ladderpit 0.9 feet deep. Three sides were

lined with heavy stones, but the west end was no more than the

narrow wall of clay and small stones that made the rear wall of the

ashpit. The floor adjacent to the sides of the ladderpit was paved

with flagstones.

The locations of vertical looms suspended from the

ceiling were indicated by two series of small holes in the floor 4

feet from the firepit and flanking it. Seven depressions in each

line were 0.2 feet wide and half as deep. At the bottom of each

was a miniature "post mold" several inches deep. The molds

were undoubtedly left by rotted looped twigs, held in place with

plugs of mud in the depressions, to which the lower yarn-beam

was secured. Between the northern loom and the firepit complex

were four holes 0.4 and 0.5 feet wide and from 0.3 to 0.5 deep.

They made no recognizable pattern, and their function is

uncertain.

77. Kiva K.
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The ventilator opening, 1.5 feet high, had wooden lintel

sticks. The tunnel, 2.3 feet deep to the back of the shaft, was

lined with standing slabs.

The kiva was purposefully razed. There was no roofing

material in the fill, the support posts were pulled out and the hole

filled with trash. Since there was no weathering of the floor and

no drift sand, the filling must have been immediate and rapid.

Kotyiti Glaze-polychrome sherds were numerous in this trash all

the way to the floor level. They and the presence of a small iron

awl below the ashes of the firepit would date the destruction after

about A.D. 1625.

Kiva C:

Hewett's men uncovered the outlines of Kiva C in 1925

when they removed trashy overburden from the surrounding

courtyard with a slip-scraper, but they made no excavation, and

the fill was undisturbed.

Like Kiva K, Kiva C was filled with refuse. Its roof was

taken off, and the yawning hole, so close to rooms and porches,

made a convenient dumping place that must have filled rapidly.

There was no change in pottery from the top to the floor. The

characteristic and definitive ware was the post- 1625 Kotyiti

Glaze. Of particular interest in the lower 2 feet of fill were 20

restorable pots—all but six virtually complete. These were seven

jars of Tabira Black-on-white and Polychrome, two soup plates

and two bowls of Tabira Plain, three bowls and three jars of

Kotyiti Glaze, and two bowls and a soup plate of Salinas Red.

One of the glazed jars (fig. 124b) contained two hammerstones

and a small unrecognizable wood artifact.

The pit was sunk through trash and 2.2 feet of bedrock

for a maximum depth of 5.8 feet. It probably lay entirely below

ground. Oval in outline with the narrow end at the ventilator, its

maximum diameter was 19.5 feet. The excavation was masonry-

lined except near the ventilator where native trap rock was left

exposed. A niche 0.3 feet high, but twice as wide and deep, was

set into the wall 2.9 feet above the floor and opposite the

ventilator. Still adhering to the southeast quarter of the wall was a

patch of "brown coat" plaster with one coat of whitewash.

Slumped plaster on the floor below the opposite wall was 0.2 feet

thick, indicating there may have been several plasterings.

There was the same pattern of roof support posts as in

Kiva K. The holes were from 1.0 to 1.9 feet deep, and the posts

from 0.6 to 0.9 thick. Only the one at the northwest was pulled

out. The size and depth, and the fact that the two eastern posts

were two-thirds encased in masonry, apparently made their

salvage too difficult for the effort.

The floor was a packed and polished layer of clay about

0.1 feet thick over several inches of rough earthen fill. Loom-loop

holes, many still containing the rotted twigs, were found in four

series (figs. 73e and 79). These were not all used at the same

time. One set near the wall at the northeast and another near the

center of the floor were faint and almost obliterated. The two

distinct sets flanking the firepit replaced the earlier locations.

The rectangular firepit was originally completely lined

with slabs, but several were salvaged when the kiva was

abandoned. It was 0.7 feet deep to bedrock. The rough surface of

the latter was covered with 0.3 feet of red, burned sand in which a

miniature Tabira Black-on-white jar was buried (fig. 1 10a). An
irregularly shaped, smooth palette stone was buried flush with the

floor at the south edge, and near the west side a nicely shaped

limestone mortar stained with black paint was imbedded. The

78. Cache of hammerstones from subfloor pit, Kiva K.

79. Kiva C.
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adjacent ashpit, also slab-lined, had one wall in common with the

firepit, was 0.5 feet deep and had a flagstone bottom.The middle

of three slabs forming the back stood 0.6 feet above the rim of the

pit and served as a low deflector. Both pits were filled with ashes.

A stone-lined ladderpit 0.7 feet deep was offset from the

firepit-ventilator axis by nearly a foot to the north. There were

small, flagstone "landing steps" in the floor at its two sides and

at the eastern end.

The ventilator opening, 1.8 feet high, was made with a

stone sill, jambs of standing slabs, and a lintel of a flattened

stick—possibly the blade of a digging stick. A large stone disk

lying on the floor south of the ladder pit may have been the cover

for the top of the ventilator shaft. It was shaped by spalling

around the edge and measured 1.3 feet in width.

Another stone, probably a part of the architecture, lay

broken into four pieces in the firepits and ashpits where it

undoubtedly had broken across the deflector after falling from the

hatchway. It can be seen in Figure 79, lying south of the firepit,

where it was reassembled. The stone measured 1.2 by 2.6 feet and

was 0.2 feet thick and was an irregular slab of sandstone, totally

unworked except for a small biconical hole drilled through a thin

edge at one end. A similar artifact was found on the floor of Kiva

A at Pueblo Colorado in the Galisteo Valley by Nels C. Nelson

(1914) who described an "angular slab of sandstone ca. 15 by 19

inches, with several artificial perforations worked from opposite

sides."

A sandstone comal next to the ashpit was also possibly

part of the kiva furnishing, but it is impossible to know whether

the many other artifacts found on the floor actually belonged in

the kiva or whether they were just in the first trash to hit the floor.

They included four of the pots previously listed, a broad-tipped

bone awj, an antler flaker, a shell pendant, a small carved wooden

paddle, two arrowheads, 14 hammerstones, a shaft-smoother, a

stone axe, and a small one-hand mano.

The position of Kiva C in the center of the plaza

enclosed by Feature 1 , the circular pueblo (map 4), verifies that

this was also the location of a kiva during the Early Phase.

Therefore, even though we intended to preserve it for an exhibit,

we investigated thoroughly behind the walls and below the floor

for evidence of remodeling. There was none. Surrounding areas of

the plaza were trenched and pitted for traces of an earlier kiva that

may have been located off-center in the plaza, with negative

results. It is extremely unlikely that no kiva existed in that spot as

part of the 14th-century occupation—yet it is inconceivable that

the kiva could have been used for over 300 years without repair or

rebuilding. A possible explanation is that it was remodeled in the

Late Phase by enlarging the perimeter of the pit so as to eliminate

all vestiges of the original construcion. The floor of the pit is only

2.5 feet below the ground surface contemporary with Feature 1

(fig. 1, Section B'-B'). If there was a kiva in that spot in the

Early Phase, it would have stood 3 to 4 feet above ground.

Kiva J:

Kiva J was placed in the center of the three-sided plaza

at the northwest of Mound 7 and south of Mounds 3 and 4. Unlike

the other kivas, it was never used as a dump until the late 19th

century when tin cans from a nearby prospector's shack were

thrown into it. A 2-foot depression was still apparent before its

excavation in 1967. The upper fill was largely sheet trash washed

from the higher ground to the south, the northwest wing of Mound
7.

The lower foot of fill at the east side contained a jumble

of timber from the roof. Unfortunately it was so badly rotted that

only two specimens, one of juniper and one of pinon, showed

enough promise to save. The pinon (Specimen GRQ-183) was

datable, but its surface so variable that the year of cutting was not

determinable. The pith date was A.D. 1353 and the outer ring

present was 1447vv.

The roof was supported by the usual four-post

arrangement, with the two eastern posts enclosed in masonry. The

tops of these two, still in place, were charred, as were the ends

and the upper sides of several of the timbers on the floor. The two

western posts were missing. I believe the western side of the roof

was removed, and the two western support posts—those most

easily retrieved—were pulled out. The rest of the roof was left

hanging and then partially burned in that position.

There was some hope that from the position of the fallen

timber we could determine the roofing pattern. Nothing definite

could be made out, however, beyond the fact that the four upright

posts were connected by horizontal logs, making a rectangular

plate. One timber lying north-south near the ventilator opening

was a sawn board with the dimensions of a rough, unplaned two-

by-four. Its location suggests that it marked the eastern end of the

hatchway. Above the firepit-ladderpit area were four large, shaped

slabs, one a reused, bifacial basin metate. These were probably

the liner of the hatchway.

Bedrock was close to the surface in this area, and the pit

was dug through 5.5 feet of it. The kiva was probably entirely

below ground, except for the dome of the roof. The irregular

excavation was lined with masonry of comparatively small stones.

There was no trace of plaster, but none would be expected in such

an open and unprotected situation. Kiva J, at the low point in the

plaza, caught runoff from a wide area, and we had to cut an

artifical drainage to the west to protect it.

The uneven rock surface at the bottom of the original

cut was leveled with a layer of gravelly caliche on which five

successive layers of fine clay plaster were laid. These were not

new floors, but only a refinishing of the original.

A subrectangular pit in the floor marked the location of

the firpit. The clay surrounding it was not burned, and

undoubtedly the pit was once lined with slabs that were removed

when the kiva was abandoned. At the south edge was a depression

80. Floor features, Kiva J.
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0.1 feet deep, where a palette like those in the other kivas had

once been set. Immediately to the south, a limestone paint mortar

with awl-sharpening grooves on its borders was buried flush with

the floor (fig. 80).

A slab-lined ashpit contained a large chunk of gypsum

and was filled with ashes. Its rear wall, a deflector standing 2.0

feet above the floor, was made of a thin slab of sandstone with

chipped and ground edges.

The stone-lined ladderpit was 0.7 of a foot deep and

empty. A flagstone step was placed at the north side.

The ventilator opening had the usual raised sill of stone,

but the jambs, lintel, and roof of the short tunnel were made of

sticks. A round, worked disk of sandstone 1.2 feet in diameter,

found in the masonry shaft, was probably a cap for the opening at

the surface.

None of the few artifacts on the floor can be said to be

associated with the function of the kiva, but they help to pinpoint

the date of its abandonment. They include a piece of iron bar

stock, the handle for a steel knife made from an antelope horn

core (fig. 205d) from the floor, and a Salinas Red jar fragment at

the bottom of the ventilator shaft.

Kiva M:

Lying north and east of Kiva C's small courtyard, Kiva

M was near the middle of a plaza formed by Mounds 7,4,6, and

13. There was no suggestion of its presence on the surface, but it

was found when it was intersected by an exploratory trench

tracing Feature 1.

In digging its pit, the builders cut through Feature 1

walls and floors, and about a foot of sterile soil, then penetrated 2

feet of limestone. The moderately well-laid masonry walls still

stood to 6.5 feet at one point. When the kiva was in use, it is

probable that the top foot or two were above the surface.

The wall had some unusual features. The rocks were

smoke-blackened, indicating that the kiva was used before it was

plastered. A 0.1-foot liner of trashy clay covered the rocks to the

floor level, which in turn, was covered with nine successive thin

coats of sandy, rust-brown plaster. Each layer was blackened with

soot. Small flecks of white gypsum occurring on several of the

blackened surfaces appear to be the result of accidental splattering

rather than of design. Five small poles were incorporated into the

masonry north of the ventilator, and from that spot around the

eastern arc of the wall to a point about 10 feet south of the

ventilator, several small sticks lay horizontally between courses of

the rock or penetrated the wall into the soft soil behind it. They

were subsequently plastered over (figs. 73e and 81).

Alexander Stephen (cited in Parsons, 1936) and Victor

Mindeleff (1891) both describe Hopi kivas in which a plastered

wattle-work of canes or reeds was tied to pegs driven or otherwise

imbedded in the walls. The Kiva M poles and pegs may have been

placed in the rock for the same purpose. Such a wainscoting used

around the east half of the kiva could not be absolutely flush with

the wall, however, which would account for the smoked stones of

the masonry. In any event, at some later period the screen was

removed and the entire wall plastered.

Only two roof supports—near the wall at the western

side of the kiva—were used. Evidently the ends of the north and

south plates rested directly on the masonry of the east wall. The

spacing of the post holes indicates a flat platform around the

hatchway that was wider than usual. But both holes were empty,

and only three short, sooted poles lay on the floor. Obviously, this

kiva, too, was razed.

The floor was a smooth, level layer of hard-packed clay

0.3 feet thick, apparently put down wet. In it were two series of

loom-loop depressions. The five in the northern set are directly in

front of the five vertical poles in the masonry of that part of the

wall, but I can think of no reason why there should be a

connection.

A rectangular, stone-lined firebox was 0.5 feet deep

with its slab sides rising 0.1 feet above the floor level. The hearth

was of flagstone, covered with 0.3 feet of fire-reddened clay.

Three palettes flanked the firepit, a small one on the north and

two larger ones on the south. Two were inverted trough metate

fragments, and the third was an inverted mortar stained with

hematite. The ashpit was joined to the firepit by a common wall.

The rear wall, which was probably a deflector, had been pulled

out. Both pits were ash-filled.

81. Northwest quarter of Kiva M. 82. Southwest quarter of Kiva M.
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Two juniper sticks held up the masonry above the

ventilator opening, and another stick, set 0.5 feet lower and

behind the wall, was perhaps a prop for a closing slab. There was

no tunnel, and the shaft rose directly behind the wall. Opposite

the ventilator in the west wall was a small niche 0.7 feet deep and

2.5 feet above the floor (fig. 82).

An earlier floor of adobe lay 0.4 feet below the one

described. It was built on 0.4 to 0.6 feet of trashy soil spread out

on bedrock. A firepit associated with this floor sat immediately

below the later one. Its hearth was bedrock, and its slab lining had

been salvaged. In the northeast, near the poles imbedded in the

wall, was a jumble of loom-loop holes in overlapping series.

Apparently a loom was set up four times, with the lower yarn-

beam shifted slightly each time.

A pit with an irregular outline, originating from the later

floor, went through both floors almost to bedrock in the area

between the firepit and the ventilator. This excavation removed

the ashpit and ladder hole of the first floor—if, indeed, they ever

existed. At the south side of the pit, a mature, male dog was buried

on its left side. The skull was battered, the rib cage cut open, and

the fore-toes and tail missing. The dog appeared to have been

killed and skinned. With it were the head, back, and wings of an

immature turkey.

Although there were two stages in the construction of

Kiva M—the bare rock-wainscoting combination in association

with the first floor and the plastered wall in connection with the

second—there need not have been a great separation in time. The

sherds found between the floors were predominantly late types,

such as Glazes E and F and Tabira Black-on- white, indicating that

the second and last floor was not put down until after 1625, and

probably not until shortly before it was razed. Unfortunately,

neither dated wood nor pottery was found below the first floor.

We can only know for certain that the kiva was built after the

walls of the Early Phase rooms in that vicinity had been taken

down, but it is my guess that it is entirely Late Phase and was

built at the time of the expansion of Block 8 about 1564.

Unlike Kivas C and K, or the earlier kivas on the south

side of the house, Kiva M was not used as a dump for household

refuse. It was probably too far from any front door. There was

some trash, particularly in the lower fill, but the upper levels

contained quantities of broken stone and mortar. A profile through

the fill shows that this was thrown in from the south, the direction

of the northeast corner of Mound 7, and it may have been debris

resulting from pulling the vigas from the abandoned rooms in this

section of the house.

Kiva D:

Kiva D, to the south of Mound 7, was built close to the

mound in a plaza blocked at the east by Mounds 8 and 9 and at

the south by Mounds 10 (House A) and 1 1 . The open space to the

west was eventually occupied by San Buenaventura Church.

It was excavated by Gordon Vivian whose detailed

description can be seen in his "Excavations in the 17th Century

Jumano Pueblo" (Vivian, 1964). It will suffice here to

summarize the essentials. Kiva D was a Late Phase kiva built

entirely below ground and in 2 to 4 feet of bedrock. It had four

roof support posts with the two eastern ones adjacent to the wall.

The lining was masonry, and the floor features were the

conventional firepit and ashpit combination with a slightly offset

ladderpit rimmed with flagstones. The firepit was partly destroyed

by a large post-use pit in the center of the floor, and if the usual

palette near the rim had ever been there, it was removed. There

was a small niche in the west wall. The kiva was razed, and house

refuse containing late sherds was dumped on the floor. Most of

the fill was transported refuse and rubble—perhaps construction

debris from the last church.

Kiva E:

In a small courtyard at the northeast corner of the large

plaza east of Mound 7 is Kiva E, partly surrounded by Mounds

13, 14, and 18. It was excavated in 1923 by Anna Shepard, a

member of Hewett's party. Her field notes are quoted and her

ground plan reproduced by Vivian (1964). In 1967, we

reexcavated and stabilized the long-exposed structure. After 44

years of weathering, some of the features described by Shepard

had altered slightly, but earlier floors below were untouched. The

5 f
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83. Recess in west wall, Kiva E. 84. Kiva F after stabilization.
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following description borrows from her notes for an account of the

upper floor level.

The masonry lining still stood 6.7 feet above the

original floor, with the pit penetrating 4.3 feet of rock. The kiva

was entirely underground. Two eastern roof support posts were

partly enclosed by masonry. No post molds were reported from

the floor area in the 1923 notes, nor were any apparent upon

reexcavation. A conventional rectangular, slab-lined arrangement

of firepit and ashpit was still filled with ashes, and just behind the

ashpit, Shepard found the "base stones for an altar." These,

however, were not apparent at this level in 1967.

Under 0.6 feet of trashy fill below the floor was another

well-laid floor of packed clay. Another set of pits at this level,

directly below those already described, was either unlined or the

stones were removed when the later floor was planned. The ash-

filled firepit was rimmed with a raised clay collar 0.3 feet wide.

Buried in the ashes was a miniature Tabira Black-on-white

canteen (fig. HOe). The altar-deflector, which showed up here as

a U-shaped masonry wall opening toward the ventilator, was only

an outline 0. 1 to 0.2 feet above the floor, and probably much of it

was missing. Enclosed within the wings was a round, unlined

ladderpit 0.9 feet wide and 1.1 feet deep. The two western post

holes shown in Figure 73 appeared at this level.

A third floor was found 1.1 feet below the second.

Because it had been well protected, it was the best preserved of

the three and was a hard, polished, charcoal-blackened surface.

The west roof supports were in the same position as on the second

floor, but before the fill was brought in for the laying of that

floor, the posts had been surrounded with a crude masonry casing

up to the new level.

The features on this earliest floor were a square slab-

lined firebox 1.4 feet across, backed by a slab-lined ashpit 0.4

feet wide with a flagged bottom. Two polished anvils or palettes

were imbedded in the floor at the south edge of the firepit. The

east and west slabs of the ashpit, one of which may have been a

deflector, had been pulled out. Both pits were situated one foot

north of the axis of the features on the later floors. The masonry

altar-deflector was footed on this floor, but probably in

preparation for the laying of the second since it was out of line

with the other pits at this level.

The ventilator shaft, without any tunnel, was

immediately behind the east wall. It had collapsed by the time we
got to it, but Shepard's notes describe it as "circular and lined

with smoked stones" and filled with "large quantities of burned

straw and marsh grass and pieces of charred wood."

A unique feature of Kiva E was a large opening in the

west wall opposite the ventilator (fig. 83). It was 3.5 feet above

the floor, 4.5 feet deep, and 2.4 feet wide at the wall, narrowing

slightly at the back. The recess was lined with slabs and coursed

masonry, but the floor was native, rotten caliche at the surface of

the limestone. The existing walls are 2.4 feet high—or 5.9 feet

above the last floor, and 7.6 above the first-laid floor. This was

probably close to, if not above, the level of the plaza surface at

the time the kiva was functioning. The opening may have been an

unusually large niche, as Shepard and Vivian interpreted it, but it

may instead have been an auxiliary entryway.

A Kotyiti Glaze sherd between the lower two floors

suggests that the first revamping of floors was not until the first

half of the 17th century. We did not investigate behind the walls

for evidence of other remodeling, and it is possible that the kiva

had a longer use, but all three floors were Late Phase.

Kiva F:

The large round structure near the middle of the plaza,

east of Mound 7 and Kiva K, was a different sort of thing.

Excavated in 1923 by Margaret Bard of the San Diego Museum
under Hewett's supervision, Kiva F was left open, and had

eroded and partly refilled. We cleaned it out in 1967 to stabilize

the walls.

Here was a pit with a maximum diameter of 36.8 feet,

dug about 5V2 feet into bedrock, which, in this vicinity, is at the

surface or, at most, a foot below it. An intrusive, igneous sill

running under the plaza and Kiva F in a southwesterly direction,

from 2 to 3 feet below the cap of limestone, was encountered also

at Kivas L and N. It is relatively friable and rather easily broken

up. The perimeter of the pit was partly lined with masonry, but in

many sections the unfaced cut of limestone formed the upper wall

(figs. 84 and 85). Two feet below the highest standing wall, at

ground level, was a broad bench varying from 5.4 to 6.8 feet in

width and sloping from 0.1 to 0.8 feet from the back to the edge.

Bard's notes (copies on file at Gran Quivira) describe it as

covered "with a hard adobe floor" on which was "an inch layer

of burned wood and charcoal.

"
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85. Kiva F plan and section.
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The bench, faced with masonry footed on a narrow

ledge of bedrock, originally stood from 2.7 to 3.0 feet high,

although much of it had fallen away. The pit excavation, as

shown by the cross-section in Figure 85, was somewhat bowl-

shaped, which required a fill of earth to be packed behind the

perpendicular facing in order to level the bench.

The 1923 excavation went to bedrock without

encountering a floor. The notes do not describe the fill, but if it

was similar to the trash that filled most of the other kivas, and if

the floor itself was the compacted, trashy soil that was so

common in the house, the floor could have been easily missed.

The lowest footing of the bench liner lies 0.2 feet above the

highest elevation of bedrock in the floor area, and if a floor was

indeed ever put down, it was undoubtedly in this narrow range,

about 5 feet below the surface of the plaza. Thus, the kiva

probably stood a couple of feet above the ground.

Breaching the bench at the east side was a masonry-

lined passage 1.6 feet wide, which terminated in a rounded wall

projecting 0.4 feet behind the outer wall. Although the location is

right for a ventilator, the break was apparently not bridged with

either masonry or timber, and it is difficult to see how it could

function. I believe it was an entryway.

There was no evidence of how Kiva F was roofed, but

the presence of charcoal on the bench and the smoke-blackened

stones in the masonry of the passageway described by Bard's

notes suggest that it was roofed, and that the roof had burned.

At the west side, a pit with an irregular outline

penetrated bedrock for a depth of almost 3 feet and ran back under

the bench facing for a foot and a half. It was certainly man-made,

but it is not known if it was aboriginal or if it was dug out by

Hewett's workmen in an effort to find the floor.

Discussion:

Disregarding the big kiva for the moment, and to

compare the Middle with the Late Phase kivas, we find reinforced

adobe walls in the Middle Phase with round, clay-lined firepits.

By contrast in the Late Phase, all kivas were masonry-lined and

had rectangular, slab-line firepits. Niches and loom holes

appeared only in the later kivas. Attributes shared by kivas of both

periods are the firepit-ashpit-ladderpit complex, an eastern

orientation, shallow ventilators with door stops in the sill, slab

deflectors placed either in front of or behind the ashpit, palettes at

the south edge of the firepit, mortars, and the absence of benches

or sipapus. The single kiva excavated at Pueblo Pardo combined a

pole-reinforcd liner with floor features typical of the Late Phase at

Gran Quivira (Toulouse and Stephenson, 1960). Kotyiti Glaze-

polychrome sherds occurred on and below the floor.

The short ventilator tunnel, the generally eastern

orientation, the lack of a bench, and the absence, or at least, the

rarity of a sipapu are traits common to other eastern pueblos.

Loom-loop holes are common throughout the area, and as at Las

Humanas, are generally late. The palette or grinding slab buried

next to the firepit, invariably found in the Gran Quivira kivas, is

not a universal occurrence in the Rio Grande area, but neither is it

infrequent. In Pueblo IV in the Cochiti, district it is a consistent

trait (Charles H. Lange, personal communication), and nearly so

at Pecos (Kidder, 1958).

Traits that distinguish the Gran Quivira kivas from other

eastern pueblo kivas are the simple character of the deflector and

the presence of ladderpits. The typical deflector in the

contemporary pueblos to the north is a wall of adobe or masonry 2

or 3 feet high, often terraced at the top, and built behind the

ashpit, often with lower wings that partially enclose the latter.

Only the deflector from one of the lower floors of Kiva E
approached this formal altar arrangement, and in it the wings were

reversed to enclose the ladderpit.

Although ladderpits and the accompanying landing slabs

were a common feature of the Pecos kivas, they were all

transverse to the medial axis of the kiva as though to

accommodate a conventional two-pole ladder with rungs. The pits

at Las Humanas were parallel to the axis in their long dimensions

to secure the butt of a notched log or a log with the stubs of

branches to serve as steps. The pits were often offset a few inches

to the north of the central axis, probably so that the upper end of

the log could be secured in a corner of the hatchway to prevent

its rocking. It is also interesting to see that when the pit was not

completely lined with slabs, it was the end nearest the ashpit

—

that away from the thrust of the ladder—that was left unprotected.

Kiva F is something apart. It is apparently one of a kind

at Las Humanas, although it is possible that another lies buried

and unrecognized. It differs from the other kivas in the pueblo by

its bench, by its eastern entryway, and in its size—nearly twice

that of the largest of the conventional kivas.

Similar large isolated kivas are common in Rio Grande

Pueblo IV, but few have been excavated, and fewer adequately

described. At the Pueblo of Pecos, Kiva 12, 43 feet wide, was

most like Kiva F. It was surrounded by a bench 4 feet wide and

had a passageway at the east above the bench rather than through

it; and like Kiva F, it had no floor (Kidder, 1958). Kiva I in the

plaza of the historic house at Paako, a third big kiva without a

floor, was 34 feet, 2 inches in diameter and had what was

apparently an eastern ventilator (Lambert, 1954). At an historic

period, Tiwa pueblo on the west bank of the Rio Grande near

Bernalillo, thought by Bandelier to be the Puaray of Spanish

documents, was a kiva 33 feet wide equipped with a firepit, an

adobe altar, and a ventilator (Vivian, 1934). In the west wall was

an entryway reminiscent of that in Kiva E. At Kuaua, about 2

miles upriver, are big kivas 30 and 31 feet in diameter in each of

the two plazas. Details of construction are not available, but the

larger had a firebox and altar (Tichy, 1938). A kiva 42 feet

across, separated from the closest dwelling by several hundred

feet, was excavated near Tyuonyi on the Pajarito Plateau by

Hewett (Hendron, 1940). It held a firepit and subfloor vaults

similar to those in the Pueblo III great kivas of the San Juan River

drainage. A 34-foot kiva on the Chama at Te'ewi also had vaults

in the floor (Wendorf, 1953).

Nelson investigated two kivas at San Cristobal in the

Galisteo Valley, one 36 feet and the other almost 50 feet in

diameter (Nelson, 1914), and a depression about 50 feet across at

Tonque remains unexcavated (Barnett, 1969). At all of these sites

the usual sprinkling of smaller kivas is also found. An exhaustive

search of the literature and of survey records could certainly turn

up many more to demonstrate that this was the normal situation

—

a handful of smaller kivas for the use of the various religious and

curing societies, with one or two larger ones for the dance

moieties or for the entire community.

This pattern developed on the San Juan and the upper

Little Colorado Rivers where several small kivas are associated

with much more formalized great kivas at the same sites. Often an

isolated great kiva is found in a spot convenient to two or more

separated pueblos. Relatively consistent features are found in

great kivas in the Pueblo III sites in the western part of the state

—
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four roof support posts in a quadrilateral pattern, an encircling

bench, a raised firebox, and a pair of masonry vaults on the floor.

Because these features are not consistently present or are totally

lacking on the Rio Grande, and because of an inferred span of 400

to 500 years between the flourishing of one and the earliest

examples of the other, doubt has been expressed that the "great

kiva" of Chaco Canyon and the "big kiva" of the eastern

pueblos are related phenomena (Vivian and Reiter, 1960).

The interval, however, was not that great. In the Four

Corners country, great kivas were still in use until the late 13th

century. The eastern big kivas are not so well dated at the

beginning, but the construction of that near Tyuonyi in Frijoles

Canyon was put at 1513 by Hendron, and Kidder found the Pecos

example to have been abandoned and filled with trash during the

early Glaze E period which would be in the early 1500's. One of

the two Kuaua kivas containing Glaze D trash in the lower levels

would be perhaps a generation earlier. The time between known

examples in the two areas cannot be more than 200 years, or

roughly between A.D. 1300 and 1500. Our knowledge of Pueblo

IV is not so complete that we can positively state that no big kiva

was built in the 1300's.

It is true that the formal arrangement of furnishings was

not duplicated on the Rio Grande, nor was there any standard that

is apparent yet. But this is also true of the smaller, conventional

kivas. Kiva C at Las Humanas, for example, is no less a kiva for

lacking the bench, pilasters, sipapu, and southern recess that

characterize the late kivas at Chaco Canyon and Mesa Verde.

All of the Gran Quivira kivas, with the possible

exception of Kiva J, were razed and discarded before the pueblo

was vacated in 1672. The iron awl in the ashes of Kiva K and the

Kotyiri Glaze sherds on and below the floors indicated that the

kivas were in use until the early 1600's. There can be little doubt

that this abandonment was instigated by the padres in their zeal to

convert the Indians and to eradicate the appurtenances of idolatry.

Of the two separate missionary efforts at Las Humanas, that of

Santander at about 1659 had a better chance of success. As for

Letrado, his time at the pueblo was short, and Santa Fe was far

away—its influence was not so easily felt in 1629 as it was 30

years later. It was in the early 1660's when the Spanish

documents made so much of the burning of masks and the

strictures against "dancing Catzina," and it was during those

years when kiva activity was probably forced above ground. The

presence of Salinas Red and Tabira Plain pottery in their European

shapes and of Kotyiti Glaze in the kivas is better explained had

they survived Letrado. If these types were present at all during his

tenure, they could not have become well established.

Separate kivas were a part of the prehistoric Zuni

religious architecture, but after the establishment of the missions

they became extinct. Hodge (1939) found a kiva at Hawikuh that

was used into post-contact times, was abandoned, used as a

dump, and was never replaced. He did not identify any rooms in

the houses that may have served a similar function, but at modern

Zuni, where the Hawikuh population moved, kivas today are

incorporated into the houseblocks, and many ceremonial activities

are practiced in ordinary dwelling rooms that are not distinguished

from others except for a temporary, movable altar set up for the

occasion. It was at Cibola that the Church was most successful in

altering native religious architecture.

The Hopi towns, the farthest of the pueblos from the

capital, saw the least change. There the Franciscans were never

successful in reestablishing the missions wiped out by the Pueblo

Rebellion, and if kivas were ever temporarily closed down, they

reopened, and today, flourish in the same form as before. Also at

Taos and Picuris, the northernmost of the Rio Grande towns,

multiple kivas continued in use or were reestablished.

In the remaining eastern pueblos, the abolishment of the

kivas, although permanent, did not severely affect actual practice,

and the various societies moved their esoteric activities into the

houses where they remain today. Mound 7's "ceremonial

rooms" may reflect that move. Although the smaller kivas made

no comeback in most of the towns that survived the rebellion and

the reconquest, the big kivas did, and are seen today as single,

large community kivas or a pair of moiety houses for more or less

public use. In the Keres towns, the big kivas are associated with

the kachina cult; but in the Tanoan villages, they are particularly

important in matters of war and the care of scalps (Hawley,

1950). This may also have been true of Kiva F at Tanoan Las

Humanas.

Feature 9

The stone foundation of a single room, measuring a

little less than 8 by 14 feet, represents the last construction on the

ridge—Feature 9, which lies 12 feet south of Kiva J on ground

leveled for it. The walls, standing a foot high, were surely built of

stone taken from the ruins, and were mortared with the same dirty

clay. Square-cut nails in the fill—evidence that the superstructure

was lumber—are particularly numerous in the deep ashes in the

fireplace at the west end of the room, suggesting that a balloon-

frame shanty was burned for fuel by passing campers after the

place was abandoned. The ruins of the cabin appear on a map
drawn by Adolf Bandelier in the 1800's (see Kubler, 1940). An
old wagon road antedating the sodbuster invasion of the 1920's

passed just to the north and west of the remains, then ran east

between Mounds 4 and 7. Across the road is the filled shaft and

the dump of an old prospect. The site was probably a line-camp

for an early sheep or cow outfit in the late 1860's or 1870's, or

it may have been occupied by a miner or treasure hunter. The

trash thrown into Kiva J consisted of some badly disintegrated

cans and bottle glass, and included the sole of a cowboy boot and

fragments of three commercially made clay pipes.
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Southwestern archeologists are often accused of making

too much of pottery, and it is true that it is easy to find oneself

viewing the efflorescence of a type of pottery, its marriage to

another, and the death of its progeny as though no human agency

were involved. But the fact remains that the durability of

potsherds, and the susceptibility of the clay medium to endless

variation in artistic concepts, coupled with the basic conservatism

of the potters, makes the study of pottery most rewarding.

Without it the information extracted from Mound 7 would be far

leaner.

From Mound 7 itself, from the reexcavation of the

rooms surrounding the Kiva F plaza, and from the test trench

through the trash deposits north of Mound 14, nearly 100,000

sherds were collected, along with over 300 whole pots, or pots

complete enough to determine shape and dimensions.

It was not possible to lay out all this pottery at one time

and see it all at once. Each season's take was studied during the

winter following the close of field operations, and naturally, as we

became more familiar with the material, ideas changed from

season to season. Attributes that I saw as characteristic of Kotyiti

Glaze-polychrome during the first winter in the lab, I recognized

as Puaray Glaze by the last. It was neither feasible nor profitable

to go back, and although no sherd sorter will type a given lot

exactly the same twice in a row, the relative numbers of the

pottery types shown on Table 1 1 would not change.

Table 11.

Sherd totals Mound 7.

Local brown ware 30,643

Corona Corrugated
Corona Plain

3,602
27,041

Local white ware 36.423

Chupadero B/w
Tabira Plain

Tabira B/w
Tabira Poly.

Chupadero series (unclassified)

8,971

766
4,183

128

22.375

Rio Grande glaze ware 30,476

Los Padillas G/p
Agua Fria G/r

Cieneguilla G/y and poly.

San Clemente G/p
Pottery Mound G/p
Largo G/y, r and poly.

Medio G/p
Espinoso G/
San Lazaro G/
Puaray G/
Kotyit; G/
Pecos G/
Glazed ware (unclassified)

Salinas Red
Plain red sherds (unclassified)

173

1,519

206
221

22
109

6

318
506

1,168

1,108

6

13,602

422
11.090

Other exotic (see Table 1 9) 861

Total sherds 98,403

After the sorting was finished, large representative

samples of each type were subjected to petrographic analysis of

clay and temper by Helene Warren of the Museum of New
Mexico. A detailed report of her study can be seen in Warren,

1980, but I have borrowed considerably from her findings in the

following descriptions and conclusions.

Some perspective was gained from surface collections

from other Salinas sites, and from a study of over 30,000 sherds

from Quarai. These were from the Museum of New Mexico's

excavation of the church and convento in the 1930's and from

tests made in both the early and later pueblos during the same

period (Ely, 1935).

Culinary Ware
The culinary pottery from Mound 7 is a brown ware

with more affinity to the Mogollon plain red and brown types of

southwestern New Mexico than to the gray utility wares of the

northwest. There has been little comprehensive excavation in

south-central New Mexico, but the surveys and minor excavations

of Mera (1943) and Lehmer (1948) have indicated a probable

sequence.

In the area of the Jornado Branch of the Mogollon—the

Tularosa Basin and the Jornada del Muerto—the earliest ceramic

sites, probably dating at about A.D. 900, produce an undecorated

pottery indistinguishable from Alma Plain, the utility pottery of

the Mogollon hearth in the southwestern part of the state and in

northwest Chihuahua. Shortly following the appearance of Alma

east of the Rio Grande, local copies were made in two varieties.

In the southern end of the area, this took the form of a friable

ware known as El Paso Brown (Lehmer, 1948), which eventually

evolved into El Paso Polychrome (Stallings, 1931). In the

northern part of the area, reaching Gran Quivira, the local

expression is a more durable and usually polished pottery known

as Jornada Brown, Jennings (1940; Mera, 1943). Jornada Brown

was the root of later development of the decorated types, Three

Rivers Red-on-terracotta and Lincoln Black-on-red (Mera and

Stallings, 1931).

While indigenous brown wares were developing in the

country to the south of Gran Quivira, a parallel development was

taking place in the Rio Grande Valley directly to the west where

some Alma Plain and a local copy of it were associated with San

Marcial Black-on-white, the southernmost version of the

Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I decorated pottery of the Anasazi (Mera,

1935). The intervening steps are not clear, at least to me, but by

late Pueblo III in this area in the valley, a much refined brown

pottery, Los Lunas Smudged, is found on Socorro Black-on-white

sites. The area of this association includes the riverine location of

that brown ware and extends into the plateau country to the west

between the San Jose and Salado rivers. Los Lunas is a thin, well-

polished brown ware with a black smudged interior. It usually is
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banded or corrugated with a few narrow, polished coils just below

the neck. The source of this type is probably not directly from

Alma through the local manifestation, but rather indirectly

through a nearly identical type, the Alma-derived Tularosa Fillet

Rim made in the White Mountains of Arizona and the upper Gila

in New Mexico. A type similar to Los Lunas in the same area,

and perhaps a variety of it, is Pitoche Rubbed-ribbed. On Pitoche

the clapboard corrugations at the neck are not intended, but are

nearly obliterated by rubbing and polishing. Mera (1935) believed

Pitoche to have influenced two related types found in our area of

the southern Salinas and the upper Tularosa Basin, which he

named Corona Rubbed-ribbed and Corona Rubbed-indented.

These types employ a technique borrowed from Los Lunas and

Pitoche and applied to a paste and shapes much more reminiscent

of the earlier indigenous Jornada Brown.

Sherds identical to Mera's type collection of the two

kinds of Corona came from Mound 7. These are, respectively,

jars of clapboard and indented corrugated on which the evidence

of the coiling was somewhat obscured by rubbing while the clay

was still wet. But because corrugated pottery in the mound came

in all possible gradations, from unrubbed to the near obliteration

of coils, without any recognizable change in shape or temper, I

have chosen to consider it as a single type, Corona Corrugated,

subject to considerable variation in surface treatment. For a later

version with a completely smoothed surface, I have employed the

name Corona Plain. Both types of Corona—30,643 sherds—made
up 32 percent of all the sherds from the site.

Corona Corrugated

The following description is based on two nearly

complete vessels and 3,602 sherds from the excavations in and

near Mound 7.

associations indicate that corrugated pottery was introduced after

Chupadero Black-on-white, but before Agua Fria Glaze-red—or

between the late 1100's and the early 1300's. Somewhere in the

first two decades of the 1200's would be a close guess for the

beginnings of the type.

Evidence of the evolution of corrugated to Corona Plain

can be seen in Mound 7. The earliest trash deposits in the

excavation were the fill of the cisterns. In those levels containing

no glaze later than Agua Fria, Corona Corrugated made up 90

percent of the brown utility sherds. The few sherds counted as

Corona Plain could just as well have been smoothed sections near

the bases of corrugated jars. In the lower strata of Test Trench 1,

which was dominated by the early glazes but where both Glazes C
and D were present in small but equal numbers, corrugated had

dropped to just 13 percent of the culinary sherds. In Kiva L,

where Glaze D was the latest pottery in the lower fill and on the

floor, only 2 percent of the culinary ware was corrugated. Glaze B
(Largo Glaze-red) and Glaze C (Espinoso Glaze-red) were both

manufactured for relatively short periods, and neither was traded

into Las Humanas in great quantity. There is no isolated

provenience in the mound with sufficient numbers of sherds for

safe deductions to be made where either type is definitely

representative of the level. But a single Largo sherd on the floor

of a Feature 1 room below Room 103 is the latest type of a total

of 213 sherds. In this lot, the utility ware is corrugated. Because

plain ware is already quite dominant in the earliest levels where

Glaze D (San Lazaro) is present, it might be reasonable to assume

that the transition to smoothed cooking pots took place during the

period when the intervening Espinoso was made—or sometime

between 1450 and 1490. It remains a possibility that it started late

in the Largo period, which would place it perhaps 20 years

earlier. Thus, a time range for Corona Corrugated of about A.D.

1225 to about 1460 is indicated.

Range:

Gran Quivira seems to be near the center of the area of

distribution, but the precise borders are not known. The pottery is

found at least as far east as the mouth of Gallo Canyon on the east

slope of the Gallinas Mountains, where Mera's type site for

Corona Rubbed-ribbed (LA: 1268) is located, and it appears on

Glaze A sites in the northern Jornada del Muerto to the west.

Caperton's survey of Chupadero Mesa and the adjacent Medanos

shows it to cover all of that area (Caperton, 197-), but it

probably does not extend below the south end of the mesa, as the

unnamed smudged corrugated described by Lehmer for the

Jornada and the Alamogordo area seems to be something else.

Quarai is inside the range of the type, but Paako at the north end

of the Sandias is not. Probably the change, however subtle, to

something distinguishable occurs at the north end of the Estancia

Valley.

Dates:

Some sites recorded by the survey produced Chupadero

Black-on-white with Jornada Brown, but no corrugated. Corona

Corrugated was found with Chupadero at later jacal sites where no

glazed paint wares appeared (Caperton, 1980), and both were

found with the early glazes in the Early Phase at Mound 7. These

Paste:

Corona is made of a crumbly paste which fires to a tan,

buff, or reddish-brown color. Because of the unintentional

smudging received on slow cooking fires, many sherds are gray to

black on the exterior, but the core reveals the original color. The

thickness of 100 sherds ranged from 4 to 9 mm., averaging 5.1

mm.
The clay was tempered with medium to coarse crushed

rock, usually used abundantly. Warren (1980) found,

surprisingly, that 57 percent of the corrugated sherds she

examined were tempered with quartz mica schist, 25 percent with

angular quartz grains and white feldspar, and only 10 percent with

biotite felsite from the local igneous sills. The source of the first

two materials is unknown, but neither is found within 15 miles of

Gran Quivira. Although it is remotely possible that stone was

carried into the pueblo for use as temper, this seems unlikely in

view of the apparent suitability of the plentiful local igneous rock.

More probably, the pottery was imported.

Surface treatment:

The exteriors all exhibit some traces of the original

corrugation which ranges from rare examples of simple,

unindented clapboard bands in the old Pueblo I style to narrow,

indented corrugations. The latter were usually carelessly done

with coils of uneven width, and the indentations were random

—

not regularly placed with regard to the indentations on the coil

below—thus, the pleasing, spiral, patterned effect achieved by
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potters in the Anasazi heartland was lacking. Coils of 100

measured sherds ranged from 3 to 1 1 mm. wide and averaged 5.5

mm.
While the clay was still moist, the vessel was rubbed

horizontally with the palm or was casually scraped to flatten the

ridges, sometimes to the point of blurring the demarcation

between separate coils. The rubbing was often more intense near

the bottom with the coils nearly obliterated. The lower third of

many jars was purposefully scraped and smoothed to contrast with

the corrugated area above. One sherd was from a jar that had been

washed with a fugitive red paint.

The interiors were scraped smooth, with about 60

percent also polished and smudged. Smudging was probably done

by inverting the pot over a slow-burning fire with a reduced

oxygen supply. The resulting color, which varied with the amount

of carbon absorbed by the clay, ranged from a light gray to an

intense, deep, jet-black.

Shape:

Only jars were seen in the sherds, and both of the

complete vessels were jars. One of the vessels was half of a small

jar only 15.5 cm. high (fig. 86). It is atypical in size and may be

in shape as well. The second specimen was larger, but the sherds

were so friable that it was unrestorable. The only restored Corona

Corrugated jar I have seen is that in Figure 87. It was excavated

by Park Archeologist Douglas H. Scovill from the floor level of a

small adobe house just south of the visitor center at Gran Quivira.

The association was Chupadero Black-on-white in a pre-glaze

occupation. The egg shape is typical of Pueblo II corrugated in the

northwest part of the state. This specimen measures 40.0 cm. high

by 40.6 wide and the mouth interior is 25.4 cm. across. The less

dependable evidence of the sherds suggests that its shape is

typical.

Rims are short, tapered, slightly flaring, and with

rounded lips. Rarely are they corrugated to the lip, but most rims

are made of a single, smooth fillet of clay. Small, vertical loop

handles just below the rim were seen on two sherds.

Corona Plain

The gradation of rubbed-ribbed to rubbed-indented to

completely smoothed is so fine that it is difficult to select points

for arbitrary divisions. I have dodged part of that responsibility by

lumping Mera's types under the term "corrugated," but have

recognized a separation at the later end of the scale. Vivian (1964)

described the smoothed culinary brown ware from House A as the

culmination of Corona Rubbed-indented. The same pottery made

up 37 percent of the sherds from the Pueblo Pardo excavations

where the excavators recognized it as a thing apart but referred to

it as "unnamed, plain, smoothed" (Toulouse and Stephenson,

1960). The pottery is readily identified, at least in its home

territory, and the 27,041 sherds and pots that form the basis for

the following description deserve a distinct classification and

name.

Range:

The range of the corrugated pottery had shrunk before

the plain ware was manufactured. Sites on southern Chupadero

Mesa and in the Gallinas Mountains that were occupied during

Glaze A times were abandoned. The positive range of Corona

Plain was limited to the later sites in the upper Jornada, and those

on the mesa between there and Gran Quivira, and east to Pueblo

Colorado and Tabira. The culinary wares of Abo and Quarai are

somewhat different, but may be considered varieties of the type.

The northern extent above them is unknown. There were no

longer any sedentary people living south of Pueblo Pardo which is

then the southern limit.

Dates:

The beginning of Corona Plain in the mid-1400's has

already been discussed. It continued unchanged until the

abandonment of the district by Pueblo people in 1672.

Paste:

The plain ware paste is identical to that of the

corrugated in color, but the sherds are generally a little thicker,

averaging 6.4 mm. The pottery tends to be even more friable, and

after it is washed, repeated handling continues to leave black,

gritty dust on the hands. The edges of sherds become eroded so

quickly that only about half of the complete jars we excavated

were restorable, and many of those few would stand only long

enough for measurement before collapsing.

It is possible that the loss of strength in the paste is due

to a difference in temper, although the same material was used in

the durable Tabira Black-on-white. Actually, the same temper was

used that we found in the corrugated sherds, but as Table 12

shows, there is a complete reversal in importance. The schist that

was predominant in corrugated dropped to only 3 percent. Biotite

felsite, which was relatively unimportant in the earlier pottery,

was used in nearly three-quarters of the Corona Plain. The

moderate use of quartz and feldspar remained about the same in

both types. The data suggest some conclusions and raise questions

that remain unanswered.

Table 12.

Temper used in Corona brown ware at Las Humanas.

Temper Corrugated Plain

Quartz mica schist 57% 3%

Quartz and feldspar 25% 20%

Biotite felsite 10% 74%

86. Corona Corrugated jar. 87. Corona Corrugated jar from a late

Pueblo III house near headquarters.
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Since neither schist nor granite are found locally, it

seems likely that most of the cooking ware was imported to Las

Humanas up until the mid- 15th century, although the 10 percent

tempered with felsite was probably made on the spot. After the

introduction of the plain pottery, nearly all was tempered with

rock available at the site. It was not possible to exercise tight

enough stratigraphic control to determine whether the shift from

imported corrugated to locally made plain ware occurred with the

first use of plain culinary pottery in the 15th century, or whether

the shift to plain ware was made in the imported pottery—the 23

percent of plain ware with foreign temper might represent this

period. Most of the felsite-tempered plain sherds examined by

Warren were from Late Phase sources, and none were from an

unquestioned Middle Phase provenience. Future research will

have to determine if the start of locally made cooking pots with

felsite temper was contemporary with the A.D. 1550 introduction

of Tabira Black-on-white which used the same rock.

Surface treatment:

The exteriors of the Corona Plain pieces had all been

wiped or scraped to remove traces of the coils. A few specimens

appear to have been scraped and even show a light polish, but

most were only rubbed with the hand or some soft material and

have a rough, uneven, gritty surface. In a few cases, the wiping

was so casual that the division between separate coils shows

through in places. The insides were even more likely to be

polished and smudged than the corrugated—75 percent of 1 ,750

sherds. At least one jar was washed in a fugitive brick-red.

Shapes:

The total numbers of sherds of any shape other than jars

amounted to less than one-tenth of one percent—which can only

mean that with 27,000 sherds, almost anything can show up as a

one-time whim. There were 10 bowl sherds—two of these, with

rims typical of Glaze E bowls, were probably copies. Two soup

plates and one pitcher were shapes identical to a common Tabira

Plain form. All other sherds and all of the restorable pots were

jars.

Jars differed from the corrugated ware in being shorter,

wider, and with higher, less-flared rims (fig. 88). With the

exception of the smaller pots, they were nearly always wider than

tall. Forty measureable vessels were from 10 to 39 cm. high and

averaged 25 cm., and in width were 16 to 41 cm., averaging 30

cm.; the neck interiors were from 11 to 35 cm. and averaged 21

cm. The distribution through the range of sizes is quite even, with

no discernible mode. Small, flat, unperforated lugs were seen on a

handful of sherds, and two had small, vertical loop handles near

the neck. Rims were untapered and usually flattened at the lip.

Three toylike miniature jars from 2.7 to 8.5 cm. high

were carefully made replicas of the larger jars.

Comparisons:

The sequence of change in utility pottery from

corrugated to rubbed-indented (or "smeared-indented" or

"blind-corrugated") to plain is common to most of the Eastern

Pueblo area. At the late end of the sequence at Pecos (Kidder,

1936), at Paako (Lambert, 1954), and in the Jemez sites (Reiter,

1938), it was common to striate the surface of plain jars with

faint, horizontal brush marks. This technique never reached Gran

Quivira. Shapes of jars, however, are very similar over the entire

area, although at Pecos, Paako, and Abo (Toulouse, 1949), necks

tend to be somewhat shorter, and rims flare at a greater angle. At

both Pecos and Paako, the plain jar interiors were usually

polished, but the smudging seems to be a southern trait confined

to the Salinas pueblos.

88. Corona Plain jars
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The plain ware at Quarai and Abo, like the Las

Humanas pottery, is smudged on the inside, and might well be

considered the same type, but is distinguishable. The Quarai

variety, tempered with calcareous sandstone (Warren, 197-), is a

little thinner, is often more red than brown, and is sometimes

lightly polished. Occasional more heavily polished pieces are

difficult to tell from the Salinas Red ware made at Quarai. Abo

plain jars generally have short, sharply everted rims like those on

the Puaray and Kotyiti Glaze jars made at the same village, and

the common temper is angular quartz and mica. Corona Plain at

Tabira and Pueblo Colorado, close neighbors to Las Humanas and

Pardo, is identical upon surface inspection, but both are tempered

with quartz rather than felsite.

It is interesting to note that at Tabira and Pueblo

Colorado, a change in temper occurred with the shift from

textured surface to plain surface, just as it did at Las Humanas.

Pueblo Colorado corrugated and rubbed pots contained calcareous

sandstone (trade from Quarai?), and at Tabira they were tempered

with sandstone, crushed limestone, and sherds, and were probably

locally made. Reiter (1938) observed a change at Unshagi from

tuff-tempered corrugated and rubbed pottery to andesite temper in

the later smoothed variety.

Remarks:

Twenty of the Corona Plain specimens were discarded

jars found in the trash. They were complete enough for some

inference as to size and shape. Twenty-one jars and the base of

another, apparently used as a bowl, were found on floors of the

late rooms. Eight complete pots, found above the timbers in the

fill, probably sat on the roof, and 17 others, along with three large

sherds that probably served as containers, were recorded only as

coming from "room fill." They, too, probably originated on the

roof. Five jars, including one of the miniatures, were burial

offerings.

White Ware
Chupadero Black-on-white

For some three centuries, the only decorated white ware

known to the southeast borders of Pueblo country was Chupadero

Black-on-white. Although it has long been recognized as typical

of the area and was first described and named by H. P. Mera in

1931, with subsequent additions and corrections by others, all

observations to date have necessarily been based on relatively few

sherds collected from the surface or have appeared as traded

pottery in excavations in surrounding areas. The nearly 9,000

sherds and 13 restorable vessels from Mound 7—a site where it

was manufactured and used in considerable quantity—afford an

opportunity for a more detailed study.

As one result of his extensive surveys of New Mexican

archeology, Mera named and described Chupadero Black-on-

white as the first ceramic expression of northern Puebloan

influence on the heretofore brown-ware, northeastern Mogollon

territory of Chupadero Mesa, as well as an influence derived from

the Chaco via a still unidentified intermediary type on the Rio

Grande. He listed the rough or brushed finish of the exteriors of

bowls and the interiors of jars as a distinguishing characteristic.

Later, he designated the "intermediary" as Socorro Black-on-

white, at home on the west bank of the Rio Grande, where the

parent type gradually evolved into Chupadero (Mera, 1935). At

this time, he discussed a valley form of Chupadero that

"preserved the parental custom of smoothing the undecorated

surfaces of all vessels, in direct contradiction to the exaggerated

roughening or brushing of like parts which is so typical for the

Chupadero type." For the variety found in the valley, he used the

working, laboratory name of Casa Colorado (sic) Black-on-white,

but he did not formally propose it as a type name. He described it

briefly as indistinguishable from Chupadero except for the lack of

roughened finish.

While sorting the sherds from Mound 7, we separated

the scored or roughened sherds from the others and made

comparisons. Of a total of 15,064 sherds with Chupadero paste

and paint, just 46 percent exhibited the scored surface. In no other

feature were the two groups distinguishable, nor was there any

observable change in this relationship from the earliest sources

within the mound to the latest levels in which Chupadero was

represented as a contemporary type.

A small difference in the two groups—scored versus

unscored

—

does appear in the ratio of bowls to jars. Sixty-nine

percent of the scored vessels are jars, as opposed to 77 percent of

the smoothed pots. This may be explained by the narrow mouth of

the local jars and by the steps taken in the process of Pueblo

pottery making. The potter usually adds coils to the prepared

base, pinching each to the coil below until the desired size and

shape is reached, then she scrapes the surfaces with a piece of

gourd rind to obliterate the marks of the coils and her fingers and

to produce a uniform thickness to the vessel wall. After drying for

a time, the pot is often scraped again (Colton, 1953; Guthe,

1925). The scratches on the undecorated surfaces of Chupadero

were made after the scraping process, but while the clay was still

wet. Although the additional step of scoring the scraped surface of

a bowl could be taken with little danger to the still plastic, unfired

pot, the act of reaching through the narrow neck of a deep olla to

perform this step could be a delicate process that was often

omitted. It is only incidental to the discussion, but the purpose of

the scoring is puzzling. It might be considered a form of

decoration on bowl exterior, but on the inside of a jar it is not

only invisible (the inside of the neck is left smooth), but it would

make cleaning more difficult. A final observation makes the

conclusion inescapable that Mound 7 Chupadero and Casa

Colorada as described by Mera are the same thing—numerous but

uncounted jar sherds from Mound 7 have both roughened and

unroughened sections (fig. 89, bottom row).

A loophole remains which may permit a Casa Colorada

Black-on- white, perhaps as a variety of Chupadero. An
examination of the sherd collections made by Mera from the Piro

area of the Rio Grande, in which he had identified Casa Colorada

89. Chupadero Black-on-white sherds

showing surface treatment of bowl
exteriors and jar interiors
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sherds, revealed sherds indistinguishable from Las Humanas

Chupadero of the scraped variety, except for a slight tan cast to

the color of the paste in some and a slip that seemed to be

somewhat heavier than the typically thin wash that characterizes

the pottery from Chupadero Mesa. We found 16 similar sherds in

the collection from the Mound 7 work and probably would have

picked out more but for the fact that some of the sorting had been

completed before we had seen the sherds from the river valley.

But until someone, through excavation, can demonstrate the error,

I an content to consider these as Chupadero Black-on-white made

from clay from a different pit.

Range:

The hearth area, the country in which the pottery was

made, was apparently confined to Chupadero Mesa itself, the

adjacent portions of the northern Tularosa Basin, the upper

Jornada del Muerto, and probably on the Rio Grande between

Belen and Socorro, but it was widely traded—in greatest quantity

to the south, and in greatest distance to the east.

Chupadero is common on the later sites down to the

southern limits of both the Jornada and the Tularosa valleys where

it is associated with the brown, buff, and red wares of the locality.

Lehmer (1948) believed that it was mostly traded from the north,

with the possibility that some was also made at a few scattered,

short-term occupations. Stallings (1932), on the other hand, was

of the opinion that the quantities found at sites in the vicinity of El

Paso indicated that it was manufactured in that locality. Brand

(1935a) found Chupadero on sites as far south in Chihuahua as the

Rio Carmen south of Villa Ahumada, and described it as being the

dominant type on some sites on the lower Rio Casas Grandes in

the northwest corner of the state. DiPeso (personal

communication) found "quite a lot" at Casas Grandes itself.

To the west, Chupadero Black-on-white is quite

common in the Rio Grande and Puerco valleys, but occurs in

decreasing amounts to the southwest, where a complete jar was

found in the late fill of the Swartz Ruin in the Mimbres Valley

(Cosgrove and Cosgrove, 1932), and sherds have been reported

from sites in southwestern Hidalgo County (Osborne and Hayes,

1938; McCluney, 1962). In Arizona it has turned up on the Ringo

Site on the west slope of the Chiricahuas (Johnson and Thompson,

1963), on Whitewater Draw near Webb (Survey File, Museum of

New Mexico), in Texas Canyon in western Cochise County

(Fulton, 1934), and at Gila Pueblo on the outskirts of Globe

(Gladwin and Gladwin, 1935).

Chupadero made up only 1 1 percent of the total sherds

collected by the Museum of New Mexico in a test trench through

the older of the two houses at Quarai, in contrast to figures

running from 64 to 75 percent from contemporary proveniences at

Mound 7. This would seem to indicate not only that the northern

limit of its manufacture was somewhere on Chupadero Mesa or in

the vicinity of Abo Pass, about 10 miles to the south of Quarai,

but also that it was a popular article of trade immediately north of

its home ground. It is also common in surface collections from

Chilili, Tajique, and Cedro Canyon to the north. At Paako, at the

northeast corner of the Sandias, Lambert (1954) found

Chupadero, if one also includes Casa Colorada in the count, to be

second only to the Biscuit wares of the upper Rio Grande in

importance as trade ware. But from this point, about 75 miles

north of Gran Quivira, the popularity of Chupadero dwindles

rapidly. In the Galisteo Valley, 15 to 20 miles northeast of Paako,

it was a fairly common intrusive at Las Madres (Bertha P. Dutton,

personal communication), and has also been collected at Pueblo

Largo and at early Pueblo IV sites near Lamy and on San

Cristobal Wash (Smiley, Stubbs, and Bannister, 1953). Only 12

sherds were identified from all the extensive excavations of the

Peabody Foundation-Phillips Academy Expedition at Pecos and

the vicinity. Chupadero was present in sherd counts from Tecolote

Ruin near Las Vegas (Smiley, Stubbs, and Bannister, 1953), in a

small adobe pueblo near Watrous, New Mexico (Lister, 1948),

and as far to the northeast as a campsite on the Purgatoire River in

southeastern Colorado (Herbert W. Dick, personal

communication). It is an intrusive of minor importance on several

sites near Santa Fe and as far north as LA: 171, near modern

Tesuque Pueblo (Survey File, Museum of New Mexico), but

surprisingly, considering the fact that Biscuit ware was the most

popular white pottery traded into Las Humanas, no Chupadero has

been reported in the Biscuit ware area north of Tesuque, nor from

the Pajarito Plateau.

Chupadero Black-on-white reaches farthest from its

place of origin toward the east, onto the plains and across them.

In the Pecos Valley, it appears in the company of El Paso Brown

and the various southern red types in small sedentary sites that

are an eastern extension of the Jornada Mogollon farmers (e.g.

,

Renaud, 1937; Jennings, 1940; Holden, 1955). True Chupadero

appears to be intrusive on the Pecos, although certain varieties,

Crosby and Middle Pecos Black/on/white, were made locally

(Jelinek, 1967). Across the Pecos it is frequently found with El

Paso Brown on the sandhill campsites of the Llano Estacado, and

has been found in the sedentary, agricultural communities of the

Henrietta Focus in north-central Texas between the Red and

Brazos rivers, and in Fulton Aspect sites of the Caddo area in

extreme northeast Texas (Kreiger, 1946).

Paste:

Chupadero Black-on-white is a well-constructed,

durable pottery, made of a strong, dense, paste that ranges from

light to dark gray in which a carbon streak is never present.

Warren found that over 90 percent of the Gran Quivira specimens

she examined were tempered with cryptocrystalline calcite

fragments and rounded pellets of shale, probably residual in the

clay of the local San Andres Formation. Interestingly enough,

about 9 percent contained the same quartz-mica schist of unknown

source that was the temper of the Corona Corrugated. The calcite

and shale temper also occurs in sherds from Abo, Tajique, and

Quarai, indicating that the pottery was probably imported to those

villages from Las Humanas and its close neighbors. Some of the

Quarai sherds contained sand, a common temper at that site, and

much of the Chupadero from Tabira and Pueblo Colorado

contained crushed sherd and/or sand.

Fire-clouds on the surface are rare, but they do

occasionally appear. Walls were scraped to a smooth but uneven

surface ranging from 4 to 7 mm. in thickness and averaging about

5.5 mm., with no difference between bowls and jars. A variation

of 2 to 3 mm. is common in the wall thickness of a single vessel,

so that in comparison with contemporary black-on-white pottery

to the north, it is somewhat crude and bumpy. About half of the

pots are scored on the unpainted surface as though brushed with a

small grass broom, the resulting texture varying with the amount

of moisture in the clay at the time of the treatment. A relatively

dry clay produced a sharply etched line, while a wetter surface

often settled back to a more blurred marking. This latter effect is

most frequent on bowls where the surface probably was
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remoistened before texturing. Bowl exteriors often appear to have

been wiped with the hand after scoring, which if done with a

wetted hand, nearly obliterates the marks of the brush; but when

done to a drier surface, it causes small separations in the surface

of the clay and often small beads of rolled-up clay. If not brushed,

the interiors of jars are scraped quite smooth, whereas bowl

exteriors will range from the rough surface resulting from a hasty,

careless scraping to a well-scraped and even polished surface (3

percent). On a small number of bowls, the coils, or a few of them

near the rim, have been left unobliterated.

Slip:

The painted surfaces are coated with a white slip which

occasionally attains a dense, even white, but far more frequently

is a thin, streaky wash in which the basic color of the paste and

the polishing marks show through. About 2 percent are not

slipped at all, but on about 5 percent of the bowls, the interior slip

is carried over the rim for an inch or more onto the outside, in rare

instances to cover the entire surface. The partial slip on the

exterior is seen on both scraped and scored specimens.

Shapes:

The forms in which Chupadero appears are remarkably

stereotyped and unvaried, and nearly all were either flat-bottomed

bowls (30 percent) or globular jars (69 percent). Both the open

and the closed forms are quite distinctive in southwestern pottery.

Bowls are invariably flat-based and were apparently

made by adding coils to a prepared disk of clay. Toulouse (1949)

has pointed out the singularity of the flat-bottomed bowl in the

southwest and its closest parallel far to the south on the west coast

of Mexico. Unfortunately our collection of measurable specimens

was scant, but 15 restorable bowls or large sherds indicate that

bowls were relatively small, steep-sided, and low in profile. They

ranged from 83 to 250 mm. wide at the rim, averaging 197 mm.,

and from 36 to 113 mm. in height with a average of 81 mm.
Rims are generally parallel-sided with no taper, and the lips are

gently rounded or tapered with a frequent bevel toward the inside.

A rare variation in shape and rim form, shown by the bowl in

Figure 90d, is more rounded in outline with a sharply everted rim.

I have no figures on the frequency of occurrence in the total count

of Chupadero, but in the large collection from Kiva C Plaza, 12

percent of the bowl rims were of this kind. I believe this is

probably far too high a count for the entire mound, however. This

rim form is typical of the contemporary Biscuit wares of the

Pajarito Plateau, and is fairly common on Galisteo Black-on-

white, both of which were frequently imported to Las Humanas.

The everted-rim Chupadero, although always flat-based like the

more typical bowls, is probably an attempt to copy the northern

types. It is interesting, however, that exterior slip and decoration,

features of Bandelier Black-on-gray, are seen most often on bowls

with this rim, and that the trait occurs 100 years earlier on

Chupadero than on the northern type.

Other open forms are extremely rare. Evidence of only

three ladles was found; a sherd of a flat strap handle, a larger

sherd of a small bowl with a strap handle attached to the flat base,

and the oval bowl in Figure 91b with a broken rounded handle

near the base that had been ground off flush with the surface. The

absence of ladles is not remarkable on the Rio Grande, where they

never attained the popularity they held on the San Juan and Little

Colorado. The shallow scoop in figure 91c, narrow at one end,

probably served as a dipper, but it is an isolated example except

for a single sherd of what may have been another. One large sherd

is from a double bowl, and two sherds seem to be from shallow

rectangular dishes divided longitudinally into two compartments

90. Chupadero Black-on-white bowl shapes.

91. Chupadero Black-on white, small bowl, ladle and scoop.
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by a long fin. One small, crude miniature was found with a rim

diameter of 46 mm.
Closed forms show even less inventiveness. Squash pots

are represented by only five rim sherds. The most common
Chupadero Black-on-white vessel is a spherical jar with a short,

narrow neck (figs. 92 and 93). The jars show considerable

uniformity not only in shape, but in size. Only a single restorable

pot and a large sherd from Mound 7, and two complete jars

collected by Hewett in 1923, could be measured accurately, but

the curvature of the sherds indicates that a diameter of about 300

mm. was almost standard. Height, including the neck, is equal to

the diameter since the nearly spherical body is flattened at the

base, as it is on the bowls. Ajar this size could contain almost 15

quarts. Necks of 10 measurable specimens range from 20 to 45

mm., average 33 mm. in height, and have inside diameters of

from 63 to 90 mm., with an average of 77 mm. Rims are flaring.

Although some jars are without handles, most have a short,

vertical loop attached just below the lip and a short distance below

the neck. The handles are made of from one to four ropes of clay,

but most often two. In many examples, the handle was made of a

flattened strap of clay with rounded edges which was then incised

longitudinally to simulate the double cylinder.

Paint:

The pottery is decorated with a mineral paint which

occasionally attains a deep matte-black, but ranges to a paler

reddish-brown, and is most often a very dark brown. The paint

tends to spall off in minute flakes so that the slip or paste shows

through. This has the effect at arm's length of a paler tone than

was intended. A few sherds have a glaze paint, possibly

accidental, but I believe more likely in imitation of the

contemporary Rio Grande glazes.

95. Chupadero Black-on-white jar sherds showing typical design.

92. Chupadero Black-on- white jars collected by Hewett Expedition.

93. Chupadero Black-on-whitc jar from
the floor of the early house.

94. Chupadero Black-on-white, large

jar sherd.

Design:

The style of design is typified by opposing serrate

motifs, alternately hachured and solid, which meet at their apeces

(fig. 94). This arrangement is used in a variety of ways as a filler

for a panel of design that is usually divided vertically by one or

more broad, solid lines into sections—usually 4 on bowls and

often 5 on jars. The section is often further divided by a series of

oblique lines from a lower corner to the opposite upper corner,

with the lines commonly meeting at the center in interlocking

scrolls. Smaller spaces are filled with cross-hachured or checkered

motifs or solid-line scrolls. The framing lines of the paneled

sections are frequently joined at their inside corners by a triangle

or a rounding of the sharp angle (figs. 95c, h, and j; fig. 96a). A
series of dots often serves as a border for framing lines.

Some variation on this theme is virtually the only

decoration found on jars where it is applied in a broad panel

around the belly, centered near the point of greatest diameter. The

lower third of the vessel is left undecorated, and although the neck

is occasionally left plain, it usually is embellished with a row of

dots, two closely spaced lines, a pair of horizontal bars, or a

series of chevrons. The so-called ceremonial break, a horizontal

framing line that is unjoined or broken, is rare on Chupadero, and

when it does occur it will be in the simple decoration on the neck.

The lip of the rim is invariably painted black.

It was impossible to study all the sherds of a single type

at one time, but a rather detailed study was made of all of the

Chupadero from Kiva C Plaza (682 sherds), on which it was

found that the opposed triangle motif was equally prominent on
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both jars and bowls. Some trace of a hachured element appeared

on 68 percent of the jar sherds, and hachure was present on 42

percent of the bowls, but there was considerably more variation in

bowl design. Whereas solid triangles, checkers, or a series of

broad lines were frequently employed as subsidiary motifs on jars,

on bowls they often were used as the sole design (figs. 91b and c;

96e and g). Checkers were eight times more numerous on bowls

than on jars. A popular motif, seen on 2 percent of the Kiva C
Plaza sample, was the sun symbol, a circle with a series of from

four to six rays at each of the four quarters (fig. 96h). This motif

was sometimes centered at the bottom of a bowl with the rays

projecting to the rim, but more often several suns were evenly

spaced over the field to be decorated, and their rays joined in an

interlocking pattern. The State of New Mexico adopted this motif

(referred to as the Zia sun symbol) for its state flag, and while

used at Zia Pueblo in mortuary ritual and on the Fire Society's

altar (White, 1962), it is not peculiar to that pueblo. For example,

not only is it painted on the floor of the Town Chief's house at

Isleta (Parsons, 1962) and used in certain initiation rites at Jemez

(Ellis, 1953), but it is probably known over most of the Rio

Grande.

Representational design was seen on only seven of the

15,000 sherds—on two squash pots and five bowls. The monster

depicted in Figure 96n resembles the Hopi ogre kachina, Nataska

(Fewkes, 1903, pi. IX), whose representation is probably also

intended by the figure in a Sikyatki Polychrome bowl illustrated

by Martin and Willis (1940). The provenience of the sherd below

the floor of Room 135 suggests a time of manufacture sometime

before the mid-1500's—not an unusually early date for kachina

depictions.

The common layout of bowl design is in a broad panel

,

usually divided into four sections, which extends from the rim to

the bottom of the sides, leaving the flat base plain or with a

96. Chupadero Black-on-white bowl sherds.

simple dot or cross at the center. A Maltese cross was often

centered at the bottom. The panel of design is rarely framed by a

line at the top, but is drawn to the lip, unlike the usual custom on

western black-on-white types where the panel is marked at the

upper limits by a line drawn just below the rim. The bowls, like

the jars, are painted with a solid line on the lip.

Dates:

Excavation in central New Mexico has been limited,and

the only tree-ring dates obtained so far are from the historic and

late prehistoric levels of Mound 7. Therefore, in order to estimate

the beginning date of the manufacture of Chupadero, we must rely

on the dates of foreign types found with Chupadero in the few

early sites excavated in this vicinity, or on dated sites in

surrounding areas where Chupadero itself is intrusive.

There have been three excavations made in pre-

Chupadero sites in the vicinity. Two of these (Green, 1955;

Fenenga, 1956) were pithouses with no surface architecture, 2

miles northwest of Gran Quivira. The pottery was mostly Jornada

Brown with some Alma Plain, and with Lino Gray present. The

third was an excavation on Taylor Draw near Bingham and the

south end of Chupadero Mesa. Here, jacal and adobe rooms were

associated with pit structures, and Red Mesa Black-on-white

pottery was common (Stewart Peckham, personal

communication).

The two pithouses with Lino and Alma Plain sherds

probably date not much later than A.D. 900 and are obviously

earlier than the Taylor Draw site. Red Mesa Black-on-white, an

early Pueblo II type emanating from the northwestern part of the

state, was named and described by Harold S. Gladwin (1945) who

estimated its period from A.D. 870 to 930. On the basis of much

field work since Gladwin's, the terminal date should certainly be

revised. The participants of the First Ceramic Seminar held at the

Museum of Northern Arizona in 1958 quoted Gladwin's dates for

Red Mesa, but redescribed Puerco Black-on- white, a style

presumably evolved from Red Mesa as dating from A.D. 1050 to

1 150. Instead of the overlapping dates that one would expect

during a transition, we have a gap of 120 years. The discrepancy

can possibly be reconciled by referring to the Mesa Verde series

where complementary types have been quite closely dated by

dendochronology. In that area Cortez Black-on- white, with design

styles identical to those of Red Mesa, appears to have been a

contemporary of the latter, and is dated from A.D. 900 to 1000

(Abel, 1955) with the probability that it was still manufactured in

ever-decreasing amounts until 1050 (Hayes and Lancaster, 1975).

Although it is a broad jump from the Four Corners to central New
Mexico, it is safe to say that on a site which was probably

occupied for some time between A.D. 900 and 1050, Chupadero

had not yet appeared.

The earliest sites on which Chupadero is found are

surface pueblos of contiguous rooms made of coursed adobe

blocks with small, unlined kivas or pithouses fronting them. The

closest excavation of this type to Gran Quivira lies about 35 miles

east near Corona, east of the Gallinas Mountains, where

Chupadero was found with Jornada Brown, unnamed corrugated,

Three Rivers Red-on-terracotta, Lincoln Black-on-red, Los Lunas

Smudged, and St. Johns Polychrome (Wendorf, 1956). Still

farther away on the Penasco River, near Hope and west of

Artesia, New Mexico, in the southeastern part of the state,

Chupadero was found on a similar site in association with Three

Rivers, St. Johns, and also with El Paso Polychrome and Mimbres
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Black-on-white (Jennings, 1940). Identical assemblages found on

sites surveyed in the northern Jornada del Muerto and Tularosa

Basin by Lehmer (1948) formed the basis for what he described

as the Three Rivers Phase of the Jornada Mogollon with an

estimated period of A.D. 1 100 to 1200.

Three Rivers Black-on-red seems to be invariably

associated with Chupadero on the earlier sites, just as Lincoln

Black-on-red, a subsequent development of Three Rivers, is found

with Chupadero on somewhat later sites. Both types, however,

had a rather limited range of distribution and are even less

susceptible to accurate dating. El Paso Polychrome was made for

about 400 years with little change—both before and after

Chupadero—so is even less help. The two types of particular

interest here are St. Johns Polychrome and Mimbres Black-on-

white. St. Johns was a widely traded pottery made in west-central

New Mexico and adjacent parts of Arizona, and it has been dated

by the Second Ceramic Conference of the Museum of Northern

Arizona at A.D. 1150 to 1300. Mimbres Black-on-white, made in

southwestern New Mexico, roughly from Las Cruces to the

Arizona line, was made in its classic form from A.D. 1050 to

1200 (Danson, 1957). There is a period of just 50 years, from

1150 to 1200, when both types were being made (fig. 97). The

consistent occurrence of the three types on the same sites suggests

an approximate date of A.D 1 175 for the beginning of Chupadero.

Support for this line of reasoning is found in another

direction, where at Cerros Mojinos on the Puerco River west of

Los Lunas, New Mexico, and about 65 miles northwest of Gran

Quivira, Chupadero was found as a scant intrusive in a

predominantly Socorro Black-on-white site with architectural

features like those described above (Fenenga and Cummings,

1956). Here, St. Johns Polychrome occurred, and Tularosa Black-

on-white was a popular trade ware. Tularosa is dated by the

Museum of Northern Arizona's First Ceramic Conference at A.D.

1 100 to 1200, and has the same half century of contemporaneity

with St. Johns.

A terminal date is easier to determine. The manufacture

of Chupadero Black-on-white at Gran Quivira ceased with the

introduction of Tabira Black-on-white and Polychrome in 1545.

Discussion:

The Chupadero style is a local manifestation of the

ubiquitous Chaco II style that covered the Anasazi area in Pueblo

II times. The common Pueblo II style, earmarked primarily by the

use of hachured elements, evolved from Red Mesa and other

related early Pueblo II types, but on Chupadero we find this style

used in a relatively refined, rigid design without the transitional

variations that are present to the northwest. The advance is too

great for the local Red Mesa settlements to have been the direct

source of inspiration, and there is a century to account for

N IO tO m m w cd

Red Mesa B/W

Mimbres B/W

St. Johns Poly

Chupadero B/W

Tabira' B/W

Reserve B/W

Tularoso B/W

97. Estimated range of dates for several New Mexico pottery types

between the end of one and the beginning of the other. As we
have already observed, Mera derived Chupadero from Socorro

Black-on-white which, in turn, he saw developed from one of the

Chaco types. Unfortunately, we know very little about Socorro.

There are few complete pieces of it in museum collections, and,

with the exception of the Cerros Mojinos excavation, it is only

known from surface collections. Mera (1935) gives as its range

the area west of the Rio Grande to the Rio San Jose or the vicinity

of Acoma in the north, west to the lava flows south of Grants and

including the Datil Mountains, and south to an undetermined point

down river from Socorro. He notes its constant occurrence with

Los Lunas Smudged, and dates both only as "Pueblo III," which

could be any block of years between A.D. 1050 and 1300.

Lacking stratigraphic evidence to the contrary, I suggest

that Socorro was contemporary with Chupadero in its beginnings,

and that both owe more to the Cibola White Ware types, Reserve

(placed by Smiley, Stubbs, and Bannister, 1953, at about A.D.

950-1125), and Tularosa Black-on-white, than to Puerco Black-

on-white or Chaco II. I must admit that my familiarity with

Socorro Black-on-white is not as great as it might be, based as it

is on two or three handfuls of sherds and Mera's illustrations, but

the design layout appears relatively sophisticated in the tradition

shared by the late Pueblo III, Mesa Verde-influenced Santa Fe

and Galisteo Black-on-white. This treatment of design may have

been learned through the same channels that fed the Santa Fe area,

or it may have been acquired even more directly through the

settlements of late Mesa Verde colonists north of Magdalena in

the heart of Socorro territory (Dittert, 1959). One would pause a

while before accepting the evolution of the Pueblo Il-looking

Chupadero from the Pueblo Ill-appearing Socorro.

Certainly stimulus can be felt from two or more

directions, but a case for the weight of Reserve-Tularosa impact

on Socorro can be built on the fact that their areas overlap in the

region of the continental divide, and the fact that Los Lunas

Smudged is a frequent companion to Socorro Black-on-white. Los

Lunas is a thin-walled, highly polished brown ware decorated

with a few rows of Fine corrugations under the rim. It is so similar

to Tularosa Fillet Rim, a Mogollon-derived companion ware to

Reserve and Tularosa Black-on-white, that the two are often

difficult to distinguish. About 120 miles of imperfectly known

archeology lie between Chupadero Mesa and the area where

Reserve Black-on-white, and its successor Tularosa, were made.

How a connection might have been made poses a question, but the

similarities in design of Reserve-Tularosa and Chupadero are

more striking than comparisons of Chupadero and Puerco Black-

on-white. The employment of mirror-image serrate motifs,

alternately hachured and solid, is an occasional feature of Puerco,

but is the predominant design motif on Reserve-Tularosa and

Chupadero. The use of these elements differs only in that they are

interlocked or nested in the west, while in the east they nearly

always meet with the tips of the triangles touching. Interlocking

scrolls are more than common on Chupadero and on both Reserve

and Tularosa, but are rare on Puerco.

That there may be a relationship here, I am only

suggesting, and I must admit to some confusion. A. E. Dittert

(1959), who has made extensive surveys in the Cebolleta Mesa

area between Acoma and the Grants lava flow, sees Socorro as

starting in the Red Mesa Phase (A.D. 870-950) and continuing

in that area until 1400, but the late Pueblo Ill-looking Socorro of

Mera surely could not be that early. Contemporary with Socorro

in the area in question, Cebolleta Black-on-white (Dittert and
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Ruppe, 1951) is described as also arising from Red Mesa, and a

later type in the series, influenced by Tularosa, is Kowina Black-

on- white, made from 1200 to 1400. It is possible that the

relatively sophisticated appearing Socorro from Mound 7 is

actually this late Kowina. I have not seen sherds of the latter for

comparison.

Tabira Plain, Black-on-white, and Polychrome

At the time of the rebuilding of the rooms at the west

end of Mound 7 in A.D. 1545, a new black-on-white pottery was

introduced to the Pueblo de las Humanas, and Chupadero Black-

on-white ceased to be manufactured. This pottery is still relatively

unknown to Southwestern archeologists despite 40 years of

intensive study of prehistoric ceramics. In 1882, Adolf Bandelier

made his first trip along the west border of the Estancia Valley. At

Manzano, the postmaster showed him "the sculptered [sic] beams

of the church at Quivira and some of the pottery. It is absolutely

different from all that I have seen in New Mexico, gray, with

black and red designs." This first reference to Tabira

Polychrome was buried in a personal diary which was only

recently published (Lange and Riley, 1966).

When H. P. Mera described Chupadero almost 50 years

later, he did not have Bandelier 's advantage of whole pots to

inspect, but he did note that on pure Glaze F, 17th-century sites

on Chupadero Arroyo, there was "a large proportion of late

Chupadero Black-on-white with some of the sherds having a

decidedly modern design" (Mera, 1931). After further work with

added surface collections, he amplified with the observation that

late forms of Chupadero included a polychrome subtype.

Although he did not attempt to separate the late forms from the

early ones with a formal type name, he implied that it would be

possible to do so (Mera, 1935).

The 1938-1939 excavation of the mission of San

Gregorio at Abo provided what may have been the first view of a

complete vessel of this style by an archeologist since Bandelier'

s

time, when Toulouse (1949) named and briefly described Tabira

Black-on- white, Polychrome, and Plain on the basis of two

restorable pots and an unrecorded number of sherds. As a result of

test excavations in Pueblo Pardo, where two more vessels and 409

sherds were recovered, the descripion was enlarged (Toulouse and

Stephenson, 1960). Vivian's excavations at Las Humanas

produced another bowl, a few incomplete specimens, and more

sherds to enable him to add more precise data on clay and temper

(Vivian, 1964).

Although the published descriptions of the pottery have

been adequate, the type remains little known to archeologists for

two reasons. First, Tabira was made in a small area in which to

date there has been little excavation, with the result that the only

specimens which I know of on public display are those few in the

small museum at Gran Quivira National Monument. Second, the

pottery was apparently not traded widely or in large amounts.

There is some possibility, however, that because of the lack of

familiarity with Tabira, it was not always recognized in

surrounding areas, or was classified as Chupadero or Casa

Colorada Black-on-white, just as the lack of Tularosa in the sherd

counts from Mound 7 may reflect my own small experience with

that type.

The collection from Mound 7 may do something to

make Tabira more recognized, but the addition to already

published descriptions that the 126 restorable pots and 5,046

sherds from the excavations can make lies mainly in the dating

through stratigraphy and in a more detailed analysis of design.

Following the generally accepted system for classifying

pottery (Colton and Hargrave, 1937), Toulouse named his three

new types and saw them, along with Chupadero Black-on- white,

as comprising a series or "ware." There is justification in this as

they are all white, made in the same place, and of the same clay;

however, Tabira temper differs from that of Chupadero, and, as I

hope to demonstrate, there is a discontinuity of tradition. I may be

misusing the term "ware" in referring to Tabira ware, but it will

be more congruent to the facts to treat all three Tabira types as an

entity rather than separately.

To follow the pottery description format traditional in

Southwestern archeology would require that Tabira be discussed

as three types: black-on-white, polychrome, and plain. But to do

so would be to point up differences that are not particularly

significant in this area. Polychrome differs from the black-on-

white only in the addition of a third or fourth color, and much of

the plain pottery differs from the other two "types" only in the

absence of a painted design. However, the plain pitchers in the

late, European forms are universally of crude manufacture and

with such a thick paste that they were separated in the laboratory

counts under the working heading of "Jumano Plain." This

becomes complicated when it was found that some of the pitchers

were painted, although crudely, in typically Tabira design. Rigid

adherence to common practice might suggest that we have two

new types—coarse plain and coarse painted. There is some

justification for this treatment because the crude pottery was

probably made primarily for the Spanish, either for trade or

tribute. A neat division is not possible because the plain plates and

ollas were intended for the same outlet, yet they are as thin and

well-shaped as the black-on-white pottery made for home use. An
inflexible and formal typology is bound to be misleading, or at

least filled with so many exceptions as to be of little use in the

case of Tabira "ware." Thus, I will treat the black-on-white,

polychrome, and plain, as three variations within a single type.

Range:

Tabira ware was made only in those three villages

known to the Spaniards as the "Jumanos" Pueblos—Las

Humanas, Tabira, and Pueblo Pardo. From the mid- 16th century

it was the only indigenous pottery at Las Humanas except for the

culinary brown ware, and presumably this was also true of the

other two villages. In the fill and on the floors of the later house at

Mound 7, Tabira made up 70 percent of the identifiable white

ware sherds; it was 73 percent of white ware at Pueblo Pardo

(Toulouse and Stephenson, 1960), and in a surface collection of

228 sherds made at Tabira, it was 86 percent. In contrast, all

white ware, including a few Chupadero sherds, made up only 3.

1

percent of the total sherds in the convento at Abo. In the house

mound at Quarai, although most of the black-on-white was

Tabira, all white ware together was less than 2 percent of the

total.

Apparently Tabira ware at Abo and Quarai was

imported from one or more of the three "Jumanos" pueblos,

and, as we shall see later, these two northern towns were the

source of most of the glazed pottery of the same period that was

found at Las Humanas. The situation at the other villages of the
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Salinas Province is known only through relatively small surface

collections, but Tabira does appear at Chilili and Tajique as well

as at a smaller site, LA:371, lying between those two. It is also

found at LA:572, on the north edge of Jumanes Mesa about 7

miles east of Mountainair, and at Gypsum Spring Ruin

(LA:9008), 8 miles southwest of Mountainair at the base of the

north end of Chupadero Mesa. These may have been "Jumanos"

pueblos abandoned early in the 17th century.

In the north end of the Jornada del Muerto west of

Chupadero Mesa, from 15 to 30 miles west of Gran Quivira, Mera

(1940b) surveyed 13 sites which had been occupied in the Glaze F

period (17th century). In an examination of the collections from

these sites through the courtesy of the Museum of New Mexico, I

found Tabira sherds in all but one—a small farm or seasonal site.

It is significant that in three other sites in this area which had

Glaze E sherds but no Glaze F, there was a lack of Tabira. Present

data is not sufficient for us to know if Tabira was made in these

Jornada settlements or if it were imported. Although one,

LA:782, was a large pueblo, from the complete lack of any

documentary reference to the Jornada villages, the early colonists

seemingly knew less about them than we do today. The pottery

indicates occupation into post-contact times.

An examination of sherd collections from 10

contemporary Piro villages, the southernmost of the pueblos,

shows Tabira to be much scarcer on the Rio Grande. It was

definitely present at three, including the historic pueblos of El

Alamillo and Sevilleta, and what probably was Tabira was seen in

collections from three others, and from a historic rancho at

Ojuelas east of Tome (Tommy R. Fulgham, personal

communication). No Tabira was seen in the sherds from five

contemporary Tiwa villages on the river between the Piro

Province and Isleta, and to date none has been reported from any

of the sites on up the river nor in the Galisteo Valley. By this

period, of course, all the country to the east and south of the

"Jumanos" pueblos was unoccupied by sedentary groups.

Dates:

Tabira was produced until the 1672 abandonment of Las

Humanas. To arrive at a beginning date we can turn to both

survey and the stratigraphic evidence of Mound 7.

We have already noted that there was no Tabira in

Mera's collections from Glaze E sites on the Jornada, and that

there was no classic Tabira with the Glaze E at Pueblo Colorado.

In the long test trench north of Mound 7, Tabira was not

found with the San Lazaro Glaze Polychrome (Glaze D) in lots of

sherd from undisturbed sections of the lower two strata. It was

present in the middle strata which contained much Puaray Glaze

and a little Kotyiti (Glazes E and F), and of course, was abundant

in the upper levels. There was also no Tabira associated with the

San Lazaro sherds in the lower fill or on the floors of Kivas L and

N which were presumably abandoned in the late 1400's.

Subfloor tests were made in 36 of the 37 rooms

constituting Room Block 1 which was built about A.D. 1500 and

rebuilt in 1545. Only 25 Tabira, or 7 percent, out of a total of 340

classified local black-on-white sherds were found below the

floors. There were three San Lazaro but no later glazed sherds,

and five sherds were classified as Salinas Plain, of which three

had Glaze E rims. Five of the 25 Tabira sherds came from rooms
with intrusive burials below the floors, and I believe all of it was
probably intrusive into this level. Although it is not as clear-cut as

one would like, the evidence from Room Block 1 suggests that

Tabira was not made before the reconstruction in 1545.

Sherd counts from similar subfloor tests in subsequently

added room blocks to the east and north given in Table 1 3 and the

graph in Figure 98, show an increase through time of Tabira and

a parallel increase of Puaray Glaze. I believe this indicates that the

two types were used concurrently in 1545 by those people who
resettled Mound 7, and that the subfloor sherds of those types

from the later room blocks represent trash thrown out by the

occupants of the earlier rooms. The absence of Tabira at Pueblo

Colorado where Puaray Glaze (Glaze E) was found, and its

absence on the Glaze E sites in the Jornada, indicate that the new

black-on-white was not known until after Puaray had become

popular, but that it was introduced before Kotyiti Glaze was

developed. If we accept Mera's dates for the glazed types, this

would place Tabira between A.D. 1515 and 1650. The

stratigraphy of Mound 7 strongly suggests was contemporary with

the 1545 reconstruction of the western block of rooms.

The suggested dates for Tabira, A.D. 1545-1672,

indicate a later inception than that proposed by Toulouse and

Stephenson (1960), who, although they call it "late," list it as an

attribute of their "Pueblo Colorado Focus," the type site for

which, Site 2 (LA:2081), is not Pueblo Colorado itself, but

another ruin nearby. The latest glazed type found in surface

collections from this site is Largo Glaze Polychrome which was

manufactured in the early 15th century. They also found

"Tabira" with Glaze A sherds in the early levels at Pueblo Pardo

where it is tabulated as making up 73 percent of the total black-

on-white from all levels, in contrast to a maximum of 34 percent

in the unquestionably late fill of Kiva at mound 7 . An explanation

of the variance in their observations and mine may lie

in the fact that Toulouse ( 1 949) cites the smoothed interiors of

Table 13.

Distribution of Tabira Plain, Black-on-white and Polychrome by

room blocks.

Plain Black-on-white Polychrome Totals

Blocks 1 - 4
fill

subfloor

totals

No. %

53 94
3 6

56

No.

273
48

321

No.

7 100

7

No. %

333 87
51 13

384

Block 5 - 6

fill 44 98 205 68 9 100 258 7

subfloor 1 2 97 32 98 28

totals 45 302 9 356

Blocks 7 - 10

fill 66 93 218 69 1 100 285 73

subfloor 5 7 98 31 103 27

totals 71 316 1 388

Block 11

fill 18 95 66 71 84 75

subfloor 1 5 27 29 28 25

totals 19 93 112

Convento
fill 12 75 61 58 73 60

subfloor 4 25 44 52 1 100 49 40

totals 16 105 1 12

All rooms
fill 193 93 823 73 17 94 1,033 76
subfloor 14 7 314 27 I 6 329 24

totals 207 1,137 18 1.362

1 59! of all 83% of all Tabira 2% of all Tabira

Tabira but and 95.5% of

only 4% of subfloor sherds

subfloor

sherds
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Tabira ollas as one distinguishing difference between Chupadero

and Tabira. The fact that a large percentage of early Chupadero

was scraped smooth on the undecorated surface had not yet been

recognized. I believe that Toulouse and Stephenson, having

originally separated Tabira on the basis of design, and noting the

invariably smoothed opposing surface on Tabira, then perhaps

mistakenly typed as Tabira all the local black-on-white pottery

that lacked the typical scored surface of Chupadero.

Black-on-white jar sherds that seem to represent the first

breaking away from the stereotyped Chupadero were found in

some numbers in Mound 7 immediately below the floors of the

rebuilt Middle Phase rooms and throughout the fill of the Feature

1 room below the floor of Room 98. This latter source was

apparently still open at the time of the construction of Blocks 1

and 2 of the Late Phase house.
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This early Tabira was all in black-on- white. It was

recognized in only two shapes: squat, wide-mouthed jars (fig.

99a) and small globular pitchers (fig. 110b). The pottery differs

from Chupadero and foreshadows classic Tabira in having

unpainted rims, a more open and less involved design layout, in

the use of double framing lines at neck and shoulder, and in the

absence of diagonal line hachure. Line-work tends to be broad and

rather carelessly applied. Although quite distinct from Chupadero,

there were more distinctive changes yet to come. By the early

1600's jars had acquired a typical wide-shouldered, flat-topped

shape and a design layout in a rigid pattern. Later still, canteens

were introduced.

Tabira Plain did not appear until some time after the

black-on-white variety was well established at Mound 7. It is

relatively rare in subfloor locations. Table 13 enumerates the

numbers of sherds of the three varieties of Tabira from the room

blocks in Mound 7. Although plain sherds are seen to be 15

percent of all Tabira from these proveniences, they were only 4

percent of the subfloor Tabira. Tabira Polychrome was rare in all

sherd counts, amounting to 2 percent of the Tabira sherds from

the fill and floors, and only one sherd came from the subfloor test

pits. In the gross counts for the entire excavation, Polychrome

was also 2 percent of all Tabira. It was found below the floors of

several porches (which, of course, were added after completion of

the room blocks). Two sherds were found on the floor of Kiva J,

and one came from between two floor levels in Kiva M.

Three areas of trash were excavated by two separate

strata: Kiva C Plaza, Area IV north of Room Block 8, and Area

V north of Room Block 10. Tabira Black-on-white and Plain were

found in both strata, but Polychrome only in the upper.

The relative occurrences in subfloor proveniences

suggest that Plain preceded Polychrome, but the shapes of the

former indicate that it was post-Spanish and possibly made for the

colonists. If we allow a minimum of a year for the establishment

of trade or encomienda after Onate's first visit to Las Humanas,

that would date the plain ware at no earlier than 1600, but more

likely it did not occur until Letrado established his mission about

1627.

The presence of Tabira Polychrome sherds on and

between floors in Kivas J and M and in the lower trash fill just

above the floors of Kivas C and K indicates that it was being

made before those kivas were razed. If I am correct in the

assumption that the destruction was done at the orders of Fray

Santander, this would put the date for the inception of the

polychrome no later than the late 1650's.

If asked for solid dates for ready reference—without any

weaseling—I would suggest this:

Early Tabira B/w 1545

Classic Tabira B/w 1600

Tabira Plain 1625

Tabira Polychrome 1650

All, of course, expired together in A.D. 1672, unless future work

on the Rio Grande can show some continuation in the Piro

villages up until the rebellion of 1680.

% of Tabira to total classified B/W

2 — •••— % of Puaray to total classified glazes
n
°- % of Kotyiti to total classified glazes

98. Subfloor relationships of Tabira ware with Puaray and Kotyiti' Glazes.
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Paste:

Tabira, like Chupadero, was made by coiling and

scraping and is made of the same clay. The paste is a uniform

light-gray color with no carbon streak at the core. Black

carbonized spots of "fire-clouding" on the exterior are common.

Without the aid of design or evidence of vessel shape, a small

sherd of Tabira cannot be distinguished from the earlier type

except by inspection of the temper which is identified by Warren

(1980) as biotite felsite from the igneous sills intrusive to the local

San Andres limestone. Vivian (1964) had identified the

temper as andesite, but there is no real discrepancy, since both

have identified the rock and the source, but use different names

for it.

Surface:

Although vessel shapes are usually symetrical, the paste

itself has an uneven surface with dips and ridges. The usual

careful scraping process was slighted, or eliminated, so that the

imprint of the thumb and knuckle that pressed the coils together is

often still apparent. The surfaces are fairly well polished with the

marks of the polishing implement usually showing as narrow,

shallow grooves, as though rubbed with the end of a stick or small

bone. The interiors of the jars are most often quite rough and

appear to have been smoothed only by the end of a thumb or the

fingers. A few of the finer ollas were covered with a heavy, white

slip which occasionally has a crackled texture, and a few

specimens were not slipped at all, but the majority were treated

with a thin, white wash that incompletely covered the surface,

presenting a streaked or mottled effect. Even this half-hearted

finish was often neglected below the shoulders of jars.

The uneven surface resulting from the casual attention to

the scraping process makes for considerable variation in thickness

from one part of the vessel wall to another. One otherwise

symetrical canteen shape exhibited a range in thickness of 0.6 to

1.1 cm. in a 3-inch span. The dimensions for thickness shown on

Table 14 are averages of mean thickness.

Table 14.

Dimensions of Tabira Vessels by shapes.

Note: All measurements in cm. except capacity (qts. and oz.)

Shapes No. Height

Range Avg.
Width
Range Avg.

Mouth Interior

Range Avg.
Wall Thickness

Range Avg.
Capacity

Range Avg.

Cups 4 5.4- 11.7 8.4 7.9- 19.0 13.3 2.5 - 6.0 4.2 0.4 - 0.5 0.45

Jars 29 19.0 - 38.0 28.5 28.4 - 48.5 37.9 8.7- 19.5 16.2 0.4 - 0.9 0.57 8/6 - 21/9 14/23

Canteens 13 40.0- 47.8 43.3 37.6-43.0 40.4 6.4- 9.5 7.5 0.4 - 0.9 0.58 (1 spec.) 19/17

Bowls 6 6.6 - 18.1 10.0 11.0 - 35.7 20.0 0.4-0.7 0.55

Squash pots 3 5.4- 11.7 8.4 7.9 - 19.0 13.3 2.5 - 6.0 4.2 0.4 - 0.5 0.45

Plates 11 3.7 - 6.8 4.5 12.2 - 25.6 18.8 0.5 - 0.7 0.59

Pitchers 11 20.2 - 26.7 23.1 12.8- 18.8 15.9 9.9- 11.0 10.2 0.5 - 0.9 0.73 (1 spec.) 3/3

Spherical pitchers 2 17.9- 18.7 18.3 17.6- 18.2 17.9 8.5 - 10.0 9.3 0.5 - 0.8 0.60 (1 spec.) 2/14

99. Tabira jars, from early (top) to late.
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Forms:

Although Tabira occurs in a wide variety of forms, well

over half of the vessels are either large jars or flat-backed

canteens. Tables 15 and 16 list the shapes by sherd counts and as

complete or restorable pots, or vessels complete enough to reveal

basic shape and measurement. The variation in the percentages

shown on the two tables for a specific form calls for some

explanation.

Only 15 percent of the sherds are listed as Tabira Plain,

versus 44 percent of the whole pots. In the sorting of sherds,

nothing was counted as Tabira Plain unless there was sufficient

evidence of characteristic shape. Many Plain sherds that may have

been from unpainted sections of black-on-white or polychrome

vessels were tabulated as "unclassified." Thus, the counts are

artificially weighted toward the black-on-white, which were much

more easily identified—and toward whole pots about which there

could be no question. The tables also show that pitchers made up

87 percent of the plain sherds, but only 13 percent of the whole

pots. It is tempting to use this as support for the theory that the

pitchers were made for the Spaniards and that most of them left

the village. There is also the fact, however, that pitcher sherds,

because of a characteristic crudity and thickness, are the most

easily recognized of the plain forms. Apart from errors in sorting

sherds, another factor accounts for the differences in the two

tables. The sherds represent the entire century during which

Tabira was made, whereas the whole vessels, which were nearly

all from the roofs and floors, represent the pots that were still in

use up to the time of the exodus. Thus, the whole vessels reflect

the situation of the 1670's, while the sherds are an aggregate. The

late introduction of polychrome can be seen in the increase from 2

percent of the sherds to 10 percent of the restorable pots. But even

here, one finds holes in statistical deductions—undoubtedly many

sherds from the backs of polychrome canteens or from the bases

of jars were unidentified. Counts and tables reflect as much of

archeological method and the investigator's bias as they do of

aboriginal activity.

Jars:

Jar and canteen sherds could not be separated from one

another without rims, or large body sherds or canteen handles, but

there is little doubt that jars were the most common form. Tabira

jars are wide-shouldered with tapered bases, and are tapered

upward to a wide, low neck and a slightly everted lip. Figure 99

(from left to right, top to bottom) illustrates the increasing

exaggeration of the wide-shouldered tendency. The early Tabira

jar at the upper left, with a somewhat narrower mouth and with a

handle, is not typical, but still differs radically from the spherical,

narrow-mouth Chupadero jar. The extreme version of the flat-

topped olla at the bottom, right (fig. 99h) has a contemporary

parallel only in Sikyatki Polychrome and post-conquest pottery

from the Hopi mesas, and in a few examples of Matsaki

Polychrome from Zuni. Most of the Mound 7 Tabira jars are in

the style of the examples shown in Figures 99f and g. This shape

is shared with the Hopi Jeddito Black-on-yellow, with the Zuni

Kechipawan Polychrome, and also with the late Biscuit Ware

from the Pajarito Plateau west of Santa Fe.

The considerable range of jar size shown in Table 14 is

misleading, and is due to one unusually small jar and two large

ones. The mode and the majority are very close to the average

dimensions listed, holding a little short of 4 gallons. They are

universally a little wider than high, and all have rounded or

slightly flattened, unindented bases. Seldom will they stand

upright unaided. They were found in all three varieties: Plain,

Black-on-white, and Polychrome.

Thirty-nine ollas were found in place in the rooms.

Nineteen sat on floors, two were buried under floors to use as

cists, and 18 were found in room fill. Eleven of the latter were

recorded as lying above the roof timbers, and it is probable that all

of this group sat on the roof.

Canteens:

Large, flat-backed canteens were typical of Tabira and

were perhaps peculiar to it. The red-fired modern Hopi canteens,

with deeper bellies and smaller necks, are similar, but the time of

their inception is unknown. Martin and Willis (1940, pi. 54)

illustrate a small version ot a canteen of Sikyatki Polychrome

from the Hopi country that may have been contemporary with

those from Las Humanas, and J. Stevenson (1883, figs. 368,

385, 387) collected small, 8 to 12-inch canteens at Zuni,

Cochiti, and San Ildefonso, but these were relatively recent. In the

1600's, the large capacity canteen seems to have been confined to

Tabira made at Las Humanas and its immediate neighbors.

Neither Vivian nor Toulouse list canteens as a form of

Tabira, but neither had come across a complete enough vessel to

recognize the shape. Toulouse and Stephenson (1960) describe bi-

lobed lugs from the Pueblo Pardo material, and Vivian (1964)

Table 15.

Tabira sherds, by variety and shape.

Shapes Plain

No. % No.

B/w

%

Poly.

No. %

Totals

No. %

Jars and canteens 44 6 3.766 90 124 99 3,934 78

Bowls 43 6 86 2 1 T 130 2

Squash pots 1 T 2 T 3 T

Pitchers and jugs 642 87 328 8 970 19

Cup 1 T 1 T

Candlesticks 4 T 3 T 7 T

Jar lid 1 T 1 T

Totals 736 15 4.182 82 128 2 5.046

Table 16.

Tabira: Whole, restorable or nearly completed vessels.

Shapes Plain

No. %

B/w

No. %

Poly.

No. %

Totals

No. %

Jars 18 33 25 43 II 85 54 43

Canteens 4 7 11 18 2 15 17 14

Bowls 7 13 2 3 9 7

Squash pots 3 5 3 2

Soup plates 8 14 1 2 9 7

Pitchers 7 13 10 17 17 14

Rectangular pots 2 4 2 1

Cups 4 7 4 3

Miniatures 5 9 6 10 II 9

Totals 55 44 58 46 13 10 126
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mentions horizontally placed handles as being an occasional

feature of ollas from House A. None of the 54 jars from Mound

7, however, had horizontal lugs, and only the early Tabira jar in

Figure 99a had any handle at all. With complete canteens to work

back from, it is possible to identify canteen handles in the House

A sherds stored at the Southwest Archeological Center, and from

surface collections made at Pardo. There can be no doubt that the

lugs or handles from the other sites were from canteens.

The canteens are remarkably uniform in size and will

hold between 4 and 5 gallons. The heights given in Table 14

include the short necks; widths are exclusive of handles. The

bodies, exclusive of necks, are round (fig. 100). The bulging front

was made by building the base of an olla- shape up to the height of

the shoulder and riveting handles in place near the top. A flat

plaque of clay with a slightly raised edge was then inverted over

the open top, and the still plastic edges were joined by working

through a hole cut for the neck. The juncture of the two pieces is

indicated on many canteens by an imperfectly smoothed area on

the inside. The depth of the complete vessels, from front to back,

ranges from 22.8 to 27.0 cm. and averages 25.8 cm.—a little

more than half of the diameter. Handles were sometimes one, but

more often two, ropes of clay. On some specimens, a single fillet

of clay was flattened, then incised longitudinally to give a bi-

lobed effect. Handles were usually placed a little above the

horizontal axis. Necks are short and narrow and are set to tilt

slightly to the front. Lips are gently flared.

Eleven canteens were found in situ in the late house.

Two of these were buried under floors with the mouths flush with

the floor surface to serve as subfloor cists, and three sat on the

floors. Six were found in the room fill, and of these, four were

found above the decayed timbers and must have sat on the roof.

The provenience of the remaining two was listed only as "fill,"

without reference to position above or below the ceiling. They,

too, may have been on the roof, or possibly were suspended from

a viga.

The flat back and the paired handles suggest that the

canteen was made to carry on the back with a tumpline, and

perhaps after a trip to the well, to hang against the wall from a

peg. This would be in contrast to the usual Pueblo practice of

carrying water in jars balanced on the women's heads. Gallegos,

in his account of the Chamuscado-Rodriguez expedition of 1581,

was apparently describing conditions in the Tiwa Province when
he said, "The manner of carrying loads ... is the same as that

of the Mexicans, for both men and women, except that they carry

water in a different way. For this the Indians make and place on

their heads a cushion of palm leaves, similar to those used in old

Castile, on top of which they place and carry the water jar"

(Hammond and Rey, 1966, p. 85). No European had yet seen the

southern Salinas pueblos, and Gallegos would not have known if

the practice differed there. The interesting implication is that

water was carried on the back in Mexico. Since the canteen was a

late development at Las Humanas, there is a possibility that the

idea was introduced by the Spaniards or their Mexican retainers.

Spherical water bottles, with a capacity of little more

than a quart, and equipped with loops near the neck for a

suspension cord, are common in Pueblo III sites on the Little

Colorado and San Juan drainages, and they also occur in

Chupadero Black-on-white. These were probably carried over the

shoulder or in the hand, but their shape would preclude back-

packing, and the small size would make it unnecessary. The large,

flat-backed vessel seems to be a different concept. There were no

canteen sherds in the early Tabira from those proveniences below

the west end of the mound where the special note was made of

that design style. Although jar and canteen sherds were not

100. Tabira canteens.
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counted separately, identifiable canteen sherds were definitely

fewer than jar sherds, and my unverified impression while sorting

was that they were decidedly scarcer in subfloor lots. I suspect

that canteens were not made before A.D. 1600, and possibly later

still.

Bowls:

The Tabira potters rarely made bowls, and it is evident

that they relied on the makers of the glazed red ware to supply

them with this form. Bowl sherds were only 2 percent of all

Tabira (Table 15). We have seen that 30 percent of Chupadero

Black-on-white were bowls, and the graph in Figure 101

illustrates the decrease in bowl sherds from 36 percent of all

black-on-white in the earliest levels of the trash-filled cisterns to 5

percent in the late fill of Kiva K, as the percentage of red ware to

all pottery increases. Virtually all of the imported Rio Grande

glaze pots were bowls—96 percent of the classified red ware

sherds from Mound 7—whereas an examination of some 30,000

sherds from Quarai (the source of much of the Las Humanas red

pottery [Warren, 1980]) shows bowl sherds to be only about a

third of all red forms.

Bowls exhibit a greater range in size than any other

Tabira form (Table 14). They are hemispherical in outline with

rounded bottoms, in contrast to the universally flat-bottomed

Chupadero bowls. Although many rims, particularly on the

smaller bowls, are simple and direct, nearly half are carinated or

shouldered. The "Glaze C" rim shown in Figure 102b may have

been an imitation of Espinoso Glaze Polychrome or Bandelier

Black-on-gray. It was common on Tabira Black-on-white bowls,

but rims that duplicated Kotyitf Glaze bowl rim, as in Figure

102a, c, and d, were more common.

Bowls occurred in the three varieties of Tabira, but

polychrome is represented by a single sherd. Again, there is a

discrepancy between counts of sherds and whole pots. Two-thirds

of the bowl sherds are black-on-white, while seven of nine

complete bowls are plain. And again the differences can be

explained in two ways. Many plain bowl sherds could not be

typed without inspection of temper. Since this was seldom done,

they ended up in the "unclassified" column. But the

predominance of plain bowls in the collection of whole vessels

may be valid and may reflect the relatively late introduction of the

plain variety. The popularity of the Glaze F rim bears this out. As
plain ware increased during the last half-century of the life of Las

Humanas, so did locally made bowls—mostly plain ware. Figure

101 shows a slight drop in imported red ware between the fill of

Kiva N late in the Middle Phase, and the fill of Kiva K in the Late

Phase. Not shown on the graph, there was a corresponding drop in

the percentage of imported bowls to other red ware forms in the

two proveniences—from 93 to 86 percent.

Two Tabira Plain bowls were among the lot of broken

pottery thrown into the lower fill of Kiva C, a small black-on-

white bowl was an offering with a cremation burial, three plain

bowls sat on roofs, two more were on the floors of living rooms

with fireplaces, a black-on-white bowl sat in the fireplace of

Room 222 in the convento, and a plain one was buried with a

cremation.

Squash pots:

Subspherical vessels with a constricted opening at the

top, sometimes called "seed jars," are a common Pueblo III

form but are rare in Tabira. Three sherds were identified, and

three whole vessels collected. Except for one plain sherd, all were

black-on-white.

Squash pots are squat, with a diameter not quite twice

the height and with flattened bases. All three bore some variation

of the cloud terrace design, and two (figs. 103 and 104) were

notched at the rim before firing.

One was found on the floor of an interior room, and

another on the floor of a porch facing Kiva C Plaza. The smallest

(not illustrated) contained a quartz crystal and several Conus shell

tinklers, and was found with an iron axe in the fill of Room 13.

Its position among the timbers suggests that it was wedged in the

ceiling between a viga and the latillas.

The squash pot is probably the first step in the evolution

of the ceremonial, rectangular, sacred meal bowl with terraced

sides that is in current use in the Rio Grande Pueblos and at Zuni.

5
m
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^^— B/W Bowl sherds related to total b/w

— — Imported redware, % of all sherds

101. Black-on-white bowl sherds related to imported red ware.

102. Tabira bowl shapes.
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The terraced clouds in paint on these specimens are seen as raised

applique plaques on the late glazed pot in Figure 122. A similar

development from squash pot to "kiva jar," which probably had

the same function, is seen in the Mesa Verde area.

Soup plates:

These are a typically Spanish shape, smaller versions of

Don Quijote's bowl helmet, and were patterned after a common
form of majolica imported by the priests. They are flat-based,

shallow bowls bordered by wide, slightly sloping rims. The

bottoms of the bowls are less than half of the total diameters (fig.

105). One sherd and one nearly complete plate were crudely and

sparsely decorated in black paint. All others were plain. Four of

the plates were found on floors of rooms with firepits, and all

others were nearly complete fragments found in trash.

Identical vessels occur in Salinas Red ware, in small

numbers at Las Humanas, and abundantly at Quarai where that

ware was manufactured.

Pitchers:

Pitchers were second in number only to wide-mouthed

jars in sherd counts of Tabira, and nearly so in the collection of

restorable vessels. The figures do not reflect the true state of

affairs, however. Pitchers were heavily built of thick paste and

were not as easily broken as canteens, thus accounting for the

larger number of nearly complete pots. In addition, because of the

thick vessel walls and consequently larger pieces, pitcher sherds

were more easily recognized and counted than the more friable

and less easily-distinguished canteen sherds.

None of the pitchers were in a polychrome, and

although black-on-white outnumbers plain in the whole pots, the

plain sherds are two to one over the decorated pieces. I believe

that plain pitchers were probably the more numerous and that

they, like the predominantly plain soup plates, were initially made

for trade or tribute.

Pitchers rise from flat bases to stand taller than wide,

and were equipped with paired vertical loop handles just below

the mouth (fig. 106a) The mouth and base tend to be of nearly

equal diameter and are about half the greatest width at the belly of

the vessel.

Since there is no pouring spout, perhaps the term

"pitcher" is not well chosen. In the scant literature on this form

it has already been referred to as "jug," "vase," and "jar,"

none of which seem to be more apt.

Included in the counts of pitchers in Tables 15 and 16,

but listed separately in Table 14, is a more finely-made but similar

form (fig. 106b). This differs from the pitcher described

previously in having a rounded bottom, a wider mouth with a

somewhat everted lip, and a spherical body. The height, exclusive

of the short neck, is equal to the width. The paste has a thickness

of about 5 mm., in contrast to about 7 mm. on the coarser

pitchers, and the character of the neck, rim, and base is the same

as on Tabira ollas . These pitchers are decorated in black-on-white

in the unsophisticated early style. The form was not seen in plain

103. Tabira Black-on- white squash pot. 104. Tabira Black-on-white squash pot.

105. Tabira Plain soup plates.
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ware or polychrome. There are similarities in the two forms: both

have small, vertical handles at each side of the mouth, both have

equal average capacities of about 3 quarts, and both apparently

filled the same function.

The aboriginal cast to the more finally shaped pitcher

and the fact that the decoration has an early look suggest that it

may be a relatively recent, but indigenous, form that was

modified to fit Spanish specifications. The two restorable

specimens were both found with burials: Burial 50, a young adult

female, and Burial 38, a cremated adult.

Of the heavier, flat-based pitchers, seven came from

relatively late trash. Three were found on the floors of living

rooms in Room Block 10, and two fragmentary pitchers were in

the pile of broken pottery in the kiln (Feature 10). Two more

restorable pieces came from the fill of rooms that contained no

evidence of roofing, and these too may have been in trash. It may

be significant that the two spherical pitchers were both associated

with aboriginal, but late, burials, and that only three of 13 of

those presumably made for trade to the Spanish were found in a

location that indicated use by the Indians.

Cups:

Four cups were made in the shape of the bottom half of

a pitcher (figs. 107 and 108). All were Tabira Plain and had

narrow, flat bases. Rims were both squared off and tapered at the

point of maximum diameter. One had a mug handle of a single

rope of clay. Although flat-bottomed mugs with relatively narrow

106. Tabira pitchers.

mouths are an aboriginal form in the San Juan region, the shape

neither spread to the Rio Grande Valley nor survived the exodus

from the San Juan about 1300. The Mound 7 cups were all in a

late context, and their shape is identical to that of the bottom half

of late pitchers. Their introduction, too, may be attributed to the

Europeans.

One complete specimen was found on a floor with a

pitcher in Room 120. Half of a broken cup in the fill of Room 1 1

1

may have been a complete cup on or in the roof, or may have

been no more than a sherd in the trashy earth of the roof. A third

specimen, also fragmentary, was in the fill of a porch, Room 163.

Rectangular pots

Two deep, rectangular dishes of Tabira Plain are also

probably Spanish forms, but their purpose is obscure (fig. 109).

They are 11.6 and 13.0 cm. long, 7.7 and 9.2 cm. high, and 6.8

and 8.2 cm. wide. Both are unslipped, and both are perforated

near the rim at the ends. The vessel illustrated, from the floor of

Room 133, is of typically heavy Tabira Plain paste, 0.8 cm.

thick. The other dish is thinner and bears a higher polish. It was

found in the upper fill of Room 164, along with the remains of

metate bins in place on the roof.

Similar dishes of Salinas Red were numerous in the

convento at Quarai, and a similarly shaped pot in Puaray or

Kotyitf Glaze was found in the lower fill of Kiva C.

Miniatures:

Eleven miniature or replica vessels of Tabira Plain and

Black-one-white were found. A small dipper (the only dipper of

Tabira seen) measuring about 3.0 cm. across, two tiny bowls 2.5

cm. high, and a vase 3.5 cm. high were all undecorated and were

found in trash. The most common form was a crudely painted

pitcher or water bottle. These were of a remarkably uniform size,

ranging from 8.2 to 10.8 cm. high and from 6.8 to 8.2 cm.

wide. Only in the mouth openings, which ran from small jug-like

apertures about 1 cm. across to wide jar mouths up to 6 cm. wide,

was there much variation. One miniature flat-backed canteen (fig.

1 lOe) bore notched appendages at the sides and bottom,

suggesting wings or fins and tail of bird or fish. Unfortunately,

the neck was missing, and one cannot tell if any animal effigy was

intended.

The miniature pitcher in Figure 1 10c was an offering

with cremated Burial 52. A brown ware jar and glaze-on-red

bottle in miniature —also found with cremations—may have been

107. Shapes of Tabira cups. 108. Tabira Plain cup. 109. Rectangular dish. Tabira Plain.
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offered as symbolic of the larger articles. The amphora-shaped

pitcher at Figure 1 lOd was on the floor of Room 64, and

fragmentary specimens, including the one at Figure 110b, were

found in the trash. The wide-mouthed pitcher at Figure 1 10a and

the miniature canteen have more intriguing proveniences. The

pitcher was buried in ashes in the firepit of Kiva C, and the

canteen lay at the bottom of an earlier remodeled firepit in Kiva

E. Still another canteen, containing a shell pendant and a

sandstone concretion, was found during the 1968 stabilization

work in the east entry to Kiva F. Miniature jars of Salinas Red

ware were uncovered in the firepit of Kiva M and in the subfloor

pit next to the firepit of Kiva K. The high incidence of miniatures

with both kivas and cremations indicates that they were more than

toys.

That may not be true of the peculiar object in Figure

111, which seems to be in a class by itself. Although it vaguely

resembles the familiar, modern outdoor oven, the high sill below

the door is an anachronism, and the dish-like area in front of the

door does not belong to an oven. Further, there is no evidence that

this European introduction had yet appeared in New Mexico. It

may be a child's toy, a model of a house with a typically small

door with a high sill and a low walled "porch." It is so crudely

finished that it is possible to trace the steps of construction. To a

flat, subrectangular plaque of clay 9.8 cm. long, a single coil of

clay was added, which made a wall 3.3 cm. high. Two short

sections of clay rope were set vertically inside the wall to form the

jambs of the doorway. Coils were then added to the first to build

up the back and sides of the "house," and finally, small pieces

of clay were pinched flat to form the roof and sill. Five very

similar replicas of plain black ware found at Pecos had more

rounded, beehive-like tops (Kidder, 1936, p. 295).

Candlesticks:

Vivian (1964) describes elaborate candlesticks as a form

of Tabira, and were it not for the complete, restored specimen he

found in House A, on exhibit in the museum at Gran Quivira, I

would not have recognized the few sherds from Mound 7 for what

they were. We found no restorable candlestick, but did count

seven sherds of plain and polychrome. An additional sherd,

discussed with the worked sherds, was ground down to form a

miniature jar or vase, and another candlestick base was inverted to

make a cup.

Design:

Decorated pottery was painted with a reddish brown to

black mineral paint made of magnetite and other iron oxides

(Warren, 1980). A polychrome effect was attained by adding red

and/or yellow to fill in the design motifs after firing. Warren

believes that the pigments used were a powdered form of

limonite, jarosite, and hematite, which made a chalky, matte

finish that was often ephemeral. Reds range from a rusty, earthy

color to a bright brick red. When the paint was "fugitive," it

left, in some cases, a pale salmon pink where some of the pigment

had penetrated the slip. Yellows ran from bright lemon yellow to

orange, and also often left a residue of a paler shade where the

powdery pigment had eroded. Yellow was the only additional

1 10. Miniature vessels, Tabira Black-on-white.

color on two of our jars, and only red was added to another. Both

red and yellow were added to the rest of the nearly complete

polychrome vessels, and both colors appeared on many of the

polychrome sherds. The collection is too small for convincing

conclusions, but it seems that black-white-red-yellow was the

popular combination.

Although Tables 13, 15, and 16 indicate relative

frequency of polychrome and black-on- white, I believe the

original situation was more heavily weighted toward polychrome.

On many surfaces, only faint traces of color are now apparent. In

Figure 1 14c, for example, the stylized bird at the bottom is tinted

with red, but the bird at the top is not; one of the paired motifs in

the panel to the left is shaded, the other is not. In Figure 1 14b one

of the pendant, open, step motifs on the jar is yellow, while all

111. Miniature eccentric vessel

Tabira Plain.
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the rest are clear. It seems unlikely that an artist with such a nice

sense of balance in line-work would not also apply that balance to

color. One of the two identical birds on the olla in Figure 1 14d

has a yellow neck and breast, but only a pale trace of yellow now
covers the same part of the opposite bird. It is obvious that both

were originally the same. Either the vessel was more exposed to

wear or weathering on one side than the other, or the character

and consistency of the paint varied with different dips of the

brush. An organic medium or binder may have been used with the

colors, and the variability in adhesiveness of the paint may reflect

the amount, or kind, or care in mixing.

There are numerous instances like that of the yellow

bird neck, where a white area enclosed by black lines contains

only a trace of paint, but where the entire area was certainly once

colored. The linework of the polychrome vessels differs in no way

from that of most of the black-on-white pots, and it is probable

that many, if not most, of the latter were originally polychrome.

A revolutionary change in concept of decorative design

is seen with the introduction of Tabira. Although layout of design

varied on different forms or vessels in accordance with the

contours of the area to be covered, certain characteristics were

common to all shapes. Contrary to the Chupadero style in which

the painted area was laid out as a continuous band filled with a

few interlocking, space-filling elements—a custom requiring an

almost mathematical technique of the artist—Tabira potters placed

a single motif on each of from one to four separate unrelated

panels, and usually employed numerous smaller, unconnected

elements of design. Two philosophies seem to be revealed. The

Chupadero artist saw all apparently disparate things neatly joined

in a single totality. Her later counterpart was a divider, a

classifier, who examined each discrete object as a whole thing

unto itself.

In Tabira design, there is considerable rigidity of format

in the layout of the area to be decorated. Eliminating the shapes of

minor importance, which are few in number or rarely decorated,

the area to be painted is enclosed by a broad line bordered by a

narrow one just inside it. On jars and pitchers, the border is at the

shoulder and neck, and on canteens, it is around the perimeter. An
occasional pitcher or canteen was unbordered, and frequently the

broad line on a pitcher appeared only at the neck. No exception

was noted on any jar of the two broad framing lines, although

sometimes the narrower line is omitted at the shoulder, or is

drawn below the broad line rather than above it, or is doubled.

The horizontal framing lines are almost invariably broken at some

point on the circumference. Sometimes the breaks are in line at

the same longitude, but most often they are staggered with no

apparent relationship.

On ollas, the framed band on the upper half of the pot is

then subdivided into four panels by vertical broad lines joining the

horizontal ones (figs. 112-114). These vertical framers are also

bordered with narrow lines—most often two on each side,

sometimes one or three, and occasionally, as on the unusual pot in

Figure 1 13e, the four vertical dividers are all different. Of 24 jars

complete enough for a determination to be made, 21 were divided

into four panels of approximately equal size, and three were cut

into only three panels. Only one exception was seen to this

division—the early Tabira jar in Figure 1 12a. But even here the

concept is foreshadowed by the repeating of four identical motifs

equally spaced around the body.

On some canteens, the convex outer face of the vessel

was decorated with a single, balanced motif much like a bowl

would be or a shield (figs. 1 15a and b), but the more common
practice was to divide the field with a horizontal band placed a bit

above the midpoint. Figures were often appended above or below

the band.

Once the formality of layout was accepted by the potter,

she apparently felt free to become as innovative as possible and to

practice as much variation as her imagination would permit.

Twenty-four ollas, excepting the "early" jar,are complete

enough to make a valid observtion. On none do all four panels

contain the same motif. On two, there are just two motifs, with

like designs opposing each other. On one, there are three motifs

on four panels with like designs on opposite sides, and another

had three patterns on four panels with like designs side-by-side.

Each of the three-paneled pots has a distinct motif in

each panel. Twelve of the jars have different designs in each of

four panels.

Many of the small elements of design appearing on

Tabira, such as cross-hachure, stepped triangles, stepped terraces,

checkers, frets, scrolls, and the key or bird figure (top of fig.

1 12i), have their roots deep in the Anasazi past and are duplicated

on other contemporary types. With the advent of Tabira, plain

hachure, the dominant style of almost 600 years in the Southwest,

was dead.

The striking innovation is in the use of representational

designs. These appear in some form on nearly all specimens of

Tabira, either highly stylized or frankly pictorial. Animals, plants,

and items of material culture, as well as human figures—both lay

and religious—are depicted.

The most common single figure is that of a feather,

which, not counting arrow fletching, is seen on 70 percent of the

restorable vessels and on about 17 percent of the sherds. Several

of the variations of feather depictions are shown in Figure 1 16.

The black-tipped white tail feather of an immature golden eagle is

easily identified, and its importance to the Indians is well known.

The next in frequency of appearance is a barred feather with dark

midrib. This is characteristic of several hawks and owls, and

strikingly resembles the tail of an immature Redtail—one of the

most common birds represented in the refuse bone from Mound 7

(McKusick, 1980). The square boxes at the side of the feather

near the right end of the upper row in Figure 1 16 are characteristic

of the wing feathers of several species of owls.

Figures of birds were sometimes highly stylized, as in

Figure 1 14c. More often a picture was drawn that was meant to

represent a specific bird. The birds in Figure 1 13e and Figure

1 14d and e have three characteristics in common, and possibly

were meant to depict the same species. All are raptors with

banded tails and crests. The combination fits only two birds of

prey that are found in New Mexico: the caracara and the osprey.

The former is a long-legged, ground-dwelling hawk, presently

restricted to the southern border where it is uncommon. The

osprey also is rare because its fish-eating habits are generally

difficult to satisfy in the dry Southwest, but a tubular bead made

of an osprey ulna was found in Mound 7. It is frustrating, and

probably futile, to try to identify the species from these

illustrations—hawks are difficult enough with a modern bird

guide. When I found that the strong-taloned bird most closely

resembled the curassow of central Mexico, it seemed time to drop

the subject and get back to solid ground.
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112. Design: Tabira jars.
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Although he has a man's head, the rattlesnake in Figure

114e is certainly Crotalus viridis viridis, the prairie rattler that

infests the rubble of Las Humanas today. He is distinguished by

round dark patches on the back, each surrounded by a lighter

colored ring. On the opposite side of the same pot is a blacktail

jackrabbit identifiable by the black tips to tail and ears. Three

probable bears and what appears to be a centipede also appear on

the same jar. A stylized dragonfly is seen on the upper right of the

olla in Figure 1 12k, and possibly an Awanyu, or plumed serpent,

in Figure 1 14h.

Recognizable plants were frequently used as symbols or

decoration. Several instances of tasseled corn stalks were seen (for

example, fig. 1 15j) and what is probably a fir branch topped with

a feather appears on the jar in Figure 1 12g. The most popular

plant in Tabira art, however, is the common sunflower which is

seen on six of the restored jars and canteens and on numerous

sherds. There is an oriental stamp to the symbolized sunflowers in

Figure 1 13b, but so representational is the drawing of the plant in

Figure 1 15j, that one can recognize the same Helianthus that

covers the ruins after the summer rains.

Several articles of material culture are represented,

providing some ethnographic information that otherwise could

^tP

1 13. Design: Tabira jars and a pitcher.
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1 14. Design: Tabira Polychrome jars.
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1 16. Feather motifs from Tabira Black-on- while vessels
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only be inferred. Arrows or parts of arrows are drawn on six of

the jars and canteens. The broken arrow in Figure 115g indicates

that cane arrows with separate hardwood foreshafts were used.

None of the four arrows in Figure 1 12i is completely shown, but

the tips are thinner than the butts and they probably represent the

same two-part arrow. Fletching was apparently in line with the

shaft of the arrow rather than spiraled, and as Figure 1 12g and h

suggest, feathers from two birds may sometimes have been used

on a single arrow. The arrows in Figure 112g are carried in a

mountain lion skin quiver, which is still a common Pueblo trait

(e.g., White, 1962, p. 172).

The only bow illustrated is a recurved, or reflex bow,

dropped by the hunter with a painted face in Figure 1 14e.

Obregon's chronicle of the Chamuscado expedition (Hammond

and Rey, 1928) describes the Rayados on the Rio Grande above

the Conchos as using the "Turkish" bow, and one is tempted to

identify this fleeing hunter as a Jumano. The simple self-bow,

straight or slightly curved to "follow the string," is the common
Pueblo type of bow, but the recurved bow was not unknown in the

pueblos. Gifford's Zuni informant stated that both styles were

made at Zuni (Gifford, 1940, p. 29), and a sketch made at Walpi

in the 1880's illustrates a recurved bow used as a standard on the

Snake Kiva (Parsons, 1939, p. 663). Another depicted on a kiva

mural at Awatovi is certainly valid (Smith, 1952, pi. A). There

are numerous illustrations of simple bows in the Hopi villages,

and in fact, the Snake Kiva standard may have been traded from

another people. Parsons (1939, p. 34) reported that Apaches and

Paiutes traded bows and arrows to the Hopi, and the Northern

Tonto Apache did use a recurved bow (Gifford, 1940, p. 29).

Other weapons shown are a large shield on the sherd in Figure

118, and what appears to be a curved, flat-bladed rabbit stick on

the canteen, Figure 115g.

Specific items of religious paraphernalia are illustrated

by tiponis shown on the jars in Figure 1 12d and g. This is a fetish

made from an ear of corn wrapped in cotton string and topped by

feathers. Ethnographic descriptions are numerous and are

summarized by Parsons (1939, p. 319).

Other items of ethnographic interest are seen in elements

of dress or adornment on several secular anthropomorphic figures.

The crossing-stripes painted on the arms and legs of the running

individual (fig. 1 14e) and on the sherd in Figure 1 17 were also

seen on a kilted person on one of the Kuaua murals, and they are

still commonly seen on ceremonial dancers in the Rio Grande

pueblos. The runner also wears a bandolier over his right

shoulder, and the horned kachina in Figure 1 1 3e seems to wear a

choker of beads.

The warrior on the sherd in Figure 1 18 wears in his hair

a feathered staff-like object that closely resembles warrior

feathers, or "hurunkwa," worn by the Hopi warrior kachinas

(Dockstader, 1954, p. 160 and pi. XII). The device, made of

eagle wing feathers combined with down and duck feathers

fastened to reeds, is the badge of the Bow, or Warrior, Society at

Zuni (Bunzel, 1932b, p. 864). Hair worn in the still-familiar

clubbed chongo is shown by the inverted man on the canteen in

Figure 115i. Above him hangs what seems to be a painted or

embroidered kilt or dance sash.

The painted knee on the sherd in Figure 117, which

symbolizes speed, is characteristic of "runner" kachinas in the

western pueblos. The knees of stick-race runners at Zuni are

painted (Bunzel,932b; p. 868).

The head shown on the small sherd in Figure 1 18 must

be the earliest known depiction of a white man in New Mexico.

He wears a broad-brimmed hat over what appears to be a hood or

cowl. Although the soft felt hat with a wide brim was known in

117. Anthropomorphic figures from Tabira Black-on-white sherds.

1 18. Human or kachina faces on Tabira Black-on- white sherds.
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Portugal as early as about A.D. 1600 (Laver, 1951), it was about

30 years later before it became popular in Spain (Kohler, 1963).

Kachinas were depicted more often than secular figures.

All of them show attributes that can be found on modern

kachinas, but unfortunately, not in the combinations that make

them identifiable. This is not surprising since kachinas with the

same name and mythological identity vary from village to village

in the ways in which they are represented—and vary from decade

to decade within the same population.

The kachina shown in Figure 118, both in profile and

full-face, was painted on a pitcher sherd. His distinguishing

feature is a handprint on the face. A pair of Zuni kachinas,

Anahoho, wear white masks with red handprints on the cheeks

rather than on the front—according to the myth acquired by

dipping their hands in Navajo blood (Bunzel, 1932b). Bloody

Hand, a guard or side-dancer kachina at Cochiti with similar

markings (Lange, 1959), is probably the same character as

Anahoho—and possibly is identified in the Las Humanas figure as

well. The crucifix hanging from the neck of the latter is a touch

seldom seen on modern kachinas.

The central personage on the canteen in Figure 115h

wears on his head four long feathers from which most of the vanes

have been stripped. This is a form of headdress common to

several kachinas in both eastern and western pueblos. The smaller

characters flanking him bear some resemblance to the Hopi

Tumae, White Earth or White Chin Kachina (Fewkes, 1903; p.

104).

The one individual that can be identified with near

certainty is not properly a kachina, but one of the several dieties

—

Morning Star, seen with upraised arms on the canteen in Figure

115a. A common symbol for a star, particularly in the west, has

four points whose tips are often rounded (Bunzel, 1932; Colton,

1949). The device is seen in two rows across the center of the

vessel, and the god's head is made of another. Morning Star is

associated with war on the Rio Grande (Parsons, 1923; p. 166),

and here he wears arrowhead ear pendants, another arrowhead at

his neck, and seven more scattered over the chest area. The same

character in a more stylized form appears with one raised arm on

an olla in Figure 113c. Both representations bear a double-lobed

symbol on the arms which may be indicative of this particular

individual, since it is not seen elsewhere.

Several symbols appearing on Tabira have a decidedly

modern cast. In addition to the four-pointed device referred to,

stars are represented as simple right-angled crosses (see Smith,

1952; Colton, 1949), and are seen on several of the vessels

illustrated here. The star was also used with less frequency on

contemporary glazed ware. An "X" with the arms forming acute

angles, as on the canteen in Figure 115h, may be a carelessly

drawn star, but it is sometimes interpreted as a roadrunner track.

The bird makes a characteristic track with two toes pointing ahead

and two trailing to the rear and one cannot tell in which direction

he was moving. Thus, the roadrunner becomes important as a

symbol of deceit and can mislead unwanted spirits. According to a

Zuni informant of M. C. Stevenson (1904; p. 582), the bird can

carry messages and "the enemy cannot tell from his footprints

from whence he came." The "X" is also common on Matsaki

and Hawikuh Polychrome from Zuni during the same period, and

on the Hopi Jeddito and Sikyatki.

Two short parallel bars were often used in a series

around the rims of jars (i.e., fig. 1 12a, h, k, and 1), and less often

on the body of a pot (fig. 1 12b and fig. 1 15h). This element,

which seems to be peculiar to Tabira when used on pottery, is a

common facial decoration on Hopi kachinas where it is said to be

the mark of a warrior and to represent his footprints (Colton,

1949).

While there is an increased use of symbolic design on

Tabira, it does occur on other contemporary types of pottery, and

while Tabira is remarkable in the eastern pueblo territory for the

wide use of representational figures, it shares this trait with

Jeddito Black-on-yellow and Sikyatki Polychrome from the Hopi

mesas. The pictorial story-telling on two panels of the Tabira

Polychrome jar in Figure 1 14e, however, must be unique. In one

panel a man has been treed in a sapling, which bends under his

weight, by a bear followed by two cubs. His hunting partner,

dropping his weapons, flees, looking back over his shoulder in

terror. The hazards of survival are also illustrated in a second

panel where a jackrabbit, blood dripping from his wounded back,

is gripped in the talons of a large bird of prey, who flies with him

to a perch in a tree.

We have seen that there is little about Tabira that

reflects anything in the earlier tradition of the eastern periphery.

But pottery types, no more than species, do not appear through

some spontaneous creation. We must look elsewhere for their

origins, but the various attributes of a piece of pottery appear,

blend, and vanish in an exasperating way. Three aspects of

pottery are useful to consider here: shape, design layout, and the

elements of the design.

The Tabira canteen seems to have its closest parallel in

the large red ware canteens of modern Hopi, but since this form

had still not appeared in Awatovi by the time of its abandonment

in A.D. 1700 (Watson, Smith, personal communication), the

people of Las Humanas were more likely the source than the

borrowers. Tabira ollas, however, are quite reminiscent in shape

to those of Sikyatki Polychrome, which was made during the

same period in the Hopi country. Matsaki and Hawikuh

Polychrome are also of a like form in the body of the vessel, but

these Zuni types lack the short neck and everted lip of Tabira.

Kechipawan Polychrome (a predecessor to Matsaki), which the

Woodburys (1966) date at A.D. 1375 to 1475, does have a neck

and rim like Tabira, and in some vessels, the exaggerated

shoulder. Whether it was Zuni or Hopi potters that were the

inspiration, both Kechipawan and Jeddito seem to hold the

beginnings of the wide-mouthed, squat shape of Matsaki,

Sikyatki, and Tabira—and the Matsaki and Sikyatki were both

earlier than Tabira. The form has a western origin.

The hallmark of Tabira layout—the broad and narrow

framing lines dividing the field of design into three or four panels

of equal size—is an occasional trait on the western types with

which we are concerned (Martin and Willis, 1940; pi. 30, fig. 3;

Smith, Woodbury, and Woodbury, 1966; fig. 66f; Smith, 1971;

fig. 145), but it appears only as a variation rather than the law.

But it is interesting to see the same rigid format applied with

almost no deviation to the Biscuit ware bowls illustrated by

Kidder ( 193 1 ) in his Pottery of Pecos. The layout of this northern

New Mexico type differs from that of Tabira only in uniformly

having three panels instead of four, and in the repetition of the

same design on all three panels. Since Kidder's work was

published. Biscuit ware has been brought into the binomial system

of classification under the names Abiquiu and Bandelier Black-on-

gray, with a combined range of dates of about A.D. 1400 to 1550

(Smiley, Stubbs, and Bannister, 1953). Some modification of the

Abiquiu-Tabira style of framing lines is sometimes seen on the
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glazed pottery of the middle period, Espinoso and San Lazaro

Glaze polychrome, but it is not a feature on Puaray, which was

contemporary with the introduction of Tabira. Therefore, if there

is a connection, it was more likely to be directly from the Chama
River-Pajarito Plateau region of Abiquiu Black-on-gray than

through the intermediary of one of the middle Rio Grande Glazes.

There was certainly contact between the two areas. Bandelier and

Abiquiu were the first and second most numerous non-glazed

types in the Mound 7 trade sherds, and the many fibrolite axes

with spiral grooves were also made in the Biscuit area.

The ubiquitous feather motif exhibited on Tabira has

precedence in both the Biscuit area and in the west, but in the

Biscuit area its use was slight, and probably concentrated toward

the latter end of its time range. But feathers were used

extensively, and there was much preoccupation with life forms on

Kechipawan Polychrome at Zuni, which continued on the

subsequent Matsaki, a common crematory vessel at Hawikuh,

which was made into the late 1600's. Both traits are also featured

on late Jeddito and Sikyatki on the Hopi mesas. These two types

were both manufactured into the early 1600's (Colton, 1956).

If the estimated dates of the western types are

reasonably correct, one could argue that the Cibola area was the

hearth of the style that was borrowed or imported by both the

Tusayan and the southern Salinas Provinces. A route of influence

or travel, however, can be a two-way street. Hodge relates a Zuni

tradition that the Tansy Mustard Clan migrated from the Rio

Grande in late prehistoric times and, after spending a short spell in

Cibola, went on to the Hopi country (Smith, Woodbury, and

Woodbury, 1966). He reports that the same tradition is heard from

the Hopi.

Rio Grande Glazes

About a third of the pottery used at Las Humanas was

made somewhere else, and nearly all of that was Rio Grande

Glaze ware. In the late 1200's black mineral paint, which glazed

on firing, was developed in east-central Arizona. The trait spread

rapidly throughout the Zuni country to the Rio Grande where it

went through many diverse experiments and lasted for 200 years

longer than in the territory of its invention.

The profusion of types and the overlapping of at least

five systems of nomenclature of the eastern glaze-paint ware has

understandably bewildered archeologists who are not completely

at home in the Rio Grande Valley. Rio Grande pottery is less well

described than that of most Southwestern districts, despite the fact

that the first American attempt to establish a taxonomy for

stratigraphically excavated potsherds was applied to these glazes.

From material excavated at San Cristobal and other Galisteo

Valley sites, Nels C. Nelson (1916) described the sequence as

Types I through IV. Peabody Museum's expedition at nearby

Pecos during the same period had a larger body of material,

equally good stratigraphy, and a longer period of time

represented. With this, Alfred V. Kidder at first defined the glazes

with a series of descriptive names (Kidder and Kidder, 1917), and

later in his monumental Pottery of Pecos, with a series numbered

as Glazes 1 through VI (Kidder, 1936). The extensive surveys of

H. P. Mera provided information from a wider area, and the

recognition that Kidder's basic types varied from locality to

locality. Not presuming to apply the numbers that described just

Pecos pottery to the entire area, he proposed an alphabetized

series, A through F, which corresponded closely to Glazes I

through VI, and described local varieties under each larger

heading in the binomial system already in use in Arizona (Mera,

1933). Mera's work was largely taxonomic, and Kidder's

descriptions, although they deal primarily with Pecos, remain the

U^*

I \t. Kachinas on Tabira Black-on- white sherds
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best guide to the identification of the types. Amplified

descriptions of one or more of the types exist in the reports of

several excavations, but there is still much to learn about many

local varieties. An up-to-date compendium of Rio Grande Glazes

would be welcomed. The Eighth Ceramic Seminar, held at the

Museum of New Mexico in 1966, was devoted to the subject, and

although agreement was reached on some of the problems, the

results have not yet been published. The extensive salvage

excavations carried out by the Museum in the Cociti Reservoir

area will, when published, add much information.

The 89 complete, nearly complete, or restorable pots of

glaze-paint ware and late plain red ware, along with .over 30,000

sherds from Mound 7, represent the entire range of glazes. At the

start of the analysis there was some reason to hope that more

complete descriptions of some of the types could be written, and

that some local varieties could be defined. The outcome was less

fruitful than expected. Separation into the six broad temporal

categories was relatively simple, and within those, some distinct

varieties were recognized, but since these varieties were traded

into Las Humanas from various sources, some unknown, I can do

little more than define the problem—or perhaps raise new

questions.

The major groups, Glazes A through F, are recognized

on the basis of vessel shape, primarily rim form, and to a lesser

degree, on the character of the glaze and the combinations of

colors. Although it is often possible to distinguish a large body

sherd of Glaze F by paint alone, and one can usually assign a

piece from below the rim to still larger groupings such as to Glaze

AB or to CD, in order to retain some significance to relative

numbers of types, only rim sherds of the glaze wares listed in

Table 1 1 were assigned type names. This brought the size of the

sample down to less than 6,000 sherds.

Glaze A
The first intentional and consistent use of a mineral

paint which vitrified on firing was applied to a red pottery, St.

Johns Polychrome, made on the upper Little Colorado River of

eastern Arizona. In the earlier years of its production, it was

decorated with a matte paint, but near the end, at about 1275, a

black glaze-paint was invented (Haury and Hargrave, 1931). St.

Johns bowls bore an intricate, deep-banded design consisting of

opposed solid and cross-hachured elements in the Tularosa style,

which covered all but a small area at the bottom of the interior.

Below the rim on the outside was a simple, open, broad-line

decoration in chalky white paint.

In the Zuni area, stemming from St. Johns and

appearing about the time of the demise of that type, was

Heshotauthla Polyhrome. This was always painted with black

glaze in the same design style as St. Johns, but it differed from

the earlier pottery mainly in the exterior white design, which was

painted with narrower lines and in a more intricate panel. The

white paint was thinner, grayer, and adhered better. The interior

layout was usually a little more open and covered less of the

available space (Woodbury and Woodbury, 1966). Both of these

western types were widely exported to the east, and it is

Heshotauthla that is credited with stimulating the manufacture of

the first oxydized, glaze-painted pottery on the Rio Grande (Mera,

1935; Shepard, 1936).

Glaze A sherds made up 34 percent of all typed glazes

in Mound 7. The high ratio is due to the fact that it was made for

a longer period than any of the other glazes. It was the only glaze

found in the lower fill of the cisterns, and along with a few Glaze

B sherds, it made up 89 percent of the glazes in the lower strata

of Test Trench 1 . In the Middle Phase trash of Stratum B in Kiva

C Plaza, it was still 65 percent. In the trash that filled Kiva N,

deposited after A.D. 1465 but probably not before A.D. 1500,

Glazes A and B were still 49 percent of all identified glazes. Kiva

M was filled in the 1600's, but the ubiquitous early glazes were

still 1 1 percent, even though they probably had not been made for

200 years. Such a mixture is inevitable at a site built in, around,

and next to large trash deposits. Similarly, the fill of rooms built

in the late 1500's often contained from a 25 to 50 percent Glaze

A sherds—the result of the builders using the nearby trash heap

for earth to cover the roof.

Los Padillas Glaze-polychrome:

In 1933, H. P. Mera described a subtype, or variation,

of, Agua Fria Glaze-red, separable only by a thin, white line

decoration on the exterior. He called it Arenal Glaze-polychrome

and derived it from a Little Colorado ancestry. Later (1935), he

expanded the description to include broad-line white

decoration, as well as thin line, and suggested the name Los

Padillas Glaze-polychrome to cover the several minor varieties.

He believed the type to be transitional from the western types to

the slightly later development of black-on-red duochrome on the

Rio Grande. It was the consensus of the 1966 Eighth Ceramic

Seminar that the name Arenal should be dropped and that Los

Padillas should be considered to be an eastern variety of

Heshotauthla Polychrome.

The relationship to Heshotauthla is obvious, and the

transition to Agua Fria is substantiated by the figures in Table 17

where Glaze A and early western types are compared by number

and percentages. Sherds fron. the Early Phase proveniences,

where nothing later than Glaze B was found, are compared with

the total numbers of the same types from the entire excavation. As

Table 17 shows, Los Padillas was 15 percent of those sherds from

the early sources, but only 7 percent of all early sherds. It is

interesting to note that sherds of all western types drop from 27

percent in the uncontaminated early proveniences to less than 9

percent of all contemporary early red ware from the total

excavation.

Table 17.

Glaze A and contemporary western red ware sherds from

undefiled Early Phase proveniences as opposed to the entire

mound.

Type Unmixed
No.

early

%
Total Mound 7

No. °k

Si. Johns Polychrome 2 2 13 0.5

Pinedale Polychrome 1 1 1 T

Heshotauthla Polychrome 15 18 181 7

Kwakina Polychrome 1 1 11 0.5

Unidentified White Ml redware 4 5 4 T

Los Padillas G/p. 13 15 173 7

Agua Fria G/r. 4! 48 1.519 62

Cieneguilla G/r. & G/y. 206 8

San Clemente G/p. 6 7 221 9

Pottery Mound G/p 22 1

Largo G/r.. G/y. & G/p. 2 2 109 4

Totals 85 99 2.460 100
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A similar progression, from better stratigraphy, was

seen at Pindi Pueblo near Santa Fe, where Heshotauthla gradually

replaced St. Johns in the trade ware, to be eventually replaced by

Los Padillas and Agua Fria (Stubbs and Stallings, 1953). That the

transition may have been rapid is suggested by the fact that true

Heshotauthla is somewhat more numerous in the Mound 7 sherd

counts than the Los Padillas variety.

The simple banded exterior design in fine-line white of

Heshotauthla is seen on about half of the 173 Los Padillas sherds

from Mound 7. When it occurs in this style the two types cannot

be distinguished with certainty without inspection of the paste.

Another variation on this theme, seen only on Los Padillas,

consists of thin black lines on the exterior in simple continuous

lines or zigzags, which are outlined with narrow white lines.

Somewhat less common is a combination of broad black and

white lines, which rather than banded, are separate unattached

elements of concentric circles, short parallel bars, or a series of

open chevrons.

The single complete bowl of Los Padillas was in this

style. A crude meandering black line on the outside under the rim

is bordered in two places, on opposite sides of the bowl, with

short bars of white. If the bowl had not been restored, most of its

sherds would have been classified as Agua Fria Glaze-red—an

error that must have happened numerous times. Los Padillas is

actually no more Heshotauthla with a different paste than it is

Agua Fria with some white paint.

Seven percent of the sherds that I classified as Los

Padillas occurred in a previously undescribed variation—the black

glaze elements on bowl interiors were delicately outlined with fine

matte white lines in the manner of Pinedale Polychrome. The

exteriors of these specimens are seen as unpainted, as decorated

with simple black bars only, or with either the broad or narrow

white line variations.

There was only one Los Padillas jar sherd. On this, an

isolated black "X" was painted just below the rim. From both

sides of it radiated four narrow white lines that presumably

encircled the neck.

Temper analysis revealed that very little Los Padillas

was made in the Salinas district; Las Humanas and Abo producing

1 and 2 percent respectively. Fourteen percent contained the red-

brown scoria typical of the Los Lunas-to-Puerco River country,

but 75 percent contained crushed sherds. The latter were not the

cream to pink pastes of Cibola, and although they cannot be

positively pinpointed, they are probably from the Albuquerque

area which is known to have produced sherd-tempered pottery

during this period (Shepard, 1942).

Agua Fria Glaze-red:

Agua Fria was named and amply described by Kidder

(1936; Kidder and Kidder, 1917) who estimated its appearance at

Pecos at about A.D. 1350. Mera (1940b), however, suggested

that it got its foothold on the Rio Grande in the southern part of its

range somewhat earlier. The Eighth Ceramic Seminar suggested a

date of about A.D. 1315 based on the recovery of the type from

Las Madres, an early component of Pueblo Galisteo (Dutton,

1966).

With 1,519 rim sherds (and six restorable pots). Agua
Fria was the most abundant of all the glaze types. Only 8 percent

were round-bottomed jars with moderately wide mouths and high,

perpendicular necks with unflarcd rims (fig. 120). Bowls were

hemispherical with simple, slightly incurving, rounded or

flattened rims. A short, sharply flared rim, also seen on St. Johns

and Heshotauthla, occurred on 3 percent of the sherds. Agua Fria

bowls are quite uniform in size. Height is approximately one-third

the width, which ranges from 21 to 30 cm. Thickness of the paste

is relatively uniform from one part of the bowl to the other,

ranging from 0.4 to 0.7 cm. and averaging 5.3 cm. The wall

thickness of jars averages slightly less. There is remarkable

rigidity in form. Although the evidence of sherds is tenuous, there

seems to be little variation in either shape or size. No exotic

shapes were seen, and but one miniature—a small-mouthed bottle

0.8 cm. high with paired horizontal handles. Probably an

heirloom piece, it was buried with the ashes of a cremation.

In the firing, Agua Fria clay is oxydized to a pale

orange or pink through red to a light brown color. Usually the

color is unchanged through the wall, but often only the surfaces

are oxydized, and the interior is carbonized from light gray to

black. Small fire clouds on the exteriors are more common than

on the parent western types. Bowls are generally slipped, inside

and out, with a deep red, and jars are usually slipped on the

exterior and inside the rim and neck—often to cover the upper

one-third to one-half of the inside of the vessel. Surfaces are well

scraped and polished, in marked contrast to the contemporary

Chupadero Black-on-white.

The temper in Agua Fria Glaze-red from Mound 7

indicated that it was traded from several different sources. Three

percent contained biotite felsite identical to that used in Corona

Plain and Tabira Black-on-white—evidence that some local potter

was using the new technique. A third of the sherds inspected by

Warren contained crushed sherds in various clays, indicating

several unknown sources, but these too were probably from the

middle Rio Grande Valley. Vesicular basalt, like that found in
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sherds from Pottery Mound, was used in 33 percent of the pottery.

The most important trade contact during this period was

apparently with the lower Rio Puerco and nearby villages on the

Rio Grande. Four percent of the sherds contained the syenite

temper typical of Abo pottery. The new red pottery that was well

established in the valley was apparently just beginning to be

manufactured in the area behind the mountains. Quarai's

hornblende-gneiss occurred in none.

The glaze-paint is usually an intense black, varying

from a thin matte with small streaks of vitrification to a shiny

reflective glaze. On the majority of specimens, the glaze was

imperfect and is broken into tiny cratered bubbles, which trapped

mineral sediments, giving the paint a grayish hue. The line work

is neat and even.

The design style employed on the Agua Fria from Gran

Quivira is no different from that illustrated by Kidder (1936) and

Lambert (1954), and except to make some generalizations, there

is no need to repeat their excellent descriptions. There is a definite

departure from the Tularosa style of interlocked scrolls and

opposed hachured and solid elements that dominated the White

Mountain Red wares. Typically, the layout on Agua Fria is a

narrow banded panel below the rim composed of series of solid

triangles and rectangles used in a simple, rather open pattern. As

opposed to St. Johns Polychrome, a much larger area of the

bottom of a bowl is left unpainted. Some squiggle hachure is

used, but no straight-line hachure. A common element is a long

triangle which may extend from a fifth to a third of the

circumference of the bowl, and which merges with a single line to

complete the circle. In this, and in the use of a series of narrow,

parallel lines that are sometimes bordered by a row of pendant

dots, there is a resemblance to Lincoln Black-on-red.

Lincoln was made in an area extending from New
Mexico's White Mountains, across the northern Tularosa Basin

and the northern half of the Jornada del Muerto. It was present in

that area for some time before Los Padillas was made, but it died

out, or merged into the new type, shortly after the introduction of

the latter (Mera and Stallings, 1931). The period of merging

occurred shortly before the abandonment by the sedentary

agriculturalists of the region in which it was prevalent (Lehmer,

1948). Migrants from the Jornada, with a red pottery tradition,

may have moved northwestward of the region to the river valley

and adapted the glaze-paint technique of the abundantly imported

Heshotauthla to their own ceramics. Kidder (1936), who noted the

discontinuity of design tradition from St. Johns to Agua Fria,

pointed out similarities between Bandelier Black-on-gray (Biscuit

B) and Glaze A. Both these New Mexico types resemble one

another in design more than either resembles St. Johns. Both the

Biscuit wares, however, are more complex in the combination of

the individual elements of design and use a totally different

layout. Abiquiu Black-on-gray (Biscuit A) was probably not

invented until nearly 75 years after Agua Fria appeared in the Rio

Puerco-Los Lunas area, and Bandelier was another generation

later.

It has been suggested that Agua Fria was introduced at

about A.D. 1315 (with perhaps Los Padillas 15 years earlier). It is

difficult to estimate an end date. It is presumed that the invention

of a new form signals the end of the earlier one—and at Pecos,

Agua Fria was replaced by Largo Glaze-yellow (Glaze B) at about

A.D. 1450 (Kidder, 1936; p. 610). Glaze B was rare at Gran

Quivira and even scarcer at Pottery Mound (Voll, 1961)—the

presumed source of much of our early period trade ware

—

although both Glaze B and C appeared as trade pottery at Pottery

Mound. Some Glaze C was made in the south, however, as most

of it in Mound 7 contains typical Abo temper (Warren, 1980).

Voll estimated that Glaze A may have been made at Pottery

Mound until 1490—the date suggested by Mera (1940b) as the

beginning of Glaze D. Probably Agua Fria continued to be

produced in some of the southern villages until the middle glazes

took over, sometime between A.D. 1450 and 1490.

San Clemente Glaze-polychrome:

San Clemente Glaze-polychrome is essentially Agua
Fria to which a light colored slip has been added.The slip occurs

in two colors: one ranges from chalk white to pale yellow; the

other is buff to orange. The light slip is applied to bowl interiors

as a band to the base of the decorated area or to cover the entire

inside surface. On jars, the slip underlies the decorated area

between the neck and the shoulder, or occasionally, in two

separated bands just above the shoulder and on the neck.

The type, named by Mera (1933), was described from

sherds collected from the surface of a large pueblo on the river

bank near Los Lunas. It is generally accepted as primarily a

southern manifestation, and its distribution bears this out—its

frequency diminishes with distance from the lower Puerco. At

Pottery Mound, San Clemente made up 41 percent of all Glaze A
sherds (Voll, 1961). At Gran Quivira, with 221 sherds, it was 10

percent. In the large lot of sherds from Quarai, 7 percent of the

Glaze A were San Clemente. In the Glaze A component of the

Herrera Site near Cochiti this type was 4 percent (Lange, 1968),

and from the floors of the prehistoric house at Paako they were 1

percent. A complete bowl and a jar from Paako are the only

illustrated specimens one can refer to (Lambert, 1954). No precise

figures are available for Pecos, but the type was obviously even

scarcer there—Kidder (1936) records only 23 sherds out of many
thousands. Sixty-eight percent of the Mound 7 San Clemente

contained ground scoria or basalt, the temper typical of Pottery

Mound and the valley pueblos south of Albuquerque, and basalt

temper is recorded for the type at Paako and the Herrera Site. It

seems certain, therefore, that most of the San Clemente Glaze-

polychrome was made in the southern districts.

Unfortunately we did not separate the white-slipped

from the yellow-slipped varieties in the inspection of temper, but I

believe that further studies will reveal a spatial difference. Design

seems to be in the same tradition on both and is the same as on

Agua Fria, and both occasionally have a white-line pattern on the

outside of bowls (as on Los Padillas), but there are differences in

the application of the slip. Most of the yellow variety were given

the yellow interior slip first; then the red slip was applied on the

outside, covering the rim and often running over onto the upper

centimeter or so of the yellow interior. On the white variety, the

white slip was applied over the red. If the two were made in

different places, the white-slipped variety is probably from the

Rio Grande, and the yellow from the Puerco. At Pottery Mound,

84 percent of all San Clemente was the yellow variety.

The situation is even more complex, however, since

pottery cannot be nailed to a geographic area by color scheme

alone. At least two of the Mound 7 bowl sherds which were

classed as San Clemente, because of black-on-white interior and

red exterior, differed in having been painted with black glaze-

paint over a red slip to which the white was later added as a filler

between the black lines. These may be only aberrant Agua Fria

and the whim of a single potter. Two more sherds with the cream
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yellow slip typical of Cieneguilla were originally classified as

Cieneguilla, but upon turning them over, it was discovered that

the outsides were slipped red. The temper proved to be crushed

latite typical of the Galisteo Valley. These are probably the same

as those few from Pecos Kidder described as differing from the

local Cieneguilla in no way except for the exterior red.

Voll estimates a beginning date for San Clemente at

Pottery Mound at about A.D. 1350, and suggests its evolution

from Gila Polychrome through the Zuni type, Kwakina

Polychrome. A good case can be made for this extension of a

southern tradition. Gila Polychrome was produced in a wide area

from northern Chihuahua to the upper Little Colorado River. It

was manufactured locally at Table Rock Pueblo near St. Johns,

Arizona, where it was found to be contemporary with Kwakina

Polychrome (Martin and Rinaldo, 1960). Kwakina, which was

made in the Zuni Pueblos, differs from Gila in its use of glaze-

paint decorations in the Heshotauthla adaptation of Tularosa style.

Kwakina was present as trade ware at Pottery Mound and also

appeared in Glaze A levels at Las Humanas and Quarai. Although

overall design style differs somewhat, the sherds are easy to

confuse with the white-slipped variety of San Clemente.

However, the cream to pink paste that is common in the Cibola

pottery, and the frequently bright green cast to the glaze, are not

seen on the eastern types of the same period.

In their study of the Hawikuh pottery, the Woodburys

also remark on the relationship of Kwakina to Gila Polychrome,

pointing to the parallel development of Showlow Polychrome in

the country to the west of the Zuni villages. Showlow, which is

often considered to be a variant of Four-Mile Polychrome, is

decorated in matte paint in the Four-Mile style. Although each of

the types involved was decorated in an indigenous design style,

the color scheme originating near the border in the mid- 1 200'

s

spread north through Arizona's eastern mountains, swung east

through Zuni to the Rio Grande, then up the river to the vicinity

of Santa Fe. By the time it reached the northern terminus, it had

died out in the intervening stretches, and at the last existed only at

the extremes (table 18).

Table 18.

Pottery types in the Gila Polychrome style.

Type Range Dates Reference

Gila Polychrome Southeast Arizona 1250 - 1500+ Breternitz. 1966

Showlow Polychrome White Mis., Ariz. 1300 - 1383 Breternitz, 1966

Kwakina Polychrome Zuni area 1325 - 1400
Woodbury &
Woodbury. 1966

San Clemente G/p. Puerco-Rio Grande 1350-1450 Voll, 1961

Cieneguilla G/p.(var.) Galisteo Valley 1400 - 1450
Kidder, 1936; 8th

Ceramic Seminar

San Clemente is identical to Agua Fria in shape. Only

bowls and straight-necked jars are reported. In the Mound 7

collection, 4 percent of the sherds (9 of 221) were from jars.

Pottery Mound Glaze-polychrome:

Pottery Mound Glaze-polychrome is a refinement of San

Clemente in the same color scheme, but with the addition of matte

red elements, or filler, on bowl interiors. Design differs from

Agua Fria-San Clemente in consisting of an allover pattern of

scrolls and blocky rectilinear frets in black glaze filled with matte

red paint.

Only 22 sherds of Pottery Mound were collected from

the Mound 7 excavations—hardly enough on which to base a

description—but it might be appropriate to summarize what little

is known of the type. The only formal description to date is in an

unpublished thesis (Voll, 1961) that discusses the glaze paint-

wares from four extensive tests made by the University of New
Mexico at Pottery Mound on the Rio Puerco, about 12 miles west

of Los Lunas.

The range is limited, and it was all probably made at or

near Pottery Mound where it was 4 percent of Glaze A pottery. At

Gran Quivira, it amounted to only 1 percent of the Glaze A
sherds, and I noted only a single sherd in the Quarai collection. It

has been reported as trade ware at Paako where it was "not

common" (Lambert, 1954; p. 77), and at Pueblo Pardo

(Toulouse and Stephenson, 1960). At the last two sites, it was

spoken of as a variation of San Clemente, and Mera (1933), in his

description of San Clemente, says of that type that a few examples

have matte red incorporated in the design.

The association of the two types is logical. Both are

pink to red-fired clay tempered with basalt, slipped in red and

yellow or white, and decorated with black glaze, and the vessel

shapes are apparently the same—although few, if any, complete

vessels are known. The white slip on Pottery Mound Glaze-

polychrome at Pottery Mound played the same minor role it did

on San Clemente, and was seen on none of the Mound 7 sherds.

But in spite of similarities, there are differences of enough

importance to justify the separation.

All of the Pottery Mound bowl sherds from Gran

Quivira start to curl inward from a point 2 to 3 cm. below the lip

(fig. 120, far right of the Glaze A rims). This is not a feature of

Agua Fria, but it did occur on a few rim sherds classified as San

Clemente. After noting the consistency of the trait on Pottery

Mound, I suspected that those few "San Clemente" sherds were

actually Pottery Mound sherds from an area on the pot that had no

red paint. The different design tradition has been referred to,

although this is seldom apparent on smaller sherds.

Voll (1961) suggests that the type was fully

contemporary with San Clemente—A.D. 1350 to sometime

between 1450 and 1490. Participants from the University of New
Mexico at the Eighth Ceramic Seminar, relating the design style to

Sikyatki Polychrome, would revise the beginning date upward to

1400, the estimated beginning of that Hopi type. In my opinion,

the revision is unnecessary for the given reason, because the

decorative style of Sityatki was borrowed from that of Four- Mile,

Showlow, and Homolovi through Jeddito (with beginnings from

A.D. 1300 to 1350), and Pottery Mound design more closely

resembles that of the late White Mountain Red wares than it does

Sikyatki. The relative scarcity of the type at Pottery Mound,

however, does suggest that it was a late arrival. The rare

occurrences of Glazes B and C at the site, always as trade ware,

indicate that these stages were skipped in the south, and that

Glaze A was possibly made until the Glaze D period. Pottery

Mound Glaze-polychrome probably filled that niche, supporting

the 1400 to 1490 range of dates.

Cieneguilla Glaze-yellow and Glaze-polychrome:

Cieneguilla was the dominant type in the villages of the

Galisteo Valley during the latter part of the Glaze A period. In

shape and design, it was the same as Agua Fria, differing only in

the application of an allover yellowish slip. Named by Mera

(1933) for a pueblo about 10 miles southwest of Santa Fe, it was
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thoroughly discussed and illustrated by Kidder (1936) from the

vast Pecos collections. At Pecos, it appeared as a duochrome after

Agua Fria was well established. The rare polychrome variety, in

which a matte red filler was used, was introduced still later, and

together, the two varieties outnumbered the Agua Fria by the end

of the Glaze A period. Kidder assumed that it was traded to Pecos

from nearby Galisteo Valley pueblos. The temper is

predominantly the augite latite typical of the Galisteo and adjacent

areas in the Rio Grande Valley (Warren, 1968).

Evidence of precise dating is lacking, but we can sidle

next to approximate dates by inference. The Pecos stratigraphy

proved to Kidder that Cieneguilla was introduced after Agua Fria,

which he dated at A.D. 1375, but before Glaze B, which he

would bring in at 1425. Mera (1940b), however, saw Agua Fria

starting a little earlier at 1350, and he also admitted Cieneguilla

into the series at a later date but still before the inception of Glaze

C at 1450. In both instances, the median date is A.D. 1400. On
the basis of this logic, one would move the date back somewhat to

adjust for the current understanding that Agua Fria was 25 to 50

years earlier than either Kidder or Mera had realized.

However, evidence from the Herrera Site near Cochitf is

that Cieneguilla is quite late in the period, and not introduced until

after San Clemente (Lange, 1968). Supporting evidence from Las

Humanas is that it did not appear in the earliest levels at Mound 7,

the Feature 1 floors and the fill of the cisterns where San

Clemente was present. If the 1350 date for the beginning of San

Clemente is acceptable, then 1375 to 1400 would be a good guess

for Cieneguilla.

Cieneguilla Glaze-yellow from the Galisteo was traded

to Pecos in large enough quantity to become the principal

decorated pottery of that village, but trade to the south and west

was limited. The Herrera Site was as close to the area where it

was made as Pecos, but it made up only 14 percent of the Glaze A
from the component representative of the late Glaze A period

(Lange, 1968) At both Mound 7 and at Pueblo Pardo, it was only

10 percent of Glaze A pottery, but at Pottery Mound, the greatest

distance from the Galisteo, it jumped back to 14 percent. But

probably very little of this Pottery Mound Cieneguilla was

imported. Voll (1961; p. 43) describes the yellow slip as

"identical in color and range to that of the yellow variety of San

Clemente Glaze-polychrome." Some of the Gran Quivira

"Cieneguilla" sherds also have an orange-brown slip and appear

to be nothing more than San Clemente without the added external

red slip.

The situation at Pottery Mound is interesting. A
common trade ware there is Pinnawa Glaze-on-white which is the

Zuni counterpart of Cieneguilla—black glaze-paint on an allover

white slip. Voll (1961) describes a locally made variety of

Pinnawa differing from the Zuhi type only in the paste and the use

of the local basalt temper. By recombining the numbers of sherds

from Pottery Mound, one can see that the locally made

Cieneguilla Glaze-yellow and the local Pinnawa Glaze-white

occur in the same relationships to each other as do the yellow and

white varieties of Pottery Mound Polychrome, and close to the

ratio of white and yellow varieties of the earlier San Clemente.

Pottery Mound's Pinnawa might just as well be termed a white-

slipped variety of locally made, or Los Lunas-made, Cieneguilla.

No complete vessels of Cieneguilla were found at Las

Humanas, and only 206 sherds. Eleven percent of the sherds were

from jars, with the rest from bowls. Twelve percent were

polychrome. Although most of Mound 7 Cieneguilla was

tempered with the typical Galisteo latite, 15 percent of it

contained a crushed basalt like that in San Clemente. Again the

majority bore a creamy yellow slip identical to sherds from the

Galisteo, but a few, as I have mentioned, had a tan slip like than

on San Clemente, and others were of a brick-red clay covered

with a thin washy slip. These last two seem to correspond to

Pottery Mound's Cieneguilla and "locally made Pinnawa."

Unfortunately, we did not check this out by separating the various

slips when the temper analysis was made.

Glaze B:

The thickened lip to the vessel rim, which distinguishes

Glaze B, is a short-lived, transitional form between Glazes A and

C largely confined to the northern part of the Rio Grande glaze-

paint area. It was typical of the Galisteo Valley from about A.D.

1425 to 1450, and much of the Glaze B that found its way

downriver was apparently made there. In the south, although the

thick rim is seen on a few sherds, Glaze A was made with no

change in form until the introduction of Glaze C.

Largo Glaze-yellow, Glaze-red, and Glaze-polychrome:

Largo Glaze-yellow and Glaze-polychrome were named

by Mera (1933) for a prominent ruin in the Galisteo Valley, and

that district along with Pecos produced most of the Glaze B
pottery in New Mexico. In the first quarter of the 15th century,

the decorated pottery in the shape of Cieneguilla was imported

into Pecos from the Galisteo, but by the time of the invention of

Largo, the Pecos potters had adopted the yellow slip and made

Largo with their own sand-tempered paste. There was no

appreciable change in vessel shape or in design, but the glaze

paint was applied in slightly broader, less even lines.

Not much Largo ev^r got out of the towns where it was

made. It was only 10 percent of all glaze sherds in the later

components at the Herrera Site, but this small pueblo may have

been abandoned during the pertinent period in the early 1400's

(Lange, 1968). Largo with latite temper occurred in Paako near

the southern edge of the Galisteo, but it was quite rare. But here,

too, there seems to have been a temporary abandonment of the

site. I found only three sherds of Largo in the Quarai material.

Toulouse and Stevenson recorded only two from the Pardo

excavations, eight sherds were reported from Pottery Mound, and

Mound 7 produced 109 sherds—fewer than any other glaze type.

The last three sites were certainly occupied continuously through

the Glaze B period.Most of the Largo at Mound 7 was yellow-

slipped and tempered with the Galisteo augite latite (a third of

these were polychrome), but 30 percent of the Glaze B rim sherds

were red-slipped. Kenneth H. Honea, who found a red-slipped

variety in the Cochitf district, named it Largo Glaze-red (Lange,

1968; p. 149). Most of the Glaze-red sherds from Las Humanas

contain basalt temper, typical of Pottery Mound, but about a

quarter of them with biotite felsite were probably made locally.

Except for the lips, they are indistinguishable from Agua Fria.

The Glaze-red rims differ from the Glaze-yellow in that the

swollen lips tend to be smaller and the rims curve inward like the

Glaze A rim at the far right in Figure 120.

Medio Glaze-polychrome:

Six Mound 7 bowl sherds with Glaze B rims are in other

respects Pottery Mound or San Clemente Polychrome. Although

none of them have any matte red paint showing on the inside, the

designs on four are more the Pottery Mound style than that of San
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Clemente. The remaining two sherds could be either type. All are

of the yellow-to-brown-slipped variety. At the Eighth Ceramic

Seminar, Honea reported finding white-slipped San Clemente with

Glaze B rims in the Cochiti district. He proposed the name Medio

Polychrome, but at this writing, the type has not been described in

print. Oddly enough, nothing precisely identifiable as Medio

Glaze-polychrome has yet been described from Pottery Mound

itself, although that site (or the Los Lunas area close by) is surely

the source of the Mound 7 sherds. Voll reports eight sherds of

locally made Cieneguilla with Glaze B rims, as well as a Pottery

Mound Polychrome with a B rim but with the slip reversed

—

yellow slip and decoration on the exterior and a plain red slip on

the inside.

Glaze C:

Glaze C—the first significant and widespread change in

the series—is recognized by an elaboration of the thickened lip of

Glaze B on which the inside is sloped sharply downward to create

a carina, or keel, and the top is often slightly everted (fig. 120).

Jar lips are little changed from previous types except to be nearly

always beveled to the inside, but necks tend to be somewhat lower

and bodies less rounded and to have distinct shoulders. A new

form was introduced—a bowl with an inturning rim and sharply

everted lips. This was called a "shouldered bowl" by Kidder,

and a type, "Kuaua Glaze-polychrome," by Mera. The

participants of the Eighth Ceramic Seminar preferred to drop

Mera's type name and to consider it another form of Glaze C.

Mera dated the beginning of the period at 1450, but

Warren (1969) believes Glaze C was 25 years earlier at Tonque

Pueblo. Tonque, situated between the north end of the Sandia

Mountains and the Rio Grande, may have been the originator. If

so, it marks a shift of influence in ceramic style from the Zuni

area to the Rio Grande where beveled rims had been known for

some time on black-on-white types.

In the Cibola area, a contemporary type, Kechipawan

Polychrome, is similar in color combinations and design to Glaze

C, but the carinated rim appears only occasionally. Voll found

Glaze C rims on some of the local polychrome at Pottery Mound,

but the trait never caught hold.

Espinoso Glaze-polychrome:

Espinoso was named by Mera (1933) and, again, the

description and the illustrations in Kidder's Pottery of Pecos,

Volume 2 cannot be improved upon. Espinoso is decorated in

matte red figures outlined in black glaze paint on a white

background—an evolution of Cieneguilla and Largo Glaze-

polychrome. With Espinoso, the red filler becomes more

prominent, and decoration of the outside of the bowl (in addition

to interior design), occasionally seen on Largo, now becomes the

rule. The white slip varies from a thick creamy white to a very

thin wash to a fawn color. Most of the sherds from the Las

Humanas collection have a pink, flesh-colored cast. The potters

were more successful in eliminating the bubbling or cratering of

the glaze paint and achieved a dark brown to black, truly vitreous

surface. Although the line work is not so fine as on Agua Fria,

considerable control was still exercised. There is an increased use

of representational design in the form of stylized birds and

anthropomorphic figures, but in the main, design is unchanged

except to open up the solid elements to accommodate the red

filler. The shining black glaze around the soft red made Espinoso

the handsomest of all the Rio Grande Glazes.

Mound 7 produced three restorable bowls and 318

sherds, of which about a third were jars. Only two were sherds of

shouldered bowls, and the rest were the conventional,

hemispherical bowls. Most of this was the white-slipped pottery

of the type description containing temper typical of the northern

villages, but Warren's analysis shows a dramatic switch from

production in the Galisteo Valley to the Pueblo of Tonque. The

prior importance of the Los Lunas-to-Pottery Mound area as a

source of trade dropped dramatically to only 4 percent of the

tested sample, and these few sherds, except for the Glaze C rims,

are the Pottery Mound varieties of Cieneguilla, San Clemente, and

Pottery Mound Polychromes. For the first time since glazes were

introduced to the Eastern Pueblos, there was significant

production in the Salinas district. Nearly a third of the Las

Humanas sample contained the hornblende syenite temper typical

of Abo.

The sherds containing hornblende syenite, which

Warren believes to be the same mineral referred to as soda diorite

by Shepard (1942) in her analysis of survey sherd collections from

the Salinas and Jornada del Muerto, are also superficially distinct

from the northern Espinoso. Unlike the white-slipped Espinoso

imported from the north, these are red and duochrome. Surface

color ranges from pinkish gray through reddish brown to red, with

the entire range often occurring on a single vessel as the result of

imperfect firing. Only 4 percent are slipped in a red that matches

the color of the highly oxidized pieces. A few carry a matte red

filler in the design in such low contrast to the surface that it is

usually barely perceptible. Rare decoration on bowl exteriors is

most likely to be pairs or trios of short parallel bars, as on Agua

Fria Glaze-red—the immediately preceding type in this area. No
zoomorphic design was seen on red pottery, and the patterns are

more open with the paint covering less of the vessel surface when

contrasted with the Espinoso from northern villages.

While 1 percent of the Abo sherds with hornblende

syenite temper have a thin white slip, and 1 percent of the red

sherds have hornblende-gneiss temper typical of the Tiwa villages

east of Abo and the Manzano Mountains, if one pulled out the red

Glaze C sherds at Gran Quivira and ascribed an origin at Abo to

them, he would be right about 98 percent of the time. The

combination of duochrome design on a red surface and Abo

temper is so consistent and is so different from other Glaze C
found in the Salinas area that a new type name may be warranted.

However, it was not Las Humanas pottery, and a formal

description can await further study.

Glaze D:

Another node in the gradual transitional development of

the Rio Grande Glazes occurred about A.D. 1490, according to

Mera's estimate, and lasted for only about 25 years. Glaze D is

the earliest type that can be tied in any way, however tenuous, to

any dated architecture at Mound 7. Glaze D sherds were found

associated with the floor of Kiva N and in the trash that filled it

after it burned. No later types were present. We know that Kiva N
was in use at least as late as A.D. 1467 and that 3.5 feet of Glaze

E trash covered it before the porch. Room 87. was built. Room
87, abutted to rooms built after 1551, possibly dates as late as

1600, but it lies on a stratum of trash extending immediately

under the floor of the dated rooms. If we postulate that Kiva N
was used for about 25 years after the 1467 repair job, and that the

Glaze D sherds on the floor represented the earliest appearance of

the type, it allows for the 25 years of the Glaze D period for the
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filling of the kiva with trash, and the 36 years between the 1515

introduction of Glaze E and the 1551 -plus construction of the late

walls for the accumulation of another 3.5 feet of refuse. These

conditions are not inconsistent with Mera's dates.

Glaze D is characterized by bowl rims that are higher

and thinner than in Glaze C, and with less exaggeration of the

carina on the rims' interior. Jar necks tend to slope inward

somewhat, and the lips are thin and usually sharply-everted (fig.

120). This type, also originated in the northern part of the range.

Warren believes Tonque Pueblo sparked the innovation,

producing the bulk of the ware to export it widely. Only one type

has been named for the group.

San Lazaro Glaze-polychrome:

Mera (1933) named San Lazaro Glaze-polychrome for a

large pueblo in the Galisteo that was occupied into the historic

period. A description and illustrations can be seen in Kidder

(1936). Other than the change in rim forms, San Lazaro differs

only subtly from the preceding type. Because the potters had

acquired more skill in the use of glaze paint, a higher percentage

of specimens are truly vitreous, yet with little loss of controlled

lines. The use of matte red filler is slightly increased. At Pecos,

San Lazaro is largely slipped in tan to red, in contrast to the white

slips of the earlier period, and in the Cochiti district (Lange,

1968) there was also a shift to tan and light orange slips. The

Tonque sherds of San Lazaro from Mound 7 show a slight

increase in red and orange slip, but the dove-gray slip persists in

dominance.

At Las Humanas by this time, Abo was the primary

source of glaze pottery, producing 45 percent of all Glaze D
pottery in the Mound 7 sample. Tonque, which had become so

prominent 40 years earlier, was still the most important distant

supplier, with 25 percent. A few vessels still found their way

south from the Galisteo towns, and some from Zia, Cochiti (or the

Pajarito Plateau), and from the vicinity of Los Lunas. Pottery

Mound must be dropped from the latter area because it had

certainly become a ghost town by this time—however, one of the

three sherds containing the Rio Grande-Rio Puerco scoria temper

appears to be Pottery Mound Polychrome with a Glaze D rim.

Three percent of the sherds are tempered with the biotite felsite

that distinguishes Las Humanas pottery. Obviously, somebody at

the pueblo made pottery in this style—one of the sherds is white-

slipped clay that appears identical to that of the indigenous

Chupadero Black-on-white—but not enough of it was made to

consider San Lazaro as important except as trade ware.

Although San Lazaro was probably made for a shorter

period than Espinoso, the 506 sherds from Mound 7 are a 59-

percent increase over the number of the Glaze C types. This may
reflect the increased production at nearby Abo. The glazed ware

was now more easily imported than before.

A nearly complete bowl was found in Middle Phase

trash, and large jar sherds, probably used as dishes, came from

the floor of Kiva N and from a burial.

The San Lazaro Glaze-polychrome from Abo is

obviously a continuation of the industry that boomed with the

production of Glaze C there. It differs from the earlier pottery in

its increased use of matte red paint, and it differs from northern

San Lazaro in the reluctance to embellish the outside of bowls and

in the relative scarcity of colors other than red. These differences,

however, are not enough to make ready field recognition possible.

Glaze E:

During the first quarter of the 16th century—a time

deduced by Mera (1940b) from circumstances in the Galisteo

Valley—significant changes in Rio Grande Glaze pottery had been

established with Glaze E. Throughout this phase, there was less

homogeneity in the type from one district to another—and within

a single district—than in any period since Glaze A. So great was

the variation, that it is difficult to generalize about the entire

group. For the most part, however, rims tended to be longer than

in the past, to rise perpendicularly, and to form an angle to the

curve of the hemispherical base of the bowl. Jar necks sloped in

toward the mouth at a slightly increased angle, and lips were

longer and more everted. The glaze paint is usually thicker and

more vitreous than on Glaze D, and is often runny to the point of

blurring the designs. Even on those specimens with thin, non-

vitreous paint, the linework is relatively broad and carelessly

done.

The shouldered bowl that was introduced with Glaze C
became more popular, with its shoulder growing even more

pronounced. Mera (1933) considered the Glaze E shouldered bowl

a separate type, "Tiguex Glaze-polychrome," but subsequent

work has demonstrated that it is merely another vessel form

common to the entire area.

The occurrence of Glaze E in Mound 7 was discussed

with the description of Tabira Black-on-white in connection with

the fixing in time of the latter type. With 1,021 sherds and eight

restorable bowls, it was the third most numerous of the typed

glaze pottery. Although absolute dating was not possible, its

relative placement is clear. It did not occur in the fill of the

Middle Phase Kivas L and N, but it was the predominant glaze

type in the trash deposited over them and in the "middle" strata

of Test Trench 1 . It was also the leading glaze type between floors

in Kiva E and in the upper levels of the test pits below the floors

of the rooms of the late house. Thus, it was introduced sometime

after the trash was deposited in Kivas L and N—or, according to

my estimate, after A.D. 1500—and before the 1545 construction

of the Late Phase house, and before the introduction of Tabira. I

have given my reasons for believing that Tabira and the A.D.

1 545 start of reconstruction at Mound 7 were nearly

contemporary. Therefore, it would seem that the date falls

somewhere in the middle of the Glaze E period. Glaze E sherds

were only slightly less numerous in the fill and on the floors of the

late house than Glaze F.

The complete bowl illustrated in Figure 121 was found

by the firepit on the floor of Room 13. Half a bowl, used as a

dish, was an offering along with a Tabira Black-on-white pitcher

with Burial 50. A partial but restorable bowl came from between

two successively laid floors in Room 15, and about one-quarter of

a jar was in the Late Phase fill of Kiva M. Parts of a shouldered

bowl were found in the fill of the adjacent Rooms 203 and 205,

where it had fallen from the roof of one of them. The other

catalogued specimens were from trash not assignable to phase.

Pecos Glaze-polychrome:

The manufacture of sand-tempered Pecos Glaze-

polychrome was confined to Pecos Pueblo. This distinctive type

was the first Glaze E type to be described, and the only one to be

described adequately (Kidder, 1936). Although Kidder referred to

it as Glaze V, Mera (1933), from his survey collections,

recognized that the type was peculiar to Pecos. It was probably

the uniqueness of the rim shape at Pecos during this period (Fig.
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120, third from left) that led Mera to establish the alphabetized

nomenclature that could be applicable to the entire glaze area.

Glaze F (or VI) at Pecos occurs only with igneous temper, and it

was probably all imported. Pecos Glaze-polychrome was

apparently produed at Pecos on through the ensuing period.

Six sherds of the type were found in Mound 7.

However, because they were recognized in the sorting of sherds as

trade ware, they were not included in the samples sent to Warren

for analysis. Consequently no Glaze E sherds from Pecos show up

on her tables.

Puaray Glaze-white, Glaze-red, and Glaze-polychrome:

Puaray Glaze-polychrome, which Mera (1933) named

for a large, historic Tiwa village on the Rio Grande, has

considerably more variation within the type than Pecos Glaze-

polychrome. In general, bowl rims are more erect than on Pecos

and taller than on the preceding Glaze D sherds, but the variation

in rim shapes and color combinations would lead one to expect

that Puaray might be separated into other types or varieties. This

has been attempted, but with little success to date because of an

inability to pin any variation to a specific geographic area. Certain

trends seem to exist in a given locality when large lots of sherds

are seen, but there is too much overlap of styles for further valid

typological breakdown.

Mera (1933) named a Trenaquel variety of Puaray for

one of the southernmost Piro villages. He described it as having a

square-lipped, tall, erect rim with a swelling at the base on the

inside , and considered it to be characteristic of the southern part

of the glaze-paint area. Shepard (1942), however, in her temper

analysis of southern sherds, was unable to find rims precisely

fitting the description, nor could I in the Gran Quivira material.

A very similar rim without the swelling—a shorter version of the

second Glaze F rim in Figure 120—is predominant in the Mound
7 Puaray with a Quarai provenience, and is common in that from

Abo. But it is not restricted to the south. It is also common on the

Mound 7 Puaray with Galisteo and Tonque-San Felipe temper.

Honea (Lange, 1968), in his discussion of the Cochiti

area pottery, illustrates, but does not describe, a somewhat shorter

rim, which stresses the swollen appearance of the interior base,

and calls it Escondido Glaze-polychrome. At the Eighth Ceramic

Seminar, he tentatively offered it as a new Glaze E type named

for a Piro site near Socorro. With their minimal descriptions, both

"Trenaquel" and "Escondido" have two things in common

—

southern origin and thick rim bases—and in fact, the same pottery

may have stimulated the naming of both. No sherds definitely

attributable to the villages of the Socorro area were found at

Mound 7, although rims nearly identical to those illustrated as

121. Puaray Glaze-red bowl.

"Escondido" by Honea were seen on Glaze E sherds found at

Las Humanas. These, however, were traded from Quarai, Abo,

and the Galisteo Valley.

The sample of Puaray from Las Humanas that was
subjected to petrographic analysis revealed that two-thirds of the

glazed pottery at the site was, at the time, made in the Salinas

area. What trade ware there was from the north was evenly

divided between Galisteo, Tonque-San Felipe, and Cochiti-

Pajarito sources, with a little from Zia. Some red-slipped

specimens were seen in sherds from all three major northern

centers, but the majority were white to fawn to pale orange. The

reverse was true of the Puaray Glaze-polychrome made at Abo,

which made up 51 percent of all Glaze E pottery from Mound 7.

It was mostly unslipped, and contrary to the case with earlier

types from Abo, most of the few slipped specimens were white.

In general, the glaze paint is neither as vitreous nor as runny as it

is on the Puaray from the northern villages. The matte red filler

appears on about half the sherds, although on many of these it is

in such low contrast to the red surface that it is hard to

distinguish. Most of the Glaze-red sherds, however, have open

spaces typical of the red-filled spaces on polychrome sherds, and

it is possible they had been painted with a fugitive paint. One of

the white-slipped bowl sherds is polychrome only by virtue of

having a red unslipped exterior. But these differences are too

vague and generalized to make separation into a new type a

useful tool.

For the first time, Quarai production of glazed pottery,

which started with Glaze C, became significant, with 10 percent

of the Puaray at Gran Quivira containing the hornblende-gneiss

typical of Quarai. Rather surprisingly the Quarai sherds do not

follow the style of Abo, only 12 miles away by trail over the

foothills of the Manzanos. Although some unslipped specimens

are present, about half bear a heavy cream to white slip and a

runny vitreous glaze, and closely resemble the pottery from the

Galisteo-Rio Grande area 50 miles to the north.

The incidence of sherds with local Las Humanas

temper, never significant, reaches its peak of nearly 5 percent

with Puaray Glaze-polychrome. All of these sherds are slipped in

yellowish white.

Glaze F:

The changes that signal Glaze F are more easily

recognized than those of the intermediate groups. The obtuse

angle formed by the juncture of the curved body of a bowl with

the base of the rim becomes sharper and more exaggerated, and

rims tend to be taller. Jar rims are longer and more sharply

everted than previously. The most striking change is an

improvement in the glazing quality of the paint, which is thick

and glassy. With this increased control of the vitrification of the

mineral, however, there was a corresponding loss of control of

line. During the firing process, the paint ran, blurring the lines to

the extent that the planned design often became unrecognizable.

So badly did it run in some instances that the paint from two or

three simple lines smeared more than 50 percent of the vessel

surface. The long, erratic lines on the jar necks in Figure 124 are

not part of the design, but are caused by melted paint streaming to

the rim of a pot inverted for firing.

The Rio Grande potters were only a step away from

achieving an allover glaze, but, apparently unable to break the

centuries-old, design-oriented tradition, they never took that step.

A small jar from Quarai illustrates what a narrow gap remained.
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About one-half of the jar was present, with sherds from the base

to the rim of one side. It was tempered with ground tuff typical of

the Pajarito Plateau, and the exterior was completely covered with

a brown to green glaze. The inside was slipped with a thin pale

green glaze. This was certainly an Indian pot, but the interior

glaze, very reminiscent of the thin glaze on the inside of a Spanish

olive jar, may have been a borrowed European idea.

With the exception of Pecos Pueblo, where the

distinctive Pecos Glaze-polychrome of the preceding period

continued to be manufactured, Glaze F style was followed in all

the glaze-paint area that was still occupied. Mera (1940b) arrived

at beginning dates by inference. Glaze F was known to have been

in style in the Salinas Province shortly before the Pueblo

Rebellion of 1680, but because it seemed to him that it was not

yet fully established on some of the refugee sites occupied after

the expulsion of the Spaniards from New Mexico, he reasoned

that it could not have had a long history. He estimated dates of

A.D. 1650 to 1700.

I was quite convinced throughout the excavation of

Mound 7 that Mera's beginning date was too late. Glaze F sherds

made up 20 percent of all classified glazes, yet the 22 years

between 1650 and the recorded abandonment of the pueblo in

1672 was only 6 percent of the total time of the occupation of the

site. We had, of course, removed a much larger percentage of late

material than of early, but still it seemed too much pottery for

such a short time. Evidence from other sites also seems to point to

an earlier introduction of the form. Stanley Stubbs identified

Glaze F sherds in collections at the Laboratory of Anthropology

from Amoxiumqua, Unshagi, and Giusewa, the three

northernmost of the Jemez settlements (Smiley, Stubbs, and

Bannister, 1953). Yet Paul Reiter (1938) presents documentary

evidence to support his belief that Unshagi was deserted as early

as 1628, and Giusewa and its associated mission of San Jose

sometime between 1632 and 1639. Amoxiumqua, on a high mesa

above San Jose, must certainly have been given up before

Giusewa. It is known that the Jemez reoccupied mesa-top sites

after the rebellion, but Reiter identified these as Patoqua and

Astialakwa, 6 to 7 miles downstream.

A study of the association of Glaze F with dated

architectural events at Mound 7 suggests an inception somewhat

earlier than 1650, but not as early as I would have guessed from

the abundance of the pottery. As we have already seen, the

construction of the late house, except for porches, was essentially

complete by A.D. 1600. Glaze F sherds were 32 percent of

classified glazes in the fill and on the floors of the rooms, but they

were only 3 percent in the subfloor test pits. These few sherds

were from rooms where there were intrusive burial pits and were

probably themselves intrusive, post-dating the construction.

The convento annex at the southwest corner of the house

was built about A.D. 1629. Only one of 53 classified glaze sherds

from below the floors of the apartment was Glaze F, but this was

from under an apparently undisturbed floor. The convento was

roofed with timbers, dating from A.D. 1551 through 1568, which

were probably taken from the abandoned rooms at the north ends

of the wings enclosing Kiva C Plaza. Room 1 16 was one of those

roofless rooms—part of a block of rooms with a latest date of

1564. The north wall of the room, and of roofless Room 121 next

to it, had fallen outward, probably at the time the timbers were

removed, for there was not enough stone in the rubble to raise the

walls to height. The stone may have gone into the convento along

with the wood. We cut a north-south trench to subsoil up to the

foot of the north wall of Room 1 16 to expose two well-defined

strata (section C'-C', fig. 1). Stratum A, from top to bottom,

consisted of a thin layer of late trash, the rubble and mortar of the

missing wall, and a layer of trash deposited during the period that

the wall had stood in place. Forty percent of the classified glazes

in this stratum were Glaze F. Stratum B consisted of compacted

trash on which Room 1 16 and the other Block 4 rooms were built.

Here, Glaze F was 12 percent of typed glaze sherds (5 of 39). I

am not suggesting that they dated from the pre-construction

period, but rather that they were intrusive from Stratum A, thus

proving that at least much of the Glaze F in that upper stratum lay

below the rubble and predated the collapse of the wall.

If the assumption that Room 1 16 was cannibalized to

build the convento is correct, and if the fall of Room 1 16's north

wall was nearly contemporary with the removal of the wood, then

Glaze F was being made by about A.D. 1629. The conclusions

based on the evidence of a small handful of sherds and two "ifs"

is tenuous. It is supported, however, by other evidence, which

also in itself, is not conclusive.

Kivas C, D, E, J, K, and M were all razed, and all but

J, which was left open, were filled with trash. In the discussion of

architecture, reasons were given for the belief that the destruction

was contemporary with the 1658-1659 reestablishment of

missionary activity at Las Humanas. Kivas C, K, and M were

filled with trash in which Glaze F sherds were 76, 71, and 48

percent, respectively, of all typed glazes. In addition, Kiva C held

six restorable vessels on the floor and in the lower fill. Glaze F

sherds were found between successively laid floors in Kivas E, K,

and M. In Kiva K, a Glaze F sherd was imbedded in the mortar of

the masonry. Of course, it is not impossible that the new type

could attain such a prominence in the eight or nine years between

a 1650 inception and the razing of the kivas, nor is it impossible

that in this short time pots were made and broken and new floors

laid in at least three kivas, and one of them relined with

masonry—but it does not seem likely. I suspect the sherds below

the floors and in the masonry pre-dated A.D. 1650, and that Glaze

F was made as early as A.D. 1625.

In the Salinas Province, Glaze F expired, along with the

population, in the late 1600's. In the valley pueblos, it lasted until

shortly after the Spanish reconquest, and on the refugee sites in

the Navajo country probably well into the first quarter of the 18th

century.

Kotyiti Glaze-red and Glaze-polychrome:

Kotyiti is the only Glaze F type formally named (Mera,

1933). It is described in Kidder's Pottery of Pecos (1936), but not

as exhaustively as the other types, since it was a minor import to

Pecos from the Galisteo Valley. Marjorie F. Lambert (1954) has

also described and illustrated Kotyiti' Glaze from Paako.

Mound 7 produced 1,108 sherds and 39 whole or

restorable pots, or large sherds used as dishes, making Kotyiti'

second only to Agua Fria in numerical importance among the

typed glazes. The ever-diminishing dominance of the northern and

valley villages in this trade, recorded throughout the discussion of

glaze pottery, took another sharp drop. Only 17 percent of the

sample of Kotyiti Glaze-polychrome and Glaze-red sherds

examined by Warren were made outside the Salinas Province. Las

Humanas itself remained relatively uninvolved in the production

of glazes with only 2 percent of the sherds containing biotite

felsite. Fifty-two percent of the glazed pottery during this period

was now imported from Quarai, which had only started significant
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production in the preceding period. Although Abo was not the

source of as much Kotyiti found at Las Humanas as Quarai was, it

was still the principal trade center, much of the import being in

the form of Salinas Red.

While the two bowl shapes and jars continue to make up

the bulk of the Kotyiti pottery, new shapes were added to the list.

Spanish inspired forms, such as soup plates, cups, and small

rectangular dishes, are seen in the type, paralleling the similar

phenomenon in Tabira Plain. From the Mound 7 excavations,

there were only two examples of these recent forms—part of a

rectangular dish and a single sherd from a soup plate—but in

pueblos where the pottery was made, these new shapes are more

commonly found. Nelson (1916) comments on the unusual shapes

in the historic sites of the Galisteo as does Lambert (1954) for

Paako.

Two complete squash pots from Mound 7 were of one

of the late glazes, but for lack of distinguishing characteristics,

could not be typed. One from the floor of Room 151 was

associated with the stone bowl shown in Figure 171. It is an

unslipped pink to tan paste and decorated with terraced cloud

designs and a lightning serpent. The black glaze paint is in a finer

line than is usual on Glaze F. The other was found with the

collection of finely chipped flints (fig. 165) on the floor of Room
46 under several inches of rotted corn. This interesting bowl (fig.

122) is the familiar seed bowl, or squash pot shape to which has

been added four applique terraces, fixed with their bases near the

widest diameter of the body of the vessel to rise nearly

perpendicularly. One of the cloud shapes, and the entire upper

half of the pot, is painted with a dark brown glaze. The opposite

terrace is painted a matte red. The two remaining clouds are the

varied tan to rose color of the paste. Short ticked lines below each

could symbolize falling rain, and between each of the clouds is a

distinct symbol—a stalk of corn, bolt of lightning with an

arrowhead, a polliwog, and the meandering of lightning seen in

the illustration.

The first of these two pots, like the similar Tabira

Black-on-white bowls described earlier, are an old form. The

second, with its four marginal clouds, is apparently the next step

in the modification that resulted in the round or rectangular open

vessel with clouds standing above the rim—a common
accoutrement of modern pueblo altars, used for holding sacred

meal.

122. A late glaze squash pot.

The Kotyiti sherds from the Mound 7 excavations show

minor differences, according to the proveniences, as indicated by

the temper analysis. Those with tuff temper from the Cochiti-

Pajarito area have bowl rims that are bi-convex in cross section.

The Galisteo sherds are slipped white inside and out. The sherds

from the two major production centers in the Salinas Province

have several traits in common: bowl rims are parallel-sided and

only very slightly thicker than the vessel wall; rims run from 25 to

60 mm. high, averaging about 40 mm.; and design is extremely

simple, most often consisting of no more than a couple of

encircling lines. The most frequent elaboration is a series of open

triangles standing on one of the lines (figs. 123c and 124c-d).

There are also some differences in the pottery from Abo
and Quarai during this period. The Abo sherds are unslipped,

brown to red duochrome in the same tradition that had held at Abo
from the first introduction of glaze-paint. Matte red filler, always

rare at Abo, is seen on none of the Glaze F from that pueblo.

About half of the Quarai pottery is slipped with white which

varies from a thick but carelessly applied and streaky yellow to

gray off-white, to a very thin, spotty, chalky wash. On many thin-

slipped specimens, the white was splashed on so carelessly or has

eroded to such an extent that it cannot be detected upon casual

inspection. Slip applied to bowl interiors crossed over the lip and

down to the base of the rim on the outside. Jars, when slipped,

were covered to the base of the shoulder. Matte red is seen on

more of the sherds from Quarai, but still on no more than 1 to 2

percent. The slipped vessels are polychrome only by virtue of the

contrast of slip and the uncovered red-fired areas. The bowl in

Figure 123a carries a faint remnant of a flaky slip to just below

the bottom of the rim, both inside and out. The slip on the outside

of Figure 123c, although streaked, contrasts well with the

unslipped body of the bowl, but on the inside, the slip is so thin

and so closely matches the gray-brown color of the paste that it is

barely distinguishable. The bowl in Figure 123b is unslipped, a

pink to tan color on the outside, with the interior reduced to gray-

brown .

There is no superficial difference between unslipped

Quarai bowls and those from Abo, but there is some difference in

jars. The temper of the restored pots was not examined, but six of

the seven restored slipped jars, presumed to be from Quarai, have

indented bases (fig. 124a-c), while the three restored unslipped

jars have rounded bases, and tend to be somewhat squat with

lower necks and wider and more rounded shoulders (fig. 124d-

e)—these are believed to be from Abo.

The Kotyiti Glaze-red from Abo is surely the pottery

which Shepard (1942) has described as the "Jornada Late

Variant." She found unslipped bowls with tall, parallel-sided

rims and soda diorite temper to be typical of the late sites in the

Jornada del Muerto west of Chupadero Mesa. It was noted in the

discussion of Glaze C that Warren believes her hornblende syenite

and Shepard's soda diorite are the same, and I suspect that the

pottery on the Jornada sites came from Abo only 12 to 20 miles

north. Shepard did not intend to formally present Jornada Late

Variant as a type until more specimens could be studied. The

differences in jars demontrated by the Las Humanas collection is a

help, but we still need to know more about its range and

relationship to the Quarai pottery and to that in the river valley.

Although sorting Kotyiti from Quarai Pueblo, and

"Jornada" from Abo, by visual determinations alone would

leave the majority of sherds in an "unknown Glaze F" category,

there were obviously two traditions—closely related but different.
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Tompiro-speaking Abo, the westernmost of the Salinas pueblos at

this time, was situated in a pass that debouches into the Rio

Grande Valley, and its contacts, historically and prehistorically,

were with the west. Tiwa-speaking Quarai, on the other hand, was

on the east flank of the Manzano Mountains overlooking the

basin. The white slip on its pottery may reflect contact with the

Tiwas on the river north of Albuquerque and the Tanos of the

Galisteo Valley.

Unfortunately, the pottery from the Rio Grande Piro

settlements is not known well enough for comparisons to be

made. Shepard (1942) describes a "Socorro Late Variant" which

is white-slipped polychrome tempered with crystalline basalt.

Nothing answering this description was found at Mound 7.

Twenty-five of Mound 7's Kotyiti vessels were found in

the Late Phase rooms, mostly on the floors, and three were found

with two cremations. Only three jars sat on floors, as opposed to

12 bowls. Jars were more common in the upper room fill—

a

provenience indicative of placement on the roof. Five bowls and

two jars were part of the unusual amount of broken pottery in th

lower fill and on the floor of Kiva C. Only four of the catalogued

pieces were found in other trash.

Salinas Red:

At the Pueblo of Pecos, Kidder (1936) found a "Plain

Red" ware to be common in the later levels, arriving early in his

Glaze VI (Glaze F) period and becoming increasingly common.

There were no jars of this type at Pecos, but the most common
forms were plain-rimmed bowls with rather flat bases, high-

rimmed bowls in the form of Kotyiti Glaze-red, soup plates, and

small, low-rimmed rectangular dishes. Anna O. Shepard, in her

technological analysis of the Pecos pottery (published in the same

volume as Kidder's study), described the temper as the same local

sand used in the Pecos glazes, but not as carefully selected and

ground, with the result of a more friable paste. She reasoned that

it was post-rebellion pottery, a degenerate form made after the

glaze technique was lost.

Toulouse (1949) found nearly identical pottery, which

he named Salinas Red, in his excavation of the church and

convento at San Gregorio de Abo, where it made up 37 percent of

all the sherds. The forms described, in order of prominence, were:

bowls with both plain and Glaze F rims, soup plates, jars, cups,

and candlesticks. No rectangular dishes were found. From the

character of the paste and the surface treatment, Toulouse

believed Salinas Red to be an outgrowth of the local glazes, made

with the same clays and techniques.

Salinas Red was 42 percent of the pottery in the

convento of Nuestra Senora de la Conception at Quarai, and 19

percent of the sherds in the late house mound. The shapes

represented are the same as those at Abo, but with the addition of

low-rimmed, rectangular dishes, which were second only to soup

plates in numbers, and flat-based pitchers with vertical handles

similar to those of Tabira Plain. A single sherd was found of what

seemed to be a flat comal or griddle.

At Las Humanas, the similarities were such that Salinas

Red could not be separated from undecorated sections of one of

the glazes unless a fairly large piece was in hand, but 422 sherds

were identified. Small bowls with simple or slightly everted rims

and with either flaring or steep sides (fig. 125c) were by far the

most common shape in the Las Humanas collection. This shape

was closely followed by larger bowls with outlines identical to

Puaray and Kotyiti Glazes. Oddly, nearly a fifth of the bowls had

swollen, recurved rims like those on Glaze C. Next in importance

were soup plates of precisely the shape and dimensions of those

made of Tabira Plain (fig. 105).

Jars, all with late glaze shapes (fig. 124f), were rare,

and handled cups and pitchers even more so. There were single

sherds each of a rectangular dish, a squash pot, and a candlestick.

The "May basket" from Room 75, shown at the lower right of

123. Kotyiti Glaze-polychrome bowls.
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Figure 125, is also unique. This small bowl has a round loop

handle arching from rim to rim.

Warren examined the paste and temper of 85 Salinas

Red sherds from Mound 7 and found that while minor numbers

were made with Zia basalt, and with sand or sherds from

unknown areas, 88 percent were made in the Salinas Province.

These were nearly equally divided among Abo, Quarai, and Las

Humanas. Although Salinas Red sherds were only 0.4 percent of

the total in the mound, it is interesting to see that a third of it was

apparently made at Las Humanas, where the glazes were always

of infinitesimal importance. The colors range from beige to

bright-red, with the whole range often displayed on a single

vessel. Fire clouds are common. Some of the very light pieces

are, at first glance, difficult to distinguish from accidentally

overtired pieces of Tabira. Although Salinas is better polished

than Tabira, some of the texture is what one would expect of

potters learning to adapt a new firing technique to the old clays

—

or an old technique to a new clay.

The shapes of the 28 vessels catalogued occurred in the

same proportionate numbers as the sherds, except that jars were

relatively more common. Additional shapes were three miniatures

and a pitcher (unfortunately not restorable) similar to theTabira

pitcher, but without the constricted base.

A bowl and part of a large jar were found immediately

below the floors of Rooms 9 and 10. All others were from

definitely late, post- 1600 proveniences. Eighteen pieces were

from floors or upper fill of the rooms, and one was an offering

with a Late Phase burial. Old, covered fireplaces in Kivas K and

M yielded miniatures. Sherds, also, were overwhemingly from the

upper levels. Certainly the cups, soup plates, square dishes, and

pitchers are post-Spanish, but some of the other pieces may be

nothing more than unpainted "glazes." A complete bowl from

Room 3, in fact, had a streaky white wash on the interior like that

common on the late glazes from Quarai, and it could be typed

Puaray "Glaze"-red-without-paint. Undecorated pieces are

uncommon, but ubiquitous, in all the normally painted

Southwestern pottery types, and some of our subfloor sherds and

the miniatures in the kiva fireplaces may be no more than a

reflection of that fact.

Other Exotic Pottery:

Table 19 lists exotic sherds other than Rio Grande

Glazes. They make up something less than 1 percent of the total

sherds, but it is important to remember that virtually all of the Rio

Grande Glaze at Las Humanas was also trade ware. The

•""i;.,i*.'

124. Late, red-fired jars; a-c Kotyitf Glaze-polychrome, d-e Kotyiti Glaze-red, / Salinas Red.

12S. Salinas Red vessels.
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separation was only to permit the discussion of the eastern glazes

as a single phenomenon.

The areas of provenience of the other types, of course,

cover a much wider range. Pottery that traveled the greatest

distance was Ramos Polychrome from about 250 miles to the

southwest in Chihuahua. Mesa Verde Black-on-white and Jeddito

Black-on-yellow had to come from nearly as far, from the San

Juan drainage and the Hopi Mesas to the northwest. The most

important direction for trade in pottery, however, was the west

—

red wares from the middle Rio Grande Valley across the lower

Puerco, through the Acoma country to Cibola and the White

Mountains. The most numerous western type was Heshotauthla

Polychrome, whose importance to the beginnings of Rio Grande

Glazes has been discussed. Next in importance was the area up

the river, from the Galisteo Valley to the northern Tewa villages,

and the Pajarito Plateau. These were largely black-on-white, with

the Biscuit Wares, Abiquiu, and Bandelier Black-on-gray making

up over half the total northern sherds. As was the case in the

glazed types, trade from the north increased as the western

influence diminished. Sherds from south of Las Humanas are very

few. El Paso Brown and its decorated varieties and Lincoln Black-

on-red from the Jornada and the Tularosa Basin lead in this group.

The scarcity of sherds from the south can be explained

by the fact that southern New Mexico was nearly an empty land

by sometime in the mid-1300's. If the numbers of sherds of the

southern types are compared with those of contemporary types

from the north and west—Santa Fe and Galisteo Black-on-white

from the north, and Socorro and Casa Colorada Black-on-white

and the early White Mountain Red wares from the west—they are

seen to be nearly equal.

Sherds of European types, or pottery introduced through

Spanish intermediacy, are scarce. There is a single sherd of

Chinese porcelain and 20 of Majolica, a type made in the vicinity

of Puebla, Mexico, as well as in Spain. The most numerous

sherds in this lot were Carnue Plain, which is a coarse, friable,

pale red pottery in the form of globular jars, small bowls and

cups, and soup plates. The sand-tempered paste is thick,

averaging 6.5 mm., and is unpolished. The type was first

described as "Brick ware" by Toulouse (1949) from pottery

found in the convento at Abo. It was named and the description

amplified by Herbert W. Dick (1968), who finds it common on

early Spanish sites, and he suggests that it may have been made
for the Spanish settlers by their Indian servants after A.D. 1700.

If my identification of the Mound 7 "Brick ware" as Carnue

Plain is correct, that date should be adjusted.

Only three restorable vessels of exotic pottery, other

than glazes, were found in Mound 7. Parts of a Galisteo Black-on-

white bowl and a Heshotauthla Polychrome bowl had been

discarded in the trash, and a complete jar of Kapo Black stood in

the corner of Room 153 (fig. 126). Kidder (1936) found a

smudged and burnished plain black ware common in the historic

levels at Pecos, where it was tempered both with the local sand

and with tuff—the latter presumably imported from the Rio

Grande Valley above Santa Fe. Mera (1939) named the type and

discussed its distribution. He found it to be extremely rare on sites

known to have been temporarily occupied during the period of the

Pueblo rebellion and reasoned that the time of its inception was

quite late in the 17th century. The Mound 7 specimen implies a

date at least as early as A.D. 1672.

Table 19.

Sherd counts of exotic pottery (except for Rio Grande Glazes).

Brown and gray wares
Pitoche Rubbed-ribbed 8

Los Lunas Smudged 100

Jornada brown 5

El Paso brown. R/b, poly. 35
? smudged brown or red 4

?red-on-brown 1

? brown 4

Cundiyo Micaceous-washboard 2

Sapawe Micaceous-washboard 2

? Micaceous-washboard 3

Potsu'ii incised 1

Kapo Black 1

White wares
San Marcial Black-on-white 6

Socorro B/w 34
Casa Colorado B/w 16

Tularosa B/w 1

Mimbres B/w 1

Mesa Verde B/w 1

Jemez B/w 2

Santa Fe B/w 16

Galisteo B/w 65
Poge B/w 1

Pindi B/w 3

Wiyo B/w 18

Abiquiu B/g 75
Bandelier B/g 85
? black-on-white 9

Yellow and cream wares
Jeddito Black-on-yellow

Gila Poly.

Ramos Poly.

Sankawi Black-on-cream
Tewa Poly.

European Introductions

Maijolica

Olive jar

Chinese porcelain

Carnue Plain

Casitas Red-on-brown

Total

Red Wares
San Andres Red-on-terracotta 1

Three Rivers R/t 5

Lincoln B/r 24
Wingate B/r 4
St. Johns B/r, Poly. 13

Pinedale Poly. 1

Heshotauthla Poly. 181

Kwakina Glaze-poly. 1

1

Pinnawa Glaze-white 5

Zuni-Acoma glaze 2

? White Mountain Redware 4
Other unidentified red 8

10

1

60
1

861

126. Kapo Black jar.
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A/

From 180. Possible human effigies.
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4. Stone Artifacts of Mound 7

Jon Nathan Young

The importance of stone in the material culture of the

people of Las Humanas is attested to by the over 13,000 pieces of

worked stone salvaged from the excavation of Mound 7. In

addition to the extensive use of stone for building, not considered

here, stone implements were employed in some way in every

activity—hunting, food preparation, dress, religion, house-

building, and the manufacture of other tools.

Only two rocks were available in the immediate vicinity

of the pueblo: the limestone of the San Andres formation, and an

igneous rock that was intrusive to it in the form of sills. The

limestone is dark-gray, finely crystalline, and often moderately

cherty, with a concoidal fracture (Bates, Wilpot, MacAlpin, and

Vorbe, 1947). The igneous rock, referred to below as felsite,

varies from a friable, medium-grained rock to a dense diabase.

Other materials occurring in the San Andres formation

as minor deposits, and available within a 2 or 3-mile radius of the

village, are a massive white gypsum and a white to yellow,

medium-grained, friable sandstone. A similar but more resistant

sandstone occurs in exposed beds of the Glorieta formation on the

west side of Chupadero Mesa, 5 miles away, while about 10 miles

to the northwest are the pink to red Yeso and Abo sandstones

—

the latter often a coarse conglomerate. Shales in the Abo
formation also produce petrified wood, and copper ores which

may be the source of the malachite and azurite used for paint and

ornaments. In the same area near Abo Pass are pediment gravels

containing cobbles of schist, granite, and quartzite.

Vesicular basalt came from lava flows near the south

end of Chupadero Mesa about 30 miles away. The nearest known

source of obsidian is in the Jemez Mountains, which also

furnished the few pieces of tuff and pumice. Turquoise found at

Mound 7 probably came from Cerrillos near Santa Fe.

Although it is often impossible to determine the actual

use to which an artifact was put, this discussion attempts to

separate them into functional categories.

One hundred fifty-nine of the 170 choppers recovered

from Mound 7 were analysed. They range in size from 40 by 37

by 32 mm. to 195 by 65 by 35 mm., and almost half fall between

73 by 62 by 21 mm. and 92 by 76 by 59 mm. Although most are

limestone, some are quartzite and sandstone, and there are two or

three each of chalcedony, chert, felsite, jasper, and schist. Many
of the choppers are round or approximately so. Some are chipped,

a few are unifacial, and a few have more than one chopping edge.

On 28 specimens, the broad edge, which normally

would fit against the user's palm, is battered. There is a tendency

for these battered artifacts to be elongated (fig. 127), and they

may, in fact, be wedges.

Although the number of choppers from Mound 7 seems

large, and the size relatively small when compared with choppers

from contemporaneous sites, some of the smaller specimens might

be knives or scrapers in another's classification.

Axes:

An axe is a chopping tool grooved for the attachment of

a wrapped handle. For 10 fragments uncovered in Mound 7 (7

limestone, 2 fibrolite, and 1 schist), the method of hafting cannot

be determined. The remaining 60 specimens, however, were

prepared for hafting either by notches, three-quarter grooves, full

grooves, or spiral grooves (fig. 128).

Notched:

Two crudely flaked, chopper-like axes are side-notched

near the poll end. One is quartzitic sandstone, and the other

quartzite (fig. 128a); one is Late Phase, while the other has a

temporally mixed provenience. A third axe, ground felsite from

mixed trash, was hafted by means of two notches pecked opposite

each other, one on either side near the poll.

Cutting and Pounding Tools

Choppers

Choppers are hand-held tools similar to axes. They

differ from axes, however, in their smaller size, in not being

hafted, and in the way their working edge is produced. While the

bits of most axes are ground, those of most choppers are flaked.

Many Mound 7 choppers are small and resemble scrapers both in

size and shape, but I am considering them as choppers because

their edges are bifacial. (Bifacial edges tend to be more efficient

for cutting; unifacial edges tend to be more efficient for scraping.)

Because of their size, these smaller choppers hardly qualify a

hand-held axes. I hesitate to call them knives, though, for two

reasons: (1) they are flaked rather than chipped, and (2) like

choppers, but unlike knives, the edge that fits against the user's

palm, the one opposite the chopping edge, is broad.
127. Chopper.
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Three-quarter-grooved:

The single three-quarter-grooved specimen is quartzitic

sandstone and comes from Room 114 (fig. 128e). Peck marks

cover most of the original surface. The bit, which originally was

ground, has been reworked by bifacial flaking. The hafting groove

is broad and relatively shallow across the faces, but deepens as it

passes over the edge. Its short, rounded poll has an additional

three-quarter groove separated from the hafting groove by a

narrow, flat ridge. This second groove, which does not appear to

be functional, is perhaps decorative.

Axes of this type are rare in the Eastern Pueblo area,

and the presence of even a single specimen is interesting. Not an

accident of manufacture, the axe is typical of Mogollon,

Hohokam, and Western Pueblo, and was almost certainly

imported from the west. It may be an heirloom piece, since the

adjacent Mogollon territory was abandoned by about A.D. 1400.

However, in Pueblo IV times, three-quarter-grooved axes were

plentiful at Awatovi (Woodbury, 1954), Homolovi, and Hawikuh

(Reed, 1950).

Full-Grooved:

Twenty-five specimens have a full, hafting groove.

Fourteen are limestone. In order of decreasing frequency, the

remainder are greenstone and sandstone, felsite and quartzite, and

diorite. All are pecked or ground, or both. Some also have been

reworked by flaking. Four are Early Phase, 1 Middle Phase, 8

Late Phase, and 12 have mixed trash proveniences (Table 21).

One full-grooved quartzite axe is double-bitted, with a

hafting groove at about the middle of the artifact. It originally was

shaped by pecking, but the bits were resharpened by flaking.

Thirteen axes have an additional, short, hafting groove

that runs perpendicular to the transverse full groove and across the

end of the poll. On some specimens, the second groove is present

only over the end of the poll, but often it extends completely

across the poll faces, intersecting the transverse groove, and onto

the bit faces. Three are Early Phase, 4 are Late Phase, and 6 have

temporally mixed proveniences.

The battered, thick, and rounded conditon of the bit of

one short poll-grooved axe, as well as the polls of several others,

indicates that these were last used for pounding.

Three large limestone specimens (two of which are

illustrated in fig. 128 e-f) were found together on the floor of

Feature 1. They have extremely finely ground, sharp bits and a

heavy use-polish that could have been acquired only by chopping

through earth. Almost certainly they were used for such tasks as

breaking clods, weeding, or harvesting. Except for the fact that

they are smaller and of a different material, they resemble a "T-

grooved axe" from the Grace Creek Site in northeastern Texas,

the temporal placement of which is not certain (Jones, 1957).

They also bear a close resemblance to 12th and early 13th-century

Largo axes from north-central New Mexico. Largo axes are

characterized by three broad hafting notches—one in each side

and one in the poll (Mera, 1938; McNutt, 1969).

Spiral-grooved:

All of the 31 spiral-grooved specimens (figs. 128 c-d)

we uncovered are pecked and ground to a high polish. With the

exception of two felsite, one greenstone, and one diorite, all are

fibrolite. The polls are short, with many rounded through use in

pounding. The sides of the bit are straight and parallel. The

cutting edge is usually slightly convex. Five specimens have sharp

cutting edges; the edges of the remainder have been dulled by

pounding. Both the bit and the hafting groove slope from outside

to inside at an oblique angle—top to bottom, front to back—to the

long axis of the artifact. This is a distinctive trait unique to the

spiral-rooved implements. The hafting grooves and working

surfaces of all other Gran Quivira axes and hammers are at a right

angle to the long axis of the implements.

One fibrolite axe appears to have been nearly

completed, but never used (fig. 128c). Thus, perhaps, it is most

representative of the ideal spiral-grooved axe, both in form and in

size. The groove is set near the end of the tool, leaving only a

short poll. The end of the poll is smoothed around the edge, but

rough and unfinished in the center, as if it had been deeply

grooved and then broken from a larger block. While the hafting

groove is set at an angle of 1 10° to the long axis, the sharp cutting

edge is more perpendicular to the long axis. All surfaces of the

tool have been ground and polished.

Three spiral-grooved axes have a carefully incised "X"
on their surfaces. One is marked on both the outer side of the bit

and the inner side of the poll. Another is marked on one face of

Table 20.

Temporal placement of axes.

Type
Early

Phase
Middle
Phase

Late

Phase
Temporally

Mixed Totals

Notched 1 2 3

Three-quarter-grooved 1 I

Full-grooved 4 1 8 12 25

Spiral -grooved 2 21 8 31

Untyped 6 4 10

Totals 4 3 37 26 70

128. Axes
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the bit, just below the spiral groove. The third has an "X"
incised on the outer side below the hafting groove.

The great wear on many of these fibrolite axes is an

indication of how much they were treasured and reused.

Apparently, they were resharpened until the blades were worn

back to the thick part of the axe close to the point of balance, until

the remaining stub was too thick and too short to grind to a cutting

edge. When only a nubbin remained, it was, in many instances,

reused as a hammer. The spiral grooves on greatly-used

specimens are also worn, often to the point of obliterating the

ridges separating them (fig. 128d). The bit of one axe, recovered

in mixed trash, was shortened by repeated sharpening and

subsequent hammering; it then acquired a polish as though it were

used as a pestle.

Eight spiral-grooved axes have temporally mixed

proveniences. Two are Middle Phase (one accompanied Burial

150, the inhumation of a young adult female). The remaining 21

are Late Phase, including one each from the floors of Kiva C and

Rooms 139, 147, 154, 159, and 175, and 2 incorporated in the

masonry of walls in Rooms 12 and 117. No spiral-grooved axes

were found in Early Phase deposits.

At Las Humanas, full-grooved axes tend to be early and

spiral-grooved to be late. All 6 Early Phase axes are full-grooved.

And although the sample is small, its significance is increased by

the fact that comparatively few Early Phase proveniences were

excavated.

Notched axes were generally replaced by full-grooved

hafting in the late Pueblo II period. The spiral-grooved axe was a

late, local development on the Upper Rio Grande in the northern

Tewa villages on, or near, the Santa Cruz River where the axes

were manufactured from a local stone and traded widely as

completed tools (Montgomery, 1963). Mound 7's spiral-grooved,

fibrolite axes are identical to those reported from other

contemporaneous pueblos in the Rio Grande drainage and from at

least as far away as Awatovi.

Picks:

Picks differ from axes primarily by having tapering

points rather than broad cutting edges. The 7 picks from Mound 7

also differ from axes in being hafted near the middle of the

artifact, closer to the point of balance.

Four of the specimens are limestone, two vesicular

basalt and one chert. They range in size from the chert pick,

which is 141 mm. long and weighs Vk pounds (567 gm.) (fig.

129b), to one of the limestone specimens, which is considerably

larger than any of the other picks: 250 mm. in length and a little

over 7 pounds (3.2 kg.) in weight (fig. 129a). All are shaped by

flaking, and all are full groove. The grooves are pecked, with the

three smallest limestone artifacts receiving some shaping by

pecking. There is a heavy use-polish on the tips of several,

especially on the largest specimen. One pick is Early Phase, three

are Late Phase, and three come from mixed trash.

Both of the vesicular basalt picks are reused fragments

of trough metates (fig. 129c). The chert specimen and perhaps one

of the smaller limestone specimens resemble the type described

and illustrated by Jeancon (1923): "The two-headed ax (pi. 1 1,

G) is typical of the Jemez Plateau and is called by the Tewa a

'tzii-wi' (two flake or two point). It was supposed to have been

used only in war."

Hammers:
Hammers are grooved for the attachment of a handle. In

every instance, this groove, which is transverse, occurs in a

medial position and divides the artifact into two approximately

identical lobes (fig. 130). Hafting grooves and the broad, gently

convex pounding surfaces are pecked. Occasionally, surfaces are

lightly ground.

In addition to those axes whose bits or polls, or both,

were used for pounding, there are 33 hammers. These were made

of sandstone (10), basalt (8), diorite (4), limestone (4), felsite (3),

chalcedony (1), schist (1), scoria (1), and quartzite (1). The whole

129. Stone picks 130. Grooved hammers.
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specimens grade almost imperceptibly from the smallest, of

quartzite and measuring 67 by 59 by 50 mm., to the largest, of

vesicular basalt and measuring 173 by 84 by 66 mm. All of the

hammers are oblong. There does seem to be a correlation, though,

between size and shape. As the size of the hammers increases,

their sections become more rectangular (fig. 130b). As the size

decreases, their sections become more round (fig. 130a).

There are only seven of the small, hemispherical

hammers in the collection. They were used for light pounding of a

sort that roughened the ends but did not spall off large flakes of

material. Kidder (1932) found several of these hammers at Pecos.

Because of their small size, careful workmanship, and unbattered

condition, he thought them to be club heads and noted their

marked resemblance to a slung shot from San Ildefonso.

The larger, more rectangular Gran Quivira hammers

also have their counterparts at Pecos. The larger of the two shown

in Figure 130b is almost identical to one illustrated by Kidder.

The scoria hammer is rectangular and resembles one recovered

from the 13th century Tesuque By-Pass site near Santa Fe

(McNutt, 1969).

All eight basalt hammers are reused fragments of trough

metates. Most of the sandstone specimens also appear to be

broken pieces of other artifacts—especially manos. At least one

was used for paint grinding, and another was made into a shaft

tool.

Hammerstones:

Hammerstones are hand-held hammers without handles.

The uses to which they were put are many and varied: for

example, driving stakes, dressing stone, roughening metates, and

fashioning hafting grooves on other stone artifacts. Many of these

tasks are most efficiently accomplished with sharp, angular edges

and points. Some of the lesser-used Mound 7 hammerstones look

like cores, and certainly some, if not most, hammerstones are

reused cores. As the hammerstones were used, their sharp edges

and corners were broken off and worn down. And regardless of

their original shape, as use continued, there was a tendency for

the hammerstones to become spherical in shape. The majority of

the Gran Quivira specimens are roughly spherical, and most of the

surfaces are blunt and one continuous curve, rather than composed

of a series of sharp facets.

There were 1,01 1 hammerstones recovered from Mound

7, of which 893 were analyzed. By far the most common raw

material is limestone, which accounts for 45 percent of the total

sample. Another 29 percent were manufactured from the

next most frequently chosen material, chalcedony.

Eleven percent of the sample contains paint pigments,

almost exclusively red. In all instances but one, these

hammerstones served as tools (sometimes active, sometimes

passive) in the grinding of pigments. The single exception was

given an allover coat of red paint, upon which was painted at least

one black design.

Hammerstones come from every conceivable

provenience, with no apparent pattern to their distribution. A
group of 29 was nestled together with 43 pecking-polishing stones

and three battered one-hand manos in a Middle or Late Phase

subfloor pit in Kiva K (fig. 131).

we found are long, narrow, and somewhat obelisk-shaped. Edges

are one continuous, slightly convex line from tip to butt (fig. 132a

and f)- Seldom is there an obvious demarcation between body and

stem—when, indeed, a stem is present. This description accounts

for about 60 percent of the assemblage. Most of the remainder are

comparatively short and squat—often with shafts that expand in

the middle (fig. 132c), somewhat less frequently with shafts that

expand at the base (fig. 132b). Those with expanding bases

appear to be reworked arrowheads. Although most drills,

especially the smaller ones, are made from jasper, a few are flint,

obsidian, and quartzite.

Two drills, each in its own way, stand well apart from

the other members of the group. Both have use-dulled tips, but

their unusual shapes and certain other features suggest that they

might have served unknown purposes in addition to that of

drilling. One closely resembles the long, narrow, triangular,

corner-notched "barbed and serrated light projectiles of chert and

obsidian" found at Snaketown (Sayles, 1937, pi. 91, especially

91c and g). As in the Hohokam specimens, body serrations are

quite pronounced near the base, and minimal or non-existent near

the tip (fig. 132e).

The other unusual drill somewhat resembles two

recovered at Pecos (Kidder, 1932, p. 28, fig. 12a), but it is

considerably smaller and more delicate (fig. 132d). The material

probably is Alibates flint. The form is that of a skewed cruciform,

34 mm. long. Neither the material nor the form is southwestern;

both appear to be Plains (Hill and Metcalf, 1942, p. 192, pi. 7/

2d). Chip scars on the edges and especially on the surfaces are

dulled and rounded-over, as though this specimen saw much

handling.

An additional 1 1 whole and six fragmentary drill-like

objects are discussed below as ornaments.

Arrowheads and Hafted Knives:

Mound 7 yielded 298 arrowheads and knives notched

for hafting. Of the smaller specimens, 149 are arrowheads (fig.

133a-n). The seven largest are knives (fig. 133w-aa), while 54

are either arrowheads or knives, or both (fig. 133o-v). All are

bifacially chipped and are either triangular or lanceolate in shape.

About one-third are stemless, one-third are side-notched, and one-

third are corner-notched. The remaining 88, which are so

fragmentary that neither form nor function can be determined, are

made of chalcedony (30), jasper (29),obsidian (21), chert (5),

quartzite (2), and flint (1).
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131. Contents of subfloor cache. Kiva K.

Drills:

Drills are chipped stone artifacts, usually hafted, with

long, narrow bits used for boring holes. Most of the 35 specimens
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Table 21

Mound 7 arrowheads and knives.

Sherds Count

Arrowheads
Triangular stemless

Lanceolate stemless

Triangular side-notched

Lanceolate side-notched

Triangular corner- notched

Lanceolate corner- notched

Total

149
54
4
54
4
26
7

Arrowheads or Knives or Both

Triangular stemless

Lanceolate stemless

Triangular sde-notched

Lanceolate side-notched

Triangular corner-notched

Lanceolate corner-notched

54

9
2

4

9

16

14

Knives
Triangular side-notched

Triangular corner-notched

Lanceolate corner-notched

1

2

4

7

Fragments 88

Totals 298

The triangular arrowheads are uniformly small. Although

the materials of two are not known, the others are jasper (41),

chalcedony (36), chert (25), obsidian (24), flint (5), and quartzite

(1). Some have notched bases, and a few are serrated.

Many of the stemless triangular specimens may be

unnotched, not out of design, but rather out of necessity. They

tend to be made of the less desirable chipping materials, such as

132. Chipped stone drills.

chalcedony and chert, as opposed to flint, jasper, and obsidian.

Several have bases set at an oblique angle to the long axis and

probably are the reworked tips of larger artifacts (fig. 133d).

The small, side-notched triangular arrowheads, which

are what one would expect to find in a late-prehistoric Pueblo site,

have a wide areal distribution. The resemblance of the Las

Humanas points to approximately contemporaneous ones found

elsewhere is striking. The Las Humanas points, for example, look

like Cahokia Points from the Mississippi River Valley, as well as

Harrel Points, Washita Points, and perhaps, Huffaker Points from

the Plains.

The nine basal-notched specimens (fig. 1331) are similar

to the dominant type at Awatovi, for which Woodbury (1954)

"suggests a northern relationship, since the typical points of the

modern Shoshoneans of the Great Basin are of this shape." But

they also closely resemble Harrel Points, which date about A.D.

1100-1500 and are found from the northwestern and western,

through the southwestern and midwestern, to the southeastern

United States (Bell, 1958).

One side-notched triangular point is unusual in that its

maker added two equally spaced, supplemental notches along one

side of its body (fig. 133n). Neither the notches nor the body edge

is dulled. This arrowhead closely resembles one recovered from

Paako (Lambert, 1954, pi. 34, C. 1, c).

Prior to the Great Pueblo Period, Anasazi arrowheads

were corner-notched. In Basketmaker III and Pueblo I sites they

were long, delicate, stemmed points, often with sweeping

barbs (fig. 133h-i). Smaller, side-notched points began to appear

in Pueblo II, and by Pueblo III they supplanted the earlier form.

In his Pueblo Bonito report, Judd called attention to this sequence

at such Anasazi sites and areas as Aztec, Chaco Canyon,

Kiatuthlana, and Pecos (Judo, 1954; Morris, 1919; Roberts, 1929,

1931; Kidder, 1932). At Gran Quivira, side-notched, triangular

points are twice as numerous as corner-notched points, but they

are slightly less so than stemless triangular points.

Since there are few lanceolate arrowheads,

generalizations are suspect. Most are made from less easily

chipped materials, especially chert, and the stemless and side-

notched specimens tend to be slightly larger and somewhat less

delicate than their triangular counterparts. Otherwise, they do not

differ greatly from stemless and side-notched triangular

arrowheads. The corner-notched, lanceolate points, however, are

conspicuous (fig. 133k). They are larger than the other

arrowheads and some of their shapes look foreign—Plains,

perhaps?

AAA A A
-

133. Arrowheads and hafted knives.
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I detect no bias, either temporal or spatial, in the

provenience of arrowheads at Mound 7. Triangular shapes have

substantially the same distribution as lanceolate, and stemmed the

same as stemless.

The notched knives differ from arrowheads not only in

their larger dimensions, but also in the fact that the edges of

several are use-dulled or use-chipped. The knives are made of

basalt (2), chert (2), flint (1), chalcedony (1), and siltstone (1).

While the siltstone knife and one of the chert knives are Late

Phase, the others come from mixed trash.

One of the basalt knives is unusual in that the edges of

one face are steeply beveled (fig. 133z). In addition, several have

shapes that are not common to the Southwest. One, which is of a

flinty-cherty substance, faintly reminiscent of the material from

the Alibates quarries, is triangular, with corner-notches,

expanding stem, and concave base. In shape and size, it almost

exactly duplicates an Edgewood Point illustrated by Bell (1958,

pi. 10, c). Bell followed Suhm and Krieger (1954), who called it

a "dart point" and listed its home as "northeast Texas"; they

estimated its age as "probably late in Archaic Stage, appearing

shortly before or after the time of Christ." The Mound 7

specimen evidently has been reworked into a hafted scraper—the

base is ground, and the sides are use-dulled, but the tip is broad

and sharp with a steep, unifacial bevel (fig. 133w).

Another shape that does not look particularly

Southwestern is that of one of the chert knives (fig. 133x).

Triangular with deep, 45°-angle corner notches, it has an

expanding stem and concave base. Other than being slightly

smaller, it is an exact duplicate of a Marcos Point illustrated by

Bell (1958, pi. 21, g). Listing its distribution as Texas and

Oklahoma, Bell cites Suhm and Krieger, who referred to it as a

"dart point" and estimated its age as "possibly 2000 BC to 1000

AD."
The 54 indeterminate arrowheads or hafted knives are

somewhat larger than most arrowheads, but smaller than the

definite knives. Most are probably arrowheads that saw some use

as knives. Several seem to be too thick for hafting on a slim

arrowshaft, and probably are, indeed, small knives. All but seven

of the 54 have use-dulled edges, and most are corner-notched.

Like the knife that has been reworked into a scraper,

three of the corner-notched intermediate points have expanding

stems with concave bases (fig. 133v). The two most delicate of

these are of the same Alibates-flint-like material as the hafted

scraper. The third is obsidian.

Except for the fact they are obsidian, two other concave-

base points look especially non-Southwestern. One is triangular

with side-notches (fig. 133r). The concavity of the ground base is

exaggerated to such an extent that the base appears recurved and

notched. The other foreign-looking point is long and slender with

serrated edges (fig. 133v), and a deep basal notch. It is somewhat

similar to Morris Points from eastern Oklahoma, whose

"estimated age would range from around 800 AD up to 1400

AD." (Bell, 1958).

The tips of two corner-notched points, one triangular

and the other lanceolate, may have been reworked for scraping.

Unnotched Knives

Almost all of the 110 unhafted knives are bifacially

chipped. The materials are jasper (40), chalcedony (29), flint

(19), chert (12), quartzite (5), obsidian (3), basalt (1), and quartz

(1).

Fifty-three are made on small cores (fig. 134e-h).

Although most other Mound 7 knives have finely chipped edges,

core knives, with few exceptions, received no fine chipping.

Rather, they were flaked around their entire circumference, with

flakes removed alternately from one face and then the other. The

knife produced by this technique is biconvex in section, and often

quite thick in the middle and thin toward the edges. The cutting

edge is jagged and irregular with many sharp points. Several are

much more carefully and regularly shaped than the others. One of

flint (fig. 134g) and perhaps one of quartz (fig. 134f) closely

resemble gun-flints. Similar artifacts were recovered at Pecos and

Awatovi (Kidder, 1932; Woodbury, 1954).

Although core knives account for half of the unhafted

knives at Gran Quivira, I know of no other Southwestern area or

site were they are common. However, they do occur frequently in

Archaic and late-prehistoric sites in northeastern Texas and

adjacent areas, where they are called "Bristol Bifaces"

(Duffield, 1963).

The remaining 57 knives are about equally divided

among three different forms. One group resembles short, stubby,

stemless arrowheads whose bases are not thinned for hafting (fig.

134a-b). Another is composed of ovoid to circular flakes (fig.

134c-d), and in the third group are long, lanceolate to

subrectangular blades (fig. 1341 and m).

A few of the blade knives are unifacial. Steeply beveled

edges are found on eight of the knives, five of which resemble the

basalt hafted knife (fig. 133z); their bevels are unifacial (fig.

134e). The other three duplicate the specimens from Pecos are

described by Kidder (1932, p. 30) below:

' 'The two opposite edges of any given specimen are

always bevelled in the same direction, so that if looked

at in cross-section (fig. 15, a, b) they are seen to be

parallel to each other. When one of these knives is held

point outward, the bevel lies on the left edge; this makes

the tool a very handy one for use in the right hand, the

cutting or whittling motion being toward the body. Such

tools are reversible, for if turned over, the bevel on the

other side will occupy the same relative position as

before.

Beveled knives, such as those described by Kidder,

appear to be a Plains' trait (Poteet, 1938), especially "a Texas

Panhandle Culture type" (Studer, 1934). Sixty were found at

Pecos (Kidder, 1932). Although the Alibates flint from which

they are made was imported, Kidder believes that the knives

themselves were manufactured at Pecos. Two of the Mound 7

specimens are Alibates flint. The other is chalcedony. One is

beveled for a right-handed user and is considerably larger than any

other Gran Quivira knife (fig. 134m). The other two are left-

handed (fig. 134k and 1).

Scrapers

The traditional distinction made between knives and

scrapers—knives have bifacial working edges, scrapers have

unifacial—is not entirely an arbitrary one. It is based on the
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usefulness of the two edges. The prime requisite of a knife is that

it cuts—and it cuts precisely because it is bifacial. When scraping

a hide or yucca leaf, the object is not to cut, so a unifacial

working edge is chosen. An edge beveled on only one side will

not make a straight cut, because it has a tendency to drift away

from the bevel.

In addition to the three hafted specimens discussed

earlier, we uncovered 374 unhafted scrapers. All have unifacially

chipped or flaked edges, and in most instances, the edges are

steeply beveled. About one-third are relatively large and plano-

convex to biconvex in shape (fig. 135f-g). Most are limestone

spalls, while a few are quartzite cores.

The remaining scrapers are somewhat smaller and are

similar to unhafted knives in size, shape, and material—although

they tend to be slightly larger and somewhat less carefully made

than the knives. Many closely resemble the small-core knives,

which are thick in the middle and thin toward the edges, except

that the scrapers are unifacial and tend to be plano-convex in

section rather than biconvex (fig. 135a). Several are carefully

made of flint, rather than the more common jasper and chalcedony

(fig. 135b). These carefully made "snub-nosed, end scrapers"

are much more common at Pecos (Kidder, 1932).

Although most of the remaining scrapers are flake-

scrapers (fig. 135d-e), there are a few blade-shaped scrapers.

One of these is Alibates flint and resembles the two left-handed

beveled knives (fig. 135c).

Scraper-Planes

A scraper-plane is a block, core, or large flake with a

flat basal surface that terminates in a steeply beveled, prepared

134. Unnotched knives.
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edge. Use-polish and striations on the base lead back from the

prepared edge, indicating that scraper-planes were used with a

reciprocal motion.

All but three of the 108 specimens from Mound 7 are

limestone. The smaller artifacts tend to be circular in outline and

plano-convex in section (fig. 136a). As size increases, the

specimens become somewhat ovoid in outline and keeled in

section (fig. 136b). The largest specimens, however, are

rectangular in outline and parallel-faced in section (fig. 136c). In

addition, as the size of the specimens increases, there is a

proportionate decrease in the size of the prepared edge.

Examination of wear patterns on the basal surface

indicates, as noted above, that scraper-planes were used with a

reciprocal motion. Striations leading back from the prepared edge

may be longitudinal, transverse or criss-crossed—depending on

the location and extent of this leading edge. The planes that Haury

(1950) found at Ventana Cave are similar, although he makes no

reference to use-striations on his specimens. According to Haury,

the planes that he found were probably "used in

removing excess tissue and fat from hides and likely in the

preparation of certain foods." I have experimented with my
scraper-planes in order to test their efficiency in planing rough

lumber. When used on a pine board, the working surface of my
scraper-plane became smooth and polished but showed only

minute striations, in contrast to the well-defined wear

characteristic of the Gran Quiviran tools. It also very quickly took

on a resinous coating that became slick, decreasing the

effectiveness of the tool. However, by sprinkling a small amount

of sand on the board before and during planing, I was able to

prevent the resinous build-up, and the smoothing action of the tool

was enhanced. Furthermore, the resulting wear pattern exactly

duplicates the characteristic striations.

Scraper-planes werre found in all temporal levels of

Mound 7.

Shavers

A shaver—an artifact whose working edges are sharp,

bifacially chipped, and concave—was perhaps used somewhat like

a drawknife in the smoothing and shaving of shafts. All six that

we uncovered tend toward a subtrapezium shape.

Two are limestone, relatively large and elongated, with

working edges at both ends (fig. 137). They somewhat resemble

choppers but the faces are unchipped, and are polished and

covered with use-striations.

136. Scraper-planes.

Three are smaller and of more easily chipped materials.

Each of their four sides is chipped into concave working edges. In

the past, artifacts similar to these were often called "chipped

eccentrics;" some recent authors, however, use the term

"cruciform-like."

The largest of these three is chert (fig. 137b), which

closely resembles a smaller basalt specimen from the Cochise

Culture site at Double Adobe in southeastern Arizona (Hemmings,

1967). The other two four-edged shavers are smaller. One is

obsidian (fig. 137a), and the other is chert. The side opposite the

major working edge is much shorter, and considerably more

concave and blunt than the other three edges, and could be a notch

for hafting. The shavers closely resemble a reworked fragment of

a basalt artifact from a "pre-pottery" level at Ventana Cave

(Haury, 1950). They also bear some resemblance, especially the

obsidian specimen, to a "cruciform or drill" recovered at

Te'ewi, a Pueblo IV site in the Chama Valley (Wendorf, 1953).

The final shaver is only a fragment. It is chalcedony and

looks like a tool reject, perhaps a drill.

Several years ago Cosner (1956) emphatically stated that

artifacts somewhat similar to the smaller shavers were used not for

shaving or scraping, but rather "in cutting reed cane for

arrowshafts." In addition, Irwin and Wormington (1970) have

suggested that Paleo-Indian "notches," which bear some

resemblance to the smaller shavers, "are useful for scraping

cylindrical objects and also for shredding vegetal fibers."

Used Flakes

Of the 3,445 flakes recovered, 434 had been used.

When a flake is used for cutting or scraping, there is a tendency

for numerous, shallow, irregular chips to pop off along the

working edge. Of our specimens, 425 flakes showed this

characteristic use-chipping. Although most are jasper, obsidian or,

chalcedony, a few are chert, limestone, flint, and several less

frequently occurring materials.

The working edges of the nine remaining flakes are not

use-chipped. Rather they are smooth- rounded-over, and slightly

polished. Except for this polish they resemble "edge-abraded"

flakes from Puebloan sites in the Four Corners area, which

Wheeler (1965) believes were used to cut and saw sandstone.

Seven are limestone, and the other two are chalcedony and

quartzite.

Lapstones

Lapstones are stone surfaces on which cutting, rubbing,

and scraping were done. Most of the 56 specimens are large,

unshaped pieces of limestone (fig. 138), although two are

sandstone, and one is diorite. The working surface or surfaces are

smoothed, often polished and covered with randomly distributed

and oriented fine striations. Edges frequently are rounded-over,

sometimes continuing in an unbroken line the polished, striated

surface of the major working face. Five are Middle Phase (two in

the fill of Kiva L and three on the floor), while 36 are Late Phase,

including eight from the floors of rooms. Fifteen come from

mixed trash.

Some of the smaller Mound 7 specimens resemble

artifacts from Pecos that Kidder (1932) thought might be floor

polishers. Becaue of their size, many of the Gran Quivira

lapstones probably remained stationary during use. Perhaps they

were used in the preparation of leather or vegetal materials; the

high surface polish and the rounded edges might be the result of
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pulling a soft material—which would not have striated the

lapstones—back and forth over the ends and across the surface.

But maybe the lapstones also served as tables on which the

materials were cut. Or perhaps as the material was pulled across

the iapstone, an abrasive such as sand or sand-based slurry was

placed between the material and the Iapstone. Experiments by

Osborne (1965) in the preparation of yucca fibers offer another

possible explanation. She suggests a method of separating the

fiber from the pulp of yucca leaves in which the leaf is placed on

a smooth Iapstone and scraped with a stone tool.

One Iapstone has a small hole, approximately 5 mm. in

diameter and 3 mm. deep, drilled into it. This may have served to

seat a bead while it was being drilled.

Anvils:

Anvils are stones with concave or conical depressions,

usually small, pecked into one or more of their major faces or

facets (fig. 139). The depressions, which are used as seats in the

bipolar flaking of small cores, may be produced either

intentionally or incidental to use, or both (Honea, 1965).

Sometimes as many as six well-defined anvil depressions occur on

a single artifact. Seldom are the depressions deep, usually no

more than a few millimeters. Most diameters are between 10 and

20 mm., but one we measured at 1 10 mm. Slightly more than half

of the 134 anvils are limestone. The other raw materials, in order

of decreasing frequency are: sandstone, quartzite, felsite, basalt,

chert, diorite, jasper, and quartz.

Frequently referred to as "pitted stones," anvils are a

common occurrence in late-prehistoric Southwestern sites, and are

found at least as far east as east-central Texas. They are found in

all temporal and spatial levels at Mound 7.

137. Shavers.

138. Lapstone.

Grinding and Rubbing Tools

Metates

A metate is a nether milling stone. Of the 158 whole

and 758 fragmentary specimens recovered from Mound 7, 50 are

basin, 346 trough, and 428 slab; 15 combine more than one type

of grinding surface on a single piece of rock. In this latter

category are two basin-trough, one basin-slab, 1 1 trough-slab, and

one basin-trough-slab metate. Seventy-seven are untyped.

Basin:

A basin metate is one whose grinding surface is usually

an entirely enclosed, oval depression in a major surface (fig. 140).

The grinding motion tends to be rotary. Most basin-metate

depressions are ground into a major face of a rectangular to oval

block of fine-grain sandstone. A few are diorite, and one is

felsite.

The blocks of the 14 whole specimens vary in size from

340 by 255 by 90 mm. to 560 by 370 by 55 mm. , with a mean
dimension of 432 by 299 by 69 mm. Their depressions vary from

240 by 215 mm. to 355 by 165 mm., with means of 305 by 199

mm. The depths of depressions vary greatly--from only a few

millimeters in one specimen to 45 mm. in another.

Two whole specimens have a slab-metate grinding

surface on the opposite face; one of these was also once a trough

metate before being converted into a basin.

139. Anvils.

140. Basin metate.
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One whole metate was found in mixed trash, and

another was on the floor of Room 161 . The remainder were in the

fill of rooms and were probably originally on their respective

roofs.

Trough:

A trough metate is a metate whose grinding surface is

approximately rectangular in outline and is depressed into a major

surface (fig. 141). The grinding motion is reciprocal

longitudinally. Most trough metates are manufactured from

rectangular or subrectangular blocks of fine-grain sandstone.

We recovered 25 whole trough metates from Mound 7.

The mean dimensions of their blocks are 512 by 403 by 50 mm.,

while their deprssions measured 413 by 283 mm.
One metate has a depression that is open at both ends.

This specimen is atypical for several additional reasons. It is the

only metate whose width is greater than its length: 440 mm. and

400 mm., respectively. No other trough metate is shorter, and

only four have a greater width.

The other 24 metates have depressions that are closed at

the proximal end. The closed end of eight of these is a flat shelf

somewhat more elaborate than usual—the "Utah type" of trough

metate. One fragmentary specimen even has a deep, secondary

depression in the shelf (fig. 142a). Another atypical Utah-type

metate is quite small, with a trough only 180 mm. wide; in the

center of the trough, at the proximal end, is a mortar depression

(fig. 142b). The distal end is missing.

Except for those specimens that are little used and

whose depressions are incipient, the trough grinding surfaces

usually exhibit varying degrees of concavity along both axes. In

several instances, the side-walls of the grinding depressions are

terraced, indicating that manos of varying lengths were used. The

side-wall of one fragmentary specimen clearly displays a tier of

three longitudinal slots that were no doubt created by the action of

manos somewhat shorter than those that formed the major portion

of the side-wall.

With the exception of one specimen found in mixed

trash below the floor of a room, all whole trough metates come

from Late Phase rooms—five on floors, the rest probably on

roofs.

Slab:

A slab metate is a metate whose grinding area is

approximately rectangular in outline, and in contradistinction to

both basin and trough metates, covers an entire major surface of

the stone (fig. 143). The grinding motion is reciprocal

longitudinally. Most slab metates are manufactured from

rectangular or subrectangular blocks of fine-grained sandstone.

The mean dimensions for the 116 whole specimens from Mound 7

are 414 by 296 by 69 mm.
The grinding surfaces of slab metates usually exhibit

some degree of longitudinal concavity—occasionally as much as

50 mm. in depth, but normally considerably less. In most

instances, the grinding surfaces are slightly concave transversely.

Occasionally, the transverse concavity is quite pronounced, in one

case 30 mm. in depth. Several specimens have a slightly convex

transverse-section.

At least 1 1 slab metates had been reworked so that the

direction of their grinding surfaces ran at a right angle to the

direction it had originally run. In most instances it is fairly

obvious that the original slab broke across the width of its initial

surface. Thereafter, the fragment of the original slab was rotated

90 degrees and reused in this new position. Thus, the original

width dimension became the length, and whatever portion of the

initial length remained, became the width.

Four whole slab metates come from mixed trash. Four

are Middle Phase: one each on the floor of Kivas L and N, one

reused as the hearth base on Floor 2 of Room 76, and one

associated with Burial 487, the inhumation of an adolescent of

undetermined sex. The remaining 108 are Late Phase. Ninety of

these were upper room fill and probably originally were on roofs.

Another 16 Late Phase metates were on room floors, including six

in mealing bins: three in Room 157, two in Room 168, and one in

Room 9.

Discussion:

Although most Mound 7 metates, regardless of type, are

fashioned from pieces of fine-grain sandstone (table 22), 19 perent

are of other materials. A trough metate not made of sandstone is

most likely to be basalt. Twenty-two trough metates are made

from vesicular basalt, as opposed to 26 made of anything other

than fine-grain-sandstone materials. The bond between vesicular

basalt and trough metates is further emphasized by the fact that

only two slab metates are made of that material. Yet, in the total

group of metates, slabs outnumber troughs 428 to 346. With the

exception of limestone, all of the remaining non-fine-grain-

sandstone raw materials appear to be associated with slab metates.

Thus, quartzite metates are three times as likely to be slab as they

are to be trough, diorite four times, conglomerate sandstone five

times, and felsite 23 times.

Table 22.

Frequency of metate raw materials.

Material Basalt Diorite Felsite Limestone Quart2ite

Sandstone

(conglomerate)

Sandstone

(fine - grain) Totals

Metate Type

Basin 4 1 49 54

Trough 22 11 1 2 1 11 311 359

Slab 2 42 22 3 51 322 442

Not determined 3 2 2 1 69 77

Totals 27 59 26 3 4 62 751 932*

141. Trough metate.
* Grand total is greater than actual number of metates recovered (916) because of
the fact that more than a single type of grinding surface occurs on several metates.
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Nineteen percent of the metates recovered are whole

(fig. 144). Although there are five times as many whole slab

metates as trough, there are slightly fewer slab fragments than

trough. In the Southwest, slab metates gradually replaced the

troughs in popularity. If the trough metates are older than the slab,

it probably is logical to expect to find relatively fewer whole

trough metates. A factor that may have contributed to the

unexpectedly large number of trough metate fragments (as

opposed to slab metate fragments) is the comparatively high and

lasting visibility of trough metates. A small fragment of a trough

metate—long after it ceased to function as a metate and even after

it had served a number of subsequent functions, such as a building

stone or a mano—often retains evidence of its former trough, thus

assuring its identification as a trough metate. In contrast, perhaps

a slab metate fragment with an identical history—because it lacks

an absolute identifying characteristic, such as the grinding

depression in a trough metate fragment—would not be positively

identified as a slab metate fragment. Undoubtedly a higher

percentage of trough metate fragments were recognized for what

they were.

Because virtually all of its surface may be used for

grinding and none need be reserved for raised borders, a smaller

slab block may have as much usable grinding surface as a larger

trough block. Thus, it is not surprising that the mean length, and

especially the width, of whole slab metate blocks are considerably

smaller than those of troughs—414 by 296 mm. and 512 by 403

mm., respectively. It is surprising, however, that the mean

thickness of whole slab blocks is greater than that of troughs—69

mm. and 50 mm., respectively. As Woodbury (1954) has pointed

out, "troughed metates preserve their original thickness at the

sides and/or ends, but flat metates gradually wear thin over the

whole surface." Perhaps the increased thickness of the block is

directly related to the reduction in mean length and width. As the

length and width reduce, it is possible to select correspondingly

thicker metate blocks with no increase in total weight. Thus,

without an increase in effort expended, longer-lived metate blocks

could be transported into the community and home.

The relative thinness of the trough metates deserves

additional comment. At Awatovi, for example, the 16 trough

metates described by Woodbury varied in thickness from 50 to

160 mm., with a mean of 90 mm. Gran Quivira's trough metates,

in contrast, are only about half as thick—from 28 to 90 mm. , and

a mean of 50 mm. The thinness suggests that these trough metates

were seated in a mealing bin. In general, the use of trough metates

in the Southwest antedates the introduction of bins. Because

trough metates stood by themselves on the floor, they had to be

thick and heavy to hold their position while in use. After the

introduction of bins, but before the conversion to slab metates,

there was a brief period when trough metates were used in bins,

and thinness was preferred (Bartlett, 1933).

The thinness of trough metates probably is also at least

partly related to the fact that a higher percentage of them are fine-

grain sandstone, which is easily split along natural planes.

Conversely, a smaller percentage of them are diorite, quartzite,

and conglomerate sandstone, which are harder to work down and

impossible to split on a plane.

Just as trough metates preceded slab metates in the

Southwest, basin preceded trough. This temporal sequence from

basin to trough to slab may provide an explanation for the fact that

only 6 percent of the Mound 7 metates are basin. No whole

metates are Early Phase, and only four, all slab, are Middle

142. Unusual trough metates.

143. Slab metates.
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Phase. Only 1 1 metate fragments are Early Phase: two basins and

nine troughs. Even though 1 1 is a sparse population from which to

draw implications, trough, and especially basin framents, appear

to be over-represented in Early Phase proveniences, and slab

extremely under-represented (fig. 145).

The basin to trough to slab explanation, of course, is not

quite that simple. Basin metates are, indeed, early. But full-

fledged trough metates occur in Basketmaker pithouses in the

Four Corners area. Since basin metates are a Mogollon trait, their

occurrence at Las Humanas suggests a Mogollon source. But

adjacent Mogollon areas were abandoned by A.D. 1400, and long

before that date basin metates had been replaced by trough

metates in Mogollon contexts. Trough metates also seem out of

place at Gran Quivira. On the Colorado plateau, for example, they

were entirely replaced by slab metates at least 200 years before

the early house at Mound 7 was built.

Fragments of broken metates were reused in many

different forms, such as hammerstones, disks, and anvils. Often

they were reused as manos. Six times as many trough metate

fragments as slab fragments are identified in manos—23

specimens and 4 specimens, respectively. As already noted, the

figures probably are weighted in favor of the trough fragments, as

opposed to the slab, because of the comparatively greater

likeihood of recognizing the former. A few whole metates were

reused as hearth floors and bin dividers, and to grind paint, while

many fragments served as building stones.

Twenty-three whole metates were on the floors of

rooms, two were on kiva floors, and 13 were on the roofs of

rooms. One hundred and eight, which came from the fill of

rooms, were probably originally on their respective roofs.

Although some of the latter may have been door lintels, or used in

hatchway boxes, almost all were probably used in bins on the roof

where most of the grinding was obviously done (fig. 65). When
two or more whole metates are found in the same structural

provenience, in most instances (20 out of 28) there are at least

two major metate types involved—both slab and trough metates,

for example. And 18 percent of the time, (five times out of 28)

all three major types of metates are found in close association. I

am not sure how to interpret these data. In the case of Room 13,

for example, one basin metate, two trough metates, and three slab

metates were found on the roof. Perhaps all six were used

contemporaneously as grinding implements. Quite possibly

though, the basin or trough metates may have last been used not

as grinding implements, but rather as partitions in grinding bins

for the slab metates. This was the case on the floor of Room 168,

where there is a double mealing bin (fig. 61). The two metates in

place in the bins there are both slab. Two large slabs are standing

side-by-side on end and are embedded in the floor just east of the

mealing bins, in line with, and perhaps forming a lateral extension

of, the south end of the bin. One of these upright slabs is a little-

utilized slab metate. The other is an incipient trough metate,

whose trough-to-be has been pecked lightly but has no depth.

Thus, this trough metate associated with the slab metates was not

functioning as a grinding tool.

Manos
A mano is the upper grinding stone used on a metate. Of

the 1,991 manos recovered from Mound 7, 1,663 were analyzed.

In this sample, depending upon how the data are ordered, there

are from four to six major groups: Basin, One-hand, Trough, and

Slab. Each of the latter two types has two varieties: Regular and

Crusher.

Basin:

The 17 basin manos are characterized by a distinctive

convex cant, often highly polished, to the border of the grinding

surface—presumably caused by the action of rotary grinding

within the depression of a basin metate. The length is somewhat

greater than the width, and the width is usually a little less than

twice the thickness. Most are sandstone. Mean dimensions for the

15 whole specimens are 113 x 92 x 52 mm.
On five of the whole manos, only one of the two faces

was used for grinding; on ten, both were used. In this latter group

there is a tendency for one face to be used much more extensively
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than the other. In no instance is there more than a single grinding

surface on either face.

Six whole basin manos have one or more small, shallow

depressions pecked into the primary grinding face, the secondary

face, or somewhere around the edge—or various combinations of

these. The diameters of these depressions are 2 or 3 cm.; the

depth is variable, usually only a few millimeters.

Two whole basin manos are Early Phase from the floor

of Feature 1 . Nine are Late Phase, including one from the floor of

Room 27 and one from the floor of Room 43. Four were found in

mixed trash.

Trough:

The 203 trough manos recovered are characterized by

the lateral edges of the grinding surface having the same

distinctive convex cant that is present along the entire border of

basin manos. As the trough manos moved within the grinding

depression of a trough metate, the ends of the mano often rubbed

against the walls of the depression—thus acquiring the upward

cant. The length is usually about twice as great as the width, with

means of 209 and 102 mm., respectively. The width tends to be

about twice the thickness. Most trough manos are manufactured

from sandstone.

Usually both faces show evidence of having been

ground, but in most instances, the grinding is much more

intensive and extensive on one face. In many cases, it appears as

though the minimal amount of grinding on the less-used face

resulted from the manufacture of the artifact rather than from use.

One mano has three grinding surfaces—one on each of the faces

and one on an edge. At least 15 manos, and perhaps as many as

27, have two distinct grinding surfaces on one face, while two

manos, and perhaps one other, have two distinct grinding surfaces

on one face and two more on the other.

There are two varieties of trough manos. One variety,

the vast majority of the specimens, consists of regular trough

manos. The other variety, 5 percent (11 of 203 specimens) of the

total, is distinguished from ordinary manos primarily by virtue of

being considerably thicker. In describing this second variety,

Hayes and Lancaster (1975) termed it "crusher." Writing about

Badger House at Mesa Verde, they stated that the most obvious

difference between crushers and regular manos is that crushers are

"heavier and larger in every dimension." At Mound 7, crusher

manos are much thicker and slightly wider than the regular

variety, but they are not longer. Crushers have a mean length of

179 mm. and a mean thickness of 75 mm. In contrast, the

respective means for regular trough manos are 221 mm. and 37

mm. The lengths of crushers are much less uniform than the

lengths of regular trough manos, with the lengths of nine whole

crushers varying from 80 to 307 mm. Although there are between

two and three times as many regular trough manos with whole

lengths (22 specimens), the range of lengths is much more

restricted, varying from 126 to 280 mm.
Ten whole regular trough manos and five of the crusher

variety have the small pecked depressions that were described

above for basin manos. Most are in the edges.

One whole "regular" trough mano is Early Phase,

from the floor of Feature 1 . Sixteen are Late Phase, including one

each from the floors of Rooms 21, 164, 180, and 21 1. Five were

recovered from mixed trash. One whole crusher mano was found

on the floor of the Middle Phase Kiva N. Six are Late Phase, and

two were found in mixed trash.

Slab:

Unlike basin and trough metates, the grinding surface of

a slab metate covers an entire major surface. As a result, the ends

of a slab mano do not acquire the distinctive convex cant that

characterizes basin and trough manos. The length of the 736

manos from Mound 7 is usually about three times as great as the

width, and the width about three times the thickness. The mean

length of 171 whole specimens is 298 mm., and the width is 96

mm. Most are sandstone.

In most instances, both faces were used for grinding,

but usually one face was used much more than the other. Almost

all have more than one grinding surface, and most have at least

two grinding surfaces on one major face. Occasionally, there are

as many as three separate grinding surfaces on a single face. By

far the most numerous mano form is one that combines two

grinding surfaces on one face with one on the other:

One grinding surface on one 39

face, none on the other

One grinding surface on one

face, one on the other

(includes one specimen with a

third grinding surface located

on one edge)

104

Two grinding surfaces on one

face, none on the other

40

Two grinding surfaces on one

face, one on the other

(includes 66 specimens who^e

single ground surface on the

other face may be the result of

manufacture rather than use)

355

Two grinding surfaces on one

face, two on the other

81

Three grinding surfaces on one

face, none on the other

Three rinding surfaces on one 5

face, two on the other

Just as with trough manos, there are two varieties of

slab manos: crusher and regular (fig. 146). The crusher variety

constitutes 12 percent of the total slab mano sample. As a group,

crushers are somewhat shorter, somewhat wider, and twice as

thick as "regular" slab manos, as well as being less uniform in

their dimensions. For the 36 whole crusher specimens, the lengths

vary from 130 to 385 mm., while for the 135 whole "regular"

specimens, they vary only from 153 to 370 mm. Variations in

widths are, respectively, 68 to 150 mm. and 80 to 116 mm. The

thicknesses are 30 to 110 mm. and 20 to 65 mm. Crushers tend to

have fewer grinding surfaces than regular slab manos, and, unlike

"regular" manos, they rarely have more than one grinding

surface on a single face.
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Twenty-six whole "regular" and eight crusher slab

manos have the formal, pecked depressions mentioned earlier in

conjunction with basin and trough manos. Most are on the edges

(fig. 150).

With the exception of four specimens recovered in

mixed trash, every whole slab mano has a Late Phase

provenience. Almost all of these were associated with rooms: 29

on floors, 10 on roofs, and 119 in fill (which were probably

originally on their respective roofs). An unusually large number

come from Room 157, where we found 11 "regular" slab manos

on the floor along with one "regular" and two crushers in the

fill. This is the room that has the row of mealing bins with slab

metates in place on the floor near the west wall.

One-hand:

Although the 319 one-hand manos from Mound 7 tend

to be slightly smaller in gross size and in the proportional

relationships of width to length and thickness than basin manos,

they resemble basin manos in size and conformation (fig. 147).

They differ in that they lack the highly developed convex cant on

the edge of the grinding surface; in fact, they appear to have been

used with a reciprocal, rather than a rotary, grinding motion.

Previous authors sometimes referred to similar artifacts as

"bisquit manos" or "rubbing stones." Almost all are

sandstone.

Most one-hand manos have two grinding surfaces, one

on each face. The next most frequent combination is that of two

grinding surfaces on each face. In one instance, each of the two

faces is separated into three distinct grinding surfaces.

One grinding surface on one

face, none on the other

5%

One grinding surface on one

face, one on the other

59%

Two grinding surfaces on one

face, none on the other

1%

Two grinding surfaces on one

face, one on the other

11%

Two grinding surfaces on one

face, two on the other

23%

Three grinding surfaces on one

face, three on the other

trace

When two grinding surfaces occur on both faces of a

one-hand mano, the central ridge between the surfaces on one face

(unlike other manos) is slightly out of parallel alignment with the

ridge on the opposite face, which causes the mano to appear

twisted or warped when viewed in section (fig. 147a). At Ventana

Cave, Haury (1950) found a number of identical manos: the

warped appearance "is correlated with the right handed use of the

tools. . . [it] is a highly characteristic feature of Cochise Culture

hand stones and comes from use in flat surfaced or shallow basin

metates." On the downward or outward grinding stroke, the

leading edge is elevated, with pressure being exerted on the right

portion of the trailing edge through the heel of the hand. On the

upward or return stroke, the original trailing edge is elevated, and

pressure is exerted on the left portion of the original leading edge

through the fingers (fig. 148).

Almost half of the whole one-hand manos we found

have one or more shallow, thumb-sized depressions, such as those

described for basin, trough, and slab manos. With few exceptions,

these depressions are located on—and usually in the center of

—

one or both of the grinding faces, as opposed to a location on an

edge (fig. 150).

Another characteristic of the one-hand manos is the fact

that three out of four have battered perimeters. The amount of

battering varies both in extent and intensity. Sometimes the

battering is light and concentrated at a corner, where the side joins

the end. In other instances the whole perimeter is battered, and an

entire edge spalled away.

The proveniences of one-hand manos are: one is Early

Phase; two are Middle Phase, including one from the floor of

Kiva N; and four are either Middle or Late Phase, including three

from a subfloor pit in Kiva K that also had numerous

hammerstones and pecking-polishing stones. One hundred three

are Late Phase, including one from the floor of Kiva C, 18 from

the floors of rooms, and one from the pottery kiln on the porch

(Room 162). Forty-eight come from mixed trash. Three one-hand

manos had an unknown provenience.

Discussion:

The four basic mano types I have described are not

necessarily mutually exclusive in regards to the type of metate

they opposed. It is virtually certain, for example, that some of the

manos used with trough metates were shorter than the width of the

trough. When this happened, their ends did not acquire the

diagnostic upward cant. Such manos probably were typed as

something other than trough.

It also is possible that at least three of the six kinds were

used on the same metate. Perhaps grinding was at least a three-

step process, with crusher manos being used in the initial step,

"regular" in the intermediate, and one-hand in the final. Or,

perhaps, the battered perimeters of one-hand manos are the result

of their having been used to crack kernels at the very beginning of

the grinding process.

None of the 15 whole basin manos occurs in direct

146. Slab manos
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association with a basin metate and only two of the 31 whole

trough manos have the same provenience as a whole trough

metate. A crusher trough mano was in the fill of Room 154, along

with a basin metate, a trough metate, and six slab metates. In

Room 106 there was a trough mano, a slab mano, and a one-hand

mano in the fill, and a crusher slab mano on the floor.

Only about one-quarter of the manos are whole

specimens (fig. 149). Except for basin manos, every type of mano
usually has many times more fragmentary specimens than whole

ones. For example, there are two fragmentary basin manos and 15

whole. However, the ratio of whole one-hand manos to

fragmentary specimens seems somewhat high: 161 whole one-

hand manos to 158 fragments. Regarding slab manos, there are

147. One-hand manos.

148. Grinding strokes with a one-hand mano.
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only 171 whole manos as opposed to 565 pieces; and with trough

manos there are only 31 whole pieces versus 172 fragments.

Probably at least a partial explanation of the disparity in ratios is

related to the fact that long, thin manos are broken more easily

than short, thick ones, but I doubt that this is a complete

explanation of the ratio.

Two out of every three manos are fine-grain sandstone

(table 23), with most of the remainder diorite, conglomerate

sandstone, or quartzitic sandstone. Some of the less frequent

materials appear to be weighted toward specific mano types—for

example, schist and especially quartzite toward one-hand manos,

and vesicular basalt toward basin and trough manos.

The small, shallow, pecked depressions that occur on

the faces and edges of about one out of three manos are

enigmatic. Undoubtedly, at least some of these are anvil

depressions, while others are obviously finger-grips. Some of the

crusher trough and slab manos, for example, have long, narrow,

horizontal grooves in the middle of the leading and trailing edges.

The frequency and location of these depressions is not uniform on

the various mano types and varieties (fig. 150). There appears,

however, to be a relationship between the size of the mano and

the placement of the depressions. For example, when depressions

occur on the smaller manos (one-hand and basin), they are much

more likely to be on faces rather than on edges. This is especially

true of one-hand manos. Conversely, depressions on trough and

slab manos are much more likely to occur on edges than on

surfaces.

Most manos, regardless of type or variety, have Late

Phase proveniences. The association between slab manos and Late

Phase proveniences is especially strong (table 24), although in the

Early Phase, it is weak: four whole manos and ten fragments.

Fourteen is a small number from which to generalize, but just as

with metates, trough and especially basin manos appear to be

over-represented in Early Phase proveniences, and slab manos

under-represented (fig. 151).

Mortars and Grinding Bases

The 67 grinding bases and mortars from Mound 7 run a

wide gamut in form, but most are small in size and are portable.

All have a depression in their major face, usually in a central

location and often covering all or most of the face. They seem too

small to be efficient mealing stones, and since many still have

varying amounts of pigment on them, they most probably were

used for grinding paint and similar tasks.

Table 24.

Temporal distribution of whole manos.

Mano Type
Early

Phase

Middle

Phase

Provenience

Middle Phase

or

Late Phase

Late

Phase

Mixed
Trash Unknown Totals

Basin 2 9 4 15

Trough
(regular variety) 1 16 5 22

Trough
(crusher variety) 1 6 2 9

Slab

(regular variety) 134 1 135

Slab

(crusher variety) 34 2 36

One-hand 1 2 4 103 48 3 161

Totals 4 3 4 302 62 3 378

1

.

Four sandstone mortars have oval depressions heavily

stained with red pigment (fig. 152a). One was in the fill of Room
211, one in the ventilator shaft fill of Kiva L, one on the floor of

Kiva N, and one embedded in the floor of Kiva M flanking the

southeast portion of the hearth. In addition to this mortar, two

other paint-grinding slabs were embedded in the floor of Kiva M
near the firepit, and at least two of the stones forming the hearth

walls had paint ground on them. There was also a paint-grinding

slab, whose surface is stained with red pigment, embedded in the

raised clay collar of Kiva N's hearth. The mortar on the floor of

Kiva N was accompanied by a limestone pestle.

2. Ten mortars have small, shallow, circular cavities

depressed into harder materials, usually limestone. Several are

small and are held comfortably in the hand. One, a disk of

travertine, is tiny (fig. 152b). Five, however, are large (fig.

152c); of these, four are associated with kivas—one in the fill of

Kiva C, and one each on the floors of Kivas L, C, and J. The

latter two are actually embedded in and flush with the floors (figs.

79 and 80), and both have awl-sharpening grooves incised into

their rims. A similar artifact, complete with awl-sharpening

grooves, comes from the surface of the mound. The mortar on the

floor of Kiva C contains black pigment, while the one on the floor

of Kiva L shows traces of red paint.

3

.

Seventeen mortars are of softer and more abrasive

materials (felsite and sandstone) into which round or oval

depressions have been pecked and ground. Although three of

these are cumbersome reused trough metates (fig. 142), the

remainder have been depressed into much smaller and more

Table 23.

Frequency of

Mano Type

mano materials.

Material

Basalt

(vesicular) Chalcedony Djonte Felsite Limestone Pumice

Sandstone

(conglomerate)

Sandstone

(fine grain)

Sandstone

(quartzitic) Schist Quartz Quartzite

Unidentified

(igneous) Unidentified Totals

Basin 2 II 3 1 17

Trough

(regular variety) 19 26 3 9 116 13 2 188

Trough

(crusher variety) II 3 1 15

Slab

(regular variety) 8 100 6 66 430 25 3 1 5 644

Slab

(crusher variety) 2 12 3 12 54 7 2 92

One hand 4 1 13 4 1 2 9 198 55 8 19 3 : 319

Unidentified 5 .18 1 1 2 38 255 26 3 6 2 2 388

Totals 40 1 189 27 3 2 134 1 .075 132 14 1 27 14 4 1.663
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portable blocks. None have paint on them. One was on the roof of

Room 13, and most of the rest came from the fill of rooms or

from trash.

4. Ten mortars are small, conical holes gouged into soft

materials: leached limestone (5), felsite (3), gypsum (1), and

pumice (1) (fig. 152d). One depression has red pigment stain in it.

5. Four mortars of limestone, two of sandstone, and one of

felsite each have a circular to rectangular cavity gouged into the

face (fig. 153). There is a tendency for the depression sidewalls to

be nearly vertical, and for an obvious demarcation between

sidewalls and floor. Because these have the most spacious

depression, perhaps they were used as containers. A similar

artifact was embedded in the floor west of the hearth in Kiva A at

Pueblo Pardo (Toulouse and Stephenson, 1960). None of the Las

Humanas specimens come from kivas, but two were on the floors

of Rooms 85 and 165.

6. Nine of the mortars look like unusually small metates.

The two largest combine a normal-sized slab metate grinding

surface on one face with a much smaller than usual basin

depression on the other. Both are sandstone. One came from the

floor of Room 89, the other from the fill of Room 42.

Two of the nine resemble basin metates. The mortar

illustrated in Figure 154a has a grinding depression on both major

faces—but the larger of the two depressions is only 1 10 mm. in

diameter. Both specimens are sandstone. We found one in the fill

of Room 87, and the other in the fill of Room 13.

The remaining five mortars are slab metates in every

feature except size (fig. 154b and c). Three are sandstone, one

diorite, and one felsite. One, which has red pigment ground on it,

was found on the floor of Kiva N. Another came from mixed

trash, while three were from the fill of rooms.

7. The preceding paragraphs mentioned several paint-

grinding slabs buried flush with the floors flanking the hearths of

kivas, two in Kiva M, and one in Kiva N. There was also one in

Kiva C, two in Kiva E, and two in Kiva K; one was probably

once on the floor of Kiva K.

Pestles

Pestles are the active grinding tool used with mortars.

Those from Mound 7 are fortuitous pieces of an appropriate

shape, rather than formally manufactured for the specific purpose

of serving as a pestle.
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155. Designs on V-grooved abraders.

Eight are reused artifacts of other types: most are one-

hand manos, one a metate fragment, and one a combination anvil

and chopper. Red pigment still clings to all of these; one also has

yellow, another black. Were it not for the presence of pigments,

we might not have recognized that these tools were used in paint

grinding. Six are sandstone, one chalcedony, and one schist.

The other six pestles tend toward a cylindrical shape

about 100 mm. in length and 50 to 60 mm. in diameter. None

have any pigment on them, but their ends terminate in a point that

is rounded by light use-pecking and grinding. Along with three

quartzite pestles, there was one each of felsite, limestone, and

sandstone. One was on the floor of Kiva N with a paint mortar.

Abraders

Flat:

Analogous to a piece of sandpaper or an emory board,

the four flat abraders found in Mound 7 were probably used for

reducing and smoothing a surface and for such tasks as touching

up the point of a bone awl. They are small, thin, flat pieces of

fine-grain sandstone whose faces, and an occasional edge, are

ground smooth. Two have red pigment on them.

V-Grooved:

Most of the 40 V-grooved abraders are fairly large

pieces of limestone; only nine are sandstone. All of these

abraders, which have V-shaped grooves several millimeters deep

and several millimeters wide, were probably used for sharpening

the points of bone and wooden tools. Perhaps sand or a sand-

based slurry was placed in the grooves to serve as an abrasive.

In several instances, the grooves appear to be patterned.

The "design" noticed most frequently is in the form of an "X,"
occasionally partially or completely enclosed within a circle (fig.

155).

Five fragmentary specimens have surfaces showing such

extreme use that they have a waffled appearance and groove

depths up to 18 mm. (fig. 156). The peculiarity of these

fragments is increased by the fact that two of the five have enough

of their original shapes remaining to suggest that their outlines

were round or oval. The perimeters have been carefully shaped to

a rounded cross section by flaking and grinding. Such shaping is

in sharp contrast to other grooved abraders, whose initial shapes

are unaltered or only slightly modified.

Most of the sandstone specimens are reused fragments

of other artifacts, especially comales and metates. Several of the

limestone V-grooved abraders are on the flat, lateral borders

around the edges of mortars. A few othe limestone specimens are

lapstones.

156. V-grooved abraders
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157. Shaft tools.

Shaft Tools

A shaft tool is a grooved or ridged implement used in

the manufacture and reconditioning of arrow shafts and similar

wooden artifacts. With the exception of six implements whose

grooves are V-shaped, grooves in the 97 shaft tools from Mound 7

are U-shaped in transverse section. Other than the fact that the V-

shaped tools tend to occur on the smaller, less complex, less used

specimens, I do not attach any difference to V-shaped, as opposed

to U-shaped, grooves. Both were probably used for wrenching

and for smoothing, but probably not for sharpening. The grooves

carry a high polish and longitudinal striations. It does not seem

likely that the polish and striations were caused by the use of the

tool in straightening a shaft. Rather, perhaps, the shaft tools

served both as straighteners and as smoothers. If, indeed, they

served in a smoothing capacity, the striations could well be the

result of the addition of sand or a sand-based slurry abrasive to the

grooves during the smoothing operations.

The bases were carefully prepared and smoothed. About

seven bases in ten are flat, with the remainder slightly convex.

The bases of 18 specimens hrwe shallow, circular, pecked anvil

depressions. Six out of every 10 were manufactured from felsite,

another 20 percent are sandstone, and the rest are limestone,

schist, and several less frequently occurring materials. The bases

were shaped by pecking and perhaps some flaking, and the

finishing was done by grinding, although the edges were

sometimes left unground.

All of the shaft tools, with the possible exception of

seven, show evidence of having been heated. The felsite

specimens are especially friable; in many instances, in fact, the

major portion of their original surface has weathered away.

Many previous authors have described the use of heated

shaft tools, but none have described the actual heating process.

The obvious care taken to flatten and smooth their bases leads me
to suspect that many of the Gran Quivira shaft tools were warmed

upon a comal. I heated some in this manner and was surprised at

how quickly they became quite hot and how well they held the

heat.

The working surfaces vary considerably. About one-

third of the collection are very simple tools: for example, a single

groove across a major face of a fist-sized piece of stone (fig. 157).

Fairly often, these simple shaft tools are reused fragments of other

artifacts. Although the outlines are highly variable, the general

tendency is toward a rectangular shape. Sandstone is the most

common material for single-grooved tools. After sandstone, there

are more specimens of schist and limestone, taken together, than

there are of felsite. One specimen has a crudely fashioned "D"
incised along one side, and a small, faint "X*' cut into its face.

158. Shaft abraders
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Two of these simple shaft tools stand apart from the

others (fig. 158). Considerably smaller and quite abrasive, one is

a pumice-like material, and the other is sandstone. In both pieces,

the border on either side of the groove is ground flat. No only are

they similar to early historic Henrietta Focus tools from the

Central Plains and north-central Texas (Krieger, 1946, pi. 9, g),

but they also resemble the "arrow smoothers" that were

recovered at Pecos and that were used "presumably in pairs"

(Kidder, 1932). The pumice-like specimen, which is tabular with

a groove on both major faces, closely resembles a matched pair I

recovered during the summer of 1969 in a room of the 13th-

century Pot Creek Pueblo near Taos (see also Wetherington,

1968).

Not only do the remaining two-thirds of the Mound 7

shaft tools have more complex working surfaces, but greater care

was taken in their manufacture and they tend to be somewhat

larger. There is a direct relationship between felsite and

elaboration. All have a ridge, generally running from edge to edge

and normally in a longitudinally medial position. In most

instances, a transverse groove bisects the ridge, usually near one

end. Most specimens have at least two additional grooves—one

on either side of the ridge, immediately adjacent and parallel to it.

The most frequent form is one in which one groove is fully

developed and the other is incipient. Almost as popular is the

form in which both grooves are fully developed. Slightly less

popular, but still frequent, is the form that has two sets of grooves

on either side of the ridge (fig. 157d). In this style, the grooves in

one set are fully developed, and between these grooves and the

central ridge, there is an additinal set of grooves much more

incipient in form and positioned at a somewhat higher elevation in

the side of the ridge. A fourth form, even rarer, is one on which

both grooves are incipient (fig. 157c).

The outlines of these more elaborate tools vary

greatly—they may be circular, oval, or rectangular. Occasionally

they carry simple, incised decorations. One large, circular

specimen has a single incised line extending down one side; some
distance from this line, but also on the side, a large incised "X"
can be seen. A second, circular, fragmentary tool has two parallel

154 Decorated shall lixilv

incised lines extending from the end of each of its two grooves

down the side to the base. The reverse surface of this tool is

carefully decorated with cross-hatchured lines forming a diamond

pattern. A third tool, whose fragmentary outline probably was

circular, has a single line incised around its circumference.

On about one ridged specimen in five, the ridge does

not run from edge to edge. Rather, it begins at one end and runs

longitudinally for between one-third and three-fifths of the length

of the artifact, terminating at the edge of a fully developed

transverse groove (fig. 157b). One of these is a reused hammer.

Another has a face incised and carved in low relief at one end

(fig. 159a).

Two shaft tools are unique. They are of felsite, but are

much bigger, more elaborate, and of an entirely different shape

than all the others. Their outlines are round at the base, but

become oval near the face and terminate in a longitudinal ridge. A
short line is scratched around one end of the ridge. In transverse-

section they are triangular, with convex sides. One specimen has

three grooves: one short groove extends from side to side across

the ridge, a second cuts diagonally across the ridge, and a third

runs parallel to the ridge, approximately 20 mm. below it (fig.

159b). The nocked portion of an arrow has been incised in very

fine, shallow lines on one side of this tool. The second specimen

is rounded over at one end of the ridge, forming a hooked or

beak-like protuberance when viewed from the side. Grooving at

the apex is much the same as that of the first specimen, except for

the absence of the third groove. Both were found in ceremonial

rooms—one on the floor of Room 168. the other immediately

below the floor of Room 12.

Of the remaining 95 shaft tools, two were in Early

Phase trash in cisterns. One accompanied Burial 145. the Early or

Middle Phase inhumation of a middle-aged male. Forty-four come

from temporally mixed proveniences, while 48 have Late Phase

contexts: one each on the floors of Kiva L. Rooms 43, 66. 105.

138. 168. and 169; two on the floor of Room 111; and one each

in the south wall of Room 79. the north wall of Room 1 16. and

the east wall of Room 148.

Rubbing Stones

About a thousand artifacts have the surface striations

and high polish that indicate their use for rubbing. Considering a

combination of various criteria (such as size, material, and use

marks), there appear to be three different groups within the larger

category: polishing stones, pecking-polishing stones, and

smoothing stones.

Polishing stones:

In outline, the 153 small, water-worn, pottery-polishing

pebbles from Mound 7 are usually oval, although some more

closely approach a circular plan (fig. 160a-c). The smallest is 18

by 9 by 5 mm., the largest 81 by 76 by 32 mm.; the mean

dimensions are 40 by 29 by 19 mm. Sections generally are

biconvex, with the convexity grading from rather flat to well

rounded. Most major faces are gently curving rather than faceted.

All have minute striations on their surfaces. Sometimes the

striations run in only one direction or occur on only a single

surface, but such occurrences are exceptional. As a general rule,

striations are on every surface of a specimen and are multi-

directional. Half of the specimens are quartzite. Other materials.

in order of decreasing frequency, are chert, jasper, limestone,

chalcedony, quartz, basalt, and obsidian.
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Pecking-polishing stones:

The 487 pecking-polishing stones that we collected in

Mound 7 closely resemble polishing stones, except that their ends

or perimeters, or both, are battered, and they tend to be larger and

more rounded in section (fig. 160f-g). The smallest is 20 by 17

by 16 mm., and the largest is 133 by 92 by 46 mm, with the mean

dimensions 50 by 40 by 28 mm. Quartzose materials account for

88 percent, quartzite 68 percent, quartzitic sandstone 10 percent,

quartz 7 percent, and fine-grain sandstone 3 percent. The

remaining 12 percent are chert, jasper, limestone, and

chalcedony.

Three hundred and sixty-eight have sanations visible

with a lOx hand lens. Although the remaining 119 exhibit no

such striations, they have been included in the pecking-polishing

category because (1) the size and shape duplicate those of the

stones with striations, (2) the percentages of the material used are

nearly the same, and (3) battering is evident.

Pecking-polishing stones are somewhat of an enigma,

for it seems probable that they had opposing functions: that of

pecking or roughening, and that of grinding or polishing. Thirty-

nine of the specimens have paint, in varying amounts, adhering to

their surfaces, and an additional 39 have one or more anvil

depressions. Paint and anvil depressions occur on the same stone

in nine instances.

Forty-three pecking-polishing stones were found in a

Middle Phase or Late Phase subfloor pit in Kiva K (fig. 131),

along with several hammerstones and three battered one-hand

manos. Taken as a group these 43 artifacts have mean dimensions

somewhat larger than those of the other pecking-polishing stones.

They are quartzitic sandstone and quartzite.

Smoothing stones:

Almost exclusively, the 324 smoothing stones from

Mound 7 are limestone blocks and nodules (fig. 160j-n). Their

size varies from 42 by 12 by 4 mm. to 138 by 90 by 78 mm.,
with means of 80 by 54 by 30 mm. Most frequently the piece had

apparently been used as it was found, with little attention given to

the conformation of the rubbing surface. Some rubbing surfaces

are convex, some are flat, and some are concave. Occasionally,

they are very irregular, so that only a few high areas were actually

rubbed. When flaking is evident, it appears to be for the purpose

of removing annoying protuberances rather than obtaining a

specific outline.

The smaller specimens have often been used to such an

extent that their surfaces are faceted. Use-marks on the smaller

specimens run the gamut from a few striations visible only on

high spots to highly polished and faceted surfaces.

As smoothing stones increase in size, their resemblance

to polishing stones decreases, and their resemblance to scraper-

planes increases. And as the size of the artifact increases, there is

a concomitant tendency for the occurrence of use-marks to be

restricted to the broad, major surfaces. These surfaces are usually

flat, although occasionally they are convex or irregular. The

degree of use varies from minimal to extensive, the latter

producing very smooth, polished surfaces.

Cooking Utensils

Comales

The Gran Quivira comales are sandstone griddles whose

cooking surfaces have been ground smooth, given a thick coating

of black organic material, and polished to a high luster. We found

19 whole or restorable comales and 460 fragments in Mound 7.

Judging from the whole specimens, the width is usually about

two-thirds the length (although in one instance it is only about

two-fifths), and in two instances the comales are within 5 to 10

mm. of being circular.

Without exception, the comales were manufactured

from fine-grained sandstone, which has turned various shades of

red, orange, and brown, and has been rendered friable by the

action of heat. Although great care was taken in smoothing and

polishing the cooking surface, the reverse surface was usually left

roughly spalled, irregular, and uneven. The lower portion of the

edge around the comal was left in about the same condition as the

reverse surface. The upper portion of the edge, however, was

ground and smoothed so that the perimeter of the cooking surface

gently lips over onto the edge.

Five of the 19 whole comales and 212 fragments still

retain the characteristic, glossy, black surface treatment. Both

Hopis and Zunis produce this coating by first rubbing the surface

with chewed melon or squash seeds, and then rubbing in melted

pifion pitch and charred piki or crushed cactus pods and juice or

grease, or various combinations of these.

Perhaps the 460:19 ratio of fragments to whole

specimens is as high as it is as a direct result of the material from

which the comales were manufactured and the condition in which

they were used. The fine-grain sandstone is easily broken in its

natural state, and when it is heated to high temperatures over a

cooking fire, it becomes mu~h more friable and subject to

breakage and decomposition.

Fifteen comales are reused metates. In two instances,

the donor metate definitely was a trough; in three others, a slab.

Two of the three slabs used to form the mealing bin in Room 9 are

reused comales. One whole comal was on the floor of Middle

Phase Kiva N. The remaining 18 are Late Phase, including one

each from the floors of Kiva C, Rooms 9, 127, 148, 152, 168,

189, and from the roofs of Rooms 6, 13, and 15. Of the 460

fragmentary specimens, only one has an Early Phase provenience,

160 Rubbing sloncs
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the fill of a cistern. Three are Middle Phase, and 1 1 are either

Middle or Late Phase, all from Test Trench 1. Except for those

recovered in mixed trash, every other fragment is Late Phase.

These data suggest that the comal first appeared at Gran Quivira

in the 16th century.

Movable Comal Supports

A movable comal support is a chunk of felsite. usually

somewhat rounded and loaf-shaped (fig. 161). It is a firedog used

opposite and in conjunction with a pair of fixed supports and upon

which a comal was propped while in use. The fixed supports

(discussed in Part 2) are situated along the rear wall of the hearth.

The movable support is adjacent to the front wall of the hearth in

a position near the cook, as opposed to the fixed supports, which

are across the hearth and away from the cook. Sixteen of the 23

comal supports are located on the floors of rooms, and 14 of these

in association with hearths. Six, and possibly seven, of the 12

floors that have movable comal supports on them also have whole

or fragmentary comalcs. These counts are unreliable, however, as

an unknown number of supports were left in situ in the rooms

(figs. 50 and 55).

Although Kidder did not find any stationary comal

supports at Pecos, they are common at Puye and occurred at

Paako and at Unshagi as well (Kidder, 1958; Morley, 1910;

Lambert. 1954; Reiter. 1938). None of these authors mentions the

movable variety, but at Pueblo Pardo, Toulouse and Stephenson

(1960) encountered several hearths "accompanied by two

stationary fire dogs and one movable fire dog."

Closing Devices

Lids

A lid is a round cover for vessels, cists, or other

receptacles. The smallest of the seven from Mound 7 is of

limestone and is 65 by 54 by 8 mm. The largest, which is shale,

is 159 by 151 by 12 mm. Three of the others are shale, one

limestone, and one sandstone. The edges are spalled or broken to

shape. Some edges show a minimal amount of grinding or

pecking, but none are smooth or even carefully done. The faces

are approximately flat, and some are ground slightly. The largest

lid was lying in the niche in the north wall of Room 90.

Doors

The 18 whole and 10 fragmentary doors are large,

heavy, roughly spalled, basically rectangular (but sometimes

somewhat rounded) slabs of sandstone; one fragmentary specimen

is limestone. The smallest is 478 by 393 by 31 mm., the largest

690 by 480 by 55 mm. Of the whole specimens, one has an Early

Phase provenience, and one came from mixed trash; the remainder

are Late Phase. One closes the window at the top of the partially

plugged doorway in the west wall of Room 149 (fig. 45), and one

closes the south end of the large, floor-level wall opening between

Rooms 47 and 45 (fig. 46). Another was on the floor of Room
168. propped against the north wall near the doorway, while two

others were on the floors of Rooms 152 and 157, and one was on

the roof of Room 164.

Hatch Covers

The 12 hatch covers that we found tend to be somewhat

smaller and rounder than the doors. In addition, the edges are

spalled and are usually lightly ground. Six of the covers are

sandstone, five limestone, and one felsite. The smallest is 234 by

202 by 33 mm., the largest 530 by 430 by 34 mm. All have Late

Phase proveniences—one from the floor of Kiva C, two from the

roofs of Rooms 13 and 182, and the remainder from the fill of

rooms.

Niche Covers

The six niche covers from Mound 7 are sandstone and

are the most oblong of the closing devices. The smallest is 197 by

108 by 19 mm.; the largest is 300 by 125 by 23 mm. The faces

tend to be pecked and ground flat, the edges are spalled and

sometimes lightly ground or pecked. One was found closing the

niche in the west wall of Room 1 13 (fig. 52). The smallest, which

has red paint ground all over it, was found on the floor of Kiva N.

Ventilator Covers

One whole and one fragmentary ventilator cover were

found on the floor of Kiva C near the ventilator tunnel. Both are

rectangular and approximately the same size as the opening, and

both are spalled to shape. One is sandstone, and the other

limestone, but the faces of the sandstone cover are ground flat. A
third cover was found within the shaft of Kiva J and probably

served to cap it. Spalled from a slab of sandstone, it is round and

has a diameter of 36 cm.

Disks

The single most numerous class of stone artifacts

encountered at Las Humanas is disks, which have a circular plan

and are about the size of a bisquit. Their sections vary from

parallel -faced through plano-convex and biconvex to irregular.

161. Moveable comal supports.

162. Flaked stone disks
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In terms of popularity and care in manufacture, the ideal

disk is a hemispherical piece of hard, blue-gray limestone whose

mean dimensions are 77 by 72 by 29 mm. It was apparently

shaped by flaking. Often the plane face is altered little, and is still

covered by the original cortex, and varying amounts of cortex

sometimes adhere to high spots on the convex face. A series of

fine chips was removed around the circumference at the point

where the two faces meet. On less-used specimens this chipping

usually is restricted to the convex face, where the flaking scars are

sharp and jagged (fig. 162b). On more-used specimens, however,

the chipping is bifacial, and flaking scars are dulled, with

percussion marks randomly dotting the surface (fig. 162a).

Almost all of the 684 plano-convex disks are limestone, of which

about 70 percent are the hard, blue-gray variety. The remainder

are of a softer, somewhat leached, light gray-brown grade of

limestone.

Another 400 disks are biconvex in section (fig. 162c).

These also are limestone, but the softer, leached variety is more

common than the hard, blue-gray. Surfaces, including perimeters,

tend to be battered, dulled, and rounded. Except for thickness,

which is slightly greater than the plano-convex disks, the mean
dimensions of the two forms are identical.

In addition to the plano-convex and biconvex disks, 95

disks are parallel-faced; another 171 are either irregular in section

or untyped. Most of the parallel-faced specimens are sandstone

and are consideraby thinner than the other disks. Two have

"X's" incised from edge to edge across their faces.

Disks are an enigma. They are absolutely ubiquitous at

Mound 7, constituting the only distinctive class of stone artifacts

produced there. But their form varies, and their function can only

be surmised. For every one of the 1,350 disks brought into the

laboratory for analysis, three were left in the field. The abundance

of these disks is further emphasized by their apparent absence at

contemporary pueblos outside the Salinas Province. Although they

are present at Abo and Pueblo Pardo (Toulouse, 1949; Toulouse

and Stephenson, 1960), they are not found at either Pecos or

Paako (Kidder, 1932; Lambert, 1954).

According to Harris (1954, 1964), the disks were

gaming stones. To support her belief she presents ethnographic

and archeological data from many sources. One of her informants

identified disks as tejas—lagging pieces used in a game that

resembles a cross between duck-on-a-rock, horseshoes, and

shuffleboard. I took some less-used disks and played variations of

these games with them. When I was finished, fine chips had been

removed around the edge, and this, along with the percussion

marks that dotted the surfaces, made my disks resemble the more-

used specimens. The thin, parallel-faced, sandstone disks appear

to be quite similar to the Zuhi gaming pieces that Culin described

and illustrated in 1907.

Ornamental and Religious Objects

Pendants

Twelve of the Mound 7 pendants are turquoise, three

selenite, and two schist. The outlines of the turquoise specimens

vary from rectangular to rounded-trapezoid, with a preference for

the latter. The ideal, however, seems to be a teardrop shape (fig.

163a), with most being squat rather than elongated (fig. 163b).

All are ground and carefully polished, with suspension holes in

each near the edge of the shortest side. Only one specimen, with

three closely spaced perforations (fig. 163c), has more than a

single serviceable suspension hole. One was associated with an

Early Phase infant, Burial 451, while another was with Burial 76,

a Middle or Late Phase inhumation of a middle-aged female. Four

are Late Phase, including two that accompanied Burials 352 and

449, both cremations. Six were recovered from mixed trash,

including one located in the wall between Rooms 33 and 37.

Although none of the three selenite pendants is complete

(fig. 163d), all are considerably larger than the turquoise

specimens. The edges of each are ground, and each has a pair of

suspension holes. One was with Burial 76, the Middle or Late

Phase inhumation of a middle-aged female; one was from the fill

of Room 5, and one from the fill of Kiva C.

The two schist pendants which are larger than the

others, have ground edges. One is a fragment (fig. 163e) that has

a pair of suspension holes near the unbroken end. Even nearer the

end is a pair of tiny notches, one in either side. The other schist

pendant is huge, weighing just over half a pound (244 g.) and

measuring 177 by 99 by 8 mm (fig. 163f). Its outline, which is

163. Stone pendants.

164. Turquoise beads
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basically rectangular, is altered by notches cut into both sides near

one end, resulting in a terraced effect. A suspension hole is

located near the opposite end. In outline, material, and size, this

pendant is reminiscent of the cloud image described later in the

"Other Images" section. One additional pendant is discussed

later as a tinkler.

Beads and Tinklers

Associated with Burial 271, a teen-aged male located

beneath the burned roof timbers on the floor of Kiva N, were 84

turquoise beads (fig. 164). These, mixed with shell beads, were

scattered under the skeleton from chin to abdomen. Eighty-three

of the turquoise beads are discoids, which grade in diameter from

3 to 6 mm. The final turquoise bead is heart-shaped and larger

than the others; although all of the beads are polished, this one is

especially glossy.

On the floor of Room 46, beneath 15 cm. of rotted corn

and in association with the Glaze F pot on whose exterior are the

appliqued stepped-triangle rain cloud symbols (fig. 122), was a

group of 13 long, narrow tinklers (fig. 165). Two are shell, drilled

at one end for suspension. Another is limestone; its surface has

been completely ground over and has no flake or chip scars. One

end is tapered and convex, but the opposite end, which is squared,

is notched and grooved for suspension as a pendant. A shallow,

spiral groove extends from the notched area down to the opposite

end.

The other ten long tinklers, which taper to points at both

ends, are blades of chert (5), flint (4),and jasper (1). The ends and

edges of most of these have traces of red pigment on them. Flake

scars and the marks of carefully executed allover fine-chipping are

dulled and rounded over with some areas lightly polished. Close

inspection of the surfaces suggests that the finish is at least in part

the result of much handling, long use, and perhaps some grinding,

either by intention or during use.

These blades are not typically Southwestern in general

or Gran Quiviran in particular. The striking-off of blades as long

as these was not a common technique in the local knapping

technology, nor was the extreme care lavished in the chipping.

The source of the material appears to be neither New Mexico nor

Texas (Helene Warren, personal communication). Their affiliation

is Plains rather than Southwestern. In Great Bend and Dismal

River sites in Kansas and Nebraska (at a time contemporaneous

with the occupation of Las Humanas), similar but shorter

"straight drills" occur regularly. The Plains artifacts are usually

referred to as "pipe drills," because it is thought that they were

used "in drilling or reaming out pipe cavities" ( Wedel, 1959; Hil

and Metcalf, 1942).

Thus, I think it is likely that these blades came to Gran

Quivira from somewhere else. Regardless of their function in the

area of their manufacture, they appear to have served as tinklers at

Las Humanas. A specific function is suggested by an observation

made by Bandelier in 1883 when he was at Zuni, where he saw

and sketched a bandoleer (?) worn by a member of the Order of

the Bow. From the bottom of the bandoleer hung a row of long,

narrow flint blades (Lange and Riley, 1970, pp. 52-53).

In addition to the 10 whole blades found together on the

floor of Room 46, there are six fragments from various Mound 7

proveniences (fig.l66a-b). The edges are slightly roughened and

use-chipped, but in all other respects, these fragments exactly

duplicate midsections or end pieces of the complete blades, with

the same glossy, much-handled, polished appearance. Although

not quite as large, they otherwise resemble one form of drill from

Pecos that Kidder (1932) described as having a blunt tip and being

"ground so smooth in service that they have an almost water-

worn appearance." The roughened use-chipped edges and the

fact that several are perhaps notched for suspension suggest that

these blade fragments really are short tinklers. Three are flint, and

three chalcedony. Two of the chaledony specimens are burned;

one accompanied Burial 40, an adult cremation, and the other is a

surface find.

Four pieces of petrified wood also may be short tinklers

(fig. 166c). They are approximately the same size and shape as

the flint and chalcedony specimens, although they are somewhat

larger, thicker, less delicate, and much less carefully fashioned.

Either they were used as they were found, or they were split along

natural lines of cleavage. They are chipped little or not at all. At

Oraibi, pieces of petrified wood are fastened to the belt fringes of

war society members; in addition, "tinkling-stones" of silicified

wood have been recovered at Hawikuh (Parsons, 1939; Smith,

Woodbury, and Woodbury, 1966).

Perforated Stones

One fragmentary and three whole stones with central

perforations were recovered from Mound 7. The smallest two

whole stones are carefully made, probably by gouging and

grinding, into the shape of a doughnut. The bores are steeply

biconical. Although somewhat smaller in size, the stones are

reminiscent of Hohokam "doughnut-shaped objects made from

coarse igneous stones" (Gladwin, Henry, Sayles, and Gladwin,

1937, p. 1 12, pi. 132). The smallest is scoria, 37 mm. in diameter

and 1 1 mm. thick, and is covered with a coat of red paint (fig.

167e).

The third whole specimen is considerably larger and

much more crudely done (fig. 1670- With the exception of the

biconical perforation gouged out of the center, this piece of

leached limestone is little altered.
165. Necklace of shell and chipped stone blades
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The fragmentary specimen is schist. Except for the fact

that it is much thinner, it was probably about the same size as the

larger limestone. Its central perforation is conical, but it may be

unfinished. The vestige of at least one drilled hole in the edge

suggests that it was drilled to aid in breaking it to a desired shape.

Discoids

All three discoids from Mound 7 are white travertine,

parallel-faced and round (fig. 167a-c). The diameters are 20

mm., 28 mm., and 40 mm., respectively, and the thicknesses are

7 mm., 7 mm., and 13 mm. Each of the three was shaped by

pecking, with later grinding almost obliterating all marks of the

original shaping. Each of the two larger discoids is partially

perforated by centrally located, bifacially drilled, conical holes. In

neither instance does the perforation extend entirely through the

specimen. The third was not drilled.

Mosaic Chips and Inlays

Thirty-five small worked pieces of turquoise and two of

azurite were used either as pieces in mosaics or as unitary inlays.

With the exception of three, all are thin, flat, carefully ground and

polished, and rectangular or subrectangular in shape. Twenty-

eight of these rectangular pieces, along with fragments of rotted

wood, (fig. 168b) were associated with Burial 50, the Late Phase

inhumation of a young adult female. Twenty of the 28 have a

brown-black mastic on one surface, and at least two of the smaller

fragments have the vestiges of a drilled hole, indicating that some

were probably reused pendants or beads.

One of the three remaining pieces is a large chip of

azurite that has ragged, broken edges; it is obviously a fragment

of a larger artifact. Both faces have been ground smooth and flat,

and one is covered with thick mastic.

The remaining two specimens are circular. In Figure

168a, the disk on the left, which is azurite, is fairly crude and

somewhat irregular; the other is turquoise, and it has been more

carefully shaped and polished. Either fits in the seat drilled

between the ears of the largest mountain lion effigy (fig. 178).

The effigy was found in the fill of Room 96, the azurite in the fill

of Room 107, two rooms away.

Other Possible Ornaments

Either because of the material involved or the nature of

the modification, or both, 33 additional worked objects from

Mound 7 may be ornaments or fragments of ornaments. One is a

piece of ground and polished jet that appears to be a fragment of a

large parallel-faced disk. Another is a small piece of malachite

ground into the form of a thin, triangular plaque.

There are 17 pieces of variously shaped mica ranging in

size from 20 by 18 by 1 mm. to 128 by 60 by 5 mm. Most of

these are distinguished only by their material and the fairly

frequent occurrence of ground edges. Several, however, must

have definitely been cut. The small mica trimming (fig. 169a)

illustrates this especially well.

Two small, subrectangular, parallel-faced schist plaques

also have ground edges. The perimeter of one is unusual in that

those portions of it which have not been freshly broken are

notched and unifacially bevelled by grinding (fig. 169b).

166. Stone tinklers.

167. Perforated discoids.

I6X Mosaic chips and inlays

169. Possible ornaments of stone
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Ten pieces of selenite may be ornaments or pieces of

ornaments. At least one has the remains of several holes along its

perimeter (fig. 169c). Two plaques of split shale also have

vestiges of drilled holes in their ragged edges (fig. 169d).

As with the piece of perforated shale, the drilled holes

and perhaps the notches in the rough, unfinished edges of

materials such as schist, selenite, and shale suggest that these

holes were to aid in breaking to desired shapes.

In addition to these 33 worked objects, two small pieces

of unworked turquoise were found.

Paint

About 400 pieces of stone were used as paint. Slightly

more than half of these are hematite, which occurs in nearly equal

parts in two forms: one is crumbly and earthy, the other heavy and

solid. Half of the remainder is gypsum which also occurs in two

forms: powdery and crystalline (the former about twice as

frequently as the latter). Other paint sources, in order of

decreasing occurrence, are limonite, malachite, manganese,

azurite, and magnetite. Two pieces of galena were recovered, but

I believe that both are probably fetishes.

Paint accompanied 13 cremations and four inhumations.

Although hematite constitutes only about one-half of the total

paint sample, it accounts for three-quarters of the paint occurring

with burials.

Pictographs

All eight pictographs from Mound 7 are on limestone.

Some are on large, thick, flat, building stones. Others are on

small, heart-shaped or pear-shaped nodules, and some are on slabs

between these two extremes. Three portray human faces, each of

which has some facial decoration. The most carefully executed of

the three is on one face of a building stone incorporated into the

south wall of Room 143. Because the stone was lying flat, the

pictograph was not immediately visible. It is a right profile

painted in black (fig. 170a), with a prominent and aquiline nose

and thick lips. A small, diamond-shaped eye is completely

surrounded by a large black rectangular decoration, while the ear

is a rounded knob protruding from the back of the head. A
headdress is representd by a "stocking-cap" projection that

begins at the top of the head, arches back over the head, and ends

in three short tassels. Pueblo ceremonial clowns with their black

eye decorations and their hair trimmed with cornhusks (bound

either into a single poke in the center of the head or into two

bunches, one above either ear) suggest a plausible identification

for this pictograph. The headdress also resembles that worn by the

Hopi god Sho' tokwinunuh as depicted in Stephen's Hopi Journal

(Parsons, 1936).

The second pictograph is another right profile painted in

black (fig. 170b). The eye, which is represented by a hollow

rectangle, is decorated by two pairs of lines. One pair is attached

to the middle portion of the top of the eye and curves up and back

over the eye. The other pair is an extension of the upper and lower

border and extends straight back from the eye. Part of the mouth

has been lost.

The third pictograph—a frontal view painted in black on

a roughly pear-shaped nodule—was found lying on the floor of

Feature 1 (fig. 170c). Outlined rectangles represent the eyes and

mouth, while the teeth are indicted by numerous short lines

pendent from the upper and lower lips. A blackened area extends

from the lower lip over the chin. The overall picture is

reminiscent of contemporary Pueblo kachina masks, especially

half-masks, which often have "beards" attached to the bottom.

The remaining five pictographs are fragmentary or

indistinct, or both. Two are black and red bichromes and are

probably portraits. Two are red monochromes, one of which is a

simple geometric design, and one is a black monochrome.

Bowl

The only stone bowl recovered is a small, flat-bottomed

specimen pecked and ground from a block of dense felsite (fig.

171). The bowl, which is 128 mm. in diameter and is 79 mm.
tall, has traces of red, yellow, black, and turquoise pigment,

indicating that there once was a polychrome decoration on its

exterior. All that is clearly visible now, however, is a red, solid,

stepped triangle between two red framing lines in a design similar

to Tabira Polychrome pottery. Ceramic kiva vessels often feature

the stepped triangle motif—sometimes painted, but usually rising

above the rim in a crenelated fashion (figs. 103 and 104). This

vessel was found on the floor of Room 151 with a late glaze-red

squash pot that also bore the same stepped cloud design.

Pipes

At least three of the 24 pipes are unfinished. Four are

whole, or substantially so. There is one pipe each of argillite,

calcite, limestone, and serpentine; the remainder are siltstone.

With the exception of an unfinished elbow pipe (fig.

172a) and two unfinished fragments that may be elbow pipes, all

of the specimens are tubular. Most are long and slender with

slightly convex sides and a noticeable taper from bowl through

stem. Differentiated bores and undifferentiated bores are equally

popular. In the former, there is a marked constriction between

bowl and stem (fig. 172e and f), while in the latter there is not

(fig. 172b and d).

There is no obvious relationship between shape of pipe

or type of bore and provenience. Four are Middle Phase,

including one on the floor of Kiva N and one in the pit of Burials

WmHw

170. Pictographs on stone slabs.
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71 and 74, a young woman and an infant who were buried

together. One is Middle to Late Phase. Seven are Late Phase,

including fragments of three pipes with Burial 259, the cremated

remains of an individual of undetermined age and sex. Twelve

were recovered in mixed trash.

Three pipes have exterior elaborations or demarcations

at the end of the stem. Two of these are somewhat fish-tailed (fig.

172d and e), and one also has a raised knob (fig. 172e).

It is dfficult to make additional general statements about

the pipes because there is much physical variation in the

specimens. For example, one whole, undifferentiated bore pipe of

highly polished serpentine has a delicate, elegant appearance (fig.

172b). It is 108 mm. in length, and its 21-mm. diameter varies

only slightly from one end to the other. Another pipe, of siltstone,

is about the same length, but has a heavy, almost squat,

appearance (fig. 172c)—its width shrinks from 39 mm. near the

bowl end to 23 mm. at the stem end.

One of the fragmentary, differentiated-bore, siltstone

specimens is especially interesting. At the very bottom of the

bowl bore, the fabricator apparently made a mistake and broke

through the wall of the pipe. In order to correct this mistake, he

tamped a plug of clay into the bottom of the bowl, thereby closing

up the hole in the wall. The clay plug then formed the bottom of

the bowl and joined the bowl and stem bores (fig. 172f).

Another siltstone specimen carried a black glaze

decoration. The piece is too fragmentary, however, to determine

what the design was.

Ringing Stones

A ringing stone is a rod about the size and shape of a

short billy, used "for the purpose of summoning the men of the

village to meetings in the kiva or ceremonial room" (Lambert,

1954). Twelve complete stones and five fragmentary specimens

were found. While two of the complete artifacts were

manufactured from limestone, and one from petrified wood and

one from gneiss, all the rest are schist, as are all five of the

fragments. Transverse sections vary from triangular through

rectangular to oval. With the exception of one of the triangular

specimens, they have two flatfish faces.

Most of the ringing stones have a thumb-sized, oval

depression running lengthwise in the center of their faces although

two whole ringing stones lack these depressions, and on four they

are extremely shallow. The depressions are pecked and then

highly polished with a longitudinaly reciprocal grinding motion.

Four of the stones have a well-developed depression on the least

convex of their two faces, along with an incipient depression on

the more convex face, while two have a central depression that

extends completely through the artifact. In both instances, the

depressions were worn almost all the way through the flatter face,

then chipped the last little way through from the reverse. The

range, from no depression to worn through, is shown in Figure

173.

Many of our specimens are little altered from their

natural state. Occasionally there is evidence of a minimal amount

of flaking and somewhat more evidence of grinding. In general

the more developed the depression, the more altered is the artifact

from its original condition.

One of the largest ringing stones differs from the others

in a number of ways (fig. 174). In addition to a well-developed

171. Painted stone bowl.

172. Stone pipes
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central depression, it has a less prominent secondary depression

near one end. Too, a transverse, V-shaped groove is incised

across the middle of the reverse face. Finally, not quite one-third

of the distance from one end, a possible suspension groove is

pecked around the sides and reverse surface.

Four ringing stones were recovered in mixed trash. The

rest came from the fill and floors of Late Phase rooms and Kiva

M. There is a tendency for ringing stones to be found together.

Three, for example, were nestled below the floor of Room 138

(fig. 175).

Lightning Stones

Sometimes called firestones, lightning stones are "white

quartz pebbles of large size . . . The use to which they are put is

as follows: At one time during the rain ceremonies the drum is

beaten to represent the thunder and the white quartz pieces are

rubbed together. The rubbing produces an incandescent glow

which resembles lightning" (Jeancon, 1923).

At least one possible lightning stone was recovered (fig.

176)—a large, oval cobble of quartz weighing almost 3 1/2 lbs.

(1.5 kg.). On it is a considerable amount of paint: yellow,

maroon, and black, in order of decreasing magnitude. Both ends

and one side have been beaten to such an extent that they almost

are vertical and flat. Perhaps it was beaten to produce sparks and

heighten the illusion of lightning.

There are several quartzite artifacts from Las Humanas

that closely resemble the quartz lightning stone. Although they are

not as large, their sides and ends have the uncommonly flat and

vertical beaten perimeter. When rubbed together, they produce the

same glow and sparks that the quartz specimen does.

Plume Holders

Two possible plume holders were recovered. One is a

fragment of gypsum from an object that must have been at least

fist-sized and somewhat conical in shape (fig. 177). Three incised

lines encircle the upper portion of the fragment, which is

perforated from top to bottom by a biconically drilled or gouged

hole. Stephen illustrated and described somewhat similar-

appearing Hopi altar furnishings: "four small clay cones (tu kwi.

Mountain), yellow, black, red and white, each with a small hawk

breast feather thrust in at the apex" (Parsons, 1936). The other

possible plume holder, considerably smaller, is a limestone

concretion with a natural-appearing bore extending from the apex

almost to the base.

Effigies

There are 5 1 stone representations of animals from

Mound 7. Almost without exception, they are carved or ground,

or both, but only a few are greatly altered from their natural state.

Most blanks probably were selected because their size and

proportions suggested the prospective effigy; consequently, little

173. Ringing stones.

175. A cache of ringing stones. Room 138.

174 A ringing stone with unusual features. 176. Lightning stone.
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alteration was necessary. In some instances, there is no doubt as

to the animal portrayed. In others, however, the identification is

considerably less certain. Without doubt, there are mountain

lions, birds, and frogs in the group, and there may be bobcats,

reptiles, and humans, as well.

Mountain lions:

Six of the effigies are mountain lions, which are

"distinguished by a long tail curved lengthwise over the back"

(J. Stevenson, 1883, p. 527). All six carry the raised tail on their

backs, and all have full jaws that—partially as a result of short,

stubby legs—almost reach the ground. The eye sockets are

drilled, large, round, and deep. While the erect ears have been

carefully carved, the mouths are indicated by a simple scratch.

The largest mountain lion, which is 146 mm. long, 108

mm. in height, and weighs almost 6 lbs. (2.7 kg.), is carved from

a hard, fine-grained sandstone (fig. 178). Midway between the

ears, a small hole was drilled, perhaps as a seat for a jeweled

inlay.

Three medium-sized mountain lion effigies are

travertine. The smallest of these (53 mm. long and 33 mm. high)

has a flat, vertical face, in marked contradistinction to the other

five mountain lions, whose faces are convex and slope forward

from forehead to chin. The next-to-the-smallest lion is black

steatite, while the smallest lion is selenite. It is delicate, weighing

only 1/4 oz. (6.8 g.).

Possible bobcats:

Two other effigies are somewhat similar to the mountain

lions, but their tails project directly out and back from their

bodies. Although they resemble the Zuni fetishes that Cushing

(1883) described as "Wild Cats," they lack the prominent ears

and have too much tail. The larger of the two is schist (fig. 179);

the smaller is travertine.

Unidentified quadruped:

Another effigy, although almost featureless, was

obviously meant to be an animal. It is a lump of quartzite with a

knob projecting from one end to form a head, which is separated

from the body by a shallowly incised neck ring. The base is

quartered by a shallow, ground, transverse groove to suggest four

legs.

Possible humans:

Four objects may be human effigies. One, which was

carved from a short, stubby, cylindrical piece of fossil coral, has a

deep, wide notch cut into the base, creating two legs (fig. 180b).

Running up the approximate midline of the ventral surface is a V-

shaped groove that begins at the intersection of the legs and

terminates upon its intersection with a V-shaped, medial,

transverse groove. The overall effect is a resemblance to Hopi

Pia'yakyamu maiden dolls (Parsons, 1936, fig. 478) and to the

177. Stone plume holders.

179 Effigy of an unknown mammal
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worked sherds from Pecos that Kidder (1932, fig. 133) captioned

as "thought to be crude human effigies."

The identification of the other three specimens as human

effigies is provisional, at best; they remind one of a Hopi

maiden's butterfly whorl hairdo. The largest is selenite (fig.

180a), and the other two, which are considerably smaller, have

been chipped from obsidian and may simply be basal fragments of

hafted knives.

Birds:

Nineteen of the Mound 7 effigies may represent birds.

Few are detailed, with most being little altered from their natural

state. Cushing (1883) noted a similar situation at Zuni, where

bird effigies are much less carefully rendered than quadrupeds.

One of the probable avian effigies is a ground and

polished quartzite nodule (fig. 181). The brown head and body

portions are separated by a neck band of white quartz. There is no

indication of wings.

All but one of the other avian effigies are carved from

fossil shells from the local San Andres limestone. Fifteen are

brachiopods: four Dictyoclostus , four Echinaria, one

Echioconchus , one Linoproductus, three Neospirifex, and two

Reticulatia. Two are mollusks: Gryphaea.

One of the brachipod specimens is especially well done

(fig. 182). The naturally rippled convex surface has been ground

smooth, with two comparatively shallow V-shaped grooves

incised into the convex surface of the effigy to outline the wings.

These grooves, which continue over the edge of the fosil, lap over

for short distances onto the plane surface. At the head (formed by

the umbo), the grooves separate wing-shoulders from neck, and at

the base, the two incised lines actually culminate in notches that

create a tail and separate it from the wing tips. On the opposite

surface are a number of somewhat ill-defined and less formalized

grooves and scratches outlining the wings.

Although most of the other fossil-shell birds are much

less realistically rendered and are less altered from their original

state, all have been ground or incised or painted, or are various

combinations of these. In general there appears to be a direct

relationship between the size of the shell and the amount of

modification. The larger the shell, the more it has been ground,

polished, and incised.

One additional effigy—a squat, cone-shaped piece of

scoria, 120 mm. wide at the base (fig. 183)—appears to be a

bird. A groove around the neck and a crude face with a pinched

nose have been carved near the apex. It bears a striking

resemblance to the "effigy of an owl" from a "large ruin near

Mesa," Arizona (Moorehead, 1906 fig. 31). Cushing (1883)

discussed "fetishes of the Ground Owl" (presumably a

burrowing owl) at Zuhi, and bones of this bird were recovered at

Mound 7 (McKusick, 197-). Although this effigy lacks the twin

horns projecting from the top and is slightly smaller in overall

size, it is similar to one found at Pecos (Kidder, 1932) and one

from the Chama Valley (Jeancon, 1923).

Frogs:

Sixteen effigies from Mound 7 have few distinguishing

characteristics, but because of their squat bun-shape, they

resemble frogs. All are roughly heart-shaped in outline—one end

terminates in a sharp point, the other is broad and rounded. The

pointed end forms the anterior portion of the effigy; the broad

end, the posterior.

Three of these frog-like effigies are limestone nodules.

Except for varying amounts of pecking, grinding, polishing, and

incising, they have been altered little from their natural state. The

only carved feature is a mouth formed by a V-shaped groove, and

the amount of care and detail in carving varies considerably.

The smallest of the three is the most carefully executed,

with a mouth up to 10 mm. deep and open almost that much,

extending more than a quarter of the way around the

circumference (fig. 184). It has a diameter of 90.5 mm. and a

thickness of 41 mm. The second limestone nodule is slightly

bigger than the first; its mouth line is short, and is really just a

scratch. The third is larger than the other two, with a diameter of

140 mm. and a thickness of 70 mm.

180. Possible human effigies. 182. Bird effigy: fossil brachiopod.
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The other 13 frog-like effigies, which are fossil

brachiopods from the San Andres limestone, are much smaller

than the three limestone nodules. Three of the brachiopods are

Enteletes. Each is ground and polished and has a V-shaped groove

incised transversely through the beak. Other V-shaped grooves are

incised in various locations, emphasizing and enlarging the natural

corrugations of the shell. The other ten brachiopods are tiny

Composita fossils. The total weight of this entire group is only 1/2

oz. (15 g.). They are ground and polished, but not carved or

incised.

Possible reptiles:

Two effigies are relatively featureless, but look vaguely

reptilian. Each consists of two circular eyes and a mouth slit

scratched into a projecting portion of a larger piece of limestone.

The first is comparatively small, about the size of a paperweight

(fig. 185). Its base is ground and polished into the approximate

shape of an inverted heart. The central portion of the block

extends upward and ends in a knob, on which the facial features

are carved.

The second reptilian-looking face is scratched into the

apex of a long, little-altered, triangular nodule weighing almost 17

lbs. (7.6 kg.) (fig. 186). A series of short, vertical lines has been

incised on the lower jaw and perhaps above the left eye. The

resemblance that this effigy bears to one recovered by Roberts

(1932) at the Village of the Great Kivas is striking.

Unidentified:

The final effigy is a small piece of limestone that tapers

to a point (suggesting a snout), upon which a slit representing a

mouth has been scratched.

Discussion:

In addition to these 51 effigies, three felsite shaft tools

have effigy characteristics. The central ridge of the two large shaft

tools has a line scratched across one end reminiscent of a mouth

slip (fig. 159b). The end of one ridge terminates in a hooked,

beak-like protrusion. One was found on the floor of Room 168,

the other beneath the floor of Room 12. The end of a smaller shaft

tool, from the hearth of Kiva L, has been carved into a face

consisting of eyes, nose, and mouth (fig. 159a).

Most of the effigies have a deep, V-shaped groove

incised into them. Usually those groove is on the ventral surface

in a longitudinally medial position (figs. 178 and 185), but

occasionally it runs transversally (fig. 183), or it occurs in a

longitudinally medial position on the dorsal surface of an effigy

(fig. 182). The groove on the wingless, quartzite bird is unique in

that it occurs on a side and is diagonal.

184. Frog effigy.

1X5 Possible reptile effigy.

183. Owl(?) effigy of scoria.
IXft I jrgc rcplilc efflg)
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Many of the effigies have varying amounts of paint on

them. The sandstone from which the largest mountain lion (fig.

178) is carved, for example, is a light-olive color, and all but the

head is covered with a coat of red paint. The black steatite lion

has many traces of white paint, and perhaps some red, on it. The

largest of the frog effigies has much red and yellow paint on it, as

do all three of the Enteletes brachiopods, and eight of the

Composita fossils have red pigment on them.

Most of the effigies were found in the fill of rooms. One

of the fossil brachiopod frog effigies accompanied Burial 120, the

Early or Middle Phase inhumation of a middle-aged female. The

other 1 2 brachiopod frogs and one of the brachiopod bird effigies

were associated with Burial 125, a child inhumed during the

Middle Phase. Another brachiopod bird came from Middle Phase

trash, while the other 17 birds are Late Phase, including two

brachiopods from the floor of Room 35. Another bird, the scoria

owl (fig. 183), was found sitting erect on the calcined bones of

Burial 476, the Late Phase cremation of a middle-aged adult. The

schist bobcat (fig. 179) came from the floor of Room 86, while

the black steatite lion and the small, flat-faced travertine lion were

found on the floor of Room 148, one of the "ceremonial

rooms," along with two limestone rod fetishes (see "Other

Possible Fetishes," below).

Comparative data are scarce regarding stone effigies

from contemporaneous Pueblo IV sites. At Pecos, where clay

effigies are common, stone effigies are extremely rare. However,

the bird with the folded wings that Kidder illustrated (1932, fig.

1 10 d) is almost an exact duplication of the quartzite effigy (fig.

181). Woodbury (1954) described 10 stone effigies from

Awatovi, but only two are Pueblo IV; the face of the Pueblo IV-

Pueblo V frog he illustrated, however, is identical to that incised

and carved in low relief on the end of a Mound 7 shaft tool (fig.

159). Effigies like the Gran Quiviran quadrupeds occur at various

Rio Grande sites: at Tsirege on the Pajarito Plateau (Hewett,

1906), at Abo (Toulouse, 1949), at Paako (Lambert, 1954), and at

Pueblo Pardo (Toulouse and Stephenson, 1960).

Effigies similar to at least some of those from Las

Humanas are still in use today. The smallest of the three limestone

frogs (fig. 184) closely resembles wooden frogs used on altars of

the Oraibi Marau ceremony (Voth, 1912; n.d., No. 1477). The

largest mountain lion (fig. 178) bears a close resemblance to

one of the effigies on the altar of the Snake Society at Zia,

illustrated by M. C. Stevenson (1894, pi. 15).

Other Images

In addition to effigies, there are three representations of

inanimate objects. Two are small limestone nodules altered

slightly to resemble corner-notched, lanceolate projectile points or

knives. One is still covered with its original calcium carbonate

cortex. Its only alteration is the scratching of two short lines on

each face and the addition of a tiny nick in one corner to indicate

the separation of body and stem (fig. 187). On the larger one,

which may have been chipped to shape, the high points on its

surface, including the edge, have all been worn down as though

by much handling.

The third image consists of a sheet of schist carved into

a stepped-triangle shape (fig. 188). The identification of the

Pueblo stepped-triangle motif as representative of clouds is a

common one.

Possible Fetishes

One hundred and seventy-two additional lithic

specimens from Mound 7 may be fetishes. Although most are

small and relatively featureless, all are either unusual materials, or

altered in an unusual fashion, or found in unusual proveniences or

various combinations of these.

A kaolin specimen (see the lower left-hand corner of

Figure 189), for example, possesses all three of these attributes:

(1) It is the only piece of raw, altered kaolin found. (2) All

surfaces are extremely smooth and have been worked to a high

polish. Numerous longitudinal cut marks or scratches cover both

187. Arrowhead replica. 188. Carved schist symbolic of a cloud. 189. Cache of fetishes from Room 13.
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major faces. Too, a V-shaped groove 4 mm. wide has been

incised across one major face at an angle oblique to the long axis.

(3) The specimen was found on the floor of Room 13 in a Corona

Plain vessel along with one piece of alabaster with two U-shaped

grooves on its surface, one chalcedony arrowhead, two pieces of

galena with V-shaped grooves on their surfaces, two pieces of

hematite, one used jasper flake and a jasper gizzard stone

(McKusick, 1980), an unused limestone flake, a limestone V-

groove abrader, a piece of manganese, a quartz crystal, and a

piece of serpentine with a V-shaped groove on its surface.

In addition to this piece of kaolin, other possible fetishes

are one calcite and 44 quartz crystals; one fossil gastropod, one

fossil mollusk, and one fossil crinoid (fig. 190c-e); one

silicaceous geode, four stalactites, and pieces of the following

materials:

hematite 36 agate 2

limestone 21 galena 2

chalcedony 8 limonite 2

calcite 6 obsidian 2

chert

jasper

sandstone

schist

selenite

travertine

caliche

quartz

A quartz crystal accompanied Burial 1 14, a Late Phase

child burial; one was associated with Burial 120, the Early or

Middle Phase inhumation of an adult male; and one was with

Burial 495, a Late Phase adult cremation. Twenty-four quartz

crystals, 12 pieces of hematite, 13 fossil shells, a bone bead,

some pieces of gypsum, and eight polished pebbles of chert,

chalcedony, and quartz accompanied Burial 125, a Middle Phase

child.

36 agate

21 galena

8 limonite

6 obsidian

5 alabaster

5 flint

4 gneiss

4 greenstone

4 gypsum

4 serpentine

3 siltstone

3

In addition to the eight small, smoothed stones found

with Burial 125, a second group of 12 polished pebbles of

chalcedony, jasper, hematite, greenstone, and sandstone were in a

pottery vessel on the floor of Room 90.

Ten small limestone rods are probably fetishes (fig.

191). All are ground, some quite extensively, and some are highly

polished. All come to a point at one end. The larger specimens

tend to have a rounded-triangular cross section; some are pointed

at both ends, while some are blunt at one end. Smaller specimens

tend to be thinner and flatter, with one spatulate end. Two were

found together on the floor of Room 148 with two mountain lion

effigies, and two were found in the wall mortar of Kiva C.

Another was associated with a projectile point, a quartz crystal,

and a fossil shell frog effigy, found with Burial 120.

One piece of hematite, one of limestone, and three of

travertine are in the small, ground and polished, rod-like form that

has been variously called "medicine cylinders," "medicine

stones," or "prayer sticks." Two of the travertine objects are

notched near one end (fig. 1901—n), and one has a V-shaped

medial groove running the length of one face. Perhaps the notches

were for suspension, or perhaps they provided a spot where

feathers or other objects were attached. The hematite specimen

has a simple, geometric design scratched on it (fig. 190m). This

specimen, along with the two pieces of hematite found in the pot

in Room 13, illustrate the great variety of hematite. The other 33

hematite fetishes are reniform concretions (fig. 190a, b, f, and g).

Four artifacts that probably once were arrowheads or

knives now have surfaces that are highly ground and polished.

The flake and chip scars have been almost completely obliterated,

and the edges are dull and rounded over. They look and feel as

though they went through a commercial tumbler. Perhaps some or

all acquired their distinctive surface polish through long use as a

fetish.

The smallest of these is a tiny, triangular arrowhead

(fig. 190h) that looks like a turkey gizzard stone. It is indeed

small enough to be one, and it is jasper, as are most Mound 7

gizzard stones (McKusick, 1980). The remaining three are too

190 Various stone fetishes
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large to have acquired their finish in the gizzard of a turkey. Two
are obsidian (fig. 190i and j), while the other (fig. 190k) is

Alibates flint.

Unidentified and Waste Materials

In addition to the artifacts already described, the

following unidentified or waste materials were recovered from

Mound 7:

1. There are 22 whole and 127 fragmentary worked slabs.

Most are probably fragments of such things as hatch covers,

metates, and bin slabs. A few are blanks that are roughed-out but

not finished in any recognizable form. Almost all are sandstone.

The edges tend to be spalled, with faces ground smooth and flat.

2. Two specimens of vesicular basalt, one of limestone,

and one of quartzite have a full groove around their midsections.

One of the basalt artifacts is the largest of these four. It is a reused

fragment of a trough metate, weighing 5 1/2 lbs. (2.5 kg.).

Although it may be a maul, I think a more probable use for it and

for the other three is as a weight.

3. A fragment of pecked felsite probably was once

spherical, measuring about 45 mm. in diameter. A polished, cup-

shaped depression 13 mm. in diameter and 4 mm. deep has been

bored in one end.

4. Two small pieces of petrified wood are unifacially

chipped along one edge, but neither appears to be a scraper. One

was on floor 2 of Room 161

.

5. Five schist fragments, each of which is ground or carved

or shows other evidence of being worked, came from five

different trash proveniences.

6. With the exception of one specimen from the fill of

Kiva M, fourteen sheets of selenite were in the fill and on the

floors of rooms. Most are approximately rectangular, but a few

have more complicated shapes (fig. 192). In most instances, they

are relatively large and thick. The four largest pieces were on the

floor of Room 57, with other large pieces occurring on the floors

of Rooms 168 and 223. Perhaps as at Zuni and Acoma, the

selenite sheets are windowpanes (Mindeleff, 1891).

7. There are 48 small, chipped artifacts that were never

completed. Their amorphous outlines are partially the result of

chipping and partially the result of broken or unworked edges. In

no instance is the chipping extensive enough to produce a

recognizable artifact, but most tend to approach the basic

triangular and lanceolate shapes of arrowheads and knives.

8. Eighty-eight percent of the 913 cores from the

excavation are limestone. In order of decreasing frequency, the

other materials are chert, quartzite, chalcedony, quartzitic

sandstone, basalt, felsite, flint, jasper, and quartz.

9. The 3,011 small, unused flakes are probably waste

removed in the working of larger artifacts. Thirty-eight percent

are jasper, and 18 percent are chalcedony. Other materials, in

order of decreasing numbers, are quartzite, obsidian, limestone,

chert, and flint.

Concluding Remarks
It would be hard, I think, to overestimate the importance

of stone to the people of Gran Quivira, since stone artifacts

figured prominently in almost every aspect of their life. Another

indication of the value of stone is the frequent reworking of old

artifacts into new. Broken arrowheads were reused as drills, and

axes as hammers. Both basalt picks and all nine basalt hammers

are reused fragments of trough metates. The sidewall of the trough

of one of these metate fragments was first re-used as a mortar or

palette for the preparation of red and yellow paint, and later, a full

groove was pecked around it, and it became a hammer.

Most stone artifacts were put into final, finished form by

chipping or grinding. And most were probably both formed and

finished by these techniques. There is good evidence, however,

for at least the occsional use of other techniques for roughing-out

the form of artifacts. One of these is the practice of drilling a

series of holes in thin, fairly soft materials, thus enabling the

craftsman to break a sheet of shale or selenite to a predetermined

shape.

Another technique used for roughing-out the shape of

thicker, harder materials was that of pecking a groove to aid in

breaking the material to a desired shape. In Figure 193, for

example, one end of a slab metate fragment has been grooved,

evidently preparatory to detaching a crusher variety mano blank.

Several categories of stone artifacts seem to be over-

represented at Mound 7. This, however, is a subjective feeling on

my part and probably stems from the fact that there are so few

comparable data available. For example, there are 108 scraper-

planes in our collection. This seems like a large number and may

be a result of the way the artifacts were sorted. Perhaps if

someone else had sorted the artifacts, many of the scraper-planes

would be called cores. But because of the lack of comparable

data, a possibility such as this is difficult to investigate. At

Awatovi, Woodbury (1954) found few cores and mentions no

scraper-planes, while at Pecos, Kidder (1932) mentions neither

cores nor scraper-planes.

Some other categories of artifacts seem to be under-

represented. Used flakes of limestone are a conspicuous example.

Mound 7 itself is on an outcrop of limestone, and its rooms are

built of limestone. But only one used flake in 14 is limestone. The

local limestone, in its denser forms, has a concoidal fracture. A
freshly spalled flake has a sharp but quickly dulled edge, which is

adequate for cutting, skinning, peeling, and sawing. It is probable

that limestone was employed, even for prepared edges, far more

often than its occurrence in the collections indicate. Since the

house is built of limestone quarried on the spot, there are

thousands of chips lying about, and relatively few were picked up

and examined by the excavators.

One of the most exciting aspects of the Mound 7 lithic

assemblage is its sheer magnitude. Here is not just a handful of

disks, but 1,350. There is a blessing in bulk. When the 17 ringing

stones are spread out on a table, it is easy to see that their central

depressions form a continuum from nonexistent to fully

developed. The continuum might not have been noticed, however,

if there had not been as many ringing stones in the group.
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But the blessing in bulk is a mixed one, at best, and in

many respects verges on being more apparent than real. Because

of the bulk, I was able to write comprehensive, valid descriptions

of artifact types. In several instances, however, the large numbers

and diversity of individual artifacts have not brought us any closer

to determining function. For example, there are 17 ringing stones

on the table, but their characteristic central depressions are

unexplained. There are hundreds of disks, but what they are is

still a mystery. Indeed, the only function of the disks proposed in

the past—that they are gaming pieces—becomes less plausible

precisely because of this great quantity.

The excitement of working with a collection of this size

is also dampened by the fact that there is so little published

material with which to compare it. Almost certainly, for example,

there is more Plains influence than I was able to recognize.

I feel especially uneasy about my lack of knowledge

regarding contemporary Salinas Province pueblos. There is

nothing in print concerning either Quarai or Tabira, and little

about Abo and Pueblo Pardo. Surely the more comprehensive

knowledge that will come from future work in the area will help

to explain many of the puzzling features of the Las Humanas

stone artifacts. Disks—what are they? Are they gaming stones?

Why are there so many? The V-shaped grooves that occur on most

effigies and on some of the other artifacts—what is their

significance? Or, what is the function of the thumb-sized

depressions that occur in the center of ringing stones?

This is not to say that answers to such questions will

necessarily be found only in the Salinas Province. For example,

although I find no published descriptions of V-shaped grooves on

the underside of effigies, a few can be seen on effigies illustrated

in earlier monographs (see, for example, Hewett, 1906, pi. 16;

1953, fig. 8). And recently, while examining a few

approximately contemporary effigies in museums and other

collecions, I am beginning to find similar grooves on specimens

from various other parts of New Mexico, such as Chaco Canyon.

That there are many associations between the lithic

materials from Gran Quivira and those from her contemporary

neighbor, Pecos (located approximately 95 miles to the north and

east), is reflected in the "Kidder, 1932" citations liberally

sprinkled throughout this entire section. Perhaps the most obvious

is the fact that spiral-grooved fibrolite axes occur with great

regularity at both pueblos. There are many other areas of

similarity, running, for example, from types of knives through

certain types of effigies to lightning stones. Because of the

geographical proximity and the contemporaneity of Gran Quivira

and Pecos, and because they share a common culture located on

the far eastern edge of the Pueblo area—where Pueblo meets

Plains—I expected to find many parallels between Pecos and Gran

Quivira. And I was not disappointed. But the parallels probably

are somewhat out of perspective, because we know so little about

relevant materials in the area between these two large, late-

prehistoric/early-historic pueblos.

M

191. Polished limestone rods.

192. Sheets of split selenite

191 A meUtC grooved t < >r hrrjkin|!
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5. Artifacts of Bone and Antler

During the excavation of Mound 7 an effort was made

to save every piece of animal product for the ecological

information that might be deduced, as well as for information on

material culture. Some hints of species availability can be found

from artifacts alone, but they are limited by the selectivity of the

person who manufactured the tools. The vast majority of the

nearly 65,000 specimens collected were scraps of unworked

refuse. Their identification and their importance is discussed by

Charmion McKusick (1980).

Although they were a small fraction of the total bone

and antler pieces excavated, the 848 specimens of worked

material make up a large enough sample to picture the importance

of durable animal products in the material culture of Las

Humanas. Twenty-nine different species were represented, and all

major elements of the skeleton. These criteria, when added to the

Table 25.

Tools Musical Instruments

Perforating Tools 315
Sharp tapered awls 268

Large mammal leg bones 202
Head of bone intact 1

8

Splinters 39
Head split only 49
Head removed 29
Head split and partly ground 16

Reworked tips 12

Unclassifiable fragments 39

Ribs 54

Carefully worked 37

Split only 17

Bird and small mammal 1

2

Blunt or flat-bladed awls or fids 42
Broad-lipped awls 12

Antler awl-rubbers 15

Awl-scrapers 15

Side-scrapers 8

End-scrapers 7

Needles 5

Wind instruments

Flageolets

Tubular whistles

Bitsitsi whistles

Sounding rasps

Ornaments

Edged scraping and rubbing

End-scrapers

Small side-scrapers

Whole ribs

tools 102

10

53
8

Split ribs

Scapulae

Other

23

21

1

Large, bison scapulae

Beamers
scrapers 5

14

Whole ribs 3

Split ribs

Other

6

5

End-rubbers 20
Narrow 11

Broad 9

Grainers 10

Rib-edge tools 6

Flakers 15

Antler 7

Bone 8

Handles 14

31

24

3

4

Beads 188

Tubular beads 182

Small 46

Medium 73

Large 17

Long and thin 7

Perforated 4

Unclassified fragments 35

Pendants 6

Antler plaque 1

Pins 7

Esoteric Objects

Bone plaques

Curved strips

Bear ribs

Small tablets

7

2

2

14

Miscellaneous

Pigmented bone

Cui-off articular heads

Other

4

87

30

kinds and amounts of modification of the original bone—whether

whole or split, round or flat, sawed or ground—make the

collection subject to almost endless classification without touching

on the function of the artifact. Exact knowledge of function is, of

course, often impossible, since we are dealing with a tool

assemblage that is no longer used in handicrafts which are now

largely extinct, but gross assignments can be made safely. In

Table 25, function is considered in the major headings, and shape,

element, or workmanship form the basis for other breakdowns.

The careful reader will discover that the sum in the tabulation is

greater than the total number of specimens. Although implements

initially manufactured for two functions are listed only once,

many tools that were broken or worn and then reused differently

are listed under two or more headings.

Perforating Tools

The largest category of tools is that of awls and

needles—pointed, penetrating, or perforating implements. After

they were separated according to various elements of bone, size,

and degree of reduction of the original bone, it became apparent

that overriding these divisions were differences in the working tips

which reflected probable differing functions, and that although the

species represented will have ecological implications and the

shapes may be determined in part by tradition, the significance to

the tool user lies only in the terminal 1 to 2 cm. of the awl. The

tips can be separated into two groups: one large collection of

sharp, gradually tapered points with a round cross section, and a

smaller lot of blunter, generaly more acutely tapered tips with a

flat blade. The flat-bladed awls can be divided further into a type

with a thick blade with a round point, and another more tapered,

fragile blade only 1 to 2 mm. thick. This last subtype is always a

combination tool with a cutting, scraping, or rubbing end or edge.

Using these tools on material in the Gila Pueblo

collections, we determined a series of possibilities and limitations.

The sharp, round-tipped awls easily punched through tanned

buckskin and rawhide and were the only tools that could penetrate

tightly coiled baskets, but when used on twilled yucca, they had a

tendency to pierce the leaf rather than to separate the plaits. The

thick, stubby awls would slip between the individual elements (in

the twilled ring baskets and presumably could also be useful for

tucking back the selvage edge of rush matting, but they were too

coarse for any other material. The points of the thin awl-scrapers

could separate the woven elements of loosely twined basketry, as

well as those of sandals woven of yucca cordage, and they served

nicely as splicing fids. Many individual specimens could be. and

probably were, used for more than one function, but the relevant

characteristics of these three types imply that they were designed

for at least three different uses
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Sharp Tapered Awls

Awls in this category were the commonest of all bone

artifacts from Mound 7, making up 85 percent of the penetrating

or perforating tools. They were made from any suitably solid bone

from at least 10 identified species (table 26). One hundred and

fifty-two complete specimens, which measure from 46 to 171

mm., occur in the many stages of modification listed in Table 25.

The single characteristic linking them is the sharp, relatively

slender point, reduced to a circular cross section by initial

grinding, and maintained in that shape by the wear of use which

gave it a high polish. Long use often reduces the circumference of

the tip, which results in the development of a shoulder on the

shaft of the tool just above the area of use.

The sharpening of the tip was the only preparatory work

done on nearly half (46 percent) of the awls of this type. Most

frequently these were fortuitous splinters from the heavy wall of

artiodactyl long bones (fig. 194h)—probably scrap left from

cracking bones for the marrow—but some retained the unaltered

articulated head at the proximal end of the awl (fig. 194a and e).

The coyote radius shown second from the left in Figure 194e does

show some additional work in the incised groove just below the

head. This was probably originally intended for a tubular bead,

but when the shaft was accidentally split or broken, the scrap was

salvaged to make an awl.

Fifty-four percent of the sharp tapered awls were

worked beyond the grinding of the tip. This ranged from simply

splitting the bone longitudinally through one articular head,

through the partial reduction of the head by grinding, to the

complete removal of the head and the dressing down of the entire

surface of the shaft (fig. 194b-d, f,and g).

There is evidence of decided preference for specific

elements:

78% of sharp awls were mammal long bones

71% of mammal long bones were metapodials of artiodactyls

75% of metapodials were metatarsals

75% of metacarpals were pronghorn

The metapodial, or cannon bone, with the separation of

the condyles at the distal end, is easily split, and shallow

longitudinal grooves on both anterior and posterior faces of the

metatarsal (hind leg) provide convenient starting places for sawing

the shaft in two. Though only 45 percent of the metapodials were

from pronghorns, if the metacarpal was used, it was most often

that of a pronghorn because of the presence of a shallow groove

not present on the deer metacarpal. The pronghorn metatarsal

below Figure 194b illustrates the first stage of awl manufacture.

The vascular groove has been slightly deepened, and an incised

line continues the cut from the foramen to the gap between the

condyles at the distal end. It was probably the proximal head that

would remain on the tool, however, since faint scratches seen

around the circumference of the bone below the distal head

probably indicate the site for another cut. It was the distal head

that was most often discarded because, although it is easily split

once, the shape of the condyle prohibits a second splitting,

leaving the awl with a relatively wide shaft (fig. 194b). The

configuration of the proximal articular head is such that it readily

lends itself to splitting into four sections, and thus four awls can

be made from a single bone. Eighty percent of the awls of split

bone on which part of the head remains retain the proximal head

(fig. 194c, d, and f), and the majority of these were of quartered

bone.

The ultimate in finishing the bone is reached in the

examples shown in Figure 194g, where the head has been entirely

Table 26.

Sharp tapered awls, by species and element.

Species Rib Radius Ulna Metapodial Femur Tibia Fibula Tibiotarsus

Unknown
long bone Totals

Black-tailed jackrabbit 2 2 4

Coyote 1 1

Unknown canine 1 1

Mule deer 2 2 51 4 59

White-tailed(?) deer 1 1 2

Unknown deer 1 2 3

Pronghorn 1 14 43 1 10 69

Bison* 24 1 25

Bison (?) 1 1

Unknown bovine 28 28

Unknown artiodactyl 111 53 1 2 2 61

Unknown mammal 6 6

Golden eagle 1 1 2

Red-tailed (?) hawk 1 1

Unknown buteonine hawk 1 1

Common turkey 3 3

Sandhill crane 1 1

Totals 54 8 18 149 3 22 1 4 9 268

* 22 of these, although identifiedlas "unknown bovine." can be assigned to bison because of provenience
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removed and the butt was shaped by grinding. Some of these may

have been carefully reworked tips of awls that once retained part

of the articular head—certainly the case with the specimens

illustrated in Figure 195. These are tips of awls broken across the

shaft, on which use-polish at the scar of the break indicates that

they were used considerably after they were broken.

Next in importance to sharp awls made from mammal

long bones were those of split bovine ribs, which were made by

cutting or sawing off edges of the rib to expose the cancellous

tissue, and then separating the two tabular faces. Nothing further

was done to 17 of the 54 specimens except to sharpen the tip (fig.

196b). Most of them, however, were finished by grinding down

the edges, rounding the butts, and removing the cancellous tissue

(fig. 196a). All were made from bone identified either as bison or

"unknown bovine." Twenty-two of the unknown bovine

specimens are attributable to bison because of their occurrence in

locations covered before the introduction of Spanish cattle. Since

none of the worked bone was identified as cattle, and because of

its relative unimportance in the refuse bone, it is safe to say that

certainly most of the unidentified ribs were also bison. Split-rib

awls are not a common Pueblo trait, which is not surprising since

only bison, or possibly a large elk, could have provided a rib

massive enough to be of any use. Because of the scarcity of

comparative data, it is probably premature to comment on the

apparent relative abundance of split ribs at Las Humanas where

they made up 27 percent of the sharp awls; but in the much larger

collection from contemporary Pecos (Kidder, 1932) and at Picuris

(Dick, 1965) they ran only 10 percent.

Awls made of bird or small mammal bones (fig. 194i)

have been included in the variations discussed above and are listed

with the others in Table 14. Except for their relative fragility, they

do not seem to differ from the sharp awls made from heavier

bone—the tips are the same. They were often made of the whole

tubular shaft of the bone and only ground off to a syringe-like tip.

The hawk radius at the far right of Figure 194i, with two faintly

incised lines encircling the shaft near the butt, is the only

decorated awl in the entire collection.

There is no stratigraphic evidence of changes in style or

preference for specific bones from the beginning to the end of the

occupation at the site.

Broad-tipped Awls

"Eyeless bodkin" might be a better term for these 12

specimens, which are characterized by stubby, blunt points with a

flat, oval cross section. Although eight appear to have been made

over from broken or dulled awls of the sharp variety, their

bluntness is not the result of dulling. The tips were cut or ground

to that shape and then worn by use over the marks of the shaping.

In outline, the tips are rounded, subconical, or chisel-like and

straight. The high polish on the tip of one of an unusually blunt

awl may indicate that it was used as a scraper or rubber of some

kind. None could penetrate anything but coarse or loosely woven

material. The broad-tipped awls are apparently identical to those

from Pecos, which are described as matting tools. Kidder (1932)

relates seeing a similar implement of horn used at San Felipe

Pueblo in the weaving of twilled yucca-leaf baskets.

One of the Las Humanas specimens is made of split

antler (fig. 197a, far right), two are bovine ribs (probably bison),

and the rest are various long bones of artiodactyls. Their count is

included with other weaving fids, or flat-bladed awls, in Table 27.

195. Re-use awl tips. 196. Sharp awls made of spin ribs
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Antler Awl-rubbers

Fifteen awls, with blunt tips similar to those just

discussed, differ in being made of strips of antler and in having

rounded butts exhibiting use-polish. These specialized tools could

be used for two functions that were probably separate processes in

the manufacture of some particular object. The point, like that of

broad-tipped awls, could be used for separating loosely woven

elements, and the butt was used in some rubbing operation. The

antler awls (fig. 197c) appear to be identical to the Pecos flakers

illustrated by Kidder, but they lack the wear or pressure facets

typical of flakers. A similar tool made of antler from Hawikuh is

p
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described by Hodge (1920b) as a punch, and there is an identical

implement in the collection from Kinishba, Arizona, at the

Southwest Archeological Center.

Awl-Scrapers

Another specialized implement is represented by 15

spatulate tools with long, thin, gradually tapered points combined

with a scraping or cutting edge or end (fig. 198). All are made of

tabular pieces of bone ground to a thickness of from 1 to 3 mm.
One is a piece of scapula from an unknown bovine, and one is a

section of long bone that is possibly human; the rest are split ribs,

197. Artifacts of bone and antler: a broad-tipped awls, b rib-edge tools, c antler awls. 198. Awl-scrapers: a edge-scrapers, b end-scrapers.

Table 27.

Fids or blunt, flat-bladed awls, by species and element.

Species Rib Scapula Radius Ulna Tibia Metapodial

Unknown
long bone Antler Totals

Human (?) 1 1

Unknown large carnivore I 1

Mule deer 1 1 1 3

Unknown deer 16 16

Pronghorn 1 2 1
4

Bison* 3 3

Unknown bovine 10 1 11

Unknown artiodactyl 1 1 2

Unknown mammal 1 1

Totals 15 1 1 1 3 3 2 16 42

* Identified as "unknown bovine' but assigned to bison because of provenience
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one from a large carnivore, and the others unknown bovine. The

proveniences of three of the bovine ribs indicate bison, and it is

probable that they all are; however, the characteristics of the bone

do not rule out the possibility of domestic cattle. Five of the 15

have needle-like points as on sharp awls described earlier, but the

feeble shafts would not permit their use in the same way. The rest

of the tips run from long and tapering to broad and rounded, but

all are squared-off and dull. There is a marked uniformity in

size, with a range of 82 to 140 mm., and with eight of 10

measurable specimens falling between 100 and 120 mm. The butt

ends of eight and one long edge of seven are ground or worn to a

bevel and are highly polished through use. Two of the edge-

scrapers have gently concave edges, and one is shallowly notched

at 2 mm. intervals along the scraping edge—the notches almost

obliterated through use. But for their awl-like tips, these last three

would have been classified simply as scrapers. No specimen had

more than one used scraping end or edge.

After retting Yucca baccata leaves for 10 days, I found

that the scraping edges of the tools efficiently removed the soft

green epidermis from the fiber. The points are fine enough to

work through tightly twisted yucca cordage, and it is possible that

these implements were used for preparing, spinning, and splicing

fiber cordage.

Similar tools were found at Pecos where they were less

abundant, at Hawikuh, and at Tonque on the Rio Grande near

Bernalillo (Barnett, 1969). At these sites, they were of the end-

scraper variety and apparently all made of large mammal long

bones. A split-rib awl with a scraping blade at the opposite end

from Rainbow House at Bandelier National Monument is in the

collection at the Southwest Archeological Center in Globe. Awls

combined with end-scrapers are also recorded for Paako (Lambert,

1954), Unshagi (Reiter, 1938), and for Poshuoinge (Jeancon,

1923) and, although the bone was not identified as rib, they

appear to be the same as ours.

Needles

Only five, eyed needles were found. They range from a

large bodkin 177 mm. long (fig. 199a, bottom) made of a splinter

of mule deer metatarsal, down to a fine needle 57 mm. long by 2

mm. wide at the butt and only 0.05 mm. thick. The smallest is

199. Needles (left) and pins.

unfinished and has no eye, but it had been drilled part way
through. All but the bodkin are long bone splinters of unidentified

mammals. Two had broken across the eye, and new holes were

started but not drilled through. The longer needle appears to be

made from the tip of a thin bone awl. All drilled holes are

biconical.

Edged Scraping or Rubbing Tools

The next largest category of bone tools consists of

implements with a broad end or a long side showing wear and

polish as a result of a rubbing or scraping action (table 28). With

a few troublesome exceptions and with a certain amount of

shading from one category to another, most of these tools can be

divided according to the nature of the working edge into two

major classes: scrapers (those with relatively sharp, thin edges),

and beamers or rubbers (those with heavier, rounded edges).

End-scrapers

Ten scrapers are characterized by beveled, chisel-like

ends that could have been used for gouging wood or fleshing

hides. The notched blade of the bear femur (fig. 200a, far left) is

identical to the cutting edge of the Plains flesher, which is

commonly made of bison or elk bone. The serrate end, which is

an aid in pulling the membrane from the flesh side of a hide, is

curiously rare in the Pueblo tool assemblage, but it is possible that

stone scrapers were more often used for fleshing. The polish on

this specimen shows that the exterior surface of the bone was used

Table 28.

Edged scraped and rubbing tools, by species and element.

Species Rib Scapula Ulna Innominate Femur Tibia Mclapodial Phalanx Antler Totals

Black-tailed jackrabbit 9 9

Black bear 1 1

Horse 1 1

Mule deer 2 4 2 2 2 12

Unknown deer 3 3 6

Pronghorn g 9 1 2 1 21

Bison* 18 6 24

Unknown bovine 20 5 25

Sandhill crane 1 1

Swainson's hawk 1 1

Unknown artiodactyl 1 1

Total 48 27 2 II 2 3 5 1 3 102

* Includes 13 unknown bovine whose provenience indicates bison.
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against the hide or other substance being scraped. Three bear-

femur scrapers in the Kinishba collection at the Southwest

Archeological Center are identical except that they lack the

notching.

The ulna of a sandhill crane (fig. 200a, second from

left) was used in the opposite position with the interior side of the

bone in contact with the material being worked. It is too dull from

use for any experiment, but with a pronghorn phalanx of similar

weight (not illustrated), and with a small scraper made of a bison

rib, I was able to sharpen a pencil. The pronghorn rib in Figure

200b (far right) and a bison rib are unworked except for the wear

of use at the ends.

Side-scrapers

The common character of 54 pieces of tabular bone is

that all have one or both long sides ground to a relatively keen,

use-polished edge. Twenty-four measurable specimens range from

48 to 160 mm. long and average about 100 mm. One is made

from a pronghorn ulna sharpened along the posterior edge of the

shaft, and a few are sections of a whole pronghorn or mule deer

rib modified only by the polish of use along one naturally sharp

edge, and often with enough wear to expose the interior

cancellous tissue (fig. 200d). More common is a scraper made

from a scapula of the same animal with the spinous process

removed, or from a section of the blade of a bison scapula (fig.

200e). The most numerous specimen—nearly half of all side-

scrapers—is one made from a split bison rib (fig. 200b, far left,

and c). This type, although it lacks the point, is like the awl side-

scrapers described earlier. The scraping edges seem to be

identical. Ten of the side-scrapers are notched along one edge at

intervals of from 0.5 to 2.0 mm., as was one of the spatulate awl-

scrapers, and notching is represented in each of the types—whole-

rib, split-rib, and scapula. The usefulness of the fine edge in

removing the soft pulp from retted yucca has been mentioned. The

notched edge is of no advantage in scraping yucca leaves, but

these comparatively lightweight scrapers may also have been used

in fleshing. Their use on a hide draped over a beam for dehairing

and fleshing might account for the concave working edge on the

majority of the specimens.

Side-scrapers in the same styles occurred at Pecos,

although they were six to seven times more numerous in Mound

7, and they also were found at Poshuoinge in the Chama Valley

(Jeancon, 1923) and at Picuns (Dick, 1965). Farther from the

buffalo plains, at Hawikuh, deer and pronghorn scapula and

whole-rib scrapers were present, but the split-rib scraper was not

reported (Hodge, 1920b). At both Hawikuh and Pecos, however,

scrapers were made from deer ulnae with the heads intact and the

edges of the shafts sharpened. This type is represented by a single

specimen at Las Humanas. Split-rib scrapers, variously referred to

as "quill flatteners" or "pottery modellers," are commonly

found in sedentary sites in the Dakotas (see Lehmer, 1955, 1966)

and Kansas (Wedel, 1959), and split-rib awls on the southern

plains of Texas, but I can find no description from south Texas

that refers to the use of the edges. Jelks (1962). however,

describes a notched scapula scraper from a Toyah Focus site on

the Brazos River. There is a possibility that small side-scrapers of

light bone, either of scapula or rib, served the same function

whether on the Missouri River or the Colorado Plateau. If this is

so, quill flattening can be questioned, because there is no

evidence of quill embroidery in the Southwest. There is no

200. Bone scrappers.
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detailed observation of pottery-making technique from the Plains,

but bone tools are not used in the process in the Southwest.

Scraping is commonly done with a gourd or squash rind, and the

bone tools in question do not have the proper shape. Of course,

nearly identical tools may have several different functions.

It is only for the persistent arts such as Pueblo pottery-

making and Plains beadwork that we have much in the way of

detailed descriptions or techniques. Observations of primitive

technology performed with primitive tools are indeed sketchy for

the Plains or the Southwest. It is unfortunate that we have to go as

far as Alaska for this kind of data, but Cornelius Osgood (1940)

says of the Ingalik Eskimo that they use stone scrapers for the

initial fleshing of heavy hides, then follow with small, flat-tipped

bone scrapers, sharpening them after about 30 minutes of use, and

use the bone tool exclusively in working bird skins. Edged tools

of bone are also used for cutting food, for peeling bark, and in

skinning. Some excellent illustrations of bone side-scrapers used

by the Bering Strait Eskimo can be seen in Nelson (1899).

The scrapers from Gran Quivira were probably used for

similar tasks—the notched specimens for fleshing, the end-

scrapers for fleshing and perhaps in skinning. After an incision

was made with a sharper, more durable stone tool, the end-scraper

would be useful for separating the skin from the flesh, particularly

the fell along the back. The unnotched side-scrapers may have

been used for fleshing and dehairing hides, and also for cutting

softer substances such as pumpkins and cooked meat or

breadstuffs. The resilient bone wold have been useless on any

denser material.

Large Bison Scapula Scrapers

Six large scrapers made from nearly complete bison

scapulae (fig. 201a, b), although they have use-edges identical to

those of the smaller scrapers, are separated here because of their

considerably larger size (the three complete specimens are 217,

325, and 330 mm. in length), and because their conventional

shape and wide distribution may have cultural, as well as

environmental, implications. The spinous process and lateral

border was removed by cutting and grinding, and the rim around

the articular head was at least partly reduced. After the blade was

sharpened to a fine edge, the neck of the bone just below the

glenoid fossa then served as a handle to a bolo-shaped implement.

The edges of two are worn to a concavity like that on many of the

small scrapers.

Identical tools are common in archeological sites on the

Texas plains from the Brazos (Jelks, 1962) to the Canadian River

in the Panhandle (Duffield, 1964; Green, 1967), on the Washita in

Oklahoma (Lawton, 1968), across Kansas from the Tobias site on

the Little Arkansas to an early Kansas village in the northeast part

of the state (Wedel, 1959), through the Missouri Valley sites in

South Dakota (Lehmer, 1955; Caldwell, 1966; Johnston, 1967;

Hoffman, 1967), and to the Mandan and Arikara villages in North

Dakota (Will and Spinden, 1906; Lehmer, 1966; Lehmer and

Jones, 1968). They have been referred to as "scapular

cleavers," but more commonly as "squash knives." The term

seems to stem ultimately from a treatment by Gilbert L. Wilson

(1917) of the agricultural practices of the Hidatsa of North Dakota

in which he describes the cutting of squash into disks for drying.

"Each of the old women had a squash knife in her hand, made
from the thin part of the shoulder blade of a buffalo " But

Wilson's description of the tool and the illustration (p. 106) is of

something quite different. The distal rather than the lateral edge of

the scapula was the sharp edge, and the articular end of the bone

was entirely removed to make a tool resembling an ulu or hash-

knife.

Although it is probable that the long scapula scrapers

from Mound 7 were sometimes used for cutting—and even more

probable that many individual tools were used in several ways—it

seems likely that the tool was designed and intended for use as a

scraper. The heavy back of the implement gives it a rigidity that

would prevent the blade from snapping under the pressure exerted

on it in dehairing or fleshing. It is true that the same feature is

present on machetes or cleavers to add weight to a blow, but the

soft edge of bone would not stand up under any chopping action.

If the tool was used for slicing, the back would not be necessary.

In Catlin's (1876) on-the-spot observations of Indians on the

upper Missouri, probably Mandans, he records the use of a

201. Large bison scapula scrapers (a, b), and beamers (c-h).

202. End rubbers.
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shoulder blade to scrape and soften skins. The only other

Southwestern occurrences of this type of scraper to date seem to

be the single specimen from Pecos, on which the long cutting

edge was also notched, almost certainly for fleshing, and

surprisingly, in a Mesa Verde Phase pueblo, (Site 41), on the La

Plata River in northwest New Mexico (Morris, 1939).

Beamers

The 14 implements in this category are made of the

same elements of bone, plus a few others, but differ from the

small scrapers in their larger size, and from all scrapers in having

rounded, highly polished working edges. Eight complete beamers

range from 163 to 270 mm. long, averaging 212 mm. Nine were

made of bison ribs, three of these whole ribs and the others split.

There was one each of horse tibia, pronghorn metacarpal, and

metatarsal of mule deer, and two mule deer innominates.

There is ample ethnographic evidence for the use of

long, edged tools for working the excess moisture out of hides

after the repeated washings that follow the soaking of the skin in a

brain solution (Fletcher and La Flesche, 1911). Lowie (1924)

describes the Crow use of a buffalo-rib beamer with wrapped

ends, and the Comanche are said to use a bone in a draw-knife

shape for softening hides (Wallace and Hoebel, 1952).

The pronghorn metacarpal in Figure 20 lh—the single

example from Mound 7—has about one-third of the circumference

of the wall of the shaft cut away, which gave it two edges that

were pulled across the skin simultaneously. This type of beamer

was also found at Poshuoinge (Jeancon, 1923) but, along with

other beamers, it is much more common on the southern Great

Plains (e.g., Barr, 1960; Pillaert, 1963; Watt, 1965).

Narrow End-rubbers

Eleven scraps of bone or antler are totally unworked

except for wear or polish at one end which suggests that they were

used for some rubbing or polishing action. The used tips are quite

narrow with an area of contact from 5 to 8 mm. wide. The rubber

at the upper right of Figure 202e is a broken metapodial awl with

the new tip ground for reuse.

Broad End-rubbers

Scattered through the trash in the lower fill (Stratum B)

of the Late Phase Kiva M were nine intriguing artifacts. Each was

the nearly intact innominate of an adult blacktailed jackrabbit on

which the iliac crest had been ground down and polished by some

rubbing action (fig. 202, bottom row). The ground edge, with the

cancellate tissue exposed, is beveled and slightly rounded. As a

result of using the bone with the concave surface down, eight of

the nine are beveled toward the interior of the ilium. The rounding

and the polish indicate that the material being rubbed was both

resilient and fine-grained—possibly a green skin—but the fragile

bone would not have stood up under great pressure.

Whatever their use, it was the sharp eye of Charmion

McKusick that recognized these bones as artifacts when she was

studying the vast collection of garbage bone, where our initial

sorting had assigned them.

Grainers

Ten somewhat hemispherical artifacts were made by

cutting or sawing off the capitum of the humerus to expose a flat

section of cancellous tissue that was then eroded by a rubbing

203. Grainers of cancellous bone.

204. Bone and antler flakers.

205. Bone and antler handles.
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action (fig. 203). Three of these artifacts are horse humeri, and

three are bison. The remaining four, only identified as bovine, are

probably also bison, but the late localities in which they were

found does not eliminate the possibility that they are cattle bones.

On three of the specimens, the tabulum has been removed from

the entire surface, but on the remainder it is only on the flat base

the cancellate bone is exposed. They average about 100 mm. long

by 40 mm. thick.

Plains ethnographic sources describe the use of

cancellous bone in graining a tanned hide, a process like

sandpapering that further cleans and softens the skin and reduces

it to a uniform thickness (Hodge, 1907, p. 592). They are

reported from archeological sites on the Missouri (Lehmer and

Jones, 1968; Lehmer, 1955), from old Pawnee villages in

Nebraska (Wedel, 1936), and from Dismal River Aspect and

Little River Focus sites in Kansas (Wedel, 1959). The Thompson

and Tobias sites of the Little River Focus on the Little Arkansas in

central Kansas, which Wedel believes to be old Wichita villages

and the Quivira of Coronado's expedition, also produced a few

Glaze E sherds and one Chupadero Black-on-white. This

established contact with the pueblos of New Mexico may have

been the means for the introduction of the cancellate grainers into

the Southwest, for they seem to be found only in pueblos with a

historical Plains connection—Las Humanas, Pecos, and Picurfs.

The small specimen at the midde of the bottom row in

Figure 203 is considerably modified. The dense outer surface of

the bone is completely worked off, and one edge is ground to a

wedge-like edge. Several bones from Pecos were quite similar,

and Kidder refers to the Plains literature describing small tablets

of cancellate bone used for paint brushes. Hodge (1907) noted the

use of narrow-edged spongy bones in the general Plains area for

painting shields, tipis, and other skins. The trait is ascribed

specifically to the Omaha (Fletcher and LaFlesche, 1911), and

"painters" have been excavated from Mandan (Will and

Spinden, 1906) and from Pawnee (Wedel, 1936) sites. The Las

Humanas bone, although it does not appear to be as fine-edged as

those described in the preceding sources, and although it is not

impregnated with paint, may possibly be a paint applicator.

Rib-edge Tools

Six specimens of rib-edge tools (fig. 197b) are lumped

together here because the kind of bone and the method of

manufacture is possibly of more significace than the function,

which is, in any case, obscure. The suspected significance could

be overlooked if the specimens were scattered under other

headings. Long, thin pieces cut from the edge of bison ribs, these

tools range in size from 84 to over 150 mm. long, average a little

less than 1 cm. thick, and have a triangular or trapezoidal cross

section. The ribs were cut near the edes where the interior

cancellous tissue quits and the tabulum of the two faces of the rib

join in solid bone. No other bone could be selected that would

produce as heavy a sliver for as little work. The rib-edge could be

removed by making a shallow incision about 1 mm. deep through

the tabulum on each face of the rib. A sliver of equal thickness

removed from the shaft of a long bone would require five to six

times more cuttng and would entail more difficulty in controlling

a straight cut.

One of the rib-edge tools was whittled to a rounded tip

at one end, but was otherwise unmodified. The others were

smoothed by grinding and polishing. The two largest are

incomplete, the butts missing, and have blunt points somewhat

similar to those on the antler awl-rubbers; the tips, however, are

round in cross section rather than oval or flat. One of the three

complete specimens has been carefully rounded at each end but

shows no area of use, and the other two each have a wedge-like,

highly polished "rubber" tip and a rounded, unused butt. The

remaining fragmentary specimen is a rounded butt only. The two

with the polished beveled ends might well have been counted with

the end-rubbers described earlier, although the former are more

formalized tools. Both of the pointed tools have been dulled from

use or eroded by weathering, but neither seems to have ever been

as sharp as the sharp awls. They may have been used as fids or

weaving tools of some sort, or they may have served some other

unknown purpose.

Both rib-edge rubbers and awls were found at Pecos,

and three awls came from the recent excavations at Picuris, but

they are otherwise unknown in Pueblo sites. In the Missouri

Valley of the Dakotas, they are reported as being common and are

usually described as awls or dull-pointed punches (Lehmer, 1955;

Caldwell, 1966; Hoffman, 1967; Lehmer and Jones, 1968).

Wedel (1959), who notes similar tools made from the edges of the

neural spine of a bison vertebra from Little Arkansas River and

Dismal River sites in central and northwestern Kansas, identified

some of them as projectile points. The two pointed specimens

from Mound 7 might have been used as arrowheads, but it is

interesting that in an area where bone was more plentiful than

good stone with a concoidal fracture, nothing that could be surely

identified as a bone arrowpoint was found.

Flakers

Fifteen more or less awl-like tools (fig. 204), ranging

from 67 to 157 mm. long, bore on their blunted tips the several

small facets of wear that are produced by pressure-flaking stone.

Five of the flakers were, in fact, once sharp awls that had been

used for another purpose. The typical faceting can be duplicated

in a few minu'es of chipping with a splinter of green bone. Eight,

including the re-used awls, were of mammal long bone—three

pronghorn, one mule deer, a black bear fibula (fig. 204a), and

three unidentified. One of the unidentified (fig. 204e) was an awl

or an awl-tip, re-used as a flaker. Apparently it subsequently

acquired a third function—as a pin—when it was cut off the main

shaft 33 mm. from the tip. It was too short in its ultimate length to

afford the grip necessary for flaking, and it was dull for an awl. It

was found accompanying the bones of an infant (Burial 42). The

seven antler flakers were ends of tines, unworked except for

cutting off the beam and producing wear-facets at the tips.

Handles

Fourteen handles for knives or awls were made of bone

or antler. Ranging from 53 to 156 mm. long, they have small

holes or slots in one end from 8 to 60 mm. deep. Five, probably

for use with bone awls, have sockets from 10 to 18 mm. wide.

The awl and handle at the bottom of Figure 205 were not found

together, but illustrate how the handle may have been used. As

evidenced by the stain of oxidation or the presence of the blade

itself, six handles were used with iron or steel tools. Nine were

antler, two were made from the horn core of a pronghorn, and

three were femurs (gray wolf, mule deer, and dog).
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Three are of some special interest: the horn core at

Figure 205d, perforated at the butt for a suspension string; the

dagger handle in Figure 222 (top), fashioned by slipping a tube

bead made of dog femur over the tang; and a mule deer femur (not

illustrated) with three incised lines encircling the butt, and a faded

coat of red paint.

Musical Instruments

Flutes

Twenty-four whistle flutes, or fipple flutes, of long bird

bone were open at both ends, and had one large open stop near the

mouthpiece and from one to four playing stops toward the distal

end. Measurable specimens were from 140 to 210 mm. long.

Except for one turkey tibiotarsus, all were made of ulnae—mostly

eagle.

Whistling swan 1

Golden eagle 1

1

Bald eagle 1

Ferruginous (?) hawk 1

Swainson's hawk 1

Unknown buteonine hawk 4

Common turkey 2

Small sandhill crane 3

On each flute the flaring mouthpiece was made by

cutting off the end of the proximal articular head, and on all but

one the distal head was also completely removed. The broken

flute in Figure 206a retains most of the distal head, but the tube

has been opened by an oblique slice through the top. At an

average of 50 mm. below the lip of the mouthpiece on each flute

is a large hole about 5 mm. wide that remains open when the

whistle is blown, and at an average distance of 43 mm. below

the open stop is a series of smaller fingering stops on 20-mm.

centers. Three of the five complete specimens have three playing

stops; one has four; and one has only one stop. They produce a

shrill tone like the familiar penny whistle, but the tube is so

large that the fipple flautist needs fully inflated lungs just to

blow four or five notes. On all but one of the larger bird bones,

the holes were drilled on the slightly concave surface of the

bone, whereas on all but one of the smaller hawk bones, the

stops are on the convex surface. Only one was decorated. It was

incised with simple lines on the upper surface of the shaft.

Although bone flutes are a common Pueblo IV trait,

they do not appear in the Rio Grande area until the 14th century.

At Pecos, they were not found in Black-on-white sites, but first

appeared in Glaze A levels (Kidder, 1932). None were present at

Pindi, a pueblo near Santa Fe that was abandoned in Glaze A
times about A.D. 1349 (Stubbs and Stallings, 1953). Kidder's

Pecos collection of flutes with the sliced distal head at the far end

were four and one-half times more numerous than the type

common at Las Humanas, on which the articular head was cut

off—a type that Kidder found to be a later development

introduced with Glaze D pottery, sometime in the 1400's. The

custom of leaving the head largely intact may have been nearly

confined to Pecos. Although the single specimen recovered from

Picurfs (Dick, 1965) is the Pecos type, only one of 10 at Paako

was in that style (Lambert, 1954), one in 24 at Gran Quivira, and

one in four at Te'ewi, a Chama River pueblo abandoned about

A.D. 1500 (Wendorf, 1953). Those reported from Hawikuh and

Unshagi (Reiter, 1938) are completely opened tubes. Flutes were

also found at Kuaua, but have not been described (Dutton, 1963).

This is not the place for exhaustive research on the

subject of Pueblo musical instruments, but it would be interesting

to discover the reason for the sudden adoption of bone flutes and

their apparent disappearance sometime after the Pueblo Rebellion.

Flutes of wood had been used in the Southwest for centuries

before—they have been found in Pueblo Bonito in Pueblo II

rooms dating in the 11th century (Pepper, 1909), in Basketmaker

III caves dating in the 600' s (E.A. Morris, 1959), and probably in

other sites, and are still used into the present. Although bone

whistles are used today in Pueblo ceremonies, I am not aware of

the persistence of bone flutes having several stops capable of

producing three or four notes.

Only seven of the Las Humanas specimens came from

proveniences that were relatively undisturbed—three from Late

and four from Middle Phases contexts. One was on the floor of

Room 150, an interior storage room, and two from below the

floor of Room 29 may have been associated ith Burial 92, an adult

female.

Tubular Whistles

Three whistles from Mound 7 were made by removing

the articular heads from bird ulnae and cutting a hole into the

concave face of the shaft a little to one side of longitudinal center.

When the shorter end is used as a mouthpiece, the whistle blows a

piercing blast. The total lengths of the two measurable specimens

(fig. 206b) are 106 and 114 mm. The bones were from a Canada

(?) goose, a ferruginous (?) hawk, and an unknown buteonine

hawk.

206. Musical instruments of bone: a flutes, b whistles. < rasps, and d bitsitsi whistles.
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Simple whistles of this type were found at Pecos in the

earlier levels, and the only whistle from Mound 7 with a good

provenience was from the floor of Feature 1 , the Early Phase

house.

Most of the whistles at Paako were from late prehistoric

sources (Lambert, 1954), and at Pindi, they were primarily from

"Second Period" rooms dating in the early 1300's (Stubbs and

Stallings, 1953). In the Chama River Valley, Wendorf (1953),

who found only one whistle in the late Pueblo III Leaf Water

Pueblo, found them to be numerous at Te'ewi which was

occupied until about 1500. They were plentiful, too, along with

flutes, at Poshuoinge (Jeancon, 1923) and at Hawikuh (Hodge,

1920b)—both with long Pueblo IV occupations—but stratigraphic

data is lacking from these two sites. There seems to be little

evidence that the trait existed much before A.D. 1300. Judd

(1954) recorded the presence of bone whistles in late levels of

Pueblo Bonito, but they were not described or illustrated.

We have ethnographic evidence of the survival of bone

whistles into present-day Pueblo ceremonialism. For example,

bear bone whistles hang from the necks of members of the Opi, or

Warrior's Society, in the San Felipe scalp dance (White,

1932), and bone whistles are blown in the Hopi Oaqol ceremony

(Voth, 1903a). Alexander Stephen sketched a whistle of this type

on an altar at Walpi in the 1880's (Parsons, 1936). The single-

hole eagle bone whistle is also used on the Plains (Fletcher and

LaFlesche, 191 1; Steward, 1934).

Bitsitsi Whistles

Hodge's (1920b) Zuni workmen at Hawikuh identified

for him small tablets cut from something less than half the

circumference of tubular bone as parts of a whistle. Two matching

pieces are bound together with the concave surfaces inward and

with a thin membrane or leaf between them for a reed. Four

examples were found at Las Humanas (fig. 206d). They range

from 23 to 28 mm. long and from 10 to 16 mm. wide. The cut

edges at the interior surfaces are ground flat for a tight fit over the

reed, and the ends are ground smooth and slightly rounded.

Although there is no matched pair, two pieces of nearly equal size

were wrapped tightly with a rubber band, and a piece of manifold

paper placed between them. By blowing through it while the

tongue holds it against the roof of the mouth, one can make a

variety of raucous whistling sounds.

Of the Las Humanas specimens, one is made of a turkey

humerus, one from a metapodial of an unknown artiodactyl, and

the others could be identified only as mammalian long bones.

Only one came from a good provenience—the fill of one of the

cisterns. Feature 7, where it was associated with Agua Fria Glaze-

on-red and Chupadero Black-on-white in Early Phase trash.

Such a whistle is concealed in the mouth by the

impersonator of Bitsitsi in the Newekwe ceremony (M.C.

Stevenson, 1904) at Zuni, where it is called a "rabbit tongue"

(Parsons, 1939, p. 380), and it is also used to imitate the screech

of a hawk in the Soyal ceremony on the Hopi mesas (Dorsey and

Voth, 1901). Our experiments produced noises more nearly

resembling the squawk of a captured rabbit than that of the hawk

that caught him, but perhaps continued practice would permit a

wider repertoire.

Bisitsi whistles were also found at Te'ewi, at Picuris,

and at Pindi, and it is possible that some of the small tablets of

ground bone reported as "dice" or "gaming pieces" from other

sites may have been the same thing.

Sounding Rasps

Ten notched bones are fragments of what were musical

rasps. One is the tibia, and two are the ribs of unidentified

artiodactyls, and the remaining seven are scapulae—five

pronghorn and two mule deer. The distinguishing feature is a

series of shallow notches spaced at intervals of from 4 to 12 mm.,

with the intervening bone worn and polished from being rubbed

with a stick or another bone. On the scapulae, the notching is on

the spine or on the thickened lateral borders. One specimen was

notched on both borders and the spine, and was drilled through

the edge of the glenoid fossa, probably for a suspension string.

The fragment illustrated in Figure 206c is freshly broken

—

unfortunately, probably by a shovel—and the rest of it was not

recovered. It was found with a small, unnotched piece of scapula

(shown below it), which is complete as a tool and shows a use-

polish over the entire surface with the thin edge of the undulating

blade particularly worn and polished. The indentations fit nicely

over the notched ridge of the rasp, and the two pieces are the

distal and proximal margins of a mule deer's right scapula. It

seems altogether likely that these are a pair—scraper and rasp

—

and that they were made of the same bone. They were found

below the floor of Room 107, where eight Late Phase inhumations

were also found, and it is probable that they were grave offerings

with one of these.

Sounding rasps—usually made of long, notched sticks

that are rubbed with a piece of scapula—are still used today in the

pueblos. One end of the rasp is placed on a large dried gourd or

other resonator, then the stick is held nearly vertical and rubbed to

produce a growling or grinding rhythm. The players are women or

female impersonators, as apparently the action is symbolic of

meal grinding (Parsons, 1939). The music is commonly associated

with kachina dances.

Rasps are the only percussion instruments found in

archeological sites. Kidder has commented on the odd fact that no

archeological evidence of drums has ever been turned up,

although there is no doubt that they were used as there is ample

reference to drums by the Spanish conquistador es in the 16th

century. Unfortunately, there is little description in these

accounts, although Gallegos of the Rodrfguez-Chamuscado

expedition, apparently referring to the Julimes or Sumas just

below El Paso, writes of "Rhythm . . . produced by beating

some skins attached to a vessel in the fashion of a tambourine"

(Hammond and Rey, 1966).

Excluding the foot drum—a plank laid over a hole in the

ground and stamped on—there are three types of drums in general

use today over all the Pueblo area: a pottery drum, a barrel drum

with two heads, and a bundle of hides beaten with thin withes.

The large barrel drum dominates percussion music on the Rio

Grande, but is less popular in the western pueblos. One wonders

if it may not have been copied from the Spanish street drum. At

Zuni a large pottery jar especially constructed for the purpose is

commonly used. The bundle of hides is usually associated with

kachina dances in both eastern and western pueblos, suggesting an

ancient practice (Bunzel, 1932a; Parsons, l
l>32, 1936). Of less

frequent and specialized use are the shallow tambourine drums of

the Plains, open at the bottom and associated with the Comanche

or war dances in the eastern pueblos, and a basket drum reported

from Cochiti (Lange, 1959). Any of these types, except possibly

the barrel drum, would probably be unrecognizable in an

archeological site, even in dry cave deposits.
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207. Tubular bone beads

Ornaments

Tubular Beads

Beads made from unsplit sections of long bone shafts

(fig. 207, table 29) were numerous throughout the mound in all

levels, from the floor of the Early Phase house to the latest floors,

and with several burials from the Middle and Late Phases. They

were made by cutting off the articular heads of the bone and then

sectioning the shaft into the required lengths. Numerous discarded

ends found in the trash were a useless product of bead

manufacturing, and also of the fashioning of flutes and whistles

(table 30). The discarded heads in Figure 208 illustrate the

process. The proximal joint of the golden eagle humerus at Figure

208a has been cut off and the end of the shaft ground smooth

while the long bone still provided a good grip. An incised line has

been scribed around the middle of the shaft to mark the spot for

another cut. The second cut on the shaft of the turkey humerus

(fig. 208b) is deeper, but in the attempt to snap off the tube, the

bone apparently cracked and so was discarded. The cut and break

of the eagle femur (fig. 208c) was successful, and the head of this

bone is the waste. At Figure 208d is an eagle tibiotarsus with one

end removed and a cut started for the severing of the remaining

joint.

As Table 29 shows, mammal bones were used for only

28 percent of the tubular beads, and these were largely

carnivores. An exception is a delicate bead 31 mm. long made

from the humerus of a cottontail rabbit—the only cottontail bone

in the artifact collection. Another unusual exception is a bovine

rib (fig. 207a, third row, far right) that has been ground to a

subrectangular cross section and the tabulum entirely removed in

the process. Probably nothing but a steel needle could have made

the fine longitudinal perforation. Although the golden eagle was

the most common of the birds that could be identified specifically,

eagles were outnumbered by buteonine hawks.

The beads ranged in length from 9 to 123 mm. , but any

over 75 mm. were rare, and 58 percent of all beads fell in a

medium range of 34 to 64 mm. Incised decoration appeared on 27

beads (15 percent), usually in the form of a line around the tube

near each end. Two beads had traces of paint—one red and one

green.

At Hawikuh, Hodge (1920b) found varying numbers of

tube beads arranged parallel to each other around the wrists

(usually the left) of six burials, where they had been used as wrist

guards, probably sewn to a leather wristlet. This progenitor of the

modern silver bow guard is seen in another form—olivella shells

sewn to leather—that is used in today's Pueblo ceremonial

costume. Thirteen of the bone beads from Mound 7 were slightly

flattened by wear on one side and had shallow indentations worn

at opposing spots on the ends, probably as the result of having

been laced to a leather backing.

Seven atypical beads, which were made of hawk wing-

bones (fig. 207b), had the same polished and carefully smoothed

ends as the other beads, but differed in that the entire shaft of the

bone, less the articular heads, was used. Two of these excessively

thin, fragile beads, with no other beads present, accompanied

burials.

A short tube with a hole drilled into the center of the

shaft at one side, often called a whistle or a bird-call, is a

relatively common artifact in the Southwest. Mound 7 produced

only four of these, all of which are shown in Figure 207c. No
noise can be made with them that cannot be made on a tube

without an extra hole, and I believe all of these to be beads. Two
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of them are sections of broken whistles or flutes that have been

reused as beads. At least four other beads, unperforated, were also

fragments of musical instruments that had broken at one of the

stops. The small hole in the shaft of the bead at the bottom of

Figure 207c does not show the wear of a flute stop, but at each

end, on the same side of the tube as the hole, is a faint, worn,

incised notch; the notches and hole were probably combined in

sewing or lacing the bone to some material. The fourth bead has

had large sections of bone removed from opposing faces of the

shaft to make a slot completely through the tube.

Pendants

Fragments of two tabular bone pendants were found.

One was a long ovate piece of bison rib with deep scallops down
each side and a hole drilled in the narrow end for suspension. The

second was about two-thirds of an ovate section of a human
parietal (fig. 209c). Two holes had been drilled off-center and

side-by-side, and it may have been worn as a gorget.

A golden eagle toe with a hole drilled into the wall of

the shaft, and a horned owl claw with lightly scratched

"butchering marks" at the proximal end, may have been used as

pendants. Two golden eagle mandibles were also po:.sibly used as

pendants. Each was cut across both rami equidistant from the tip

208. Discarded ends.

Table 29.

Tubular bone beads, by species and element.

Species Rib Humerus Radius Ulna Femur Femur (?) Tibia Tibiotarsus

Unk
long

town
bone Metapodial Totals

Black-tailed jackrabbit 1 3 4 8

Unknown cottontail rabbit 1 1

Gray wolf 3 3

Coyote 2 1 4 1 7 15

Dog 1 1

Unknown canine

(3 probably wolf) 5 5

Mountain lion 3 3

Bobcat 3 4 1 3 II

Unknown carnivore 1 1

Pronghorn 2 2

Unknown bovine 1 1

Mallard, or Mexican duck 1 1 2

Golden eagle 8 5 20 7 1 41

Bald eagle 1 1 2

Osprey 1 1

Prairie falcon 1 1

Feruginous hawk 5 5

Ferruginous (?) hawk 3 5 1 9

Red-tailed hawk 1 1

Red-tailed (?) hawk 1 1 2

Unknown buteonine hawk 9 24 4 37

Common turkey 3 2 2 7 14

Sandhill crane 6 1 7

Unknown large crane ' 1

Great horned owl 2 1 i

Common raven I
1

Unknown bird or mammal 4 4

Totals 19 69 23 l i 27 182
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of the mandible. The ends were not drilled, but may have been

fastened by wrapping with fine fiber to the ends of a heavier

string. One of these was found with Burial 17, an Early Phase

grave. All of the other pendants were in mixed trash.

Antler Plaque

A unique bone ornament is a large Y-shaped plaque

made from the main beam of an antler with the bases of two tines

(fig. 210). The length is 340 mm. and the greatest width is 170

mm. The species cannot be identified, but if the piece were

restored to its original shape, it would be within the size range of

mule deer. It was made by cutting longitudinally through the hard

outer surface of the antler and then spreading it open and

flattening it, probably after it had been softened in steam or hot

water. The edges were trimmed smooth, and the softer, spongy

interior was scraped out until the plaque had an average thickness

of only 2 mm. Two paired holes were drilled through near the

edge of one end, and a group of four small holes were drilled near

one edge 8 mm. below that end. One hole appears on the edge

opposite the four, and possibly others were present near it, but a

section of the piece is missing from this area. The holes may have

been meant for suspending it from a string around the neck, or

perhaps for sewing it to some garment. It was found beneath the

chest of Burial 271, the young man who was overcome on the

floor of Kiva N.

Pins

Six long, thin, pointed implements without the tips

characteristic of awls or flakers may have been used as pins. The

fragile-looking pins shown in Figure 199a and b are typical in

having unworn tips with a polygonal cross section, the facets of

the sharpening cuts still unobliterated. A small pin just 33 mm.
long (fig. 199c) is made from a jackrabbit metatarsal with one

head rather crudely whittled off. Hodge (1920b) found this type to

be common at Hawikuh. Another pin has already been described

209. Perforated bone plaques or pendants.

in the discussion of flakers. Finally, an awl that had been reused

as a flaker was whittled down to make a pin and was buried with

an infant during the Late Phase (fig. 204, fifth from left).

Esoteric Objects

Bone Plaques

Prominent in a series of artifacts that may have had an

esoteric function are seven flat pieces made of scapular blades

(e.g., fig. 209). Each of the four complete specimens is perforated

at the center by a single hole 5 to 7 mm. wide. Three are

rectangular and four are round. One corner fragment of an

unmeasurable, rectangular plaque is probably mule deer, the

others bison. A disk 98 mm. wide lacks the center section,

making it impossible to determine if it had ever been perforated.

The two complete disks (fig. 209a and b) are 108 and 1 14 mm. in

diameter. Both these and the rectangular piece at Figure 209c

have been carefully ground and have holes with parallel sides; all

were found in the fill of the Late Phase rooms. The ovate plaque

(fig. 209d), which was crudely hacked out, has a conical hole

drilled from one side only. It came from below the floor of Room
76 where there was a tangle of seven Middle and Late Phase

burials, and it may have been an ornament associated with one of

them.

Six similar plaques, all circular, were found at Pecos.

One found with a burial, and two others, according to Kidder

(1932), were probably ornamental. He believed that three were

possibly spindle whorls. At Hawkuh, Hodge (1920b) found a

perforated disk 3 3/4 inches wide made of a tortoise plastron, and

a smaller, unperforated disk made of a piece of skull. Pueblo

Pardo produced an ovate plaque with two holes placed

asymetrically (Toulouse and Stephenson, 1960).

Curved Strips

Equally puzzling are two thin strips, perforated at one

end, and curved into arcs by steaming or boiling (fig. 211a and

b). The larger, a strip of antler 216 mm. around the curve, is

incomplete, with the end opposite the perforation broken off. The

second, however, made of split rib (probably pronghorn), is

complete, measuring 140 mm. around the outside and 75 mm.
across the arc. Most of the cancellate tissue in this specimen has

been scraped away, the edges carefully ground, and the outside

polished. It tapers from 20 mm. wide at the squared distal end to

11 mm. at the rounded, perforated end. Both strips came from

Late Phase room fill.

Twenty-six perforated and curved strips of antler, all

incomplete, were found at Pecos, and 10 fragmentary specimens

of bone came from Picuris. Hodge (1920b) illustrates a similar

strip of antler with a hole at one end, but neither the description

nor the photograph indicates whether it was curved. Without

illustrations and without suggestion that the antler strip may have

been the same, he describes a "head-dress" as "a fillet made of

six, rounded, circular pieces of antler (?) which was found,

greatly decayed, over the skull of an adult. The position of the

pieces was such as to indicate that they had formed the framework

of a head-dress, as there were remains of vegetal material in

association and there still are traces of fibre wrapping around the

ends of these fragments." The tantalizing, short description may

be of the same curved strips.

A similar shape, made of wood, is illustrated as part of

a Jemez prayer stick used "to pull down rain" (Parsons, 1925).
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Table 30.

Discarded articular heads, by species and element.

Species Rib Humerus Radius Ulna Femur Tibia Tibiotarsus

Unknown
long bone Totals

Black-tailed jackrabbit 1 1 1 3

Dog (?) 1 1 2

Coyote 1 1 2

Unknown canine 1 1

Kit fox 1 1

Bobcat 2 1 1 4

Unknown bovine 1 1

Canada (?) goose 1 1

Turkey vulture 1 1 2

Golden eagle 13 2 4 8 3 30

Bald eagle 1 1 2

Ferruginous hawk 2 1 3 1 7

Ferruginous (?) hawk 1 3 2 2 1 9

Red-tailed hawk 2 1 3

Red-tailed (?) hawk 1 2 3

Swainson's hawk 1 1

Unknown buteonine hawk 1 1 2

Whistling swan 1 1

Common turkey 5 1 1 3 10

Common raven 2 2

Totals 29 20 87

210. Antler plaque. 211. Curved strips of antler and bone (a.bl and polished bear ribs (c,d).
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Bear Ribs

Two bear ribs (fig. 21 lc and d) found below the floor of

Room 161 possibly had some ceremonial use. The articular areas

and tubercle of bone have been smoothed off by grinding, and the

distal end of the bone cut square. The other has been modified

only by rounding the end by grinding. Both show evidence of

much handling, as shown by the high polish that resulted in a

wearing through of the tabulum in some spots to expose small

areas of cancellous tissue within.

Small Tablets

Fourteen small, tabular and rectangular or

subrectangular pieces of bone (fig. 212a-f) are of a class often

referred to as "dice" or "gaming pieces." All have some polish

from handling or use, but none of these are incised or decorated in

any way. They fall into two size ranges: nine made of bison rib

(split and unsplit) are 48 to 74 mm. long by 17 to 33 mm. wide.

Five made from sections of the shaft of various long bones from

pronghorn, an unknown artiodactyl, an unknown mammal, a

sandhill crane, and a golden eagle measure from 32 to 40 mm.
long by 11 to 17 mm. wide. The two bird bones may be

unfinished parts of bitsitsi whistles.

Miscellaneous

Pigmented Bone

In addition to the various artifacts with traces of paint

discussed earlier, there were four pieces of unworked but painted

bone in the collection. A cancellous sternal rib of some unknown

artiodactyl from the fill of Room 1 16 was thoroughly impregnated

with green paint, probably malachite (fig. 212g). There is ample

evidence, both ethnological and archeological, for the use of

spongy bones for paint swabs. An otherwise umodified bison

scapula from the late trash in Kiva K was painted a dark red on

the external surface and in the glenoid fossa, and two splinters of

pronghorn long bone from mixed trash bore traces of red paint.

Other Miscellany

Two peculiar artifacts from Mound 7 were the long

central sections of a turkey synosacrum with all the broad tabular

bone broken away and the entire surface of the remaining bone

showing polish from use. The exposed tubercular surface of the

interior may have been used as a rubber or abrader. The complete

specimen shown in Figure 212j is from subfloor trash in Room 6.

Another much worn specimen was found on the floor of Room
119.

A pair of pronghorn phalanges from the refuse filling

Kiva M are illustrated in Figure 212h-i. One has had the rough

edges of the articular heads ground off and the entire surface

polished, the other has a round hole drilled into one side of the

shaft of the bone.

Fragments of two right dentaries from mixed trash were

from a pronghorn and a mule deer. Both were cut off square at the

distal end, and the surfaces showed evidence of some grinding

and polishing.

In the bin in the corner of Room 180, was found a part

of a jackrabbit tibia with shallow transverse grooves or notches

cut into one side. Too small to have been a musical rasp, it was

possibly a tally.

Twenty-two pieces of ribs or long bones of pronghorn,

deer, bison, turkey, and eagle were rejected scraps from tool-

making, were parts of tools broken in the process of

manufacturing, or were fortuitous splinters used perhaps once for

some light task and then discarded. All bore some small grinding

facet or groove.

Articular heads of bones cut off and discarded in the

process of making tubular beads or whistles were discussed in

conjunction with those artifacts, and are listed in Table 30.

Remarks
The bone artifacts from Mound 7 are quite comparable

to those from Pecos, apparently differing from those in other

Pueblo IV sites mainly in the animals that were available for use.

Sixty-three percent of the worked bone and antler items from Las

Humanas were from one of the three large artiodactyls—bison,

deer, and pronghorn—in that order of importance, with 27

percent, 19 percent, and 17 percent of the total. These figures are

arrived at by classifying "unknown bovine" as bison, and I have

discussed my justification for doing so. If the 38 pieces of worked

antler were removed from the count, the positions of pronghorn

and deer would be reversed, and probably in numbers of

individuals, they are even. The data for Pecos is not arranged so

that the order of importance is precisely stated, but a reading of

the text gives the impression that it would probably run deer,

bison, and pronghorn. And, logically, one would expect these

differences from the differing geographic environments of the two

pueblos. Although Pecos is the more easterly of the two by about

20 miles, it is in a piedmontane situation under the bulk of the

Southern Rockies, while Gran Quivira lies on the edge of open

grassland that forms a kind of bay in the Plains. At Hawikuh—but

for the expected relative unimportance of bison—the incidence of

species seems to more closely parallel that at Pecos.

Kidder (1932) found bison bones to be more numerous

in the upper levels at Pecos, but this was not clearly the case at

coeval Mound 7. Only a little less than half of the artifacts were

attributable to a specific phase, and, because of the limited

amount of the early phase house that was cleaned out, only 10

percent of the bones from a known provenience were from the

Early Phase. The numbers are too small to be statistically very

reliable, but Table 31 does show a small increase in bison and

deer from Early to Late, and a corresponding decrease in

pronghorn.

No changes in bone tools can be demonstrated from the

bottom of the mound to the top. Although not all types were

found in Early Phase locations, the absence of a tool, since so few

could be assigned to a period, does not necessarily mean it was

missing from the trait inventory. There were no broad-tipped awls

from an Early Phase provenience, for example, but only four

broad-tipped awls could be assigned to any phase. Or, to restate

the problem: since only 10 percent of the artifacts assignable to

any phase are Early, the total number would have to be 10 or

more before the lack in the Early Phase can be seen as possibly

significant. Only in the case of sharp awls, with the head of the

bone partly worked or removed altogether, were there more than

10. But because awls of these subtypes are commonly found in

other Pueblo IV and in Pueblo III sites, one would suspect the

lack in the Early Phase to be an accident of the sample. In another

example, the only bitsitsi whistle that could be nailed down to

time was from the Early Phase fill of Feature 7, yet we know
these instruments to be in use today.
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Because of Gran Quivira's proximity to the Great

Plains, as well as the documented importance of Pueblo de las

Humanas as a trade center in the 16th and 17th centuries, we
expected to find some Plains forms among the bone tools. Sharp

awls and tubular beads are common to both areas, but both

artifacts are so elementary that if diffusion did occur, it was in

antiquity. Scrapers and beamers made of split or slotted long

bones or innominates are rare in earlier stages of Pueblo

development, but are common tools in Plains sites. They appear

in all parts of the Pueblo area in the 14th century, and it is

possible that the Plains were the source via the Pueblo settlements

in the east.

There are several rather specialized tools that are known

all through the open plains, but in the Pueblos are known only in

those villages near the Plains—those that had direct contact with

the hunting tribes. These include the large side-scrapers of bison

scapula, the split-rib awls and scrapers, the rib-edge tools, and the

grainers made of cancellous bone from the capitum. All of these

require bones from bison or one of the large domestic animals; the

latter, however, can be disregarded because all but the grainers

appeared in pre-contact levels of Mound 7. It seems probable that

the presence of these distinctively Plains tools in the marginal

Pueblos is a result of cultural diffusion, but there remains the

possibility that they would be developed by any people who had

the large bison bones available to them. The same pueblos that

had contact with the tribes from the east were also the ones who
were able to hunt buffalo on occasion—and Las Humanas was

particularly well situated in regard to bison range.

In the preceding discussion of the various types of bone

tools, the toothed or notched scrapers were not considered

separately from other scrapers. Notched fleshers, which are

typically a Plains trait, are quite rare in the Southwest. Notching

was found on side-scrapers made of split and unsplit ribs and

scapulae, and on one end-scraper— 10 specimens in all from

Mound 7—and it clearly is a matter of Plains influence.

The one-hole tubular whistle may also have been

introduced from the east, although the evidence is inconclusive. In

the Anasazi area, it is a short-lived trait, apparently introduced in

late Pueblo III, to be shortly, at least partially, replaced by the

flute.

It is worthwhile to point out some of the things that the

bone inventory of Las Humanas lacked. Sharp-pointed awls with

one or more diagonal or transverse grooves worn across the shaft

just above the tip have been described as "weaving tools," and

are common in Pueblo II and III sites in northern New Mexico

and northeastern Arizona and to the north across the San Juan.

However, they were absent from Gran Quivira and were rare at

Pecos, making it probable that the trait was dying out in Peublo

IV.

Projectile points of bone and antler are found on the

Plains and in other Pueblo IV sites in the Southwest, as are

wrenches, but neither was found in Mound 7. The bison scapula

hoe, ubiquitous on the Plains, was also lacking, despite its

apparent usefulness to an agricultural people.

The humerus scraper so common in Pueblo III sites in

the Four Corners area is quite rare in the eastern pueblos and was

not seen at all in Mound 7.

212. Miscellaneous small bone artifacts.

Table 31.

Bone and antler artifacts, by phiise and species.

No.
Early

No.
Middle

% No.
Late

All Species 38 100 105 100 237 100

Bison 4 11 25 24 38 16

Deer 4 11 12 II 43 18

Pronghorn 8 21 15 14 27 11
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Worked Sherds

The pottery sherd that has been shaped by breaking off

or grinding the edges is ubiquitous in Southwestern ruins. Nearly

every monograph reporting an excavation records the presence of

worked sherds, and for the past 35 years, most have followed the

classification used by Kidder in describing the large collection

from the Pueblo of Pecos (Kidder, 1932). It is hard to improve on

or to add any penetrating speculation as to function, even though

the Mound 7 collection, with 936 specimens, is one of the largest

made. Although we no doubt overlooked some slightly modified

pieces while sorting potsherds, we attempted to pull out and save

all worked sherds. They were sorted into the following categories:

Disks 295

Rectangular 250

Oval 187

Scoops 54

Bowls or plates 21

Scrapers 15

Pendants 15

Pot rests 10

Spindle whorls 8

Jar replica 1

Miscellaneous 80

Total 936

These categories and their proportions to the total numbers are

comparable, with few exceptions, to those from other Pueblo IV

sites from which any data exist.

Disks

Disks (fig. 213, rows 1 and 2) are by far the most

common shape over a wide area in the Southwest. It is certain that

the number listed from Mound 7 would be greater had we not

classified as "oval" the off-round specimens that were probably

just imperfect disks. Despite many years of archeological guess

work, their purpose is still problematical. The disks, which range

from 19 to 97 mm. in diameter with the mode between 42 and 55

mm., were made from every pottery ware that occurs at the site

from corrugated to majolica, but there was an obvious preference

for the colorful. Although the pottery used at Las Humanas, as

shown by the sherd counts, was in nearly equal proportions of

Brown, White, and Red wares, the three wares, when made into

disks, occurred in percentages of 18, 28, and 54, respectively.

They were shaped by simply breaking off the edges, and only 15

percent were further refined by grinding.

Rectangular

The next largest group consists of subrectangular pieces,

often with one or both end rounded, but with the two long sides

roughly parallel (fig. 213. row 5). It has frequently been

speculated that worked sherds of various shapes—those that were

not obvious specializations—were counters, tabs, or chips used in

some game. This would more likely be true of the rectangular

sherds than of the other shapes. They are more nicely finished and

more uniform in size, more often with one decorated surface.

They range from 17 to 67 mm. in length, with the great majority

falling between about 35 to 40 mm. Sixty percent have ground

edges. Only 3 percent of the specimens were Brown ware (one of

which was Los Lunas Smudged), 8 percent were White ware, and

89 percent were Red ware; and there was one majolica sherd.

Nearly all of the white and red sherds were painted, and all but 9

percent of the total had either paint or corrugation on one

surface—thus they could possibly be used in some kind of dice or

hand game.

Oval

Worked sherds that were narrower at one end than at the

other were classified as "oval" whether they were rounded in

outline or straight-sided (fig. 213, rows 6 and 7). This is not a

satisfactory grouping, however, as an undetermined number were

probably carelessly shaped, or uncompleted disks. Fourteen

percent of these were trapezoids (Kidder's "keystone" shape),

and three sherds were triangles. All of the keystones and triangles

were edge-ground, with none made of Corona Plain or

Corrugated. There were two Los Lunas Smudged sherds with the

highly burnished interiors, five painted Chupadero sherds, and

one piece of Chinese porcelain; all the rest were Red ware, of

which 75 percent were painted.

This is the type of artifact which is commonly called a

pendant blank, but in the case of the Mound 7 specimens, where

"blanks" have a better than two to one superiority over

completed pendants. I question the classification. The entire group

of oval sherds ran from 19 to 72 mm. in maximum diameter, with

the majority at about 40 mm.

Scoops

These were large sherds—the few complete specimens

being 95 to 162 mm. long—and all were lightly ground around

the edges, probably for reuse as scoops, spoons, dishes, or

palettes. Apparently, there was little attempt to shape the sherd,

and the grinding was done only to remove the sharp comers and

edges. There must have been a much greater use of the abundant

large sherds for this purpose than the comparatively few worked

specimens reflect. Similar unworked pieces that may have held a

food offering were found with some burials, and large unworked

sherds were common on the floors of the rooms where complete

vessels were also in place. In addition, numerous (but uncounted)

unworked sherds with streaks or dried puddles of hematite, yellow
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ochre, or gypsum served as paint palettes. The 54 worked

specimens under discussion here included the annular base of a

small majolica bowl and only three sherds of Corona (one

corrugated), but over half of the remainder were Chupadero

Black-on- white. This is the only major worked sherd category in

which white ware predominated.

Bowls or Plates

The bases of five Corona Plain and two red jars were

reshaped by chipping and grinding the edges for use as bowls,

shallower dishes, or nearly flat plates. Two Kotyiti bowls with

broken rims had also been dressed down and reused. A dish was

made by salvaging the decorated face of a broken Tabira Black-

on-white canteen (fig. 1 15i) and the back of another was dressed

down in the same manner. The heavy bases of seven broken

Tabira pitchers were carefully ground to serve as dishes. The

majority of these refashioned vessels were found, like the whole

pots, on the floors and in the upper fill of the rooms. Two were

used as offerings with cremated burials. A small dish on the floor

of Room 221 in the convento was at first thought to be another

made from a Tabira Plain pitcher base, although it was unusual in

having a small annular pediment on the bottom. On closer

inspection, however, the dish was seen to be ground, and the cup

or dish to be the reused flaring base of a candlestick (fig. 214).

Scrapers

Only eight sherds—four Chupadero, three Agua Fria

Glaze-polychrome, and one Bandelier Black-on-gray—had been

ground with the long, sweeping, beveled curves that might have

made them useful in scraping freshly modeled pottery. Kidder

doubted the usefulness of sherd scrapers for pottery compared

with the utility of the cutting edge of the gourd rind commonly
used in modern pueblos, but, as we have seen, Tabira is not

particularly well scraped. However, all of these are fragmentary

specimens, and all could have been beveled in scraping atole from

a cooking pot, or by a small boy idly scraping sherd on stone

while his maternal uncle scolded him for letting the ravens settle

in the corn.

Pendants

Fifteen worked sherds were classified as pendants.

Complete specimens were from 17 to 47 mm. long and were

perforated near one edge or had the start of a drilled hole. No
utility ware was used, only two were black-on-white sherds, and

they occurred in all the same shapes as the unperforated worked

sherds. Most were edge-ground. The three shown in Figure 213,

row 4, were unperforated, but they were notched at each side of

one end, perhaps for suspension. The Puaray Glaze-polychrome

rim sherd at the right was apparently unfinished, but the sherd in

the middle shows the wear in the notches of a suspension string.

At the left is a fragment of a replica of a notched knife or

projectile point with pressure-chipped edges. Although it may
have been an altar piece or amulet, the wear in the notches

indicates that it was suspended from a cord. One late glaze sherd

with a pair of centered perforations may have been a button.

Pendants were only 1 .7 percent of the total number of

worked sherds from Mound 7, and coincidentally, the figures

given for Pecos by Kidder (1932) work out to an identical

percentage; in fact, however, pendants were probably even scarcer

at Pecos, as Kidder says that after the first couple of seasons of

excavation no attempt was made to collect the less obviously

worked sherds. Pendants at Paako (Labert, 1954) and at Pindf

(Stubbs and Stallings, 1953) were 3 and 4 percent, respectively.

To test my impression that sherd pendants were relatively more

abundant in the San Juan drainage, I checked the data from the

Badger House settlement at Mesa Verde (Hayes and Lancaster,

1975), where pendants were 16 percent of the total worked

sherds. At Tse-Ta'a (Steen, 1966) in Canyon de Chelly, they

were 12 percent. These comparative figures suggest that a sherd

pendant, and perhaps any kind of pendant, was not as popular an

item on the Rio Grande as in the general Four Corners area, but

since the usable data are so scarce, this is a hunch that cannot be

trusted.

Potrests

Ten broken jars had been converted into open rings, or

potrests. The bottoms were removed and the broken edges dressed

to an even line by chipping and, in many cases, by subsequent

grinding. On several specimens, the neck was also removed.

There is a greater range in heights, from 7 to 17 cm., than in

maximum diameters, from 21 to 39 cm. Four were found inverted

on floors of living rooms with firepits, where other pottery was

also present. One of these (fig. 215) was imbedded in ground

gypsum plaster that was packed around the narrow neck. Two
were in the fill of Rooms 45 and 1 13 along with three and four

complete jars, where they had evidently slipped from roof tops.

The associations suggest that these reworked, salvaged jars served

as stands for round-bottomed jars.

Five of the potrests were made of Corona Plain jars.

Three were reused Kotyiti, and two were Tabira.

Spindle Whorls

Four complete and four fragmentary disks, perforated at

the center, were classified as spindle whorls (fig. 213, row 3)

measurable specimens, wih diameters of from 47 to 68 mm., had

all been carefully ground around the perimeter. Three were white

ware sherds, and the rest were red. One Chupadero sherd, an

unfinished artifact, had the start of drilled holes in each face, but

the perforation was not complete. One disk had a conical

perforation that went all the way through the sherd from one side;

all the rest had biconical perforations which were reamed out to

make the sides of the hole parallel. Center holes were from 4 to 9

mm. wide, averaging 7 mm. Complete spindles in ethnographic or

archeological collections from the Southwest are nearly always

equipped with wooden (or occasionally horn) whorls. Stevenson

collected a "pottery disk" from Zia that he identified as a spindle

whorl (J. Stevenson, 1883), and a sherd whorl was included in a

collection of spindles and wooden whorls from Canyon Creek

Ruin in east central Arizona (Haury, 1934), but it is not clear in

either case if the supposed sherd whorls were found actually

attached to spindles. However, the effort to ream out the holes on

these Mound 7 specimens seems to have been to prepare them to

receive a shaft, and the diameters of the bores seem to be about

right for a spindle.
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Jar Replica

The hollow shaft of a Tabira Plain candlestick was

broken from the flared base, and ground at the place of the break

to make a miniature, steep-sided jar. It was found in trash outside

the north wall of the convento annex, and since candlestick sherds

were so few. one might wonder if the jar was from the same

candlestick base that had been remade into the dish found in

Room 221 nearby.

Miscellaneous

The remaining 80 specimens are unidentifiable

fragments of all the other categories showing some shaping by

breaking, chipping, or grinding. Many of these pieces may be the

result of nervous "busy work."

A puzzling gap in the worked sherd collection of Mound

7 is the lack of the anthropomorphic effigies that were so

numerous at Pecos and at Paako. This lack parallels the complete

absence of clay figurines of which the Pecos sherd effigies seem

to have been replicas.

Pipes

Thirteen aboriginal clay pipes were found in Mound 7

—

five complete and eight broken fragments. Although the sample is

too small to make a typological study that could be significant,

there was nothing in the collection that would not be expected in a

Pueblo IV site.

Two fragments may have been pieces from shanks of

elbow pipes, but all other pipes were the familiar, straight, tubular

or conical "cloud-blower." There is a considerable body of

ethnographic evidence for the ceremonial use of pipes in the

pueblos, where smoke clouds are related to rain clouds. Excellent

descriptions of the use of pipes at the Hopi Pueblo of Walpi are

found in 19th-century journals of Alexander Stephen (Parsons.

1936). Pipes were, and still are. used in the conventional way by

drawing smoke into the mouth through the constricted passage at

the smaller end and then expelling to the six cardinal directions

—

zenith and nadir, as well as the four directions we are accustomed

to considering. Another practice, often used with the same load

and lighting, is to place the open bowl into the mouth and to

blow, directing clouds of smoke onto prayer plumes and fetishes

at an altar. Today, pipes are used only ceremonially, and

cigarettes, either commercial or hand-rolled with corn husks, are

smoked for pleasure. There is no evidence that cigarettes were

used in the prehistoric Southwest (the so-called cane cigarettes

are, in reality, small tubular pipes), and perhaps both cigarettes

and non-religious smoking are relatively recent introductions.

Conical

The most common shape in this small collection, as at

Paako (Lambert, 1954) and Unshagi (Reiter, 1938), is the cone-

shaped cloud-blower, with seven specimens. The three complete

pipes (fig. 216a, b, and f) are 47, 60, and 92 mm. long. One

specimen was no more than a hollow cone with a vent at the tip,

but the other six were modeled around cores of two sizes, which

produced pipes with large bowls and narrow flues to the

mouthpieces. Six of these contained a cake of carbonized matter.

Slim Tubular

One pipe (fig. 2l6d) is a slim tube 68 mm. long with no

pronounced definition between the bowl and the stem. It is incised

with two opposing motifs—arrowheads on the sides, and snake-

lightning figures at the top and bottom with small pieces of

turquoise set in the diamond-shaped heads. Another fragmentary

pipe appears to have had the same shape. At Pecos, the tubular or

cylindrical shape was three times more frequent than the cone

shape (Kidder, 1932).

Flat Rectangular

The most frequent shape at Pecos was a flat pipe with a

rectangular outline, nearly always decorated with incised or

carved motifs. Only one of this type was found in Mound 7 (fig.

216c). It is 50 mm. long with a terraced cloud design carved on

each of the broader surfaces.

Kidder (1932) believed this last style to be late at Pecos,

and the Mound 7 data bears him out—the single rectangular pipe

was found in Room 140 in post- 1600 trash. The elaborately

incised and inlaid tubular pipe was from the floor of Room 59,

which was probably occupied from about 1560 until early in the

17th century. Proveniences of the conical pipes, when definite,

were earlier, with one from the floor of Feature 1 (the earliest

house), one from the floor of the middle Phase Kiva L, and one in

subfloor trash in Room 12. A fragment in the fill of Room 164

may have come from trashy soil on the roof or in the mortar. All

other specimens were from general trash. Paako, with a larger

214. Cup made of reworked pottery

candlestick base.

215 Potresl made from a culinary

jar neck.

216 Clay pipes
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collection, also had only one specimen of the elaborate,

rectangular type. Thus, it seems likely that not only were such

pipes late, but they may all have been traded from Pecos, where

they formed such a large proportion of the total.

Fully documented excavations in large Pueblo IV sites

are rare. The information is incomplete, but it suggests that pipes

were relatively scarce at Las Humanas. Compared with the figure

of 13 clay pipes from Mound 7, 668 were recovered from Pecos.

The excavations at Pecos, it is true, were considerably more

extensive than the recent work at Gran Quivira—but not 51 times

greater. At Paako and at Unshagi in the Jemez country—both sites

contemporary with Las Humanas, and excavations of comparable

magnitude—came 39 and 52 pipes, respectively (plus many

fragments), and Pot Creek Pueblo near Taos (Wetherington,

1968) produced 27 pipes from only 60 rooms.

Three modern clay pipes were associated with the

pioneer's cabin. Feature 9. Pieces of two pipes made of a very

fine, white clay were highly polished but unglazed, and a third

pipe bowl (fig. 216e) made of a simple red-brown clay closely

resembles styles manufactured by the Pamplin Company of

Pamplin, Virginia throughout the 19th century (R. L. Wilson,

1961).

and prayer meal made up for the insertion of duckwing feathers

for use during the Flute Ceremony (Parsons, 1936, p. 810). The

Mound 7 specimen contained no meal, but was pottery clay

tempered with sand. There are numerous illustrations in the

voluminous literature on Hopi cermonialism of similar

hemispherical or cone-shaped clay artifacts used to hold feathers

or prayer sticks (e.g., Voth, 1903b).

Paho Stand

On the trash-filled floor of Room 20 was found about

two-thirds of an elliptical block of fired, sand-tempered clay (fig.

217c). The original dimensions were about 85 mm. long by 58

mm. wide and 34 mm. thick. The ends and sides were rounded,

with the two faces flat and perforated near the center by two holes

10 mm. wide. At Pueblo Bonito in Chaco Canyon, two similar

artifacts were found (Judd, 1954; Pepper, 1920) which differed in

that the paired holes were at the ends and sides, and sloped to the

center. Judd believed them to be holders for pahos, or prayer

sticks. Stephen, in connection with his account of the Walpi Flute

Ceremony, illustrates a hemispherical holder with a central hole

for an altar standard surrounded by six holes for pahos (Parsons,

1936, p. 791).

Other Clay Artifacts

In the trash were numerous bits of clay from many
sources. Although much of it could be distinguished as mortar,

scraps of plaster, or pieces of burned roofing, there were many
small pieces too fragmentary for description. But obviously, there

was considerable use of plastic earth for temporary supports,

stands, basins, stoppers, plugs, and dams. A few items had more

than a temporary use.

Bell

The top half of a hollow sphere of fired clay was

certainly from a clay bell identical to those described by Kidder

(1932) from Pecos, where many were found. The sphere, 23 mm.
in diameter, had been carefully shaped with a wall 4 mm. thick,

and the exterior well scraped to an even surface (Fig. 217d). A
small pinch of clay at one side was perforated for a suspension

string, and the marks of a pointed tool are apparent on the

interior. The clay was tempered with sand that seems to be the

same as that used to temper Pecos pottery, and probably these

bells, found in post-conquest levels at Pecos in considerable

numbers, were manufactured only at that pueblo. As far as I can

discover, none except the single Gran Quivira specimen has been

found elsewhere. The specimen was found in the trash outside the

southeast corner of the house.

Balls

Five solid spheres of fired clay measure from 10 to 37

mm. (fig. 217e-g). The two smallest, crudely shaped and

subspherical, may have been the accidentally fired surplus ends of

clay ropes pinched off during the process of coiling a pot. The

other three, however, had been carefully shaped and purposely

fired to a partially oxidized buff-pink. Two of these were

featureless spheres, but the third and largest specimen differs in

having a small hole, 2 mm. wide and 5 mm. deep, placed

opposite a slightly flattened base. It may have been a plume-

holder similar to those described by Alexander Stephen in the late

19th century at Walpi where he observed nodules of mixed mud

Miniature Unfired Vessels

Five small replicas of pots were found in trash, all of

which were made by modeling rather than by coiling. None were

scraped, and although two were burned, it probably was through

accident rather than by intent. The interior cavity of the three

smaller specimens was formed by pressing a finger or the end of a

stick into the clay. One bowl 37 mm. high had the straight-sided,

flat-bottomed shape typical of Chupadero Black-on-white. A jar

45 mm. high made of untempered clay had a wide shoulder and

high neck in the style of late glazed pottery.

Jar Lids

Five disks of unfired clay measured from 33 to 100 mm.

in diameter. One made of ashy clay similar to that used in the

mortar of the later period of construction came from the fill of

Room 67. All others were in various trash deposits. A small disk

showed the imprint of the mouth of a small canteen, where it had

been placed while the clay was moist. Its function as a stopper is

nearly as certain as that of a larger, mushroom-shaped plug (fig.

217. Various clay artifacts: a-b jar lids. c paho stand, d bell, and c-g balls
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217a) found in the pre-glaze trash fill of Feature 8. This specimen

bears the impression, at the base of the umbrella-like flange, of

the flared rim of what was probably a Chupadero Black-on-white

olla. The part that sat inside the neck of the jar is rounded and

smooth, as though a ball of clay was forced into the neck over a

skin or cloth "gasket."

The flat, human figurines that occurred in such

profusion at Pecos were totally lacking at Gran Quivira. These

—

like their replicas made of sherds, and the bells—must have been

an industry known only to Pecos, since they apparently are found

nowhere else. Small effigies of other animals, however, are

usually found in small numbers in any fairly extensive Pueblo IV

site. There were none in Mound 7, but here their place may have

been taken by the stone effigies which were more numerous at Las

Humanas than at the much larger excavation of Pecos.

Shell Ornaments

Shell was used exclusively for ornaments, and was

relatively rare at Las Humanas—not surprising in view of the

pueblo's distance from the sources. Evidently, shell was carried

to the village as manufactured articles, since only three small

fragments were found that did not show some evidence of

grinding or cutting, and there was none of the wastage that one

would expect if the shell had been worked up on the site.

The kinds of shells found are discussed in more detail

by McKusick (1980) in her faunal study, but it is worth noting

here that 19 percent of the identified shells were from two genera

of fresh-water bivalves, Unio and Lampsilis, which are at home

only in the rivers of the plains east of the Rocky Mountains. There

is no evidence of change in styles, relative numbers, or species

used.

Only 405 individual pieces of shell were recovered, but

because many of these were found together as components of

necklaces, the number of actual occurrences was far less. Three-

quarters of all the shell was found with 23 burials, both

inhumations and cremations. No age group or sex was more likely

to have an ornament than another, but when shell accompanied

the remains of infants or children, it was likely to be several

pieces. Seven rooms and one kiva also had shell ornaments in

definite association, and numerous single specimens, usually

fragmentary, were found in trash.

Beads of Whole Shell

The complete shells of three genera of gastropods were

used for beads. Altogether these were nearly as numerous as disk

beads and were found in more proveniences. Olivella shells, the

most common, averaging 15 mm. long, were made by grinding

off the apex of the shell to make an aperture for stringing as a

tubular bead. These were used alone or interspersed with disks or

shell pendants. Twelve calcined Olivellas were found with a

cremated infant, Burial 73, and 18 with another. Burial 424. Six

were found on the rib cage of still another infant, an inhumation,

Burial 315. Nine Olivellas were in the cremation pit of an adult,

Burial 352, and five with Burial 323, another cremation (fig.

218b); in both cases the shells were unburned and must have been

thrown in the pit as a final offering after the ashes of the deceased

were gathered for burial.

There was one instance each of two other gastropods.

An infant, Burial 449, was wearing a necklace made up of one

turquoise bead, one Olivella shell and 29 Nassarius iodes shells.

These tiny whelks measuring a bare 5 mm. in length, were ground

at the apex only enough to break the vacuum to release the body

of the animal, then drilled through the lip of the shell near the

aperture for stringing. Another infant, Burial 478, was found with

three Olivellas, four pendants of cut shell, and from 75 to 100 tiny

gastropods too fragmentary for identification. These fragile white

shells, up to 3 mm. long, were prepared like the Olivellas by

grinding off the apex.

Pendant Tinklers

Bell-shaped rattles or tinklers (fig. 218c) were made of

Conus shells by grinding off the spire at the shoulder. Perforation

for stringing was made by filing a horizontal groove near the

narrow anterior end until the wall was breached. On one

exception, the tip of the spire alone was removed to make a hole

^x |ttn A kf* -

Disk Beads

The most numerous ornaments of shell were disk beads

made from sections of bivalves. Ranging from 3 to 10 mm. wide

and only 1 to 2 mm. thick, they are too small for species

identification. The largest number from one provenience was 1 19

white disks (fig. 218a) which, with a triangular shell pendant,

were found with a child, Burial 83. Fifty tiny beads of dark gray

shell were worn as a bracelet on the right wrist of an infant, Burial

128, and the young man overcome by smoke on the floor of Kiva

N wore on his chest 47 white and pink disk beads of shell that

apparently were strung with 80 similar beads of turquoise.

Tubular Beads

Two beads (fig. 218d) with a necklace in Room 156

were 10-mm. sections cut from the shell of a "tube worm," or

vermetid gastropod. They closely resemble (and at first were

mistaken for) bird bone beads.

* % |<M
218. Shell ornaments
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for stringing in the same way as the Olivellas. In all, there are 12

Conus tinklers in the collection. A few were in room fill, two

accompanied the burned Olivellas with Burial 73, and two were

found with other scraps of shell in a Tabira Black-on-white squash

pot in Room 13.

Whole Shell Pendants

Eleven bivalve shells were made into pendants with

little alteration. From one to three perforations were made at the

hinge margins, and, in some instances, the arc of the ventral

margin was smoothed by grinding. The crystalline layer of the

fresh-water mussels, 2 Unio and 1 Lampsilis species, was scraped

or ground off. Other shells represented were seven Glycymeris

maculata and ont Area species.

The Glycymeris were perforated by grinding off the tip

of the beak, or umbo. Three of these were found on the chest of

an infant, Burial 451, and two were with the necklace on the floor

of Room 156. The Glycymeris pendant shown in Figure 218f,

missed in the excavation and picked from the backfill, had been

further modified by cutting a large oval hole near the hinge

margin. The edges of the hole and both surfaces are highly

polished.

Shells of species other than Glycymeris were perforated

by drilling. One was from room fill, and the others all

accompanied burials.

Cut Shell Pendants

Nearly half of the 65 pendants of cut shell are from

unidentifiable bivalves. The most numerous identified shells are

25 fresh-water mussels of Unio species. Oliva, Lampsilis,

Pinctada, and Chama occur with from one to five specimens

each.

The majority are subtriangular, trapezoidal, or irregular

shapes with from one to three perforations and ground edges. The

random shapes suggest that most are reused fragments of larger

pieces.

The 1 3 Unio pendants from a cache in Room 1 1 1 are

typical shapes (fig. 218h). The two long saber-shaped Pinctada

shells in Figure 165 were found with the chipped stone pendants

on the floor of Room 46 and are probably near their original state,

although the shorter one had been broken at the perforation and

redrilled. The most elaborate pendant is cut from the hinge margin

of an Area multicostata (fig. 218e). Pits at each side of the umbo
simulate eyes on a bird effigy figure similar to the fetishes of

fossil brachiopods (described in Part 4).

Textiles

Weaving unquestionably played a much larger role at

the pueblo than the material evidence would indicate, but

preservation of vegetal material is so poor in an open site that we
were lucky to find as much as we did. Bacterial action is

prevented by burning, thus, over half of the 21 specimens from

Mound 7 were carbonized fragments from cremation pits.

Cloth

Eleven charred pieces of cotton cloth were perhaps

remains of the small blankets, or mantas, that formed an

important part of the encomenderos' tribute. Woven kilts, shirts

or ponchos, and breech cloths are also known to have been worn.

Nine specimens were found in eight cremation pits. All are plain

weave, and all but two pieces are woven with one-ply, Z-twist

yarn. Warps are uniformly fine and hard, and wefts loose and

soft. There is one example with either warp or weft in a two-ply.

S-twist, and one piece of weft-face, or "tapestry" weave, with a

two-ply, Z-twist warp and Z-twist singles in a weft battened down
tightly to conceal the warp.

Matting

Three fragments of matting were found in the late trash

fill of Kiva M. The flat elements, from 4 to 10 mm. wide,

resembled rushes (Scirpus), but were possibly a coarse grass. Two
were woven in an over-two-under-two twill, and one was over-

three-under-three.

Basketry

Pieces of three baskets were found, and evidence of two

others was seen in impressions in wet wood ashes. A coiled

basket on the floor of Room 25 had a minimum diameter of 19.5

cm., with fine coils only 3 mm. wide. It was too badly decayed to

see more of its construction. Another from the floor of Room 148

had been sewn in 4-mm. coils with a non-interlocking stitch that

did not completely cover the foundation. The foundation was

either a single rod with a bundle of fine splints, or two rods with

one badly split by the stitching. A charred fragment from the

cremation pit of Burial 398 was a single rod and fiber bundle

foundation 4 mm. wide. The stitching was non-interlocking at 6 to

1 cm., with a fine sewing element a scant 2 mm. wide. The

stitches penetrated only 2 to 3 mm. into the bundle, which made a

very flexible basket.

On the floor of Room 7 lay an ash cake bearing, on the

bottom, the impression of a coiled basket. The surface of the cake

was concave and smooth, and evidently ashes mixed with water

had been poured into the bottom of an old basket with 10 mm.
coils and a minimum diameter of 20 cm. The stitching was worn,

and there was a hole 30 mm. wide in the bottom.

A similar ash cake on the floor of Room 126 bore the

impressions of an over-two-under-two twilling with a narrow

element only 3 mm. wide. The cake may have been formed in a

yucca leaf ring basket, but possibly the impressions were those of

fine matting.

Feather Blanket

Two short strands from Burial 313 (a child) were 2-ply.

medium Z-twist cordage, and probably yucca fiber. Each was

closely wrapped with a non-fibrous material in strips 1 to 2 mm.
wide. Around several of the wrappings were broken lengths of an

open, loose wrap of a finer Z-twist cord. The close spacing and

narrow widths of the non-fibrous wrappings more closely

resemble those of feather blankets than those of fur. An even

more fragmentary, charred specimen of 2-ply. Z-twist yucca

cordage with a trace of wrapping (found with Burial 309. a

cremation) may have been the same sort of thing.

Wood
Twenty-seven specimens of worked wood were

collected, but. unlike the textiles, none were from burials. Fire is

more likely to completely consume wood than flat-lying mats or

tightly woven cloth. All but one piece from the trash was found in

a room or on a kiva floor. Few were complete, and breakage and

decomposition had reduced most beyond possible identification.
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Box

A shallow wooden box, 18.9 cm. long, sat with a

coiled basket on the floor of Room 148. Because it was

completely rotted, we were not able to retrieve it, but by carefully

removing the earth matrix from around the soft yellow dust, it was

possible to measure and sketch it (fig. 219). The box was open,

and if it had a cover, it was of some even more perishable

substance. Ethnographic specimens of wooden boxes used for

storing feathers for making prayer plumes or other religious

paraphernalia are longer than our sample and covered, but this

specimen might have served that, or a similar, purpose.

Billet

A rectangle of sawed and planed ponderosa pine 28 by

10 by 7 cm.—slightly larger than a two-by-four—was found on

the Floor of Room 48. Similar blocks used as pillows are

described from Pueblo III sites on the San Juan drainage

(Guernsey, 1931).

Battens

A blade of split wood 41 .1 cm. long closely resembles

recent examples of battens, or weaving swords, used to pound the

weft in an upright loom (fig. 220, bottom). Both flat surfaces

have been smoothed by planing or grinding, and the edges are

rounded. One end is broken, but probably no more than a couple

of centimeters are missing.

Balls

Two nearly spherical balls with maximum diameters of

about 4 cm. were found on the floors of Rooms 67 and 133. One,

bearing traces of white paint, seems to have broken away from an

attachment to a thin stick or wand. The other is not complete,

being partially disintegrated, and it, too, may have been a finial,

perhaps to a prayer stick. One was identified as pinon.

Ornament
In the lower fill of Room 140 was a crumbling, but still

definable wooden disk 3 cm. across. The edge is evenly serrated

with numerous notches, and a straight-sided hole 1 cm. wide

perforates the center.

Perforated Plaque

A rectangular tablet of split wood with carefully ground

surfaces and a centrally located, straight-sided perforation (fig.

220, upper right) was found on the floor in the southeast corner of

Room 152. It has a coating of resin, probably pinon pitch, that

has worn off the two long edges. The tablet, which measures 1 1 .2

cm. long, almost precisely matches the dimensions, as well as the

shape of the similar object made of bison scapula described with

the bone artifacts (fig. 209e). The bone plaque was found in

Room 148 just through the corner to the east.

Foot Replica

In the same room as the wooden plaque was a curious

object of aspen wood carved in the shape of a human foot (fig.

220, upper left). The sole is flat but constricted at the instep, and

the heel is rounded. The angle of the toes from the ball suggests a

right foot. The length of the replica is 21 cm.—a little over 8

inches—making it nearly life-size for one of the local population.

It may have been removed from a bulto, or carved religious

image, in one of the churches. If so, it has been reworked,

because the top, at about ankle height, is flat and has the

appearance of an original surface.

Digging Sticks

Flat, blade-like fragments from 3.5 to 4.5 cm. wide

with irregularly worn edges were possibly pieces from the distal

ends of the familiar digging sticks used for cultivation. Four were

found in the fill or on the floors of rooms, and one was in the

trash. Two were mountain mahogany, and two were made of oak.

Miscellaneous Worked Wood
Eleven other fragmentary sticks or split wood bore

evidence of grinding or cutting, but were unidentifiable. One

small stick on the floor of Room 143 was whittled to a cone shape

at one end. The missing end was hollowed, and perhaps it was a

handle for an awl or knife. A split stick in Room 145 had been

slightly ground or sanded on the flat surface and painted pink.

From the floor in Kiva C came a bean-shaped tablet of split wood

that was well sanded on all surfaces and sharpened to a blade at

one end, resembling the bone end-scrapers. It may have served

the same purpose, or possibly as a batten for use with a belt loom.

i
5 cm.

219 Wooden box 220 Wooden artilacls
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Other Vegetal Material

A flat cake of organic matter resembling a fish cake or

sausage patty was found in the Late Phase trash fill of Kiva M. It

is oval, about 6 cm. long by a third as thick, and the surface is

irregular as though handled in a moist state and shaped with the

hands. Patches of fibrous matter on the surface, possibly the

remains of wrappings, have the appearance of carrizo or rush

leaves (Phragmites or Scirpus). The cake, finer-grained in texture

than cornmeal, is impregnated with a very fine, green mineral

with the appearance of ground malachite, and with a scattering of

coarser crystalline fragments that are perhaps crysacolla. The

mineral is also apparent in many places on the surface.

A possible explanation for this "artifact" lies in an

account of the Hopi mixing ground malachite with white bean

meal for painting prayer sticks (Parsons, 1939, p. 274)

Metal

The Pueblo de Las Humanas knew nearly 75 years of

the Spanish presence before it was deserted, but only 56 pieces of

metal from the entire excavation attest to that presence. The

scarcity may be due, in part, to the accident of preservation. Only

two pieces of non-ferrous metal were found: a scrap cut from a

sheet of copper, and a brass finial (fig. 22 li), perhaps filched

from some paraphernalia in the church. The iron specimens were

highly oxidized with little solid metal remaining, and it is possible

that other pieces were so thoroughly disintegrated that they were

not found. But considering the isolation of the Spanish in New
Mexico and the infrequent arrival of the small supply trains from

the City of Mexico, it would seem likely that iron was too

valuable to the colonists for much of it to fall into Indian hands.

Fragments of larger tools could be used for other purposes and

eventually be consolidated and reforged.

Twenty-eight of the 54 pieces of iron were amorphous

scraps, but the presence of many of these on the floors of rooms

or with cremated burials suggests that they were still considered to

be of value.

The most numerous recognizable artifacts were five

awls and several pieces of rod or wire stock that may have been

used for the same purpose. Set in handles of bone and antler, two

awls (fig. 222) from the floor of Room 156 have already been

described with bone tools (Part 5). Found with these two was part

of a badly corroded blade, probably an awl but possibly a knife,

set in a round wooden handle. At the hilt, the wood was bound

with a ferrule of lead. A thin awl, 5.2 cm. long with evidence of a

wooden handle, was found beneath the ashes of the firepit in Kiva

K, and a rod of 4.3 cm. with a tapered point came from the upper

fill of Room 177. A heavy piece of rod found with a cremation,

Burial 386, may have been an awl or dagger.

Three pieces were definitely nails. A large, intact,

wrought spike from the fill of Room 172 (fig. 22 lh) is rectangular

in cross section, measures 13.3 cm. long, and has a somewhat

rounded rose head made in a nail-heading tool or the hardy hole of

an anvil. A piece from the head end of a smaller nail was found

on the floor of Room 161 , and one like it washed out of the floor

of San Buenaventura's nave during a rainstorm when the Mound
7 work was in progress.

An eye-bolt (fig. 22 le) may have been threaded, but the

surface is too distorted to be certain.

Three complete hatchets and pieces of the bits of two

more were found in Rooms 13, 150, 161, 164, and 168. The

three intact hatchets and are from 11 to 15 cm. long, were made

without helve holes (fig. 221a and b). These were probably once

nearly identical, but the bits of the shorter hatchets were probably

honed down many times. They may have been forged specifically

for the Indian trade—the list of items brought north for barter by

Ofiate includes "iron hatchets without handle holes" (Hammond

and Rey, 1953, p. 107).

No tool could be definitely called a knife, but in

addition to the piece with the wood and lead handle, there were

two fragments that may be parts of knives. A thin piece of scrap

metal from the fill of Room 213 may have been from the central

part of a blade, and a complete tang with a portion of the forte of

a blade came from Room 202 (fig. 2210- This piece, 1.1 cm.

thick, is unusually heavy for a knife, and it may be a part of a

sword, machete, or lance head.

The head of a halberd-like weapon was found in several

badly oxidized pieces on the floor of Room 161 . We were able to

restore most of it with five pieces that fit together to reveal the

wide blade of a pole-axe (fig. 223). The heavy back, or butt, is

vertically in line with an open socket 10 cm. long that has an

inside diameter of 3 cm. It was apparently all cut from one piece

of steel, with a wide section at the bottom curled up at the sides

and welded together to make the socket. The result was that

viewed from the back, the socket was not in line with the blade

but directly to the right side of it (Fig. 224). Although this

arrangement would seem to make for a poorly balanced weapon,

an identical hafting of a 15th-century bill is illustrated by C. G.

Stone's glossary of arms and armor (1934). The heavy back may

have terminated in a vertical spike. The precise arrangement of

hooks, spikes, and possible extra blades that distinguish halberds,

bills, fauchards. and guisarmes is no longer evident here, but

there is little doubt it was some variety of pole-arm.

221 Artifacts of metal
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A pair of shears with blades rusted together

accompanied other tools in Room 156 (fig. 221c), and a hoe with

the tang broken off was on the floor of Room 161 . The cutting

edge is 10.5 cm. wide. An iron ring was imbedded in the masonry

at the rear of the fireplace in Room 214 (fig. 22 Id), and what may
have been a part of a belt buckle lay on the floor in Room 197

(fig. 22 lg). Three stubby billets of iron were probably fragments

of larger tools that were reused for another purpose. Two with

short, blunt, beveled edges might have served as chisels or

wedges, and one appears to be the end of a pick.

All of the metal found in a datable context belonged to

the Late Phase. Thirty-four pieces (61 percent) were associated

with Late rooms or kivas, and three were with Late Phase

cremations. All of the 20 specimens found in trash were small

fragments, and, of these, only eight were in strata that could be

assigned to any period—in this case, all Late Phase. Except for

complete pots, there was no other material category with as high a

percentage with a provenience in rooms. This fact may be a

reflection of the value that was placed on metal.

A hexagon of pale blue, translucent glass 16 mm. thick

(perhaps originally the bottom of a bottle) had been shaped by

grinding. Two deep grooves forming an X on one face nearly cut

the piece into four segments. The sherd was found with shell and

stone fetishes in a pot on the firepit of Room 13.

Glass

Glass was even rarer than iron at Las Humanas,

although preservation is, of course, much better.

There were two sherds of bottle glass. One brown piece,

opalescent with decay, was imbedded in the mortar of a plugged

doorway in Room 182, and the sherd of a pale green, translucent,

thin-walled vial or small flask came from the fill of Room 86.

Glass beads were found with two cremations. An infant.

Burial 73, was accompanied by 348 tiny, blue, seed beads, and

Burial 323, of undetermined age, contained four large, blue,

barrel-shaped beads that had apparently been strung with shell

beads and pendants. A similar large, white bead was in the fill of

Room 1 10, and a polychrome enameled bead of the same shape

was picked up from the surface of the trash. The beads are all

types commonly made in Venice for wide export since the Middle

Ages (Woodward. 1965).

222. Iron awls in bone and antler handles 223 Bill or pole-axe
224. Postulated reconstruction of

pole-axe.
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225. Bunal 486.
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The Mound 7 burials were noteworthy not only for their

numbers, but for the contemporaneity of two distinct methods of

disposing of the dead.

Five hundred and twelve numbered graves were

excavated, although multiple burials brought the total of

individuals to 516. We also found four pits of burned material,

excavated but not numbered as "burials," which probably

represented cremations. Eight burials were encountered in deep

levels or under walls where their removal would have been been

hazardous, and they were left /« situ. In addition, 2,925 pieces of

scattered human bone, unassociated with any specific burial, were

found throughout the mound. The "minimum faunal count" in

this miscellaneous bone was 42 individuals. Although some of

this bone may have belonged to the numbered graves, something

in the neighborhood of 550 of the Las Humanas dead were

encountered. And, at least that many probably still lie

undiscovered when we remember that most of the trash below the

floors of the 16th to 17th century house was undisturbed.

The number itself is not unusually large for the size of

the excavation, but the value lies in the fact that all but the eight

unexcavated individuals were brought to the laboratory, where a

study of comparative osteology was made by Erik K. Reed of the

National Park Service. Over half—279 burials—were subjected to

further analysis by Christy G. Turner at Arizona State University.

Their work is reported in Contributions to Gran Quivira

Archeology (1980). Discrepancies in the total number of burials

recorded by Reed and by myself are explained by the finding of

additional cremations in the lots of refuse animal bone sent to the

Southwest Archeological Center for Identification. These,

discovered after Reed's study had been completed, are of slight

importance and could not alter any of his conclusions.

Several larger collections of prehistoric human bone

have been made in the Southwest. Over 600 burials were taken

from Kuaua and about 500 from Puaray in the 1930's (Dutton,

1963), and 602 from the large Cameron Creek Village on the

Mimbres River (Bradfield, 1929), but none of these were seen by

a physical anthropologist. Although the Swartz Ruin on the

Mimbres produced 1 ,009 burials, only eight were saved and

studied (Cosgrove and Cosgrove, 1932). Hodge saved 266

skeletons of the 996 burials he excavated at Hawikuh (Smith,

Woodbury, and Woodbury, 1966), but only the record collection

from Pecos, from which the majority of the 1,938 skeletons were

measured (Hooten, 1930), surpasses Mound 7 in the amount of

studied human bone from a single Southwestern site.

In view of the Toulouse and Stephenson (1960)

excavations at Pueblo Pardo in 1941, our finding 154

cremations—30 percent of all burials taken out—was not

unexpected. The larger area excavated at Mound 7 and the greater

depth of trash in comparison to that at Pardo made it possible to

make stratigraphic determinations. Thus, it was possible to assign,

with some degree of confidence, all but 8 percent of the graves to

one of the three phases of the occupation, and to determine with

some precision the time of the introduction of cremation.

Forty-four graves on or below the floors of the Early

house, or into subsoil immediately outside the walls of that

structure, were thought to be Early Phase. One hundred seven

Middle Phase burials were associated with rooms of that phase, or

were found in the trash fill of the early pueblo below the walls of

the last house to be built at the site. Late Phase burials, 314 in

number, were intrusive through Late floors or buried in Late

Phase trash. The majority of the rest of the graves could be

assigned to a two-phase span of time: Early-Middle or Middle-

Late.

The accuracy with which the graves were assigned to

the three phases varied, and perhaps I should not have tried to

date them all. There can be little error in those termed "Late,"

however, and not much in the burials I assigned to the Middle

Phase. Many of the Early graves on the room floors of Feature 1

were obviously placed there after the abandonment of the rooms,

but they were covered with deep Glaze C and D trash and must

have been buried quite soon after the abandonment of those Early

rooms—probably not later than the first quarter of the 15th

century. Although our Early Phase graves may not be precisely

contemporary with Early Phase architecture in every case, I am
confident of the relative temporal assignments.

Table 32

Arrangement position, and orientation of burials, by phase.

Phase number
Arrangement

flexed semiflexed extended

Position

left right supine prone sitting

Orientation

N NE E SE S sw W NW

Early 39 17 18 1 1 8 15 2 8 1 18 3 5 2 1

Middle 73 33 29 3 9 19 30 8 2 14 2 34 4 10 1 2 3

Late 142 56 62 4 22 37 57 14 1 31 4 50 3 30 3 17

Phase

Unknown 33 8 18 1 6 6 12 4 12 1 7 2 4 4 3

Totals 287 114 127 8 48 70 1 14 28 3 65 8 109 12 49 8 24 4
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Inhumation

From the early 14th until the mid- 16th century, it was

the custom at Las Humanas to bury the dead in a flexed position,

probably wrapped in blankets and bound, in a shallow,

unelaborated grave below the floor of a room or in trashy soil just

outside the walls. In this there is no departure from the common

Puebloan burial practice.

Because of frequent disturbance of graves by subsequent

burials, it was not possible to determine the original arrangement,

position, and orientation of all of the 362 non-cremated

interments, but some information was available for 287 burials

(see table 32).

The term "flexed," as it is used here, refers to the

flexing of all four limbs. The knees are bent and drawn up toward

the chest, and both arms are folded to an acute angle (figs. 225-

227). If one or both arms were extended, the term "semi-flexed"

was used (fig. 228). And if one or both legs were unbent, the

burial was listed as "extended," regardless of how the arms lay

(fig. 229). Only five burials had this arrangement.

Ninety-seven percent of the burials for which

arrangement could be determined were found with the legs flexed,

but for folded arms, there was no such rigid formula. Those with

both arms folded and those with arms at apparent random are

nearly evenly divided.

Position in the grave seems to have been a matter of

chance or convenience to the burial party. Four individuals were

found in a sitting position, and 1 1 percent were buried face down.

Half of the remaining large majority were on the back, and half on

one side or the other. There was no clear preference for either the

right or the left side.

Although burials were found with the heads oriented to

all eight cardinal points, there was a decided preference for the

east, with over two-thirds of the bodies placed with the head to

the eastern half of the compass. A determining factor, however,

was the convenience of placing the body parallel to a wall or to

the contour of a trash slope, and when these locations prevented

an eastern orientation, an angle toward the north was more likely

to be chosen than one toward the south.

226. Burial 50 228. Burial 260.

227 Burial 404. 229 Burial 34.
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A hole dug for a grave often intruded on an earlier burial

pit, in which case the old burial was usually just pushed aside to

make room for one more. In at least three cases, however, the old

bones were carefully picked up and reburied in a bundle. Several

disturbed burials were found where no intrusive burial lay, and

where no animal burrows could have caused displacement of the

bones. In these cases, perhaps, a gravedigger, accidentally

intruding upon an old burial, may have replaced the old bones and

left the spot to look for unoccupied ground.

Two bodies seem to have been disposed of rather than

buried. Burial 410, a woman in her 30's, lay on leveled rubble of

the Middle Phase structure just prior to the reconstruction of

Room 187 so that her legs lay under the new north wall. She was

on her back with the right leg bent at the knee and both arms over

her head (fig. 230)—an unconventional burial posture but a

comfortable resting one. Perhaps she died in this position, and

early rigor mortis made the customary arrangement impractical. A
more extreme case is Burial 273, an almost dwarf-like woman in

her early 20's, seemed to have been thrown carelessly onto the

floor of the Early house. She lay face-down with her right arm

bent under her chest and her left elbow turned awkwardly above

her head. Her left leg was pulled to the left and rear into a

position that would seem impossible without force (fig. 231). Her

right leg was missing completely. Her short stature and the

pathological condition of her fused elbows are discussed in detail

by Reed.

The semi-flexed position of Burial 399 (fig. 232) was

the fortuitous result of the fusion of his atrophied legs rather than

of a mortuary arrangement. Reed has more to say about him also.

Two skeletons in the collections were those of the young

man and woman (fig. 233) on the floor of Kiva N who were not

buried but were left where they died. They have been discussed in

Part 2.

Burial 467 was an unborn nine-months fetus still in the

abdominal cavity of Burial 466, a woman of from 27 to 33 years

who was buried in the Middle Phase. Another unusual burial was

468, a woman of 26 to 28 years whose skull was missing. There

was no evidence that the grave had been disturbed. She was

apparently buried in a fully flexed prone position, but without a

head. This was a Late Phase burial below the floor of Room 215,

a part of the convento.

230. Burial 410 232. Burial 391.

231. Bunal 273. 233. Burial 272.
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Grave preparation was little more than scooping out a

hole large enough to accommodate the body. Some minimal care

beyond this was seen in 44 (12 percent) of the graves. The sides

of three pits were lined with rock slabs, and two others had a

pavement of flagstones set in clay at the bottom. The walls and

bottom of 12 graves were lined with sandy clay, and this same

yellow native soil was imported to refill and cover 18 graves, the

soft, ashy spoil from the pit apparently having been disposed of

elsewhere. Three graves were covered with flat blocks of

limestone. The entire skeleton of a 3-year-old infant was found

covered with a large Corona Plain sherd, and the head of an older

child of 7 to 12 years was covered by an inverted sherd of an

Agua Fria Glaze-red bowl. The heads of six individuals were

pillowed on unshaped limestone blocks, and the skull of an 11-

year-old child lay in the hollow of a large sherd of a Tabira Black-

on-white jar.

A convenient grave was found for Burial 445 where no

preparation was necessary to place the body in the hollow of a

gypsum plaster mixing basin scooped out of Late Phase trash.

Unusual effort was spent, however, in the burial of two small

children. Burials 378 and 402, who were buried in an area of

shallow soil and light trash between the house and Kiva D. In

order to cover the bodies, it was necessary to quarry from 0.4 to

0.6 feet of limestone bedrock. In contrast, there was the least

possible amount of grave preparation for the infant. Burial 167,

who was placed on the floor of a bin in the abandoned Room 59.

The majority of graves that we excavated were found

below the floors of the rooms, but this does not mean that these

were all intramural burials. Many bodies were buried in trash

outside of the house, and rooms were later built over them. For

just a little over half of the graves were we able to determine

whether the bodies were inside or outside of the walls at the time

of burial. Somewhat more than half of these were intramural.

However, it would be a mistake to put any faith in these relative

figures. While nearly all of the floors of the rooms were

excavated, there were large areas in the plaza around Kiva J and

between the southwest edge of the mound and KiVa D that were

not investigated. Hewett's party removed several burials from

trash outside the east edge of the house in 1923 that were not

included in our statistics. Most of the burials that must still lie in

unexcavated subfloor trash below the north end and the east wing

of the Late house would be extra mural, and we can assume that

we took out a higher percentage of the total number of intra mural

graves. All that can come out of juggling these figures is that

graves were placed both below the floors and outside of the walls.

The location of graves by six age groups was plotted to

find that although only 47 percent of all Late burials were of

individuals less than 9 years old, 59 percent of Late Phase

intramural burials fell into this age group. Thus, the young were

more likely to be buried indoors. This might indicate a preference

for keeping deceased children close to the hearth. It might also be

interpreted that there was a faint preference for subfloor burial for

all, but that it was often ignored in the case of adults whose larger

graves caused more damage to the floors. Children (and cremation

pits) took up less room.

To an archeologist, the Anasazi custom, throughout the

earlier stages, of placing offerings of pottery or other artifacts in

the graves was a happy one. By Pueblo IV on the Rio Grande,

however, the impulse was more restrained, and at Gran Quivira, it

had waned almost to extinction. Only 63 graves— 17 percent of

the uncremated interments—contained anything other than human

bone. Preservation of organic material was poor at Mound 7, and

certainly many more graves once contained wrappings, baskets, or

tools of wood of which no trace remains.

When articles were found with skeletons, they were

more often simply pieces of apparel that were on the body when it

was put in the ground. Rotted fragments of cloth were found with

one burial, and the remains of a feather blanket covered the head

and face of another. One grave contained pieces of rush matting

that may have been around the body, and an amorphous mass of

rotted wood under the body of a neonatal infant was possibly the

remains of a cradle-board. Twenty-two burials wore simple

ornaments of stone, shell, or bone. It may be significant that

infants (four years or less) were twice as likely to be accompanied

by some ornament as were all other individuals. Whereas 37

percent of all burials were infants, 65 percent of the burials with

ornaments were in this age group. No individual was lavishly

adorned, however. A bone bead lay by the wrist of one infant,

and a short string of shell beads was around a child's wrist. A
single shell pendant lay beside the skull of one man, and a

middle-aged woman wore a turquoise pendant and one of selenite.

The number of people buried with apparel of some kind

would be larger if we included the 13 buried with amulets, some

of which were probably carried in a medicine bag slung around

the shoulder or worn at a belt. These articles included small

polished pebbles, quartz crystals, fossil shells, and concretions.

Stone arrowpoints were found with six burials: four adult males, a

grown woman, and one child. The points may have been attached

to arrows, the wooden shafts of which had disintegrated, but they

may just as well have been carried as fetishes, a common Pueblo

custom. These points do not include one that lay below the second

rib and under the sternum of Burial 1 12, a person of from 35 to 42

years and of indeterminate sex. This arrow, if not the cause of

death, was at least in the body at the time of burial. Eight

individuals, mostly children, were buried with paint stones, and

two bone flute fragments lay in the fill of a woman's grave pit,

but since the fill was trash, it was impossible to know if the flutes

had been placed with the body or if they were just part of the

refuse.

Again, it is interesting to note that 10 of the 19 people

with whom this kind of material was buried were children of less

than 9 years. The largest collection was with a child of from 4 to

7 years; this grave contained 13 fossil shells, 4 quartz crystals, 12

polished pebbles, 12 hematite concretions, and a paint stone.

Tools were buried with 19 individuals, mostly adults.

These were never numerous or elaborate, however. Two children

and one adult male were accompanied by a single stone disk. A
middle-aged woman was buried with a stone palette and a

hammerstone, another with an end-scraper and an awl of bone, a

large, young woman (Burial 339) with a bison-rib beamer, and a

middle-aged man with an arrow shaft smoother.

Evidence of food offerings was scant, possibly due to

poor preservation. A man about 40 years old was buried wth a

complete young adult, female turkey, and the grave of a middle

middle-aged woman contained the bones of three young turkeys.

The unworked neural spine of a bison lying on the chest of one

man may have been a food bone—the favored hump meat—and

the turkey leg with a woman in her 30's and the jackrabbit bones

with a child probably were also. Food bones found in the trashy

fill of several other graves may have been incidental to the refuse

rather than to the burial.
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The presence of pottery with eight burials is implied

evidence of a food offering, although none of the pieces any

longer contained a trace of contents. Only four nearly complete

pots were found with burials—a young woman had with her a

Corona Plain jar, a Puaray Glaze bowl, and half of a Tabira

Black-on-white pitcher. A middle-aged man was buried during the

Early Phase with a bowl remade from the base of a Chupadero

Black-on-white jar. Six other burials were accompanied by large

sherds, lying with concave surfaces up, that probably served as

dishes.

An explanation of the paucity of grave furnishings in the

late pueblos in the east is presented by Florence Ellis (1968), who
draws the following ethnographic parallels: at modern Isleta,

grave goods may be placed in a separate pit. In the Tewa towns

articles are broken and left on the dump, while the Keres throw

grave furnishings over a cliff. According to Ellis, these customs

antedate the introduction of Christianity and, in fact, go back to

the 13th century. If a similar custom prevailed at Las Humanas, it

might explain the 20 broken (but complete or nearly complete)

pieces of pottery found in the trash in the lower levels of Kiva C
fill.

Las Humanas inhumations are comparable to those from

other Pueblo IV excavations in the Rio Grande area—except in

the matter of grave furnishings, which, although still scant, run

somewhat higher to the north. At Unshagi, 32 percent of the

graves had some artifacts (Reiter, 1938), and about half the

graves at the Herrera Site near Cochiti held some furnishings

(Lange, 1968). In this respect, the Rio Grande norm seems to

have been exceeded at Pecos, where 30 percent of the burials

were accompanied with mortuary vessels (Kidder, 1958). Other

material in the graves was not listed.

Cremation

The incinerated remains of 149 individuals were

assigned burial numbers in the field, and evidence of another five

was found while sorting charred animal bone in the laboratory.

In contrast to the inhumed skeletons, the large majority

of the cremated remains were intramural burials. Two cremations

were found south of Mound 3 at the western edge of the plaza

surrounding Kiva J, three more lay at the outer edge of the porch,

"Room 87", and another one was discovered just outside the wall

of Room 213 at the northwest corner of the house. All others were

below the room floors. In addition to the six cremations placed

outside the walls, 12 of those in subfloor locations appeared to

have been placed there before the construction of the floors. No
determination could be made for 27 of the subfloor burials (17

percent of all cremations). But 1 10, or 71 percent, were definitely

intrusive through the floors of existing rooms. Figure 234 shows

graphically the preference for intramural burial of cremated

remains. I believe the indeterminate burials were also intrusive

—

they all lay under packed trash floors that were homogeneous in

nature with the trash below, and the matrix would not hold the

outline of a pit if there were one. Although all the indeterminate

burials were shallow, they could not incontestably be said to post-

date the room construction.

A study of burial distribution on the ground plan of

Mound 7 reveals that cremations were placed in occupied living

quarters rather than interior storage rooms. All but seven of the

110 intramural cremations are in the outer two rooms of the

house. The few exceptions were only three rooms from the

outside, exclusive of porches. Most of these rooms were also once

living rooms whose position relative to the outside was changed

by the walling in of a former porch.

The occurrence of cremations in the rooms forming the

perimeter of the house is fairly even, but with some clustering.

Rooms 12, 13, and 16, adjacent rooms at the east end of the

house, produced 25 cremations— 13 of these in Room 12 alone.

Fourteen cremations came from another group of three rooms and

from a porch near the south center of the mound in Rooms 87,

89, 155, and 148. A little to the west of this group, 14

cremations came from two rooms— 156 and 157. Another

expression of grouping is seen in the fact that only 15 cremated

burials were found alone in rooms that contained no other

cremation. The subfloor areas in these rooms were never entirely

removed during excavation, and I would guess that if they had

been, we would have found other burials in them, so consistent

was this tendency. An exception to the generally even spread of

cremations around the outer rooms occurs in the north and west

edges of the block of rooms lying east of the small Kiva C plaza,

where none were found.

The lack of cremations in a fairly large section of the

northeast corner of the mound leads to speculation that may not be

relevant to the study of mortuary practice, but does bring up a

question about the validity of conclusions drawn from

archeological testing. If one excavated all the outer rooms at the

Mound's northeast corner, and then went south through the

interior of the east wing (Room Block 4, fig. 16c) to emerge at

the southeast side of the house, and then excavated all of the trash

outside the eastern end of the house, he could assume that he had

made a reasonably adequate test of the site. Yet, although he had

excavated 89 contiguous rooms and 137 interments, he would not

have encountered a single cremated burial. He would then

logically assume that cremation was not a custom at Las

Humanas.

Intramural Burials

Inhumations 43%

Cremations 71%

Extamural Burials

Inhumations 25%

Cremations 12%

% "Id 2ol 30l 4ol Sol 60l 70l sol

Location of Late Phase burials.

(32%of the skeletons and 17%of the cremations were

of an indeterminate phase.)

234.
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All cremations were found in Late Phase proveniences.

The custom appeared simultaneously with the sudden blossoming

of Tabira Black-on-white, described in Part 3, and with the final

building expansion discussed in Part 2. Because of the significce

of the contemporaneity of these three phenomena, it is important

to substantiate the placement in time.

All cremations were found at shallow depths. The

average distance from the floor to the top of the bed of charcoal

and burned bone was 0.8 feet. The deepest was Burial 234 which

was sunk into Middle Phase trash below Room 89. The

bottom of the pit was 3.1 feet below floor level and only 2.8 feet

above sterile ground, but the profile of the test pit that intersected

the burial shaft showed definitely that the burial had been let

down through the floor of the room. All of the intrusive burials

necessarily post-date 1545, the time of the first construction of the

Late Phase house. The presence of glass beads, pieces of iron, or

the bones of Bos taurus with several cremations prove that the

practice was continued well into the period of contact with the

Spanish. The intrusive cremation pits of Burials 484 and 495

through the floor of Room 221, a part of Fray Letrado's

convento, indicate the practice continued after the introduction of

Catholicism. The missionary would not countenance these burials,

and they must have been put there after he left for Zuni about

1632.

Even the 12 burials that were thought to have been put

away before the construction of the clay floors may have been

buried after the rooms were built. In many of the rooms there

were two or three floor levels, and most rooms had no floor but

the ashy, sandy trash itself. These 12 cremations may have been

buried under a trash floor, leaving no mark of the excavation,

after which a subsequent floor of clay was laid. All of these, and

the 27 burials of indeterminate origin, were in levels of trash that

contained Kotyiti Glaze and Tabira pottery.

Burned sherds were buried with the incinerated bones of

57 cremations. There were Tabira or late glaze (Puaray or Kotyiti)

sherds with 37. Fourteen of the burials held sherds of no

diagnostic value. Only six of the cremations contained early to

middle glazes, or Chupadero Black-on-white without sherds of

later types present, and three of these graves definitely post-dated

room construction as shown by profile or stratigraphy.

Although all cremations were definitely Late Phase, the

custom did not entirely supplant inhumation, and both methods of

disposing of the dead were carried out simultaneously throughout

the remaining time the mound was occupied. The fact can be

demonstrated with a few examples. In Room 67, the body of an

infant. Burial 194, was laid in the fill of the pit of the cremated

Burial 186. Immediately below the floor of Room 86, the body

of Burial 221 was similarly intrusive into the pit of cremation

Burial 222. The relatively deep cremation pit of Burial 413 started

at the floor level of Room 192; after the pit was covered, the body

of a 4-year-old child. Burial 414, was buried intrusive to. but not

conforming to the pit's outline. A subsequent cremation. Burial

415, was still later placed above both.

Remains were buried in small round or oval pits that ran

from 0.6 to 2.7 feet long, and averaged 1 foot. The contents were

varying mixtures of bits of calcined bone, charred food remains,

and charcoal. In all but one of the pits, charcoal was present in the

form of knuckle-sized fragments and smaller, whose surfaces

were rounded or smoothed from handling, the sharp corners and

edges having been ground down as material from the crematory

was carried to the spot where it was to be buried. No trace of

crematory pits was found. Some incompletely incinerated bone

survived as pieces up to 50 and 60 mm. long, but most were

whitened, friable flakes the size of a fingernail.

Only 24 of the burial pits were anything more than holes

in trash or disturbed soil. Two were lined with clay and one with

small slabs of stone and the bottom of one pit was spread with

clean sand before the bones were deposited. In 13 cases, the holes

above the burned remains were plugged with clay or sand. Four

pits were covered with flat pieces of limestone, and a single

cremation was protected by parts of two inverted Kotyiti Glaze-

on-red bowls which covered the charred material. None of the

remains were buried in pots, but the ashes of Burial 206 were

spread in an unused firepit in Room 70 below a later clay floor.

Offerings of some kind—material other than charcoal

and bone—were found with 81 percent of the cremations, in

contrast to only 7 percent of the other graves. Much of the

increase in grave goods is due to better preservation of carbonized

organic matter. A cotton shirt on an interred body is quickly

rotted, but a charred scrap lasts virtually forever. In addition, food

bones and bits of stone that were in the crematory fire are easily

identified, whereas similar material in a grave with a skeleton

cannot always be separated from scraps in the trash in which the

body was buried.

The most common offering was shelled corn, which was

found with 70 percent of the cremations. Common beans

(Phraseolus vulgaris) occurred in six cremations, there were

pihon nuts with four, two contained gourd seeds (Lagenaria), and

one had two cotton seeds in addition to com. Charred animal

bones, probably representing food offerings, were identified from

10 burials. Five of the latter, in fact, contained no human bone,

but the deposits of charcoal and bone included corn and were in

pits identical to those of other cremations. There is a possibility

that these represented offerings, burned and buried separately

from the human remains. Hodge found such mortuary deposits at

Hawikuh, both burned and unburned (Smith, Woodbury, and

Woodbury. 1966). I believe it is more likely that the person or

persons who picked up the remains from the cold ashes for

reburial was unable to distinguish Antilocapra from Homo—not a

common skill in any culture. If the incinerated body was that of

an infant, the bone fragments would be small, flaky, and difficult

to find—or even consumed completely. Although most of the

cremations contained mostly human bone with some animal bone.

Burial 360 was preponderantly animal with a few chips of human

bone. The five cremations containing only animal bone seem to be

at the bottom of a graduated scale.

Food bones were buried with an unknown number of

other cremations, but some of this bone was regrettably discarded

in the first sorting after cleaning in the lab. The bones saved and

identified are shown in Table 33.
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Table 33.

Food bones accompanying cremated burials

Species Number Minimum
Faunal Count

Jackxabbit 53 10

Cottontail 211 8

Rock squirrel 1 1

Pocket mouse 3

Unknown rodent 1 1

Pronghom 328 15

Mule deer 9

Domestic cattle 3

Unknown bovine 8 3

Unknown artiodactyl 2

Unknown mammal 11

Ferruginous hawk 1 1

Turkey 7 3

Fragments of charred cotton cloth were found in eight

cremation pits and a short length of cordage in two. One pit

contained part of a burned basket.

Pottery was significantly more plentiful in cremation

grave goods than in other interments— 1 1 percent versus 2

percent. Twenty pots were found with 17 burials. Several were

complete and the others complete enough to lead one to believe

they were whole vessels before being shattered in the heat of the

fire. These were:

Corona Plain bowl

Corona Plain jars (1 a miniature)

Tabira Plain and B/w bowls

Tabira Plain pitcher

Tabira Plain dish (made of large pitcher sherd)

Tabira B/w canteen (miniature, fig. 1 10c)

San Lazaro G/p jar

Kotyitf Glaze bowls 1 dish made from red jar base, type

unknown canteen (miniature)

Agua Fria G/r bottle or

Salinas Red bowl

Ornaments were found with 13 cremations. Beads of

bone, shell, glass, or shale were in 10 pits, and pendants of

turquoise and shell were contained in two. One grave had the

fragments of a thin sheet of selenite that may have been

ornamental.

Twenty-one cremations contained one or more stone

flakes. These were burned and may have been thrown into the fire

as an offering, or, if the pyre was on trashy ground, they may

have been accidentally scraped up from the surface when the

remains were ceremoniously picked up after the fire had burned

down. Chipped stone knives were found in two cremation pits,

stone drills in two, and polishing stones in three. One grave held a

smoke-blackened stone disk, and small pieces of iron were found

with four burials.

Some projectile points were probably weapons at the

time of the funeral, but if I lump them with the fetishes (as I did

for the other burials), esoteric objects were the most common
offering. Fifteen arrowheads came from 1 1 graves, with two in

each of four pits. Paint stones were found with eight burials, three

contained polished pebbles or crystals, and two had sherd disks. A
stone pipe accompanied one burial, and a fragment of polished

schist that resembled a piece of one of the pitted, polished rods

described by Young (Part 4) as a "ringing stone" was in another.

The remains of Burial 476, an adult of 36 to 55 years, were

placed in a shaft 1.8 feet deep. The bones and charcoal, which

filled the bottom foot of the pit, were covered with a thin layer of

sand, on which sat the crude zoomorphic effigy of scoria seen in

Figure 183. The hole was then filled with the same trash-laden

soil that came out of it.

Cremation was not reserved for any particular age or

sex. As fragmentary as the burned bone is, Reed (1980) and

Turner (1980) were able to assign 104 to one of six age groups.

There were some representatives of each, except for adolescents

of 10 to 17 years, an age at which there were relatively few deaths

anyway. The percentage of infants and children under 10 is only

37 percent, certainly lower than the number of deaths in that age

class, but not significantly. Babies would be much more likely to

be totally consumed in a hot fire, and it was probably infant

burials that were represented by the cremations without human

bone, as I have suggested earlier. It was possible to determine the

sex of 19 of the cremations: 13 females and six males.

Cremation, which was the common method of disposing

of the dead in the Hohokam settlements of southern Arizona,

occurred sporadically in Mogollon sites of southwestern New
Mexico, where it is usually attributed to Hohokam influence or

migration. The first cremations excavated in the northern pueblos

of Anasazi country were those from Heshotauthla, Hawikuh, and

Kechipawan in the Cibola Province, reported by the Hendricks-

Hodge Expedition of 1917-1923 (Hodge, 1918, 1920a, 1922;

Smith, Woodbury, and Woodbury, 1966).

At Hawikuh, Hodge excavated 317 cremations, which

were found at shallow depths in the trash deposits—principally an

extensive dump at the northwest corner of the village. Some

remains were buried in jars, and others were covered with bowls,

but most were deposited in simple pits of the same character and

dimensions as those in Mound 7. They were commonly

accompanied by ornaments and food offerings, with charred corn

present in about half of the cremations. Smith and the Woodburys,

by reason of associated pottery types, date the commencement of

cremation at Hawikuh at between A.D. 1400 and 1450. There was

no evidence of cremation in the earlier black-on-white levels, and

neither were there cremations associated with Hawikuh

Polychrome, which the authors date at A.D. 1630 to 1680. This

fact, along with the lack of Spanish goods with any cremations,

led Hodge (1918) to suspect that the custom was immediately

suppressed by the missionaries.

Corn was apparently absent in cremations buried with

the early pottery types at Hawikuh—Gila Polychrome, Kwakina

Glaze-polychrome, and Pinnawa Glaze-white. It was common in

burials associated with Matsaki Glaze-polychrome, which was

manufactured through the 1500's and later. However, it was most

common in the "uncontained" cremations buried without

pottery, where it was found with 68 percent of the burials. At Las

Humanas, cremations were all late, 70 percent contained corn,

and all but one were "uncontained." By a sort of reciprocal

deduction, one might reason that the late Hawikuh Polychrome

was not found with the Zuni cremations, because by that date the
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custom had changed to one of burying the burned bone and corn

in simple pits, and further, that the crematory ceremonies

described by the conquistadores at Zuni may have continued well

into the 17th century as they did at Las Humanas.

In searching for a source of cremation rites in a territory

which prior to about A.D. 1400 had not known of the practice.

Hodge looked to southern Arizona (Hodge. 1920a). Pointing to

the abundance of Gila Polychrome at Hawikuh (nearly half of the

early cremations were buried with Gila Polychrome vessels

according to the Smith and Woodburys [1966] counts), Hodge

cited documentary evidence of close ties of the Zuni to the Piman-

speaking people of southern Arizona and northern Sonora. There

is considerable evidence of Mogollon penetration into the middle

Rio Grande Valley from southwestern New Mexico and

southeastern Arizona. Cremations are relatively few in the

Mogollon heartland, but do occur, certainly as the result of

Hohokam immigration from the west. Even though it was not the

indigenous custom, the Mogollon could possibly have been

responsible for transmitting the trait to the northeast. However,

the Mogollon can be ruled out as having any direct responsibility

for cremation in the Salinas Province, because sedentary

occupation of the Mogollon area ceased at least 150 years before

the practice appeared at Gran Quivira.

The closest contemporary population to the "Jumanos"

pueblos to practice cremation was that in the Zuni towns, 120 air

miles west. The Cibola Province is the most obvious place to look

for a connection. Although both groups were burning bodies in

the late 1500's and into the 1600's, the custom was demonstrably

earlier at Hawikuh, and it was the Cibola villages that had contact

with the probable ultimate source on the Gila and Salt drainages.

Cremations have not been reported from the Acoma area

or from the Piro towns on the Rio Grande, which lie between, but

no archeological work has been done in Pueblo IV sites in the

valley south of Bernalillo. In view of the linguistic affiliation

attributed by the early Spaniards to the Tompiro of the southern

Salinas and the Piro on the River, it would be particularly

interesting to obtain archeological evidence of burial customs of

the Piro. Castaneda, relating a side trip made by one of

Coronado's lieutenants from Tiguex downriver to "Tutahaco,"

the Piro towns, mentioned "graves and a recent burial in one of

them" (Bandelier. 1930, p. 66), leading one to expect

inhumation.

There are several descriptions of cremation in the

accounts of the Spanish period of conquest. Castaneda (Winship,

1896) was definitely speaking of Cibola when he said, "They

burn their dead and throw the implements used in their work into

the fire with them" (my translation).

In the story of the Chamuscado-Rodriguez expedition to

New Mexico in 1581, Obregon, after describing visits to the Rio

Grande pueblos and the buffalo plains, inserts a section on general

customs of the Indians: "the dead bodies wrapped in some

blankets with provisions are burned. The ashes and bones that

have not burned out completely are offered to their idol by two

Indian women or men selected for this purpose" (Hammond and

Rey, 1928, p. 297). But Obregon, who had not been there, was

writing several years after the fact from interviews with members
of the party. Chamuscado, however, had visited the Zuni towns,

and the novelty of cremation would stick in the mind of a 16th-

century Spaniard. In a similar section of the Gallegos account of

the same trip, written by a participant who seems to be speaking

of the Rio Grande, this appears: "They bury the dead in cave-like

cellars, and every year on designated days they place many things

as an offering at the foot of the cellars where the bodies lie"

(Hammond and Rey, 1966, p. 99).

The testimony of Marcelo de Espinosa, who was in New
Mexico with Onate from 1598 to 1601, is only confusing: "They
leave their dead, if they are old. in the fields for the crows; the

young ones they burn, and in some places they bury them"
(Hammond and Rey, 1953, p. 637).

One of the most detailed descriptions of cremation is

found in Matias Mota Padilla's account of Coronado's occupation

of the Tiguex Province in the vicinity of modern Bernalillo: "On
one occasion the Spaniards saw that an Indian having died, they

built a large float or wood pile on which they placed the body,

covered by a mantle, and then the entire tribe, men and women,
placed upon this bed of firewood, pinole, squash, atole, toasted

maize, and whatever else they used as food and set fire to it on all

sides, so that it was very soon reduced to ashes, together with the

body" (Bandelier, 1930, p. 65). But Mota Padilla, too, was

writing from unknown sources 200 years after the event, and he

may have confused accounts of customs of another group. No
cremations have been found in the Bernalillo vicinity, although

over a thousand burials have been taken up from Pueblo IV sites.

Documentary evidence clearly associates cremation only

with Zuni. The failure to find historical accounts of cremation in

the Salinas is not surprising, for ethnographic notes in the records

of Onate 's time and later are rare. With exploration finished, the

minds of the colonists were occupied with problems of

administration and management. And none of the earlier

explorers, whose accounts are replete with description of terrain

and populace, ever reached the "Jumanos" villages.

Except for Mound 7, cremations from eastern pueblos

have been found only at Pueblo Pardo. The Pardo excavators,

who dated the introduction there "conservatively" at A.D. 1300

(Toulouse, 1944), assigned four of the seven cremations to their

Pueblo Colorado Focus, a Glaze A and B period, contemporary

with Mound 7's Early Phase. And one of these, Burial 8 in Room
9 at Pardo, was described as intrusive through the upper floor

level of a room ascribed to the late, or Pueblo Pardo, focus. The

other three cremations were in rooms thought to be early, or had

been let through lower floor levels of rooms tabbed as both early

and late (Touluse and Stephenson, 1960). At Mound 7, where the

last structure to be built seems to be virtually identical and quite

contemporaneous to the only building at Pardo, we noted several

floor levels in many rooms, all of which were laid subsequent to

the mid-1500's. I believe that too long an interval between

building phases was inferred at Pardo, and also that the presence

of Agua Fria Glaze/red sherds in a mixed and relatively shallow

deposit led the investigators to suppose a three-century use of a

house, unaltered throughout that time except for the relaying of

floors.
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8. Loose Ends

The recent excavations at Gran Quivira shed some light

on the prehistory of the Salinas Province but left many questions

unanswered—and raised others that had not previously been

asked.

The lag in the appearance of Anasazi traits in the area is

obvious. The limited and scattered salvage excavations and the

surveys have outlined the sequence of change and some trait

associations, but full patterns of material culture are not

delineated, and dating is mostly by inference. Masonry pueblos

seem to have preceded the introduction of glazed pottery, but we
do not know by how much. As for the nature and the relationships

of the builders of the pithouses of the 10th century, we have only

hints. Although Chupadero Black-on-white is clearly in the

widespread late Pueblo II-early Pueblo HI tradition, the route that

the design concept traveled to arrive in central New Mexico, and

its ties to Casa Colorada, Socorro, Cebolleta, Reserve, and Puerco

Black-on-white, is not certain.

Clues to a better understanding of this last problem are

probably to be found on the Rio Grande between Belen and San

Marcial. This stretch of the valley, historically the home of the

Piros, now remains the least-known archeological area in the

state. Investigation of one or more of these fast-disappearing sites,

occupied in recent times by linguistic relatives of the Tompiro,

should be fruitful.

There is evidence of Pueblo-Plains connections in early

documents and in material items, but there is still much to be

learned. I suspect that the fields of physical anthropology,

linguistics, and ethnography will make the biggest contributions

here. While looking to the east, it must be admitted that available

data on the Jumanos have been interpreted, reinterpreted, and

squeezed dry without completely resolving the problem. Some
new material in the form of eyewitness testimony may very well

still lie buried in the unworked records of the Council of the

Indies in Sevilla. The bureaucrats of the 17th century recorded

events in detail, and there is undoubtedly much fascinating

information to be unearthed by an archivist.

Not everything that we excavated at Mound 7 is

satisfactorily explained. My interpretation of the adobe-lined pits

as cisterns leaves me a little uneasy, and I would like to see more

of them uncovered. A thorough investigation of the various water

catchment devices and the location and excavation of one of the

wells would also be interesting. The most puzzling type of artifact

from Las Humanas was the ubiquitous hump-backed, battered

limestone disk. The only theory that has been advanced is that

they were "quoits" used in some game, but their very

numbers—nearly as numerous as manos—make this almost

untenable. If the people were as preoccupied with playing "duck-

on-the-rock" as the more than 1,300 disks would indicate, their

failure to withstand famine and the Apaches is understandable.
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Description of Pottery Tempering Materials

A. H. Warren

Chupadero Black-on-white temper

The tempering materials, or aplastic portion, of the

Chupadero Black-on-white pottery at Gran Quivira appear to be

relatively consistent in over 90 percent of the sherds examined.

Cryptocrystalline calcite and rounded shale-like fragments were

present in all sherds, with accessory materials including varying

amounts of quartz grains, iron oxides, crushed sherd, or traces of

crushed igneous rock. Similar temper types were described by

Jelinek (1967) for two new types—Crosby Black-on-gray and

Middle Pecos Black-on-white—in the vicinity of Roswell and Fort

Sumner. However, type sherds from one of Jelinek's survey sites

show no temper similarities to the Gran Quivira Chupadero

sherds, although they do contain noticeable amounts of dark

minerals, including biotite, hornblende (?), and magnetite.

The high percentage of sherds containing the calcite and

shale fragments suggests that these were produced at Gran

Quivira. At nearby Pueblo Colorado and Pueblo Blanco, the

majority of 25 Chupadero sherds contained crushed sherd temper.

Vitrified sherds were apparently selected for temper since the

fragments are fritted and contain fine vesicles. One highly

vitrified sherd, similar to the fragments used for temper, was

among the Pueblo Colorado sherds. At both sites, Pueblo

Colorado and Pueblo Blanco, Chupadero Black-on-white sherds

of the Gran Quivira type were found, but these may have been

intrusive.

About 9 percent of the Chupadero sherds from Gran

Quivira contained fragments of what appears to be a very fine-

grained quartz-mica schist. These may be trade ware, but the

possible source is not known.

Although no separation in tabulations was made, a few

sherds with crushed vitrified sherd temper also occurred at Gran

Quivira and were probaly intrusive.

The Chupadero tempering materials of Gran Quivira

also occurred in small percentages of Tabira pottery and

corrugated utility.

Distinguishing characteristics of Chupadero temper

Gran Quivira variety. (1) Yellowish-white calcite

fragments and light-gray rounded shale or clay fragments; and (2)

light brownish-gray, well-indurated, highly calcareous clay

matrix.

Clay matrix

The color is generally light brownish-gray (10YR 6/1-

7/1-7/2), and less often light gray (N6-N7). The sherds are

moderately well indurated with an even to conchoidal or hackly

fracture, and are generally dense and compact with a dull luster.

The clay body is only lightly vesicular, shows low permeability,

and is fine textured (although large grains of temper in some

sherds may give the appearance of coarseness). Carbon casts of

organic material are rare, and the clay body itself is highly

calcareous.

Temper
The temper is generally coarse textured (up to 1 mm.)

and is present in varying amounts; it contrasts moderately with the

light-colored clay matrix. Constituents are:

1. Calcite fragments—these are cryptocrystalline.

Although light yellow is the usual color, white, light gray, or pink

colors may be present; in rare cases, finely crystalline calcite may
be present. The fragments which may be irregular or, less often,

angular, do not exceed 1.0 mm. in size; they are soft, powdery,

and dull. Very rarely a grain of silt-sized quartz may be seen, as

occurs in caliche.

2. Shale or indurated clay pellets—These are very light

gray, and equant or platy with rounded edges (however, some

angular edges occur, apparently when a large fragment was

broken). Minute mica flecks may be seen in rare instances, but

otherwise the material is cryptocrystalline. The fragments vary in

size but do not exceed 1 .0 mm.
3. Quartz grains—These are very fine to fine (0.1 to 0.3

mm.) sub-rounded grains, occurring in sparse to moderate

amounts. Fragments of a fine-grained sandstone were noted in a

few sherds, but usually the grains appear separately in the clay

matrix. The sandstone, which is equigranular and contains no

visible cement, was probably friable and white colored in original

form. The quartz grains are usually colorless and slightly frosted,

but pale orange and pink shades may be present.

4. Dark grains—These may be present in small amounts,

and include black metallic magnetite as angular, rounded or

octahedral grains, as well as limonite, and hematite grains.

5. Crushed sherd—Very fine angular fragments of crushed

sherd were found in less than half of the sherds examined. They

are usually light gray (but sometimes darker gray), and are

difficult to distinguish from shale fragments. They always occur

in minor amounts.

6. Biotite felsite—Traces occur in a small percentage of

sherds, appearing as tiny fragments of white feldspar with bronze-

colored mica; in transitional Chupadero-Tabira Black-on-white,

the rock is more abundant.
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Source of temper

No definite statement can be made concerning the

original nature of the tempering materials in Chupadero. The shale

or clay pellets may have been residual in the clay that was used.

The calcite fragments may have been caliche, of which there is an

abundant supply at Gran Quivira. The individual sand grains in

the clay matrix seems to have been derived from a fine-grained,

friable sandstone.

Because of the cryptocrystalline nature of the temper,

very little additional information could be gained from an

examination with a petrographic microscope. The shale

fragments contained abundant silt, sericite, and some chlorite.

The clay matrix was creamy white to pale yellow in reflected

light, and in transmitted light nearly opaque yellow-brown with

bright birefringent rims. The clay contained very little silt and was

probably not the source of the sand grains.

Ordinarily, calcite is not considered to be a good

tempering material because of the tendency to slake and swell if

proper firing temperatures are not obtained. On the other hand,

however, calcite has a tendency to leach the red coloring from the

clay, resulting in buff colors. In the production of white wares,

this feature would be desirable.

Paint.

A dark brown, reddish-brown, or black mineral paint

was used to decorate the Chupadero Black-on-white pottery. The

major constituent of the paint appears to be magnetite. Oxidation

could result in the brown and red colors of the magnetite paint. In

some cases, the paint was polished after application and before

firing; at other times, the surfaces were polished after the

application of a thin white slip and before the application of the

paint. On some sherds, no evidence of a slip could be found, the

polished surface having the same color as the clay matrix.

Hornblende syenite (Abo Pueblo).

The Abo glaze-decorated wares from Glaze A through F

were tempered with a crushed rock classified here as hornblende

syenite. This temper type was found in 88 percent of the Glaze E
and F sherds examined from Abo Pueblo. Constituents of both the

tempering material and rock samples collected from the surface of

the site are similar in almost all respects.

The Abo syenite is probably the same temper type

described by Shepard (1942, p. 248) as "soda diorite," which

was used almost exclusively in the "Jornada Late Variant," a

pottery type that she described. Since Shepard found the highest

percentage of occurrence of soda diorite in the Jornada area, we
might infer that the temper type is indigenous to that vicinity and

was traded to the Salinas sites. The occurrence of Abo syenite in

70 percent of the late glaze wares in the Jornada suggests rather

that the people in that area obtained these wares from Abo, the

nearest center of production.

At Gran Quivira, Vivian (1964, p. 99) recognized the

difference between the local biotite felsite temper (described later)

and the temper of 55 percent of the late Glaze F sherds from Gran

Quivira, but he believed it to be a variation of the local source

materials. He also felt that no "soda diorite" tempered glazes

were present at Gran Quivira, and called the two temper varieties

"andesite?" In all probability the "andesite" tempered late

glazes at Gran Quivira of Vivian's study and the "soda diorite"

tempered glazes of the Jornada were all trade wares from the Abo
area.

Although Toulouse (1949, p. 17) did not describe the

temper of a late glaze variant at Abo, he did classify these as

"Jornada Late Variant," suggesting that this type was

contemporary with late elements of Glaze V (or Glaze E) and

Kotyiti Glaze-polychrome. Possibly because the production

continued without interruption until the final abandonment of the

village in the 1670's, the late glazes at Abo did not reflect the

degree of degeneracy in glaze paint and workmanship that

characterized the Kotyiti types. Probably the rim forms of the

Glaze E period continued to be made well into the Glaze F period

at Abo. The apparent drop in trade wares at Gran Quivira from the

Abo region, according to Table 31, may be a reflection of a lag in

rim form development at Abo rather than an actual decrease in

trade'in Glaze F time. The high vertical parallel-sided rims of

Kotyiti types may have developed quite late at Abo.

Pottery types that contain the Abo syenite include

Arenal Glaze-polychrome, Agua Fria Glaze-red; Espinoso, San

Lazaro, and Puaray Glaze-polychromes; Jornada Late Variant;

Kotyiti Glaze-polychrome; Salinas Red ware; Corona Plain; and

small amounts of Largo Glaze-red.

Distinguishing characteristics

(1) Reddish-brown resinous rods or prisms of

hornblende in a matrix of white feldspar crystals, with a criss

cross (decussate) pattern sometimes present; (2) where present,

colorless needles of apatite; and (3) pale, gold-colored mica,

usually present in temper and on polished surfaces of sherds.

Clay matrix

Varying shades of reddish-brown (5YR 3/4, 4/3, 4/4; 10

R 5/4-5/6) and reddish-orange (2.5 YR 4/4-6/6) occur with

surface colors mainly reddish-brown (10 R 5/4-5/6). The cores,

if present, may be yellowish-brown to dark yellow-brown (10 YR
4/2-5/2) or grayish-red (10 R 4/2). The sherds appear to be

unslipped and polished with a glossy luster; they are moderately to

well indurated with a granular, hackly fracture. The clay matrix is

medium-textured with moderate amounts of voids, and low

permeability; it may be slightly calcareous. In reflected light, clay

colors range from orange and orange-brown to dark grayish-

brown; the fragments are nearly opaque and contain moderate

amounts of fine silt. Gold mica flecks are common on polished

surfaces, but are not abundant.

Temper
Temper grains are medium- to coarse-textured (0.5 to 1

mm.) and may contrast sharply if dark clay colors are present.

Coarse textures are more common in the late glaze sherds.

Irregular grains of a friable igneous rock predominate,

although separate mineral grains may occur. Quartz, as fine to

medum sub-rounded grains, may be present in minor amounts.
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One sherd with a fine-grained temper was noted. The quartz

grains are probably not constituents of the igneous rock.

The rock fragments consist of white, slightly vitreous

feldspar crystals with rods or long prisms of resinous reddish-

brown hornblende and colorless apatite, often in a decussate

pattern in the white matrix. Lesser amounts of gold-colored mica

and silvery black grains of magnetite are present. Although the

feldspar is considerably altered, it appears to be mainly albite,

with small amounts of a more calcic feldspar. In the absence of

chemical analysis, the rock is designated here as hornblende albite

syenite or trachyte. The individual mineral constituents are:

1

.

Feldspar—This is porcelaneous white and semivitreous

(it is rarely colorless and vitreous); crystal or cleavage faces are

common. Microscopically, it appears altered, dusty, and semi-

opaque. Albite twinning may be present. Occasional euhedral

apatite prisms or needle inclusions occur. Indices in range of

albite are 60 to 70 percent of rock, or slightly higher.

2. Hornblende—This consists of reddish-brown, resinous,

elongated prisms, laths, and rods embedded in white matrix, and

may form a decussate pattern. Microscopically, the hornblende is

relatively fresh, showing subhedral to euhedral prisms; it is

pleochroic, with colors ranging from yellow-green and light

orange-red to dark reddish-brown, and from pale green to yellow-

green. The extinction angles are low. (Up to 25 percent of rock,

usually less, is hornblende.)

3. Biotite—This is made up of pale gold-colored, bent

flakes. Microscopically, the colors are reddish-brown to opaque;

the flakes are subhedral. (In occurrence, the biotite ranges from

traces to 15 percent.)

4. Apatite—These consist of needlelike prisms that are

colorless, transparent, and vitreous in a feldspar matrix.

Microscopically, they may be separate euhedral prisms or

inclusions in feldspar. (They occur in up to 5 percent of rocks,

usually less.)

5. Magnetite—This shows up as silvery black grains in

rock matrix. (Occurrence is 1 to 5 percent.)

6. Pyroxene—This appears as yellow-green stubby prisms.

(Pyroxene was found in only one sherd.)

Source of temper

A number of rock samples were collected from the

surface at Abo Pueblo. The source of the rock is not known, but

possibly it came from outcrops or a dike or other intrusive rock in

the vicinity.

The rocks are light gray to light brownish gray, fine- to

medium-grained, holocrystalline, and granular; they are

moderately well indurated to crumbly. Feldspar, the major

constituent, is icy white with a pinkish tinge. Under the

microscope, the feldspar is altered and dusty; it may have

inclusions of apatite needles, and albite twinning may be present.

The feldspar is mainly albite.

Up to 30 percent of the rock may be a resinous red to

vitreous black hornblende in a crisscross pattern. The hornblende

is pleochroic, ranging from light yellowish-brown to reddish-

brown, yellow-green to dark yellow-green, or greenish-red to

reddish-brown. The extinction angles are usually low, but in some

grains they range up to 18°.

Biotite is present in amounts up to 10 percent as clusters

of gold-colored fakes. Colorless apatite needles are imbedded in

feldspar. Silvery black magnetite grains are present in small

amounts.

Although mineral constituents can be expected to vary

from one specimen to another, the similarities between those of

the rock and the temper grains make it quite certain the rock was

used as a temper material.

Biotite Felsite (Gran Quivira)

Practically all of the Tabira Black-on-white and

Polychrome sherds and a small percentage of glaze-decorated

sherds from Gran Quivira contained a biotite felsite temper,

indigenous to the site. The feldspar is altered or kaolinized, and

the percentage of quartz in the rock varies. However, the

measurements indicate that the feldspar is mainly albite, so the

rock could be either a rhyolite or trachyte, depending on the

quartz content. Since the most distinguishing characteristic of the

tempering material is biotite, the term "biotite felsite" will be

used.

Mineral constituents of several rock samples collected

from a felsite sill above the site are similar to the temper of the

sherds.

The biotite felsite temper is undoubtedly the same as

that described by Vivian (1964, p. 99) under Class I temper,

reported in black-on-white, culinary, and undecorated gray pottery

at Gran Quivira. In the present study, pottery types with this

temper material included Tabira Black-on-white, Plain, and

Polychrome; Corona Plain; infrequently, Arenal Glaze-

polychrome, Agua Fria and Largo Glaze-reds, San Lazaro and

Puaray Glaze-polychromes, and Glaze F types.

Clay matrix

Colors range from light olive-gray (5 Y 6/1) and light

yellow-gray (5 Y 7/1-7/2) to light brownish-gray (10 YR 6/1-7/1)

in the body of the black-on-white types. The sherds are uniformly

colored. The clay body is compact or dense, dull to powdery, and

fine-textured with few voids; in addition, it has low permeability

and is highly calcareous. Rounded or oblate pellets of clay or

shale may be included. In reflected light the fragments are usually

pale yellow or cream-colored; translucence is low, but the edges

of the fragments are birefringent. Fragments are irregular. Silt is

sparse. The clay appears to be the same as that used locally for

Chupadero pottery.

Temper.

Distinguishing characteristics are: (1) chalky white

feldspar with silver- to gold-colored mica; and (2) uniformly light-

colored, compact clay matrix. Temper grains are light-colored and

coarse textured (0.5 to 1 mm. or greater), but the contrast with the

light clay body is slight. Temper may constitute up to 25 percent

of the sherd.

Minerals of the biotite felsite include:

1

.

Feldspar—These consist of porcelaneous to icy white

anhedral grains, with crystal or cleavage faces rare. Under the

microscope, the feldspar grains are dusty and semi-opaque.

Twinning, if present, is obscured by alteration. Apatite needles

and occasional opaque laths occur as inclusions. The feldspar

appears to be within the range of albite. (Occurrence is 50 to 60

percent of rock.)

2. Mica—The flakes occur at random in the rock matrix

and may be silvery, bronze, or brown in color; the flakes, which

usually do not show crystal form, are bent and crenulated.

Microscopically, the mica flakes are dusty yellow-brown to red-
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brown and nearly opaque. Optical characteristics are those of

biotite. (Occurence is 10 to 25 percent.)

3. Quartz—This shows up as colorless, vitreous, angular

grains in rock fragments. Microscopically, the grains are fresh and

clear with acicular inclusions, probably apatite. Sand grains are

rare in the clay matrix. (Occurrence is 5 to 25 percent.)

4. Apatite—This may be seen occasionally in hand

specimens as long, colorless needles in feldspar grains;

microscopically, the mineral appears as euhedral prisms and

needles as inclusions in feldspar and quartz, and as separate

grains. Basal parting may be present.

5. Magnetite—These are metallic to dull black, fine grains

that occasionally have crystal faces; they may be constituents of

black dusty inclusions in white matrix of rock. (Occurrence is up

to 5 percent.)

6. Opaque laths—These are seen only microscopically and

rarely. They are opaque in plane light and occur as microlitic

inclusions; possibly they are altered hornblende.

7. Chlorite—Traces of this mineral, which is green, can be

seen microscopically.

In addition to the rock fragments of biotite felsite,

varying amounts of pale yellow to light brown cryptocrystalline

calcite fragments and rounded to oblate clay pellets may be

present in the sherds.

Source of temper

Several rock specimens collected from the outcrop of a

sill at Gran Quivira were examined and found to have features like

those of the temper. The rocks were fine-grained, less than 1 mm.
friable, light olive-gray in color, granular, and noncrystalline.

The mica particles in the rock samples were light yellow-brown

and translucent, with a resinous luster. Clear colorless quartz

(less than 10 percent) and apatite needles were also present.

Hornblende Gneiss

Over 50 percent of Glaze F or (Kotyiti Glaze-

polychrome) sherds from Gran Quivira and about 20 percent of

the Salinas Red ware sherds were tempered with hornblende

gneiss. This temper type was described by Shepard (1942, p.

248) as occurring mainly in the northern part of the Salinas

district. Vivian (1964, p. 100) found that 44 percent of the late

glaze sherds from the historic part of Gran Quivira were tempered

with the gneiss.

In the present analysis, this temper materal appeared to

be confined to the fully developed, or degenerate, Glaze F pottery

with high vertical bowl rims, streaky slips, and runny glazes,

although a good quality of clay was used. Of the various site

collections examined, Quarai produced the highest percentages of

sherds with this temper, with 75 percent of Glaze F and nearly

100 percent of Salinas Red ware containing hornblende gneiss. At

Tajique, another contemporary site, 76 percent of the late glazes

and 54 percent of the Salinas Red ware contained the hornblende

gneiss. Although more study needs to be made of the ceramics of

the area, it seems probable at this time that the center of

production of the gneiss-tempered wares was at Quarai or at

neighboring villages in the East Tiwa district.

No evidence was found that the temper materials had
been used before A.D. 1600, or earlier than late Glaze E times.

Quarai was apparently reoccupied in late Glaze E times, and a

flourishing ceramic industry developed within a short period of

time. Ceramic traits at Quarai differed from those at Abo,

particularly in the use of white slips, which had an approximate

ratio to red slips of 3:5, while at Abo the ratio was about 1:8.

Differences in clay types and slight mineralogical differences in

the tempering materials indicate that hornblende gneiss may have

been used at more than one village in the East Tiwa division.

Pottery types that include this temper were late Puaray and Kotyiti

Glazes, Salinas Red ware, less often Corona Plain, and

Brickware(?).

Clay matrix.

At least two clay types were present in pottery

containing hornblende gneiss temper—one predominantly dark

reddish-brown, and one light brown with a light-gray core.

The first type has colors ranging from moderate brown

(5 YR 4/4) to moderate red-brown (10 R 4/6), with a light brown

(5 YR 5/6) to brownish-gray (5 YR 4/1) core. The sherds are well

indurated with a granular, hackly fracture. The clay is medium-

textured and compact, with fine voids and low permeability; it is

non-calcareous. In reflected light, the clay colors range from light

and medium gray to orange. Fragments are opaque but have

moderate silt inclusions.

The second type is light brown (5 YR 6/4) in color with

a light gray (N7) core. The clay is well indurated with a granular,

hackly fracture; in addition, it is dense with flattened voids, and is

moderately permeable and non-calcareous. The dark temper grains

contrast sharply with the lighter clay colors. In reflected light, the

clay is very light gray with a trace of light orange; it is also

opaque and contains abundant silt.

Temper.

The most conspicuous feature of the temper is the

presence of splintery (or fibrous), resinous, reddish-black to black

hornblende crystals. The hornblende associated with the second,

or light-colored, clay may have greenish tinges. Fragments of

other constituents of the gneiss or schist, such as fine-grained

quartz lenses, are also present. Occasionally, fragments of biotite

schist or a fine-grained, pinkish-white sandstone were noted.

Temper grains are medium to coarse (0.5 to 1.5 mm.) and make

up between 15 and 20 percent of the sherd.

Microscopically, the hornblende shows considerable

pleochroism in colors, including yellow-green, yellow, green, and

reddish-brown, but it is often altered and opaque. Reddish-brown

biotite and near colorless epidote granules might be present. In the

light clay, olive-green muscovite, instead of biotite, was found.
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Material, Size, Provenience, and Permanent Catalogue Number of All Illustrated Artifacts

Figure Diameter Height Thickness Material Provenience Catalogue

(mm) (mm) (mm) Number

86 150 150 6 Corona Corrugated Md. 7, Room 23, subfloor Q3458

87 406 400 - Corona Corrugated GRQU-2 (Gran Quivira) uncatalogued

88a 403 335 6 Corona Plain Md. 7, Room 45, fill Q3948

b 370 285 7 Corona Plain Md. 7, Room 57, fill Q3957

c 340 300 8 Corona Plain Md. 7, Room 45, fill Q3949

d 315 275 6 Corona Plain Md. 7, Room 3, subfloor Q3425

e 240 189 6 Corona Plain Md. 7, Area IV, fill Q3936

f 191 178 7 Corona Plain Md. 7, Room 4, floor Q3429

90a 166 86 6 Chupadero Black-on-

white

Md. 7, Room 64, between

floors 1 and 2

Q4127

b 210 - 6 Chupadero Black-on-

white

Md. 7, Room 103 subfloor Q5647

c - 120 6 Chupadero Black-on-

white

Md. 7, Feature 3, fill Q4128

d 160 111 6 Chupadero Black-on-

white

Md. 7, Feature, 1, floor (below

Room 103)

Q5648

91a 84 38 6 Chupadero Black-on-

white

Md. 7, Room 103, subfloor Q5650

b 100 47 8 Chupadero Black-on-

white

Md. 7, Room 6, subfloor Q3816

c 145

(length)

130

(width)

5 Chupadero Black-on-

white

Md. 7, Area II East, fill Q3466

92a Chupadero Black-on-

white

Hewett Collection; 1923-1925 Mus. of N.M.
Br/2 - 21345/11

b - - - Chupadero Black-on-

white

Hewett Collection; 1923-1925 Mus. of N.M.
Br 10/1 - 22029

93 310 - 4 Chupadero Black-on-

white

Md.7, floor of Feature 1 Q3927

94 - - 5 Chupadero Black-on-

white

Md.7, Room 120, subfloor Q4129

99a 320 266 7 Tabira Black-on- White Md. 7, Room 9. floor Q3412

b 419 323 6 Tabira Plain Md. 7, Rom 152, floor Q4171

c 365 284 6 Tabira Plain Md. 7, Room 224, floor Q5796

d 335 248 6 Tabira Plain Md. 7, Room 224, floor Q5789

e 393 297 - Tabira Black-on-white Md. 7, Room 224, floor Q5787

99f 398 283 6 Tabira Black-on-white Md.7, Room 16, bench 04173

g 382 242 5 Tabira Black-on-white Md.7, Kiva C, floor Q5778

h 447 266 6 Tabira Black-on-white Md.7, Room 143, lower fill Q5654

100a 430 478 - Tabira Plain Md.7, Room 6, floor Q3421

b 408 464 6 Tabira Black-on-white Md.7, Room 156, SE corner 04174

c 442 420 - Tabira Black-on-white Md.7, Room 16, bench Q5786

102a 182 84 5 Tabira Plain Md.7, Room 120, floor Q3818

b 190 110 6 Tabira Black-on-white Md.7, Burial 259 Q4131

c 218 92 6 Tabira Plain Md.7, Kiva C, Level 4 Q4155

d 302 125 5 Tabira Plain Md.7, Room 70, floor Q3810

103 190 117 5 Tabira Black-on-white Md.7, Room 101, floor Q3819
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Material, Size, Provenience, and Permanent Catalogue Number of All Illustrated Artifacts

Figure Diameter

(mm)
Height

(mm)
Thickness

(mm)
Material Provenience Catalogue

Number

104 131 80 Tabira Black-on-white Md.7, Room 53, floor Q3470

105a 222 42 6 Tabira Plain Md.7, Kiva C, Level 4, floor Q4153

b 210 44 6 Tabira Plain Md.7, Room 214, floor, firepit Q4188

c 196 48 5 Tabira Plain Md.7, Room 127, floor Q3943

106a 177 232 7 Tabira Plain Md.7, Room 127, floor Q3942

b 182 187 5 Tabira Black-on-white Md.7, Burial 38 Q3439

107a - 117 8 Tabira Plain Md.7, Room 162, fill Q5642

b 86 76 5 Tabira Plain Md.7, Room 111, fill Q3823

c 79 67 - Tabira Plain Md.7, Room 120, floor Q3812

108 79 67 - Tabira Plain Md.7, Room 120, floor Q3812

109 132

(length)

76 67

(width)

Tabira Plain Md.7, Room 133, floor Q3822

110a 68 88 6 Tabira Black-on-white Md.7, Kiva C, firepit Q4172

b 82 82 4 Tabira Black-on-white Md.7, Kiva J, upper fill Q5651

c 78 88 4 Tabira Black-on-white Md.7, Burial 52 Q3405

d 77 108 4 Tabira Black-on-white Md.7, Room 64, floor Q3817

e 130 56 6 Tabira Black-on-white Md.7, Kiva E, Floor 2, firepit Q5652

111 98

(length)

58 68

(width)

Tabira Plain Md.7, Room 221, fill Q4187

112a 320 266 7 Tabira Black-on-white Md.7, Room 9, floor Q3412

b 360 297 4 Tabira Black-on-white Md.7, Room 161, lower fill and Q4193

floor

c 285 230 - Tabira Black-on-white Md.7, Room 35, fill Q3443

d 398 283 6 Tabira Black-on-white Md.7, Room 16, bench Q4173

e 416 316 7 Tabira Black-on-white Md.7, Room 172, upper fill Q3284

f 400 380 7 Tabira Black-on-white Md.7, Room 57, fill Q3821

g 370 - 7 Tabira Black-on-white Md.7, Room 15, fill Q3432

h - - 6 Tabira Black-on-white Md.7, Kiva C, Levels 3 and 4 Q4148

and floor

i 357 - - Tabira Black-on-white Md.7, Rooms 160 and 172, Q6438

upper fill

J
- - 6 Tabira Black-on-white Md.7, Kiva C, Levels 3 and 4 Q4146

and floor

k 395 - 6 Tabira Black-on- white Md.7,

187

Rooms 160, 162, 167,

, fill

Q5779

1121 - - 6 Tabira Black-on-white Md.7, Room 91, fill Q4132

113a 393 297 - Tabira Black-on-white Md.7, Room 224, floor Q5787

b 360 297 4 Tabira Black-on-white Md.7, Room 161 , lower fill and Q4193

floor

c 447 266 6 Tabira Black-on-white Md.7, Room 143, lower fill Q5654

d 417 275 - Tabira Black-on-white Md.7, Feature 10 (Room 162, Q5784

floor)

e 463 282 4 Tabira Black-on-white Md.7, Room 216, floor Q4192

f 176 230 - Tabira Black-on-white Md.7, Feature 10 (Room 162, Q5783

floor)
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Material, Size, Provenience.
i
and Permanent Catalogue Number of All Illustrated Artifacts

Figure Diameter Height Thickness Material Provenience Catalogue

(mm) (mm) (mm) Number

114a 382 242 5 Tabira Polychrome Md.7, Kiva C, floor Q5778
b 446 177 6 Tabira Polychrome Md.7, Kiva C, Levels 3 and 4,

and, floor

Q4149

c - - 6 Tabira Polychrome Md.7, Room 126, fill Q4142
d 420 312 - Tabira Polychrome Md.7, Room 1 Q6301

e 368 290 - Tabira Polychrome Md.7, Room 172, upper fill Q5777
f 344 - 5 Tabira Polychrome Md.7, Kiva C, Level 4 Q4150

g
- - 6 Tabira Polychrome Md.7, Kiva C, Level 4 and

floor

Q4151

h - - 6 Tabira Polychrome Md.7, Rooms 160 and 162,

upper fill

Q5679

i 308 • 6 Tabira Polychrome Md.7, Room 161, fill; Room
162, upper fill

Q5653

115a 442 420 1 Tabira Black-on-white Md.7, Room 16, bench Q5786
b - - 6 Tabira Black-on-white Md.7, Room 43, floor Q3820
c 420 410 6 Tabira Black-on-white Md.7, Room 92, floor 1 Q3946
d 393 297 - Tabira Black-on-white Md.7, Room 224, floor Q5787
e 385 405 6 Tabira Black-on-white Md.7, Room 70, fill Q3926
f 376 255 5 Tabira Black-on- white Md.7, Room 111, fill Q3958

g 494 460 6 Tabira Black-on-white Md.7, Fea. 10 (Rm. 162, floor) Q5785

h 410 400 5 Tabira Black-on-white Md.7, Room 66, upper fill Q3471

i 232 98 5 Tabira Black-on-white Md.7, Room 46, floor Q3947

J
- - - Tabira Black-on-white Md.16, Room 3 Q6437

121 215 56 5 Puaray Glaze/Polychrome Md.7, Room 13, floor Q3419
122 154 95 6 Rio Grande Glaze E or F Md.7, Room 46, floor 1 Q5675
123a 295 130 5 Kotyitf Glaze/polychrome Md.7, Room 56, upper fill Q3475

b 335 140 6 Kotyiti Glaze/red Md.7, Room 127, floor Q3945

c 396 161 4 Kotyitf Glaze/polychrome Md.7, Room 214, firepit floor Q4184

124a 378 283 4 Kotyiti Glaze/polychrome Md.7, Room 152, floor Q4176

b 373 253 6 Kotyiti Glaze/polychrome Md.7, Kiva C, Levels 3 and 4

and floor

Q4163

c 322 226 5 Kotyiti Glaze/polychrome Md.7, Room 172, upper fill Q4177

d 344 251 3 Kotyiti Glaze/red Md.7, Room 152, upper fill Q4182

e 328 227 6 Kotyiti Glaze/red Md.7, Room 157, floor Q4180

f 342 245 5 Salinas Red ware Md.15, Room 1, floor Q5799

125a 179 76 4 Salinas Red ware Md.7, Room 213, upper fill Q4186

b 160 82 5 Salinas Red ware Md.7, Room 84, floor Q3473

c 112 70 4 Salinas Red ware Md.7, Room 127, floor Q3944

d 66 60 6 Salinas Red ware Md.7, Kiva K, firepit, Floor 2 Q4169

e 110 94 6 Salinas Red ware Md.7, Room 75, fill Q3468

126 397 344 5 Kapo Black Md.7, Room 153, floor Q4175

127 85 42 39 Limestone Md.7, Kiva J, upper fill Q6613
128a 116 90 34 Quartzite Md.7, Area II East, fill 04935

b 140 77 51 Sandstone Md.7, Room 114, fill 04921

c 172 70 43 Fibrolite Md.7, Room 159, floor Q4932
d 115 77 43 Fibrolite Md.7, Room 95, fill Q4930
e 132 106 58 Limestone Md.7, Feature 1, floor Q4908

f 181 138 39 Limestone Md.7, Feature 1, floor Q4904
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Material, Size, Provenience, and Permanent Catalogue Number of AH Illustrated Artifacts

Figure Diameter

(mm)
Height

(mm)
Thickness

(mm)

Material Provenience Catalogue

Number

129a 250 126 92 Limestone

b 141 65 53 Flint-like

c 200 75 56 Vesicular basalt

130a 67 59 50 Quartzite

b 137 86 59 Sandstone

131 - - - -

132a 27 7 4 Jasper

b 15 14 4 Obsidian

c 23 13 6 Chert

d 34 17 5 Chalcedony

e 34 11 4 Chalcedony

f 78 20 15 Quartzite

133a 20 18 6 Chert

b 19 13 4 Chert

c 23 13 4 Flint

d 21 13 4 Chert

e 18 15 5 Jasper

f 21 13 2 Chert

g 19 13 3 Chert

h 23 15 4 Flint

i 20 14 3 Chert

J
30 12 5 Chert

k 28 20 5 Chert

1 26 15 4 Flint

m 26 10 4 Jasper

n 28 13 3 Chalcedony

o 27 20 9 Jasper

P 33 22 7 Jasper

133q 32 15 7 Jasper

r 36 24 4 Obsidian

s 37 22 6 Chalcedony

t 31 21 5 Basalt

u 35 12 4 Jasper

V 40 21 5 Obsidian

w 32 25 7 Flint-like

X 40 (32) 6 Chert

y 53 31 7 Sandstone

z 52 29 8 Basalt

aa 55 25 6 Chert

Md.7, Room 161, subfloor Q5041

Md.7, Room 94, fill Q6059
Md.7, Feature 8, Level 7 Q4898
Md.7, Room 188, fill Q4884
Md.7, Room, 86, fill Q4901

Md.7, Kiva K, subfloor pit Q6701

North of Md.18, surface Q4800

Md.7, with Burial 157 Q4810

Md.7, Area II East, fill Q5387
Md.7, Room 170, wall Q4811

Md.7, Room 73, fill Q4812

Md.7, backdirt Q4793

Md.7, Area V, surface Q4610

Md.7, Kiva C Plaza, Strat. Q4614

Md.7, Kiva, Plaza, fill Q4589
Md.7, Room 136, subfloor Q4530
Surface Q4632

Md.7, Area II M, surface Q4643

Md.7, floor of Q4668

Md.7, Area III, fill Q4675

Md.7, backfill Q4718

Surface Q4534

Md.7, Room 46, Floor 1 Q4710

Test Trench 1, Sec. 8, Lev. 1 Q4691

Md.7, Room 97, subfloor Q4698

Md.7, Kiva M, Stratum B+ Q4552

Md.7, Feature 1, floor Q4618

Md.7, Room 141, floor Q5244
Md.7, Area V East, surface Q5306

Md.7, Area III East Q4555

Md.7, Room 46, Floor 1 Q4712

Unknown Q4635

Md.7, with Burial 120 Q4634

Md.7, Area 1, near subsoil Q4570

Md.7, Area 1, fill Q5292

Md.7, Kiva C, Level II Q4532

Md.7, Room 9, below firepit Q4531

Md.7, Room 59. subfloor Q4571

Md.7, Kiva J, upper fill Q5253
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Material, Size, Provenience, and Permanent Catalogue Number of All Illustrated Artifacts

Figure Diameter Height Thickness Material Provenience Catalogue

(mm) (mm) (mm) Number

134a 27 18 8 Jasper Md.7, Room 160, upper fill Q4621

b 35 14 6 Chert Md.7, Room 136, subfloor Q4628
c 28 17 5 Obsidian Md.7, Room 19, floor Q4637
d 36 36 10 Jasper Md.7, Room 109, between Q5263

floors

e 17 17 9 Jasper Md.7, wall stabilization Q5203

f 22 19 11 Quartz Test Trench 1, Sec. 8, Lev. 3 Q5205

g 24 23 9 Flint Md.7, Kiva M, Stratum A Q4757

h 33 29 8 Chert Md.7, Room 98, subroom fill Q5231

i 54 23 8 Chalcedony Md.7, Room 152, upper fill Q4762

J
64 24 8 Chalcedony Md.7, Room 109, between Q4769

floors

k 58 21 10 Chalcedony Md.7, Room 180, firepit Q4763

1 56 20 6 Alibates flint Md.7, Kiva J, upper fill Q5240

m 117 28 9 Alibates flint Md.7, Room 181 , upper fill Q4770

135a 35 34 15 Chalcedony Md.7, Room 27, Subfloor 2 Q5189

b 37 26 13 Flint Md.7, Kiva M, Level 1, Q4875

Surface to 3 ft. 4 in.

c 48 37 14 Flint-like Unknown Q5180

d 39 35 7 Chalcedony Md.7, Room 34, fill Q4852

e 44 25 6 Obsidian Kiva C, Plaza, fill Q4851

f 50 49 31 Quartzite Test Trench 1, Sec. 7, Lev. 3 Q4819

g 70 69 22 Limestone Md.7, Room 25, fill Q4817

136a 63 62 29 Limestone Md.7, Room 188, subfloor Q6526

b 96 61 54 Limestone Md.7,

Md.7,

Kiva M, Level 1

Room 67, fill

Q6521

c 91 59 19 Limestone Surface Q6539

137a 29 29 6 Obsidian Q4813

b 60 59 11 Chert Md.7, Kiva C, floor Q5243

c 115 83 29 Limestone Md.7, Room 101, subfloor Q6061

138 300 135 75 Limestone Md.7, Room 180, Level 1, Q6630

Floor 2

139a 72 70 33 Limestone Md.7, Room 37, fill Q6618

b 67 61 61 Limestone Md.7, Room 170, fill Q5381

140 475 345 65 Sandstone Md.7, Room 95, fill Q6590

141 389 395 66 Sandstone Md.7, Room 15, roof Q30 15

142a - 375 105 Sandstone Md.7, Room 118, fill Q6557

b . 230 72 Sandstone Md.7, Room 13, roof Q3034

143a 455 330 35 Sandstone Md.7, Room 151, fill Q6587

b 440 340 100 Sandstone Md.7, Room 211, fill Q6622

146a 335 80 30 Sandstone Md.7, Room 61, fill Q6548

b 335 116 36 Diorite Md.7, Room 211, fill Q6547

c 330 115 75 Diorite Md.7, Room 164, roof Q6552

147a 95 85 45 Sandstone Md.7, Room 203, fill and floor Q6542

b 104 84 38 Sandstone Md.7, Room 86, fill Q6544

c 110 95 45 Quartzitic Sandstone Md.7, Room 76, subfloor Q6700

152a 193 102 53 Sandstone Md.7, Kiva L, shaft Q5039

b 47 47 16 Travertine Md.7, Room 73, fill Q5089

c 204 204 102 Limestone Md.7, Kiva C, Level 1 Q5043

d 97 75 51 Limestone Md.7, Room 185, between Q5069

floors 1 and 2

153a 196 172 82 Felsite Md.7, Room 85, floor Q5042

b 320 295 120 Limestone Md.7, Room 165, floor Q6677
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Material, Size, Provenience, and Permanent Catalogue Number of All Illustrated Artifacts

Figure Diameter

(mm)
Height

(mm)
Thickness

(mm)
Material Provenience Catalogue

Number

154a 210 180 100 Sandstone

b 304 120 30 Sandstone

c 264 147 97 Sandstone

115a 322 188 90 Limestone

b 167 112 47 Limestone

c 293 255 75 Limestone

156a 190 106 57 Limestone

b 237 137 54 Limestone

157a 72 55 43 Felsite

b 76 66 42 Felsite

c 91 72 42 Felsite

d 143 94 64 Felsite

158a 160 120 45 Pumice

b 47 39 33 Sandstone

159a 96 80 45 Felsite

b 122 114 108 Felsite

160a 46 17 12 Limestone

b 43 32 29 Limestone

c 40 34 20 Chalcedony

d 55 48 16 Limestone

e 66 32 23 Jasper

f 40 35 17 Chalcedony

g 38 33 19 Quartzite

h 54 42 27 Quartzite

i 59 42 34 Quartzite

J 72 30 15 Limestone

k 75 37 27 Limestone

1 80 75 66 Basalt

m 82 81 15 Limestone

n 132 75 48 Limestone

161a 142 105 86 Felsite

b 165 113 104 Felsite

162a 84 83 36 Limestone

b 104 103 43 Limestone

c 86 85 43 Limestone

163a 15 10 2 Turquoise

b 14 13 6 Turquoise

c - 13 3 Turquoise

d 35 . 3 Selenite

e 40 45 4 Schist

f 177 99 8 Schist

164 - - - Turquoise

Md.7, Room 87, fill Q6725
Md.7, Room 158, upper fill Q6582

and Room 156, fill

Md.7, Kiva N, floor Q6583
Md.7, Room 5, subfloor Q3043
Md.7, Kiva C, Plaza, fill Q5038

Md.7, Room 50, fill Q5044
Md.7, Kiva C, Plaza, fill Q5049
Md.7, Kiva C, wall Q5077
Md.7, Room 159, subfloor Q5921

Md.7, Room 33, subfloor Q3124
Md.7, Room 30, subfloor Q3125
Md.7, Room 138, floor Q5951

Md.7, Room 64, fill Q6553
Md.7, Feature 2, Level 7 Q5941

Md.7, Kiva L, within adobe Q5977

collar firepit

Md.7, Room 168, floor Q5980

Md.7, Room 148, floor Q6036

Md.7, Room 108, fill Q6579
Md.lfi, Room 17 Q6064
Md.7, Room 147, floor Q6044
Md.7, Room 110, fill Q6041

Md.7, Room 128, fill Q6043
Md.7, Area II M, fill FS7655C

Md.7, Room 26, subfloor Q6577

Md.7, Area II East, fill Q6578

Md.7, Room 171, floor Q6447

Md.7, Room 171, floor Q6449
Md.7, Room 86, subfloor Q6468

Md.7, Area IV, fill Q6469

Md.7, Room 133, fill Q6014

Md.7, Kiva C, Plaza, fill Q6580
Md.7, Room 9, floor Q3096

Md.7, Room 86, subfloor Q6674

Md.7, Room 103, fill Q6597

Md.7, Room 63, fill Q6569

Md.7, in wall between Rooms
33 and 37 Q5415

Burial 449 Q5398

Md.7, Room 149, with Burial

352 Q5403

Md.7, Kiva C, Level 2 Q5469

Md.7, Area III East, fill Q5131

Md.7, Room 79, subfloor Q5099

Md.7, Under Burial 271 Q5424
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Thickness
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165 134 10 5 Pinctada shell Md.7, Room 46, Floor 1

121 10 7 Flint Md.7, Room 46, Floor 1

132 10 6 Flint Md.7, Room 46, Floor 1

147 11 6 Jasper Md.7, Room 46, Floor 1

148 12 7 Chert Md.7, Room 46, Floor 1

164 11 6 Chert Md.7, Room 46, Floor 1

128 12 7 Limestone Md.7, Room 46, Floor 1

160 11 7 Flint Md.7, Room 46, Floor 1

150 12 7 Chert Md.7, Room 46, Floor 1

141 11 6 Flint Md.7, Room 46, Floor 1

130 11 8 Chert Md.7, Room 46, Floor 1

124 11 6 Chert Md.7, Room 46, Floor 1

110 9 4 Pinctada shell Md.7, Room 46, Floor 1

166a 64 15 13 Petrified wood Md.7, Room 35, subfloor

b 55 13 7 Hint North of Md. 14, surface

c 49 13 8 Chalcedony Md.7, Area II East, fill

167a 20 17 7 Travertine Surface

b 28 28 7 Travertine Md.7, Room 138, between

Floors 1 and 2

c 40 40 13 Travertine Md.7, Room 213, backdirt

d 35 33 10 Scoria Md.7, Kiva M, Stratum A
e 47 46 17 Limestone Md.7, Area IV, fill

f 86 83 16-30 Limestone Md.7, Feature 2, Level 6

168 - - - Turquoise Md.7, Room 16, Burial 50

169a 19 19 - Mica Md.7, Kiva C, Level 3

b 35 27 2 Schist Md.7, Room 29, Subfloor 2

169c 75 66 10 Selenite Surface

d 104 76 7 Shale Md.7, Room 66, floor

170a 244 188 81 Limestone Md.7, Room 143, in south wall

Md.7, Room 159, subfloor

b 162 91 34 Limestone Md.7, Feature 1, floor

c 119 63 29 Limestone Md.7, Room 151, floor

Md.7, Room 20, subfloor

171 128 128 79 Felsite Md.7, Room 177, upper fill

172a 81 31 39 Siltstone Md.7, Kiva N, 4'

b 108 21 21 Serpentine

c 100 39 34 Siltstone

d 72 20 5 Calcite Md.7, Room 53, subfloor

e . 22 22 Siltstone Md.7, Room 67, subfloor

f 69 22 22 Siltstone Md.7, Feature 6, overburden

173a 191 49 28 Limestone Md.7, Area II East, fill

b 219 53 17 Schist Md.7, Room 213, upper fill

c 338 47 34 Schist Md.7, Room 108, fill

d 272 68 31 Gneiss Md.7, Room 138, Floor 2

174 285 59 37 Schist Md.7, Room 138, Floor 2

176 153 96 73 Quartz Md.7, Room 177, upper fill

177a - - - Gypsum Md.7, Area II East, fill

b 42 37 28 Limestone Md.7, Area IV, fill

178 146 100 108 Md.7, Room 96, fill

179 121 45 48

(height)

Schist Md.7, Room 86, floor

180a 90 54 7 Selenite Md.7, Room 27, fill

b 43 28 24 Fossil coral Md.7, Kiva M, Stratum B

181 65 30 27 Quartzite Md.7, Room 12, fill

Q5594

Q6714

Q6711

Q6705

Q6713

Q6704

Q6712

Q6706

Q6707

Q6709

Q6708

Q6710

Q5595

Q6057

Q4789

Q4790

Q5309

Q5124

Q5336

Q5114

Q5112

Q5111

Q5420

Q5910

Q5913

Q5911

Q5314

Q5101

Q5095

Q5104
Q5102

Q5134

Q5130

Q6075

Q5127

Q5129

Q3065

Q5081

Q5084

Q5096

Q5083

Q5079

Q5887

Q5087

Q5091

Q3011

Q5120

Q5092

Q5103

Q5334
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Material, Size, Provenience, and Permanent Catalogue Number of All Illustrated Artifacts

Figure Diameter Height

(mm) (mm)
Thickness

(mm)
Material Provenience Catalogue

Number

182 74 69 26 Fossil brachiopod

(limestone)

183 120 120 96 Scoria

184 97 88 41 Limestone

185 83 65 70 Limestone

186 425 157 100 Limestone

187 30 16 6 Limestone

!88 183 85 9 Schist

189 22 13 3 Chalcedony

47 29 10 Limestone

31 21 16 Manganese

6 5 4 Jasper

21 17 14 Quartz

19 18 15 Galena

26 18 5 Jasper

29 22 11 Alabaster

20 18 17 Galena

38 28 10 Koalin

29 23 16 Serpentine

24 24 22 Hematite

43 37 27 Hematite

99 51 18 Limestone

190a 18 16 15 Hematite

b 27 17 15 Hematite

c 35 29 23 Fossil shell (sandstone)

d 33 20 16 Fossil shell (limestone)

e 17 17 12 Fossil crinoid

f 29 27 22 Hematite

g 39 28 28 Hematite

h 16 11 3 Jasper

i 28 17 6 Obsidian

J 33 30 7 Obsidian

k 44 18 7 Flint

1 26 8 8 Travertine

m 34 10 8 Hematite

n 76 25 16 Travertine

191a 43 11 5 Limestone

b 61 11 8 Limestone

c 81 15 13 Limestone

Md.7, Room 67, fill

Md.7, Burial 476

Md.7, Room 8

Md.7, Room 186, fill

Md.7, Room 210, fill

Md.7, backdirt

Md.7, Room 187, upper fill

Q5119

Q5340

Q3005

Q5117

Q5078

Q5425

Q5100
Md.7, Rm. 13, floor in pot Q3437 Q4680

Md.7, Rm. 13, floor in pot Q3437 Q5884b

Md.7, Rm. 13, floor in pot Q3437 Q5995

Md.7, Rm. 13, floor in pot Q3437 Q6067

Md.7, Rm. 13, floor in pot Q3437 Q5885

Md.7, Rm. 13, floor in pot Q3437 Q6020

Md.7, Rm.13, floor in pot Q3437Q5884a

Md.7, Rm. 13, floor in pot Q3437 Q5423

Md.7, Rm. 13, floor in pot Q3437 Q5891

Md.7, Rm. 13, floor in pot Q3437 Q5310

Md.7, Rm. 13, floor in pot Q3437 Q5994

Md.7, Rm. 13, floor in pot Q3437 Q5867

Md.7, Rm. 13, floor in pot Q3437 Q5868

Md.7, Rm. 13, floor in pot Q3437 Q6023

Md.7, Kiva E, between Floors Q6021

2 and 3.

Md.7, Room 101, fill Q5499

Md.7, Area IV, fill Q5429
Md.7, backdirt Q5431

Md.7, Area II East, fill Q5480

Md.7, Area III, fill Q5508

Md.7, Room 13, fill Q5467

Md.7, Kiva M, Stratum A Q4688

Md.7, Room 179, fill Q4687

Md.7, Area II East, fill Q4685

Md.7, surface, of N. Kiva I Q4684

Md.7, Area I, old surf, to -1' Q5472

Md.7, Kiva C, Level 2 Q5468

Md.7, Room 126, floor Q5470

Md.7, Room 148, floor Q6035

Md.7, Room 22, subfloor Q6009

Md.7, Room 18, subfloor Q6465
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Material, Size, Provenience, and Permanent Catalogue Number of All Illustrated Artifacts

Figure Diameter

(mm)
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(mm)
Thickness

(mm)
Material Provenience Catalogue

Number

192a 266 199 16 Selenite Md.7. Room 142, fill Q5857

b 361 243 36 Selenite Md.7. Room 57, floor Q5845

193 - 305 74 Sandstone Md.7, Room 23, fill Q3020
194a 124 35 - Pronghorn ulna Md.7, Room 214, subfl.. Lev. 4 Q4341

99 35 . Pronghorn ulna Md.7. Room 141, subfloor Q4349
82 31 - Pronghorn ulna Md.7. Kiva C plaza, fill Q3535

84 31 - Pronghorn ulna Md.7, Room 103. Fea. 1, floor Q4334

93 33 . Pronghorn ulna Md.7, Room 67. subfloor Q3508
103 33 - Pronghorn ulna Md.7, Room 47. subfloor Q3499
117 32 18 Pronghorn ulna Md.7, Feature 2. Level 7 Q3323

b 100 20 - Pronghorn metacarpal Md.7, Area IV. fill Q3548

98 23 12 Mule deer metatarsal Md.7, Room 22. subfloor Q3317

86 18 - Pronghorn metatarsal Md.7. Area IV, fill Q3527

78 18 - Pronghorn metatarsal Md.7. Rm. 109, between floors Q3657

79 21 . Mule deer metacarpal Md.7. Room 170. fill Q4358

79 19 - Pronghorn metatarsal Md.7. Room 66, subfloor Q3515

75 20 - Pronghorn metacarpal Md.7. Room 3, subfloor Q3213

194b 69 20 - Pronghorn metatarsal Md.7, Kiva L, Level 2 Q3509

216 26 - Pronghorn metatarsal Md.7, Feature 1, Level 1 Q6753

194c 171 11 - Mule deer metatarsal Md.7, Room 196, fill Q435

1

173 18 9 Mule deer metatarsal Md.7. Area I north, fill Q3297

161 19 - Mule deer metatarsal Md.7. Room 133, subfloor Q3668

141 12 - Mule deer metatarsal Md.7, Room 160, floor Q4362

137 14 - Mule deer metatarsal Md.7, Room 116, fill Q3673

126 12 - Mule deer metatarsal Md.7, Area II East, fill Q3530

96 16 - Mule deer metatarsal Md.7, Room 186, subfloor Q4355

96 16 - Unk. artiodactyl radius Md.7. Feature 1 , floor Q3786

77 12 . Pronghorn metacarpal Md.7, Area IV, fill Q3500

d 92 19 - Mule deer metatarsal Md.7, Room 160, subfloor Q43 1

1

84 20 - Pronghorn tibia Md.7, Kiva C Plaza, fill Q3525

84 24 13 Pronghorn metatarsal Md.7, Area I, fill Q3225

77 21 - Pronghorn metacarpal Md.7, Room 89, fill Q3549

125 27 13 Mule deer metatarsal Md.7. Room 14, fill Q3355

e 101 32 - Pronghorn tibia Md.7, Kiva M. Stratum A Q35 1

1

78 21 - Coyote radius Md.7, Area IA. fill Q3289

74 21 - Pronghorn femur Md.7, Room 19, subfloor Q3364

50 5 - Mule deer metacarpal Md.7, Area V, fill north of Q4354

Room 162

f 163 9 - Pronghorn metacarpal Md.7, Rm.204. lower fill and fl. Q4357

142 20 _ Mule deer tibia Md.7, Room 104, fill Q3674

133 16 - Mule deer metatarsal Md.7, Area IV West, Strat. A Q3502

126 9 6 Mule deer metatarsal Md.7. Area I. old sur. to - 1' Q3302

119 10 _ Mule deer metatarsal Md.7, Room 25. subfloor Q3211

111 16 - Pronghorn tibia Md.7. Kiva C Plaza, Stratum B Q3490

110 11 - Pronghorn metacarpal Md.7. Area II East, fill Q3522

111 13 10 Pronghorn metatarsal Md.7, Area 1, old sur. to - 1'
Q3303

84 Pronghorn metapodiaJ Md.7, Room 75, floor Q3514



192 Excavation of Mound 7

Material, Size, Provenience, and Permanent Catalogue Number of All Illustrated Artifacts

Figure Diameter Height Thickness

(mm) (mm) (mm)
Material Provenience Catalogue

Number

195

78

167

11

97 8

111 13

114 8

130 17

163 9

15

130 20

116 9

109 17

95 17

90 18

83 11

80 11

78 8

78 15

60 14

70 20

68 8

89 8

97 6

85 5

98 5

122 7

148 10

128 12

123 9

86 8

83 11

80 10

73 6

Unknown artyiodactyl Md.7, Kiva C Plaza, fill Q3528
metatarsal

Mule deer metatarsal Md.7, Room 170, fill Q4359
Unknown artyiodactyl Md.7, Kiva N, Level 1 Q3553

metatarsal

Mule deer metatarsal Md.7, Feature 7, overburden Q4328
Mule deer tibia Md.7, Burial 168 Q3495
Unknown artiodactyl Md.7, Room 101, subfloor Q3794
metapodial

Unknown artyiodactyl Md.7, Area II East, fill Q3551

metapodial

Pronghorn tibia Md.7, Kiva C Plaza, fill Q3533
Unknown artiodactyl Md.7, Kiva C Plaza, fill Q3537
metapodial

Pronghorn metacarpal Md.7, Feature 1, floor Q3785
Mule deer tibia Md.7, Area I, old sur. to —1' Q3305

Unknown artiodactyl Md.7, Area IV fill Q3656
metatarsal

Unknown artiodactyl Md.7, Room 75, subfloor Q3737
metacarpal

Unk. artiodactyl femur Md.7, Area II East, fill Q3531

Unknown artiodactyl Md.7, backdirt Q6369

metapodial

Unknown artiodactyl Md.7, Feature 2, Level 7 Q3272

metatarsal

Blacktailed jackrabbit Md.7, Kiva C Plaza, Stratum B Q3492

tibia

Blacktailed jackrabbit Md.7, Kiva C Plaza, fill Q3739

tibia

Buteonine hawk fibula Test Trench 1, Sec. 8, Lev. 2 Q3281

Golden eagle tibiotarsus Test Trench 1, Sec. 9, Lev. 1 Q3339

Sandhill crane ulna Test Trench 1, Sec. 1, Lev. 3 Q3239

Blacktailed jackrabbit Md.7, Room 19, subfloor Q3365

radius

Blacktailed jackrabbit Md.7, Area IA, fill Q3293

radius

Redtailed hawk radius Md.7, Room 116, subfloor Q3659

Mule deer metacarpal Md.7, Room 164, between Q6751

Pronghorn metatarsal

Pronghorn metatarsal

Unknown artiodactyl

long bone fragment

Unknown artiodactyl

metatarsal

Unk. mammal long bone frag

Unknown artiodactyl

metapodial

Floors 1 and 2

Md.7, Room 5, at base of walls Q3320
Md.7, Room 216, in mortar of Q6371

west wall

Md.7, Room 81, subfloor Q3516

Md.7, Area IV, fill Q3547

Md.7, Kiva C Plaza, fill Q3486

Md.7, Room 115, subfloor Q3669
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Material, Size, Provenience, and Permanent Catalogue Number of All Illustrated Artifacts

Figure Diameter Hzight Thickness

(mm) (mm) (mm)
Material Provenience Catalogue

Number

195

196a

197a

80 7 - Unknown artiodactyl

metapodial

68 10 - Pronghorn metatarsal

69 8 . Mule deer metatarsal

61 6 - Unknown artiodactyl

metapodial

68 14 6 Unknown artiodactyl

metatarsal

70 8 - Unknown artiodactyl

metapodial

92 16 4 Mule deer tibia

94 11 - Unknown artiodactyl

metacarpal

92 6 - Unknown artiodactyl

tibia

95 14 - Pronghorn tibia

102 95 . Mule deer metatarsal

98 8 - Mule deer metatarsal

101 11 - Pronghorn metatarsal

117 11 - Unknown artiodactyl

metatarsal

179 18 - Unknown bovine rib

139 18 - Unknown bovine rib

121 18 - Bison or bos rib

111 9 - Unknown bovine rib

110 16 - Unknown bovine rib

108 16 - Unknown bovine rib

98 16 - Bison or bos rib

91 12 - Unknown artiodactyl rib

52 5 - Bison or bos rib

57 10 _ Unknown bovine rib

81 14 4 Bison or bos rib

83 11 - Unknown bovine rib

84 14 4 Pronghorn rib

95 17 4 Bison or bos rib

113 22 - Bison or bos rib

134 23 6 Unknown bovine rib

123 14 - Mule deer radius

103 20 - Pronghorn metacarpal

108 12 - Unknown bovine rib

94 13 4 Pronghorn tibia

90 11 Unknown bovine rib

83 12 - Unknown artiodactyl

metacarpal

56 11 - Mule deer tibia

53 9 7 Pronghorn tibia

64 11 6 Deer antler

Md.7, Room 115, subfloor Q3670

Md.7, Area V, fill N. of Q4352

Rm 162

Md.7, Kiva M, Stratum A Q3510
Md.7, Kiva N, Level 1 Q3554

Md.7, Feature 2, Level 7 Q3328

Md.7, Room 75, subfloor Q3519

Md.7, Area I, old sur. to — 1' Q3304

Md.7, Area IV, fill Q3736

Md.7, Room 76, subfloor Q3597

Md . 7 , Rm . 200 , subfloor , Lev . 4 Q4327

Md.7, Room 214, subfloor Q4325
Md.7, Burial 168 Q3494

Md.7, Room 116, subfloor Q3660
Md.7, Room 48, subfloor Q3489

Md.7, Kiva N, overburden Q3552
Md.7, Area II Middle, fill Q4336
Md.7, Room 84, fill Q3488

Md.7, Area IV West, Stratum B Q3542
Md.7, Area II East, fill Q3675

Md.7, Feature 7, overburden Q4329
Md.7, Room 95, subfloor Q3505
Md.7, Room 98, subroom fill Q3795
Test Trench, Section 7, Level 8 Q3264

Md.7, Burial 281 Q3671

Md.7, Room 11, fill Q3332
Md.7, Room 95, lower fill Q4348
Md.7, Kiva M, Stratum B Q6363
Md.7, Room 14, fill Q3356
Md.7, Area III, fill Q3665
Md.7, Area II East, fill Q3377
Md.7, Room 143, subfloor Q4401

Md.7, Area IV, Stratum A Q3606
Md.7, Area IV, fill Q3698
Test Trench, Sec. 6, Lev. 2 Q3375

Md.7, Room 169, subfloor Q4416

Md.7, Room 194, subfloor Q4413

Md.7, Area V, fill N. of Q4353

Rm. 162

Md.7, Room 3, subfloor Q3362

Md.7, Kiva N, overburden Q3765



194 Excavation of Mound 7

Material, Size, Provenience, and Permanent Catalogue Number of All Illustrated Artifacts

Figure Diameter

(mm)
Height

(mm)
Thickness

(mm)
Material Provenience Catalogue

Number

200c

201a

b

c

d

e

f

202

203

197b

84 11

91 9

108 9

122 29

117 24

109 185

95 19

90 23

84 22

120 18

104 26

122 25

93 27

91 31

91 26

74

325

330

253

227

210

188

173

163

145

131

129

115

87

81

85

85

86

85

36

78

83

48

53

72

20

16

19

11

9

20

27

18

27

4

82 77 34

95 59 42

85 74 29

49 46 20

126 6 -

150 8 -

96 10 .

102 11 -

126 11 .

Unknown bovine rib

Unknown bovine rib

Unknown bovine rib

Bison or bos innominate

Unknown bovine rib

Unknown bovine rib

Unknown bovine rib

Bison or bos rib

Unknown bovine rib

Pronghorn rib

Pronghorn rib

Mule deer scapula

Mule deer scapula

Mule deer scapula

Unknown artiodactyl

scapula

Unknown artiodactyl

scapula

Unknown bovine scapula

American bison scapula

American bison rib

Horse tibia

Mule deer innominate

Unknown bovine rib

American bison rib

Pronghorn metacarpal

Unknown artiodactyl

metapodial

Mule deer rib

Deer antler

Horse tibia

Pronghorn metatarsal

Black-tailed jackrabbit

innominate

Black-tailed jackrabbit

innominate

Black-tailed jackrabbit

innominate

Black-tailed jackrabbit

innominate

Black-tailed jackrabbit

innominate

Unknown bovine humerus

Horse humerus

American bison humerus

American bison vertebra

Unknown bovine rib

Unknown bovine rib

Deer antler

Deer antler

Deer antler

Md.7, Room 98, subroom fill Q3773
Md.7, Room 161 , lower fill and Q4406

floor

Md.7, Kiva C Plaza, fill Q3742
Md.7, Room 32, subfloor Q3393
Md.7, Kiva L, vent, shaft fill Q3705

Md.7, Feature 7, overburden Q330
Md.7, Room 111, subfloor Q3704
Md.7, Room 24, subfloor Q3221

Md.7, unknown provenience Q3403
Md.7, Room 13, subfloor Q3250
Md.7, unknown provenience Q3696
Md.7, Area IV, fill Q3750
Md.7, Kiva C, Level 4 Q4370
Md.7, Area II Middle, fill Q4371

Md.7, Room 115, subfloor Q3712

Md.7, Area IV, fill Q3707

Md.7, Room 7, fill Q3395
Md.7, Room 47, fill Q3758
Md.7, Room 9, fill Q3397
Md.7, Room 95, fill Q3754
Md.7, Room 171, floor Q4419
Md.7, Room 5, below wall base Q3270
Md.7, Room 98, subroom fill Q3772
Md.7, Room 76, subfloor Q3689
Md.7, Room 72, fill Q3620

Md.7, Room 103, subfloor Q6333

Md.7, Room 211, floor Q4386
Md.7, Room 64, between Q6350

Floors 1 and 2

Md.7, Area IV, fill Q3776
Md.7, Kiva M, Stratum B Q6387

Md.7, Kiva M, Stratum B Q6365

Md.7, Kiva M, Stratum B Q6386

Md.7, Kiva M, Stratum B Q6384

Md.7, Kiva M, Stratum B Q6389

Md.7, Room 177, upper fill Q6340

Md.7, Feature 7, overburden Q4389

Md.7, Kiva K, Level 3 Q6331

Md.7, Area II Middle, fill Q4834

Md.7, Room 4, floor Q3286

Md.7, Area IV West, Strat. A Q3624

Md.7, Area IV West, Stratum B Q3545

Md.7, Room 95, fill Q3550
Md.7, Room 50, subfloor Q3526



Appendix 2 195

Material, Size, Provenience, and Permanent Catalogue Number of All Illustrated Artifacts

Figure Diameter

(mm)
Height

(mm)
Thickness

(mm)
Material Provenience Catalogue

Number

198a 13 12 - Unknown bovine rib

20 19 1 Unknown bovine rib

87 16 - Unknown bovine rib

88 19 4 Bison or bos rib

77 18 4 Bison or bos rib

85 25

Md.7, Room 116, subfloor Q3661

Md.7, Room 12, subfloor Q3344
Md.7, Area II Middle, fill Q4337

Md.7, Area I North, Level 1 Q3296
Md.7, Area IV West, Stratum Q3504
A

Unknown mammal, unk. bone Md.7, Kiva M, Level 1 Q3619

199a

200a

200

204

82 21 - Unknown bovine rib Md.7, Kiva N, floor Q3793

140 20 10 Unknown artiodactyl rib Md.7, Room 45, floor Q3506
123 26 2 Unknown bovine rib Md.7, Room 64, fill Q3706
120 15 3 Unknown bovine scapula Md.7, Room 28, fill and floor Q3316
100 21 2 Unknown bovine rib Test Trench 1, Sec. 9, Lev. 3 Q3396

100 17 4 Unknown bovine rib Md.7, Room 109, subfloor Q3679

57 3 1 Unknown mammal long

bone splinter

Md.7, Area II West, fill Q4347

69 4 - Unk. mammal long bone frag. Md.7, Room 66, subfloor Q3595

81 3 - Unk. mammal long bone frag. Md.7, Room 26, subfloor Q3238

82 8 3 Unknown artiodactyl long

bone fragment

Md.7, Kiva M, ventilator shaft Q3596

177 8 - Mule deer metatarsal Md.7, Room 115, subfloor Q3695

166 4 - Unknown artiodactyl

metatarsal

Md.7, Room 5, at base of walls Q3319

98 4 - Unk. mammal long bone frag. Md.7, Kiva C Plaza, fill Q3538

33 3 - Black-tailed jackrabbit

metatarsal

Md.7, Room 1, subfloor Q6298

254 70 - Black bear femur Md.lf , Room 8, re-excavation Q6303

199 21 - Sandhill crane ulna Md.7, Room 106, subfloor Q3752

197 26 - Mule deer tibia Md.7, Room 36, subfloor Q3753

135 25 - Mule deer tibia Md.7, backdirt Q4379

136 - - Mule deer metacarpal Md.7, Burial 374 Q4378

75 39 - Bison or bos rib Md.7, Room 76, subfloor Q3747

90 44 2 Deer scapula Md.7, Room 28, subfloor Q3214

93 42 3 Bison or bos scapula Md.7, Area I North, fill Q3274

98 21 - Unknown bovine rib Md.7, Area II Middle, fill Q4388

104 - - Pronghorn rib Md.7, Room 2, subfloor Q6401

60 49 21 Unk. bovine long bone frag. Md.7, Room 136, fill Q3759

85 85 39 American bison humerus Md.7, Room 178, fill Q4412

124 17 - Bear fibula Md.7, Kiva C Plaza, fill Q3612

120 15 - Pronghorn metacarpal Md.7, Room 100, subfloor Q3761

104 16 - Pronghom metacarpal Md.7, Area II Middle, fill Q4335

67 16 - Mule deer tibia Md.7, Features 6 and 7, Q4360
overburden

33 4 - Unknown mammal long bone Md.7, Burial 42 Q3326

157 18 - Deer antler Md.7, Kiva C, floor Q4385

122 17 - Deer antler Md.7, Kiva K, Levels 1 and 2 Q4300

67 14 - Deer antler Md.7, Kiva M, Stratum B+ Q3779
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Material, Size, Provenience, and Permanent Catalogue Number of All Illustrated Artifacts

Figure Diameter

(mm)
Height

(mm)
Thickness

(mm)

Material Provenience Catalogue

Number

205

206a

207a

71 15

74 13

77 24

42 13

156 39

82 30

104 7

181 11

168 10

161 10

192 16

114 9

106 10

84 22

84 15

25 11

28 16

23

24

10

78

10

10

8

11

13 14

13 10

16 11

175 11

101 10

88 13

20 11

21 8

32 4

33 4

75 20

30 5

305 10

28 8

29 8

19

Deer antler Md.7, Room 103, subfloor Q3780
Deer antler Md.7, Room 35, floor Q3253
Pronghorn horn core Md.7, Kiva J, floor Q6368

Mountain lion metatarsal Md.7, Burial 58 Q3283

Gray wolf femur Md.7, Area IV West, Stratum

A
Md.7, Room 159, lower fill

Q3623

Deer antler Q4254
(handle)

Mule deer metatarsal Md.7, Area IV, fill Q3501

(awl)

Golden eagle ulna Md.7, Room 97, fill Q3591

Golden eagle ulna Md.7, Kiva C Plaza, fill Q3592

Golden eagle ulna Md.7, Area II east, fill Q3590
Golden eagle ulna Md.7, Room 150, lower fill and

floor

Q4257

Canada goose ulna Md.7, Area IV West, Stratum B Q3581

Buteonine hawk ulna Md.7, Room 103, Feature 1,

floor

Q4258

Mule deer scapula Md.7, Room 107, subfloor Q3749

Mule deer scapula Md.7, Room 107, subfloor Q3748

Common turkey humerus Md.7, Area III, fill Q3333

Unknown artiodactyl Md.7, surface Q4393

metapodial

Unk. mammal long bone frag. Md.7, unknown provenience Q4833

3 Unknown mammal long bone Md.7, Feature 7, Level 2 Q4392

Missing Q3582

Great horned owl femur Md.7, Area V, fill N. of Rm. 162 Q4304

Unknown artiodactyl

metatarsal

Common turkey tibiotarsus

Golden eagle ulna

Common turkey femur

Golden eagle ulna

Unknown artiodactyl

metatarsal

Mule deer metacarpal

Common turkey ulna

Buteonine hawk ulna

Black-tailed jackrabbit

metatarsal

Black-tailed jackrabbit

metatarsal

Pronghorn metacarpal

Golden eagle radius

Sandhill crane ulna

Buteonine hawk ulna

Buteonine hawk ulna

Md.7, Kiva C Plaza, fill Q3523

Md.7, Room 20, floor Q3299

Md.7, Area I, fill Q3227

Md.7, Area II, fill Q3361

Md.7, Area IV West, Stratum B Q3580

Md.7, Kiva C Plaza, fill Q3536

Md.7, Room 12, subfloor Q3260

Md.7, Room 16, subfloor Q3342

Test Trench 1, Section 7, Level Q3265

8

Test Trench 1, Section 7, Level Q3310

6

Md.7, Room 121, floor Q3722

Md.7, Room 3, subfloor Q3213

Test Trench 1, Sec. 7, Level 2 Q3325

Md.7, Room 95, floor Q3564

Md.7, Room 95, subfloor Q3562

Md.7, Feature 6, Level 1 Q4267
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Material, Size, Provenience, and Permanent Catalogue Number of All Illustrated Artifacts

Figure Diameter

(mm)
Height

(mm)
Thickness

(mm)
Material Provenience Catalogue

Number

207b

27

2 8

26 11

24 9

595 8

53 6

52 7

55 8

54 8

50 7

53 7

46 5

48 9

46 9

58 11

41 11

44 10

48 12

50 17

56 9

59 11

55 13

62 20

64 12

117 17

92 14

26 11

85 15

82 15

79 16

78 18

94 4

102 4

104 3

118 6

21 10

30 12

53 10

58 14

208a 57 10

b 92 28

c 52 29

d 76 24

e 56 18

595 14

Buteonine hawk ulna

Common turkey tibiotarsus

Sandhill crane ulna

unknown bird or mammal,
unknown element

Gray wolf metacarpal

Coyote metatarsal

Bobcat metatarsal

Buteonine hawk ulna

Red-tailed(?) hawk

tibiotarsus

Buteonine hawk ulna

Coyote metatarsal

Coyote metacarpal

Ferruginous hawk ulna

Buteonine hawk ulna

10 Unknown bovine rib

Coyote femur

Common turkey tibiotarsus

Bobcat humerus

Golden eagle femur

Gray wolf metatarsal

Golden eagle ulna

Coyote femur

Common turkey humerus

Mountain lion metatarsal
.

Bobcat tibia

Coyote femur

Sandhill crane ulna

Bobcat humerus

Coyote humerus

Golden eagle humerus

Pronghorn metacarpal

Buteonine hawk radius

Buteonine hawk radius

Buteonine hawk radius

Ferruginous hawk ulna

Golden eagle ulna

Golden eagle ulna

Golden eagle ulna

Bobcat femur

Golden eagle ulna

Common turkey humerus

Golden eagle femur

Golden eagle tibiotarsus

Ferruginous hawk tibio-

tarsus

Ferruginous hawk tibio-

tarsus

Md.7, Room 203, between Q4293

floors 1 and 2

Md.7, Room 215, subfloor Q4276
Md.7, backdirt Q4292
Md.7, Feature 1, floor Q3790

Md.7, Kiva C Plaza, fill Q3576
Test Trench 1, Sec. 7, Lev. 3 Q3209

Md.7, Area IA, fill Q3277
Md.7, Kiva K, Level 3 Q4321
Test Trench 1 , Sec. 8, Lev. 4 Q3387

Md.7, Area II East, fill Q3641
Md.7, Area I, fill Q3398
Md.7, Area I, fill Q3399
Md.7, Kiva K, Level 3 Q4322
Md.7, Area IV, fill Q3585
Md.7, Area V East, fill Q4366

Md.7, Room 5, at base of walls Q3263
Md.7, Area I, fill Q3223
Md.7, Kiva C, Level 3 Q4269
Md.7, Room 169, floor Q4285
Md.7, Room 1, fill Q3392

Md.7, Area IV, fill Q3579
Md.7, Area IA, fill Q3288
Md.7, Area IV, fill Q3775
Md.7, Kiva M, Stratum B Q3559
Md.7, Room 205, fill 04272
Md.7 Room 164, roof Q4277

Md.7, backdirt Q4295

Md.7, Room 103, fill Q3801

Md.7, Room 73, fill Q3560
Md.7, Feature 6, overburden Q4301

Md.7, Room 112, fill Q3726
Md.7, Burial 295 Q3720
Md.7, Area V East, fill Q4364
Md.7, Kiva C Plaza, Stratum B Q3639
Md.7, Room 5, upper fill Q3369
Md.7, Burial 125 Q3593
Md.7, Room 25, subfloor Q3273

Md.7, Area II Mid., bottom lev. Q3207

Md.7, Room 98, subfloor, Q6302
Level 2

Md.7, backdirt Q4275

Md.7, Area IV West, Strat. A Q3622

Md.7, Room 33, fill and floor Q6288
Md.7, Kiva C Plaza, fill Q3600
Md.7, Room 98, floor fill Q3627

Md.7, Room 98, floor fill Q3626



198 Excavation of Mound 7

Material, !Size, Provenience, and Permanent Catalogue Number of All Illustrated Artifacts

Figure Diameter Height Thickness Material Provenience Catalogue

(mm) (mm) (mm) Number

209a 114 3 _ American bison scapula Md.7, Room 213, upper fill Q4263

b 108 108 3 Unknown bovine scapula Md.7, Room 96, fill Q3588
c 71 51 5 Man parietal Md.7, Kiva C Plaza, fill Q3760
d 72 61 4 Bison scapula Md.7, Room, subfloor Q3589
e 108 68 4 American bison scapula Md.7, Room 148, fill Q4262

210 340 170 - Unknown cervid antler Md.7, Burial 271 Q3809
211a 216 19 6 Deer antler Md.7, Room 161, lower fill & Q4407

floor

b 140 20 3 Unknown artiodactyl rib Md.7, Room 5, fill Q3287

c 255 17 - Bear rib Md.7, Room 151, subfloor Q4410

d 217 16 - Bear rib Md.7, Room 151, subfloor Q4409

212a 40 11 - Sandhill crane tibiotarsus Md.7, Area I, general fill Q3401

b 32 17 . Golden eagle humerus Md.7, Area IV, general fill Q3570

c 34 12 4 Pronghorn metatarsal Md.7, Area I, general fill Q3402

d 30 13 6 Unknown artiodactyl

metatarsal

Md.7, Room 25, subfloor Q3210

e 55 13 - Unknown artiodactyl

sternal rib

Md.7, Room 116, fill Q3715

f 66 28 9 Bison or bos rib Md.7, Room 2, subfloor Q3372

g 65 33 7 Bison or bos rib Md.7, Kiva C Plaza, general fill Q6370

h 67 14 - Pronghorn phalanx Md.7, Kiva M, Stratum A Q3610

i 65 - - Pronghorn phalanx Md.7, Kiva M, Stratum B Q6383

J 91 19 - Turkey synosacrum Md.7, Room 6, subfloor Q6294

213 107 98 10 Red ware Md.7, Room 98, subfloor Q6198

86 82 7 Red ware Md.7, Room 132, fill Q6199

73 71 7 Late Rio Grande Glaze Md.7, Kiva C Plaza, fill Q6102
64 64 9 White ware Md.7, Area II Middle, fill Q6143

28 28 7 Rio Grande Glaze A Md.7, Room 34, subfloor Q6183

216a 47 31 21 Pottery Md.7, Kiva C Plaza, fill Q6256

b 92 41 - Pottery Md.7, Kiva L, south rim of Q6254
firepit

c 50 30 15 Pottery Md.7, Rom 140, fill Q5128

d 68 23 - Pottery Md.7, Room 59, floor Q6255

e 47 39 24 Pottery Md.7, Feature 9, fill Q6246

f 60 24

(diameter)

- Pottery Md.7, Room 12, subroom fill Q6253

217a 100

(range)

71

(height)

Clay Md.7, Feature 8, Level 4 Q6265

b 61 45

(diameter)(height)

c 50

d 23

(diameter)

e 25

(diameter)

f 37

(diameter)

g 36

(diameter)

54 34

Clay

Clay

Pottery

Pottery

Pottery

Pottery

Md.7, Room 175, subfloor Q6262

Md.7, Room 20, floor Q6257

Md.7, Area II East, fill Q6242

Md.7, Kiva M, Stratum A, fill Q6239

Md.7, Room 34, subfloor

Md.7, Kiva C Plaza, fill

Q6152

Q6238
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Material, Size, Provenience, .and Permanent Catalogue Number of All Illustrated Artifacts

Figure Diameter Height Thickness Material Provenience Catalogue

(mm) (mm) (mm) Number

218a 4 1
. Mollusca species. Md.7, Burial 83 Q5571

(diameter) unidentified

b 12-17 6 8 Olivella Md.7, Burial 323 Q5552(5 shells)

c 25 20 - Conus Md.7, Room 13, fill Q5576(2 shells)

23 17 . Conus Md.7, Room 13, fill

22 13 - Conus Md.7, Room 13, fill Q5577

19 13 - Conus Md.7, surface Q5579

d 8 7 Vermetid gastropod Md.7, Room 156, floor Q6445

10 8 Ibid Ibid

e 47 33 Area multicostata Md.7, Backdirt Q5601

f 32 29 Glycymeris maculata Md.7, Backdirt Q5587

g 68 47 Lampsilis Md.7, Burial 232 Q5581

h 54 19 Unio Md.7, Room 111, fill Q5597a

43 19 Unio Md.7, Room 111, fill Q5597b

39 16 Unio Md.7, Room 111, fill Q5597c

30 16 Unio Md.7, Room 111, fill Q5597d

35 14 Unio Md.7, Room 111, fill Q5597e

18 16 Unio Md.7, Room 111, fill Q5597f

44 40 Unio Md.7, Room 111, fill Q5597g
36 18 Unio Md.7, Room 111, fill Q5597h

85 26 Unio Md.7, Room 111, fill Q5597i

47 24 Unio Md.7, Room 111, fill Q5597J
42 22 Unio Md.7, Room 111, fill Q5597k

37 32 Unio Md.7, Room 111, fill Q55971

46 15 Unio Md.7, Room 111, fill Q5597m
219 189 Wood Md.7, Room 14S, floor uncatalogued

220 185 82 41 Populus tremaloides Md.7, Room 152, floor Q6686
112 68 8 Wood Md.7, Room 152, floor Q6687

411 60 14 Wood Md.7, Room 201, floor Q6688

221a 111 67 25 Iron or steel Md.7, Room 168, Floor 2 Q6656

b 150 65 20 Iron or steel Md.7, Room 150, floor Q6645

c 172 22 14 Iron or steel Md.7, Room 156, fill Q6648

d 62 - - Iron Md.7, Room 214, in east wall Q6666
behind fireplace

e 61 36 5 Iron Md.7, Burial 447 Q6641

f 79 25 11 Iron Md.7, Room 202, upper fill Q6663

g 64 37 12 Iron Md.7, Room 197, floor Q6662

h 133 27 - Iron Md.7, Room 172, upper fill Q6657
i 71 38 - Brass Md.7, Room 149, fill Q6644

222 99 14 - Iron Md.7, Room 156, floor Q6227
223 99 15 - Iron Md.7, Room 156, floor Q5029
224 226 86 - Iron or steel Md.7, Room 160, floor Q6650
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abandonment; 31, 36, 61

Abo; 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 65, 66, 67, 68, 73, 92, 96, 97, 98, 100,

101, 102, 103, 127, 136, 139, 180-181

abrader; bone, 148-149, stone, 120, 122

Acoma; 2, 6, 9, 103, 138, 176

administration, colonial; 5-6

adobe; 12, 18, 21, 22, 23, 25, 32, 42, 43, 52, 58, 59, brick, 31

Aguilar, Nicolas de; 7, 34

agriculture; 10

Alibates flint; 11, 108, 110

Amoxiumqua; 99

amulet; see fetish

Anasazi; 5, 9, 12, 49, 65, 72, 83, 109, 157, 172, 175, 177

antelope; see pronghorn

antler; 53, 56, 143, 144, 148, 149, 154, 156, 157

anvil; 59, 113, 116, 122, 125

Apache; 2, 5, 8, 11, 88, 177

Arizona State University; 169

arrow; 88

arrowhead; 18, 47, 56, 89, 108-110, 137, 138, 157, 172, 175

ashpit; 50, 51, 52, 54, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60

Awatovi; 88, 89, 106, 107, 109, 110, 115, 136, 138

awl; bone, 19, 52, 56, 122, 141-145, 149, 154, 156, steel, 55,

166

axe; steel, 47, 79, 166, stone, 47, 49, 56, 105-107, 138, 139

Ayeta, Fray Francisco de; 8

ball; clay, 162, wood, 165

Bandelier, Adolf; 61, 73

basin, mixing; 48-49, 172

basketry; 47, 141, 143, 164, 174

batten; 165

bead; bone, 19, 143, 150, 152-153, 157, 172, 175, glass, 167,

174, 175, shell, 44, 53, 163, 172, 175, stone, 128,

129, 137, 175

beamer; 19, 145, 148, 157, 172

bean; 10, 43, 174

bear; 85, 89, 145, 146, 149, 156

bell, ceramic; see also ringing stone, 162

Benavides, Fray Alonso de; 5, 6, 7, 31

bench; 43-44, 59, 60, 61

billet, wood; 165

bin; metate; 41, 44, 46, 47, 48, 115, 116, 125, storage, 41, 43,

48, 49, 172

bison; 11, 52, 142, 143, 144, 145, 147, 148, 149, 153, 154,

156, 157, 165, 172

bobcat; 133, 153, 155

bodkin, bone; 143, 145

Bonilla, Francisco Leyba de; 4

bottle, glass; 167

bow; 88

bow guard; 152

bowl, stone; 100, 130

box, wooden; 47, 165

brass; 166

buckle; 167

burial; 12, 36, 47, 53, 79, 81, 102, 107, 114, 124, 125, 127,

128, 129, 130, 131, 136, 137, 149, 150, 151, 152,

154, 159, 160, 163, 164, 169-176

button; 160

candlestick; 82, 101, 160, 161

canteen; 44, 45, 47, 48, 59, 75, 77-79, 83, 85, 88, 89, 160,

175

Casas Grandes; 12, 68

Castano de Sosa, Gaspar; 2, 45

cattle; 8, 9, 10, 11, 143, 145, 149, 174

ceiling; see roofing

ceremonial room; 41, 47-48, 49, 61, 124, 131, 136

Chaco Canyon; 61, 67, 109, 139, 162

Chamuscado, Francisco Sanchez; 2, 11, 78, 88, 151, 176

Chilili; 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 68, 73

chopper; 19, 105, 122

Chupadero; Mesa, 1, 10, 25, 49, 64, 65, 67, 68, 71, 74, 105,

Black-on-white, see pottery

Cibola Province; 5, 9, 61, 90, 92, 96, 103, 176

cist; 44-45

cistern; 10, 24-26, 126, 177

cloth, cotton; 164, 172, 174

cloudblower; see pipe

Cochiti; 6, 9, 11, 60, 77, 89, 93, 95, 97, 98, 100, 151

comal; 35, 43, 52, 56, 101, 122, 123, 125-126

Conchos River; 2, 88

convento; 5, 28, 31-36, 99, 174

copper; 166

core, flaking; 108, 138

corn; 5, 7, 10, 18, 41, 43, 45, 46, 48, 85, 100, 128, 174

Coronado, Francisco Vasquez de; 1,2, 10, 11, 45, 149, 176

cotton; 5, 7, 10, 11, 174

cottontail; 11, 152, 153

coyote; 142, 153, 155

crane, sandhill; 142, 145, 146, 150, 153, 156

cremation; 12, 36, 47, 79, 81, 92, 101, 127, 128, 130, 131,

136, 137, 160, 163, 164, 166, 167, 169, 173-176

Cuarai; see Quarai

cup; 81, 101, 102, 103

curtain wall; 30, 34

dagger; 150, 166

dating; see also tree-ring dates, 12, 18, 21, 24, 26, 28-29, 31,

36, 50, 52, 53, 54, 56, 58, 59, 61, 64, 65, 71, 74-75,

93, 94, 95, 96-97, 99, 116, 150, 174, 176

deer; 11, 142, 144, 145, 146, 148, 149, 150, 151, 154, 156,

157

deflector; 48, 49, 50, 54, 56, 57, 59

dendrochronology; see also tree-ring dates, viii

digging stick; 56, 165

dish, sherd; 159, 160

disk; sherd, 159, 175, stone, 47, 48, 116, 126-127, 129, 138,

139, 175, 177

dog; 58, 149, 150, 153, 155
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Domfnguez, Fray Francisco; 9

Domfnguez Mendoza, Juan; 8

door, wooden; 33-34

door slab; 39, 41, 47, 51, 126

doorway; 18, 27, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 36, 39-41, 46, 47, 116,

126

drill; 108, 128, 138, 175

drum; 151

duck; 153

eagle; 85, 88, 142, 150, 152, 153, 155, 156

effigy; 47, 49, 129, 132-136, 139, 161, 163, 164

El Alamillo; 74

encomienda; 6, 75, 164

entryway; 59, 60

Espejo, Antonio de; 2

Estancia Valley; see also Salinas Basin, 1, 2, 6, 73

excavation procedure; vii, 14

Falcon; 153

feather blanket; 164, 172

fetish; 47, 48, 49, 132-138, 160, 167, 172, 175

figurine; see effigy

fire, destruction by; 52, 54, 60

firepit; 25, 32, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 50, 52, 54, 56, 57,

58, 59, 60, 82, 102, 167

fireplace; 32, 35, 61

flagstone; 42, 56, 58

flaker; 56, 144, 149

flesher; see scraper, bone

floor; 18, 20, 25, 42-43, 50, 52, 54, 56, 57, 58, 59, 101

flute; 150, 152, 172

footing, wall; 15, 19, 25, 26, 30, 37

fossil; 47, 134-137, 172

fox; 155

Franciscan order; 6

Freitas, Fray Nicolas de; 6, 7, 10, 34

Galisteo; Black-on-white, see pottery, Pueblo, 8, 9, 24, 92,

Valley, 1, 2, 6, 11, 32, 56, 60, 68, 74, 90, 94, 95, 96,

97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 103

"gaming piece"; see tablet, bone

Gila Pueblo; 141

Giusewa; 99

glass; 49, 167, 174

goose; 150, 155

gourd; 10, 174

grainer; 148-149, 157

great kiva; 59-61

griddle; see comal

growing season; 10

gun-flint; 10

halberd; see pole-axe

hammer; 107-108, 124, 138

hammerstone; 19, 44, 46, 52, 54, 55, 56, 108, 116, 125, 172

handle; antler, 149-150, 166, bone, 149-150, 166, horn, 57,

149, wood, 165, 166

hatch cover; 42, 53

hatchet; see axe

hatchway; 37, 42, 47, 54, 56, 57, 60, 116, 126

Hawikuh; 9, 10, 32, 61, 106, 128, 144, 145, 146, 150, 151,

152, 154, 156, 169, 175, 176

hawk; 83, 142, 145, 150, 152, 153, 155

Heshotauthla; Polychrome, see pottery, Pueblo, 175

Hewett, Edgar L.; vii, 14, 50, 53, 55, 58, 59, 60, 70, 172

hiatus; 26, 28

hide-dressing; 112, 145, 147, 149

historical background; 1-12

hoe; 157, 167

Hopi; 2, 5, 6, 9, 10, 43, 48, 57, 61, 71, 77, 88, 90, 125, 130,

132, 133, 151, 161, 162, 166

horse; 8, 9, 11, 145, 148, 149

Humana, Antonio Gutierrez de; 4

Humanas; see Las Humanas

human remains; see also burial, viii

hunting; 1

1

iron; 9, 35, 44, 47, 49, 55, 57, 61, 79, 149, 166-167, 174, 175

Isleta; 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 71, 74, 173

jacal; 25, 53

jackrabbit; 11, 85, 89, 142, 145, 148, 153, 155, 156, 172

Jemez; 2, 6, 66, 71, 99, 154, 162

Jornada Branch; see also Mogollon, 5, 63, 68, 72

Jornada del Muerto; 74, 93, 96, 100, 103, 180

Jumanes Mesa; 1, 73

Jumanos; 4, 5, 88, 177

"Jumanos" pueblos; 4-5, 7, 73, 176

kachina; 7, 9, 10, 47, 61, 71, 88-89, 151

Kechipawan; Polychrome, see pottery, Pueblo, 175

Keres Indians; 2, 6, 61, 173

kiln, pottery; 48, 118

Kinishba; 144, 146

kiva; 7, 9, 12, 48, 50-61, 82, 131

knife; steel, 57, 166, stone, 108-111, 139, 175

Kuaua; 48, 49, 60, 61, 88, 150, 169

Laboratory of Anthropology; vii, 99

ladderpit; 51, 52, 54, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60

lapstone;47, 112-113, 122

Las Humanas, Pueblo de; vii, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 32,

36, 49, 60, 61, 68, 69, 73, 75, 79, 89, 92, 94, 95, 96,

98, 102, 103, 105, 116, 128, 139, 141, 146, 149, 150,

151, 156, 157, 159, 161, 162, 166, 173

Las Madres; 11, 68, 92

lead; 166

Letrado, Fray Francisco; 5, 31-32, 36, 61, 75, 174

lid; clay, 162-163, stone, 126

lightning stone; 132, 139

living room; 45, 173

loom; 48, 54, 55, 57, 58, 165

Luxan, Diego Perez de; 2

macaw; 12

mallard; see duck

mano; 19, 43, 44, 46, 50, 52, 56, 108, 116-120, 125, 138

Manzano Mountains; 1, 96, 98, 101

masonry; 12, 15, 18, 19, 25, 33, 34, 37, 50, 52, 54, 55, 57,

58, 59, 60

Mathews, Thomas W.; viii

Matsaki; Polychrome, see pottery, Pueblo, 45

matting; 39, 141, 164, 172

Medanos, los; 1, 5, 6, 7, 12, 64

Mendizabal, Governor Bernardo Lopez de; 7, 8

Mesa Verde; 61, 72, 80, 117, 160

metate; 5, 12, 19, 35, 43, 44, 46, 47, 49, 50, 51, 52, 57, 107,

108, 113-120, 121, 122, 138

miniature pot; 54, 55, 59, 66, 70, 81-82, 92, 102, 161, 175

Mogollon culture; 5, 12, 49, 63, 67, 106, 116, 175, 176
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Morlete, Juan; 2

mortar; adobe, 15, 19, 25, 27, 33, 37, 48, grinding base, 51,

55, 57, 120-121, 122, 138

mosaic, stone; 129

mountain lion; 129, 133, 136, 137, 153

mural; 32, 37, 47, 48, 49, 50, 54

Museum of New Mexico; 7, 20, 63, 68, 74, 91

musical instruments; 150-151

nail; 61, 166

Nambe; 6

needle, bone; 141, 145

niche, wall; 18, 41, 47, 58, 59, 126

niche cover; 41

Nuestra Senora de la Concepcion, mission of; see Quarai

Ohate, Juan de; 4, 5, 7, 32, 49, 75, 166, 176

Oraibi; 49, 128, 136

ornaments; see also bead, pendant, 127-130, 152-154, 163-164,

165, 172, 175

Osprey; 83, 153

Otermin, Governor Antonio de; 8

owl; 83, 153

Paako; 4, 48, 49, 60, 64, 66, 68, 93, 99, 100, 126, 127, 136,

145, 150, 151, 160, 161, 162

paddle, wooden; 47, 56

paho stand; 162

paint; 19, 41, 47, 51, 52, 55, 57, 82, 90, 91, 93, 94, 95, 96,

97, 98, 105, 108, 120, 121, 122, 125, 126, 128, 130,

136, 137, 138, 149, 150, 152, 156, 159-160, 165, 166,

172, 175, 180

palette; 47, 52, 54, 55, 57, 59, 60, 138, 159, 160, 172

Pecos; Glaze polychrome, see pottery, River, 1,2, 11, 68,

Pueblo; 1, 2, 5, 6, 9, 11, 45, 49, 60, 61, 66, 68, 82,

90, 92, 93, 94, 95, 97, 98, 99, 101, 103, 108, 109,

110, 111, 112, 124, 126, 128, 132, 134, 136, 138,

139, 143, 144, 145, 146, 148, 149, 150, 154, 156,

157, 159, 161, 162, 163, 169, 173

pendant; bone, 153, shell, 44, 56, 82, 163-164, 172, 175,

sherd, 159, 160, stone, 127-128, 129, 164, 172, 175

Perea, Fray Estevan de; 7, 32

perforated stone; 128-129

pestle; 121-122

pick, stone; 107

pictograph on stone; 130

Picurfs; 5, 6, 11, 143, 146, 149, 150, 154

pin, bone; 149, 154

Pindi Pueblo; 92, 150, 151, 160

pinon nuts; 7, 1 1, 174

pipe; 18, 51, 52, 61, 130, 161-162, 175

Piro Indians; 2, 6, 7, 8, 49, 67, 74, 75, 98, 101, 176, 177

pit, subfloor; see also cist, 54, 58, 118, 125

pitcher; 47, 48, 66, 73, 80-81, 83, 89, 101, 160

pithouse; 5

Plains contact; 11,49, 109, 110, 128, 139, 149, 157, 163

plan, village; 49

plaque, ornamental; 53, 129-130, 154, 165

plaster; 19, 32, 33, 37, 47, 48, 50, 52, 54, 55, 57

plume holder, stone; see also paho stand, 132

pole-axe; 166

polishing stone; 52, 108, 112, 124-125, 175

population estimate; 45

porch; 30, 37, 39, 45, 48

Posadas, Fray Alonso de; 7

Poshuinge; 23, 145, 146, 148, 151

post, construction; 32, 34, 35, 37, 43, 51, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58,

59, 61

potrest; 160

pot (or comal) support; 25, 43, 47, 126

Pottery Mound, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97

pottery types; Abiquiu Black-on-gray, 21, 89, 90, 93, 103, Agua
Fria Glaze, 18, 21, 64, 91-93, 94, 95, 96, 151, 160,

172, 175, 180, 181, Alma Plain; 63, 71, Arenal Glaze;

see Los Padillas, Bandelier Black-on-gray; 52, 69, 79,

89, 90, 93, 103, 160, "Brick ware"; see Carnue Plain,

Carnue Plain; 103, Carretas Polychrome; 18, Casa

Colorada Black-on-white; 67-68, 73, 103, 177,

Cebolleta Black-on-white; 72, 177, Chinese porcelain;

49, 103, 159, Chupadero Black-on-white; 11, 12, 20,

21, 23, 24, 26, 49, 64, 65, 67-73, 75, 78, 79, 83, 92,

97, 149, 151, 159, 162, 163, 173, 174, 177,

Cieneguilla Glaze; 94-95, 96, Corona Corrugated; 18,

20, 23, 64-65, 67, 159, Corona Plain; 18, 23, 35, 47,

48, 49, 65-67, 92, 137, 159, 160, 172, 173, 175, 180,

181, 182, Corona Rubbed; see Corona Corrugated,

Cortez Black-on-white; 71, Crosby Black-on-white; 68,

179, El Paso Brown and Polychrome; 18, 63, 68, 71,

103, "Escondido" Glaze; 98, Espinoso Glaze; 12, 51,

64, 79, 90, 96, 97, 180, Four-Mile Polychrome; 94,

Galisteo Black-on-white; 18, 21, 23, 69, 72, 103, Gila

Polychrome; 94, 175, 176, Hawikuh Polychrome; 89,

175, Heshotauthla Polychrome; 18, 21, 23, 24, 91-93,

103, Homolovi Polychrome; 94, Jeddito Black-on-

yellow; 77, 89, 90, 103, Jornada Brown; 18, 23, 25,

63, 64, 71, "Jornada Late Variant"; 100, 180, Kapo
Black; 49, 103, Kechipawan Polychrome; 77, 89, 90,

96, Kotyitf Glaze; 7, 35, 44, 47, 49, 55, 59, 60, 61,

67, 74, 79, 81, 99-101, 160, 174, 175, 180, 181, 182,

Kowina Black-on-white; 73, "Kuaua" Glaze; 96,

Kwakina Polychrome; 18, 94, 175, Largo Glaze; 18,

21, 51, 64, 74, 93, 95, 96, 180, 181, Lincoln Black-

on-red; 63, 71, 72, 93, 103, Lino Gray; 71, Los Lunas

Smudged; 18, 23, 24, 63, 71, 72, 159, Los Padillas

Glaze; 18, 91-93, 180, 181, Majolica; 49, 80, 103,

159, Matsaki Polychrome; 77, 89, 90, Medio Glaze;

95-96, Mesa Verde Black-on-white; 24, 103, Middle

Pecos Black-on-white; 68, 179, Mimbres Black-on-

white; 24-25, 71, 72, Pecos Glaze; 52, 97-98, 99,

Pinedale Polychrome; 21, 92, Pinnawa Glaze; 95, 175,

Pitoche Rubbed; 64, Pottery Mound Glaze; 94, 96, 97,

Puaray Glaze; 49, 51, 67, 74, 81, 90, 98, 101, 102,

160, 173, 174, 180, 181, 182, Puerco Black-on-white;

71-72, 177, Ramos Polychrome; 103, Red Mesa Black-

on-white; 71, 72-73, Reserve Black-on-white; 72, 177,

Salinas Red; 36, 49, 55, 57, 61, 67, 74, 80, 81, 100,

101-102, 175, 180, 181, 182, San Clemente Glaze; 18,

20, 21, 93-94, 95, 96, Sankawi Black-on-cream; 49,

San Lazaro Glaze; 51, 52, 64, 74, 90, 97, 175, 180-

181,San Marcial Black-on-white; 21, 23, 24, 63, Santa

Fe Black-on-white; 24, 72, 103, Showlow Polychrome;

94, Sikyatki Polychrome; 71, 77, 89, 90, 94, Socorro

Black-on-white; 18, 63, 67, 72, 103, 177, "Socorro

Late Variant"; 101, St. Johns Black-on-red and

Polychrome; 21, 23, 71, 72, 91-92, 93, Tabira Plain,
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Black-on-white and Polychrome; 7, 12, 18, 21, 35, 36,

44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 52, 53, 55, 58, 59, 61, 65, 66,

72, 73-90, 92, 97, 100, 101, 102, 130, 160, 161, 164,

172, 173, 174, 175, 181, Tewa Polychrome; 49, Three

Rivers Red-on-terracotta; 63, 71, 72, "Tiguex" Glaze;

97, "Trenaquel" Glaze; 98, Tularosa Black-on-white;

72-73, Tularosa Fillet Rim; 64, 72

pottery, unfired; 162

precipitation; 10

projectile point; see arrowhead

pronghorn; 11, 142, 143, 144, 146, 148, 149, 151, 153, 154,

156, 157

Puaray; Glaze, see pottery types, Pueblo, 2, 6, 60, 98, 169

Pueblo Blanco; see Tabira

Pueblo Colorado; in the Galisteo Valley, 56, on the Medanos, 7,

49, 65, 67, 68, 74, 179

Pueblo Largo; 1 1 , 68

Pueblo Pardo; vii, 7, 10, 49, 60, 65, 67, 73, 77, 78, 94, 95,

121, 126, 127, 136, 139, 154, 169, 176

Puye; 20, 126

Quarai; 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 20, 63, 64, 65, 67, 68, 73, 80,

81, 93, 94, 95, 98, 101, 102, 139, 181

quarry; 23, 49, 110

Querecho; see Apache

Rainbow House; 145

rasp, sounding; 151

rattlesnake; 85

raven; 153, 155

Rayados; see Jumanos

Rebellion, Pueblo; 6, 8, 9, 61, 99, 103, 150

rebuilding; 12, 26, 28, 29, 50, 54, 56

Reed, Erik K.; viii, 169

religion; 9, 49, 61, 89

retaining wall; 30, 49

ringing stone; 131-132, 138, 139, 175

Rio Grande; 1, 2, 6, 11, 12, 36, 48, 49, 60, 63, 67, 68, 69, 74,

79, 88, 89, 90, 92, 93, 94, 95, 98, 101, 103, 145, 172,

173, 176, 177

Rodriguez, Fray Agostin; 2, 151, 176

roof; construction, 24, 41-42, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 61, use

of, 45, 46-47, 116

rubbing tool; bone, 144-145, 148, 149, 156, stone, 52, 118,

124-125

Salinas; Basin, 1, 11, 12, 63, Province, 4, 5, 6, 8, 11, 32, 73,

90, 92, 96, 99, 100, 102, 127, 139, 176, 177, pueblos,

5, 6, 7, 8, 66, 78, 101, 139, Red, see pottery types

salt; 1, 7, 8, 11

San Buenaventura mission; vii, 5, 34, 36, 50, 58, 166

San Cristobal Pueblo; 60, 68, 90

Sandia; Mountains, 1, 64, 68, 96, Pueblo, 6

San Felipe Pueblo; 6, 98, 143, 151

San Gabriel de Yunque; 4, 32

San Gregorio mission; see Abo
San Ildefonso Pueblo; 4, 6, 77, 108

San Isidro mission; vii, 5, 31

San Juan Pueblo; 4, 6

San Lazaro; Glaze, see pottery types, Pueblo, 32, 97

San Marcos Pueblo; 4, 1

1

Santa Ana Pueblo; 6, 10, 11

Santa Barbara, Chihuahua; 1 , 2

Santa Clara Pueblo; 6, 23, 45

Santa Fe; 6, 10, 32, 61, 94, 103, Black-on-white, see pottery

types

Santa Maria, Fray Juan de; 1,2

Santander, Fray Diego de; 5, 34, 36, 61, 75

Santo Domingo Pueblo; 2, 6, 8

School of American Research; vii, 20

scissors; 167

scraper; bone, 19, 144-148, 157, 172, sherd, 159, 160, stone,

110-111, 147

scraper-plane; 111-112, 138

selenite; 34, 129, 134, 137, 138, 172, 175

Senecii; 8, 34

setting, physical; 1

Sevilleta; 2, 74

shaft tool; 18, 47, 48, 50, 123-124, 135, 136, 172

shaver, stone; 1 12

sheep; 9, 1

1

shell; 11, 12, 53, 56, 79, 82

sherd, worked; 159-161

shield; 88

slab, stone; see also door slab, hatch cover, 138

smoothing stone; 19, 54, 124-125

soup-plate; 35, 55, 66, 73, 80, 100, 101, 102, 103

Southwest Archeological Center; vii, 78, 144, 145, 146

spindle whorl; 154, 159, 160

spoon, sherd; 159

squash; 10

stabilization; 14, 37, 82

steps; 37, 45

stone; flakes, used, 112, sources of, 49, 103, waste, 138

storage; bin, see bin, room, 45-46

stratigraphy; 12, 14, 15

subsistence; 10-1

1

summary; 12

sunflower; 88

swan; 150, 155

Swartz Ruin; 68, 169

swine; 8, 1

1

Tabira; Black-on-white, Plain, Polychrome, see pottery types,

Pueblo, 7, 8, 11, 49, 65, 67, 68, 73, 139, 179, tablet;

see also plaque, bone, 156, sherd, 159, wood, 165

Tajique; 4, 5, 6, 68, 73

Tano Province; 6, 61, 101

Taos; 6, 124

Te'ewiTuin; 53, 60, 112, 150, 151, 162

Tenabo; 2, 6, 7

tessarae; see mosaic

Tesuque Pueblo; 6, 68

Tewa; Indians, 6, 11, 103, 107, 173, Polychrome, see pottery

types

textiles; 164, 174

Tiguex Province; 1,6, 176

tinkler; shell, 128, 163-164, stone, 128

tiponi; 88

Tiwa; language, 6, 7, 101, pueblos, 2, 6, 9, 49, 74, 77, 96, 98,

101, 181

Tompfro; 6, 11, 101, 176, 177

Tonque; 4, 6, 23, 47, 60, 96, 97, 98, 145

Towa Indians; 6

trade; 5, 7, 11-12, 103, 107

tree-ring dates; viii, 27-31, 36, 52, 54, 65
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Tsirege; 136

Tularosa; Basin, 1, 4, 63, 68, 72, 93, 103, Black-on-white, see

pottery types

turkey; 11, 18, 46, 58, 137-138, 142, 150, 151, 152, 153, 155,

156, 172

turkey pen; 46

turquoise; 53, 127, 128, 129, 130, 161, 172, 175

Tyuonyi; 20, 60, 61

University of New Mexico; 94

Unshagi; 48, 49, 99, 126, 145, 150, 161, 162, 173

vent, wall; 41, 47, 48, 49

ventilator, kiva; 50, 51, 52, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 126

ventilator cover, stone; 56, 57, 126

Vivian, Gordon; vii, 58

vulture; 155

wainscoting; 57

Washington and Jefferson College; vii

water sources; 10

wattle-work; 12, 57

weight, stone; 138

whistle; 19, 150-151, 156, 157

window; 32, 33, 34, 35, 39, 41, 126, 138

wolf; 149, 153

wrist guard; see bow guard

Xumanas; see Las Humanas

yucca; 113, 141, 145, 146, 164

Zia;4, 6, 71, 97, 98, 102, 136, 160

Zuni; 2, 5, 6, 9, 10, 12, 20, 32, 43, 61, 77, 79, 88, 89, 90, 91,

94, 95, 125, 127, 128, 133, 134, 138, 151, 174, 175,

176
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